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Data Integration
Data Integration is the mechanism by which integration processes are performed in the
Oracle Enterprise Performance Management Cloud. Designed for busy administrators and
users, you can define file-based and direct integration sources, create mapping rules to
translate source data into the required target format, and execute and manage the periodic
data loading process. Common integration tasks are done using an easy-to-navigate
interface that supports and conforms to how you work.

주:
Data Integration does not replace the legacy Data Management, it is an additional
feature that supports the same workflow with a subset of legacy features. Data
Integration continues to be enhanced until it has one hundred per cent parity with
Data Management.
Watch this overview video to learn more about using Data Integration.

Overview: Using Data Integration in Planning and Budgeting Cloud.

Prerequisites
The prerequisites to use Data Integration are described below.
Data Integration is available for the following roles in the Planning, Tax Reporting, and
Financial Consolidation and Close business processes:
•

Service Admin

•

Power User

•

User

주:
Oracle Sales Planning Cloud is available as a target application in Data Integration.
In Account Reconciliation, access to Data Integration is limited to users who have been
assigned a Service Administrator predefined role only.
Data Integration must be used in conjunction with Data Management to complete setup tasks
such as registering source systems or target applications. Data Management is still fully
supported and remains available as a menu selection on the Navigator menu.
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Prerequisites

Between Data Integration and Data Management, integration-related activities are
bidirectional and synchronized. For example, when you map dimensions in Data
Integration, any saved mappings are populated automatically in Data Management.
For those customers using the EPM Integration Agent, see EPM Integration Agent.
The following are special considerations when using Data Integration.
Feature

Data Integration Special Consideration/
Noteworthy Issues

Role

Data Integration is available for the
following roles in the Planning, Tax
Reporting, and Financial Consolidation and
Close business processes:
In Account Reconciliation, access to Data
Integration is limited to users assigned to
the Service Administrator predefined role
only.
Service administrators can also set up
custom roles, which include:
•

Admin—full access and able to
perform all tasks.
•
Create Integration—define an
Integration and associated setup and
Run the Integration
•
Run Integration—Execute an
integration and view mappings
Profitability and Cost Management. Oracle
Hyperion Public Sector Planning and
Budgeting and Oracle Enterprise Data
Management Cloud do not have access to
Data Management
Supported Services

Planning, Tax Reporting, Financial
Consolidation and Close, Account
Reconciliation

Connections

Use the Configure Connections option in
Data Integration to register, manage, and
delete direct connection information to the
following sources:
•
•
•

Oracle ERP Cloud
Oracle HCM Cloud
Netsuite

Applications

The Applications option shares the existing
functionality of the Target Applications
option in Data Management and enhances
your experience with a more modern look
and feel and responsive design. It is named
"Applications" because it is used as the
primary gateway to integrate data between
different source systems and target
applications.

Import Format

Fixed length file, including the Fixed Width
– Numeric Data and Fixed Width – All Data
types, are not supported.
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Feature

Data Integration Special Consideration/
Noteworthy Issues

Workbench

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
Map Members page

•
•

View validation errors is unavailable.
Displays only the dimension in the
target application. The ability to add
columns such as currency or attributes
is unavailable.
View mappings is unavailable.
Source and Target views only are
available. Other views such as Source,
Target are unavailable.
Export to Excel is unavailable.
Import from Excel is unavailable.
Import Journals is unavailable.
Column Index (column name) has
been changed to Processing Order.
Mapping scripts are unavailable.

Options

Column Headers for multi-period loads are
unavailable.

Run Integrations

Scheduling is unavailable.

When working with Data Integration, note the following terminology changes:
Data Management Name

Data Integration Name

Target Application

Applications

Import Format

Map Dimensions

Data Load Mapping

Map Members

Data Load Rule/Data Load Rule Name

Integration
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Launching Data Integration
To launch Data Integration:
1.

From the Home page, click

2.

Click

(Application cluster).

(Data Exchange icon), and then select the Data Integration tab.

Optionally, you can launch Data Integration by clicking
.
select

, and then from Application,

To return to the Home page when you’ve navigated away from it, click

.

Viewing the Data Integration Home Page
Service administrators see all integrations on the Data Integration home page.
Features include:
Feature

Description

Search

Search the list of integrations based on selected
text in any of the fields.
For example, if you type File, the system
returns all integrations when the name "File"
appears in the Name, Location, Source, or
Target fields.

(Sort)

Sort the list of integrations based on a
condition.
Available conditions:
•
Name
•
Location
•
Source
•
Target
•
Last Executed
•
Result
Sort results can be listed in Ascending order
(A to Z) or Descending order

(Z to A).

Launch the Create Integration process to add
an integration.
For more information, see Defining a Data
Integration.
Refresh the home page.
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Viewing the Data Integration Home Page

Feature

Description
Provides quick access to key Data Integration
functions including:
•
•

•

•

•

•

Process Details
See Viewing Process Details
Applications: Gateway to integrate data
between source systems and target
applications, and apply business rules. See
Registering Applications in Administering
Data Integration for Oracle Enterprise
Performance Management Cloud.
Period Mapping: Define and manage
various kinds of calendars (for example,
monthly, weekly, or daily) based on your
business and statutory requirements. See
Managing Period Mappings.
Category Mapping: Define and manage
category mappings, which enables you to
categorize and map source system data to
a target Scenario dimension member. See
Defining Category Mappings.
Agent, Query, and Download Agent options
(EPM Integration Agent). See EPM
Integration Agent.
File Browser: Launch the File Browser
from which you can navigate to the inbox,
outbox and select files.

Enables you to select and save the POV period
used when running an integration. If no POV
period is selected, then the system defaults to
the last used period based on browser cache.
You can select another period when an unlock
icon
(

appears next to it.
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Working with the Data Integration Workflow

Feature

Description

(Data Integration detail)

Show the detail of each integration including:
•

Status—Indicates the status of each
integration. To show the process details of
the integration, click on the status icon.
–

—Integration was executed
successfully.

–

—Integration execution failed.

–

—New Integration

—Integration was processed with
warnings.
(Data Integration) Name
(Data Integration) Location
Source
Target
Last Executed
Actions—Go to workflow processes
including:
–
General
–
Map Dimensions
–
Map Members
–
Options
–
Process Details
–
Workbench
–

•
•
•
•
•
•

Working with the Data Integration Workflow
The Data Integration workflow bar consists of the following tasks.

You can navigate between tasks on the workflow bar simply by clicking a task.
Task

Description

More Information

General

Add or edit an integration for
file-based and direct
integration sources.

Defining a Data Integration

Map Dimensions

Map the columns in the data
source to dimensions in the
target application.

Mapping Dimensions

Map Members

Map dimensions to identify
how source field values
translate to target dimension
members.

Mapping Members
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Task

Description

More Information

Options

Define options for importing
and exporting data. Also,
define any source filters and
business rules.

Setting Data Integration Options

You can also access all tasks on the Data Integration home page by clicking
the right of an integration and selecting the task.

to

To run an integration to extract data from the source and load it to target based on
general and filter criteria, click

.
For more information, see: Running an Integration.
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Registering Applications
Use the Applications option to register source and target applications when defining
integrations. You can register local Oracle Enterprise Performance Management Cloud
applications, business to business process integrations (cloud to cloud applications, such as
Planning to Financial Reporting) data export to file applications, and generic data source
entities into your existing EPM portfolio.
The process to register applications provides data visibility, integrity, and verification systems.
After you select the Applications option, an Applications page displays allowing you to
register new applications, or you can select an existing application and update application
options, delete it, or refresh application definitions.
Applications registered in Data Integration are made immediately available for selection when
you choose a source and target on the General page. They are also made available in Data
Management.

주:
The Applications option is available on the Actions drop-down on the Data
Integration home page for administrators only.
You can use an Actions drop-down next to each row of applications to select different
application related tasks associated with the application type including:
•

viewing dimensions

•

change applications options

•

adding, updating, or deleting values for data source applications.

•

update (reinitialize) Oracle NetSuite and Oracle ERP Cloud applications.

Launching the Applications Options
주:
Administrators only can register and modify applications.
To launch Application options, from the Data Integration home page, and then Actions,
select Applications.
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Navigating Applications

Navigating Applications
Service administrators can view all registered applications on the Applications page
by:
•

Name

•

Category

•

Type

•

System Name

You can reorder each display item above alphabetically by clicking
the display item.

to the right of

Features include:
Feature

Description
Create a new application.
Delete an application.
A Delete Confirmation message is shown
with the following: "There may be rules
associated with this target application.
Deleting this application will delete all of
its rules. Do you still want to continue?"
When you delete a target application, the
application is marked for deletion and is
unavailable for any metadata or
integration processes, including the import
format and location creation options. All
the existing rules involving the target
application are removed.
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Feature

Description

Name

In the Oracle Enterprise Performance
Management Cloud, when you register all
input cube applications, this field shows
the service application name, such as
Planning or Financial Consolidation and
Close, with any unique prefix.
For EPM Cloud, when you register
individual cubes, this field shows the
application name, cube name with any
prefix.
For an Oracle NetSuite application, this
field show the user-friendly search name of
the application.
For all other applications, this field shows
the name of the application with any
prefix.

Category

Shows the class or division to which an
application belongs.
Available application categories:
•

EPM Local, which includes:

•

–
Input Cubes (BSO)
–
Reporting Cubes (ASO/Essbase)
EPM Cloud, which includes:

•

–
Input Cubes
–
Reporting Cubes
Data Source, which include:
–

•
•

Data Source Adapter Type = source
or both
–
Oracle Financials Cloud, Oracle
Human Capital Management
Cloud, Oracle NetSuite and
incremental file.
–
SQL Query data sources
–
Data Source Adapter = Target
Data Export to Target, which includes
an application type of Data Export to
File
Dimension (for loading metadata)
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Feature

Description

Type

Shows the type of the registered
application:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

System Name

EPM Local and EPM Cloud application
Oracle ERP Cloud
Oracle HCM Cloud
Oracle Netsuite
Oracle ERP Cloud (Receivables
Transactions)
On Premise Database
Peoplesoft GL Balance
Oracle ERP Cloud (Trial Balance
Average)
Incremental File
EBS GL Balance
Oracle ERP Cloud (Custom)
Oracle ERP Cloud (Payables
Transactions)
Oracle ERP Cloud (Trial Balance)
EPM Dimension
Data Export to File
Data Export to On Premise Database

In the EPM Cloud, when you register all
input cube applications, this field shows
the service application name, such as
Planning or Financial Consolidation and
Close, without any prefix.
For EPM, when you register individual
cubes, this field shows the application
name of the Planning, Financial
Consolidation and Close, etc. application.
For an Oracle NetSuite application, this
field show the internal name of the
application.
For all other applications, this field shows
the name of the application without any
prefix.

Actions

An Actions drop-down next to each row of
applications enables you to select different
application related tasks associated with
the application category and type.
For EPM local, EPM Cloud, and Dimension
applications, the Application Detail option
is available.
For Data Source and Data Export
applications, the Application Detail option,
Edit option, and Set Default option are
available.
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Registering EPM Local Applications
When integrating Oracle General Ledger data from your primary service application, such as
Planning, use the EPM Local category to register the application. An EPM local application is
for one instance and only one application can exist per instance.
EPM local applications enable you synchronize between data or Reporting Cubes or move
data between different Input Cubes.
For example, Financial Consolidation and Close customers can add Planning data, or a
Planning customer can add more Planning applications. In addition, this integration enables
you to write back from a cloud to an on-premise application or other external reporting
applications.
To create an EPM local application:
1.

From the Data Integration home page, and then Actions, select Applications.

2.

On the Applications page, click

3.

On the Create Application page, and then Category, select EPM Local.

4.

From Application, select the application for the primary service application.

5.

From Cubes, select the source plan type associated with the application.

(Add icon).

The source cube defines the flow of data between the models or plan types of an
application.
6.

Optional: In Prefix, specify a prefix to make the application name unique.
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The prefix is concatenated with the file name to form a unique application name.
For example, if you want to name an application with the same name as an
existing one, you can assign your initials as the prefix.

Registering EPM Cloud Applications
You create and register an EPM Cloud application when you use a business process
instance with a remote service, such as Planning, to integrate data with another
business process instance, such as Financial Consolidation and Close. In this case,
connection information must be selected between the two business process service
instances.
This feature enables EPM customers to adapt cloud deployments into their existing
EPM portfolio including:
•

Planning

•

Essbase

•

Financial Consolidation and Close

•

Tax Reporting

•

Account Reconciliation

To create an EPM Cloud application:
1.

From the Data Integration home page, and then Actions, select Applications.

2.

On the Applications page, click

3.

On the Create Application page, and then Category, select EPM Cloud.

4.

In URL, specify the service URL that you use to logon to your service.

5.

In User name, specify the user name for the Cloud Service application.

6.

In Password, specify the password for the Cloud Service application.

7.

In Domain, specify the domain name associated with the Cloud Service
Application.

(Add icon).

An identity domain controls the accounts of users who need access to service
instances. It also controls the features that authorized users can access. A service
instance belongs to an identity domain.

주:
Administrators can update the domain name that is presented to the
user, but Data Integration requires the original domain name that was
provided when the customer signed up for the service. Alias domain
names cannot be used when setting up Oracle Enterprise Performance
Management Cloud connections from Data Integration.
8.

From Application, select the type of application.

9.

Click OK.
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Using Data Source Based Applications
A data source provides an integration framework that applies to generic source and target
entities (entities, which are EPM-independent and encapsulate the connection to the
database server, such as Oracle Netsuite). A data source references the specific data model
of the source entity to extract and load data.
Data source-based applications available in Data Integration include:
•

Oracle ERP Cloud—General Ledger. Load Actuals from General Ledger and write-back
Budgets and Actual Adjustment Journals

•

Oracle ERP Cloud—Budgetary Control. Load commitments, obligations, and
expenditures and write-back Budgets

•

Oracle ERP Cloud—Sub-Ledgers. Load sub-ledger transaction data

•

Oracle NetSuite—Load actuals and metadata from Oracle NetSuite

•

Oracle Human Capital Management Cloud—Load Employee attribute, salary and other
related Job information

•

Oracle E-Business Suite— Load Actuals from General Ledger. using the EPM Integration
Agent

•

Oracle Peoplesoft—Load Actuals from General Ledger using the EPM Integration Agent

Registering an Oracle ERP Cloud Application
When integrating Oracle General Ledger data from the Oracle ERP Cloud with your Oracle
Enterprise Performance Management Cloud application, you use Applications to specify the
Oracle ERP Cloud applications as a data source application type and then import the
applications so that they can be used as sources in the EPM Cloud target applications. When
you import the applications, the system brings over the source Oracle General Ledger data
into the EPM Cloud system as Essbase cubes. Each Essbase application represents a chart
of accounts definition from the source Oracle General Ledger.

주:
You must set up the Oracle ERP Cloud source system and specify the connection
information using the Source System option in Data Management. For more
information, see Configuring a Source Connection in Administering Data
Management for Oracle Enterprise Performance Management Cloud .

To define Oracle ERP Cloud applications as data sources:
1.

From the Data Integration home page, and then Actions, select Applications.

2.

On the Applications page, click

3.

From Category, select Data Source.

4.

From Type, select Oracle ERP Cloud.

5.

From Connection, select Fusion.

(Add icon).
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6.

In Application Filter, specify any filters for the load.
A default filter is provided that includes all dimensions of the Essbase cube. The
cube may have duplicate members so fully qualified member names are required.
The Essbase cubes work off the Oracle General Ledger segments, and there is a
one to many relationships of Chart of Accounts to ledgers in the Oracle General
Ledger. Data Integration creates filters when a rule is created. You can modify the
filters as needed but cannot delete them.

7.

Click Import Applications to register the application and initialize the Oracle ERP
Cloud application.

Registering Oracle NetSuite Applications
You register Oracle NetSuite as an application type of "data source" and then import
Oracle NetSuite saved search applications so that they can be used as sources in the
Oracle Enterprise Performance Management Cloud. During the import, the system
loads the Oracle NetSuite saved searched results that have been created and
initialized in the Source System option. After the import, an application record is
created for each Oracle NetSuite saved search results under the user name registered
in the Oracle NetSuite source system.

주:
You must set up the Oracle NetSuite source system, specify the connection
information, and run the initialize process to import the definition of all saved
searches owned by the users in the Source System option in Data
Management. For more information, see Configuring a Source Connection
to Oracle NetSuite in Administering Data Management for Oracle Enterprise
Performance Management Cloud .

To define Oracle NetSuite applications as data sources:
1.

From the Data Integration home page, and then Actions, select Applications.

2.

On the Applications page, click

3.

From Category, select Data Source.

4.

From Type, select Netsuite.

(Add icon).
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5.

From Connection, select Netsuite.
For more information about setting up an Oracle NetSuite source system and
connections, see Configuring a NetSuite Connection.

6.

From Application, select the name of the NSPB Sync SuiteApp saved Search.
Metadata saved searches includes "Metadata" in the saved search name, and Data
saved searches includes "Data" in the saved search name.

7.

Optional: In Prefix, specify a prefix to make the application name unique.
The prefix is concatenated with the file name to form a unique application name. For
example, if you want to name an application with the same name as an existing one, you
can assign your initials as the prefix.

8.

Click Import Applications to register the application and initialize the Oracle NetSuite
applications.
Oracle NetSuite Searches results are registered with an application type of "data source."
During the initialization, the system creates the data source automatically based on the
available Saved Searches results under the user name registered in the Oracle NetSuite
source system.
NSPB Sync SuiteApp Saved Searches may include:
Saved Search Name

ID

Type

PBCS All Posting
Transactions Last Period

Summary

PBCS All Posting
Transactions Last Period

Detail
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Saved Search Name

ID

PBCS All Posting
Transactions Last Period—
Trial Balance

9.

Type
Trial Balance

PBCS - Transaction
Summary

customsearch_nspbcs_all_transactions_sum
Transaction

PBCS - Transaction Detail

customsearch_nspbcs_all_transactions_det
Transaction

PBCS - Trial Balance

customsearch_nspbcs_trial_balance

Transaction

PBCS sync (Data) Income
Statement Transactions
[.csv]

customsearch_pbcs_sync_is_csv

Transaction

PBCS sync (Data) Balance
Sheet Transactions [.csv]

customsearch_pbcs_sync_bs_csv

Transaction

PBCS sync (Data) Beg
Balance [.csv]

customsearch_pbcs_sync_begbal_csv Transaction

PBCS sync (Data) Income
Statement Transactions

customsearch_nspbcs_sync_is

Transaction

PBCS sync (Data) Balance
Sheet Transactions

customsearch_nspbcs_sync_bs

Transaction

PBCS sync (Data) Beg
Balance

customsearch_nspbcs_sync_begbal

Transaction

PBCS sync (Data)
Consolidated Exchange
Rates

customsearch_nspbcs_sync_fx

Consolidated Exchange
Rates

PBCS sync (Metadata)
Income Statement
Accounts

customsearch_nspbcs_sync_acct_inc_stmt
Account

PBCS sync (Metadata)
Balance Sheet Accounts

customsearch_nspbcs_sync_acct_bs

Account

PBCS sync (Metadata) Class customsearch_nspbcs_sync_class

Class

PBCS sync (Metadata)
Customer

customsearch_nspbcs_sync_cust

Customer

PBCS sync (Metadata)
Department

customsearch_nspbcs_sync_dept

Department

PBCS sync (Metadata) Item

customsearch_nspbcs_sync_item

Item

PBCS sync (Metadata)
Location

customsearch_nspbcs_sync_loc

Location

PBCS sync (Metadata)
Project

customsearch_nspbcs_sync_prj

Project

PBCS sync (Metadata)
Customer Project

customsearch_nspbcs_sync_cprj

Project

PBCS sync (Metadata)
Subsidiary

customsearch_nspbcs_sync_sub

Subsidiary

PBCS sync (Metadata)
Vendor

customsearch_nspbcs_sync_vend

Vendor

Click OK.
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Defining Incremental File Applications
The Incremental File Adapter feature enables you to compare a source data file with a prior
version of the source data file and identify new or changed records and then load only that
data set.
To use the Incremental File Adapter feature, you register an initial source data file as an
incremental file adapter data source. The initial source data file is used as the template.
Actual integrations are run from the file designated in the run integration process where a file
comparison is run between the initial source data file and a subsequent file. You can load
once, twice or many times thereafter. The last run file becomes the basis against which the
subsequent load is evaluated. The data source loads only the differences, which leads to a
faster load during the file import. The remaining data import processes stay the same as in a
standard data load for a file.

주:
For a complete description on using the Incremental File Adapter feature, see
Loading Data Using an Incremental File Adapter in Administering Data
Management for Oracle Enterprise Performance Management Cloud .

To create an incremental file data source:
1.

From the Data Integration home page, and then Actions, select Applications.

2.

On the Applications page, click

3.

On the Create Application page, and then Category, select Data Source.

(Add icon).
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4.

From Type, select Incremental File.

5.

From File, specify the initial source data file to use as the template.
Click

to search for a file from the File Browser page.

When selecting a file, note the following:

6.

•

The source data file must be a delimited data file.

•

Data files used must contain a one-line header, which describes the delimited
columns.

•

Both numeric and non-numeric data can be loaded.

Optional: In Prefix, specify a prefix to make the application name unique.
The prefix is concatenated with the file name to form a unique application name.
For example, if you want to name an application with the same name as an
existing one, you can assign your initials as the prefix.

7.

Click OK.

Defining an On-Premise Data Source Application
You create an on-premise data source application when you need to extract data from
your on-premises data sources and then load the data directly to the Oracle Enterprise
Performance Management Cloud using the EPM Integration Agent. The EPM
Integration Agent executes a query against an on-premises relational database and
then loads the data to the EPM Cloud.
To create and register an on-premise data source application created for an extraction,
you must create a file that contains only sample data with one header record. The file
cannot not contain the application name or SQL query etc. The name of the file must
be the name of the application.
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주:
For more information, see Extracting Data from On-premises Data Sources.

To create an on-premise data source application:
1.

From the Data Integration home page, and then Actions, select Applications.

2.

On the Applications page, click

3.

On the Create Application page, and then Category, select Data Source.

4.

From Type, select On Premise Database.

5.

From File, specify the file that contains only sample data with one header record to be
used for the on-premise application.

(Add icon).

The header row must exactly match the dimension name in the target dimension. You
can use an alias for a column name in the SQL query to the dimension name.
Click
6.

to search for a file from the File Browser page.

Optional: In Prefix, specify a prefix to make the application name unique.
The prefix is concatenated with the file name to form a unique application name. For
example, if you want to name an application with the same name as an existing one, you
can assign your initials as the prefix.

7.

Click OK.
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Registering Oracle ERP Cloud Applications
You can extract non-General ledger data from Oracle ERP cloud data sources and
load it to the Oracle Enterprise Performance Management Cloud. These types of data
sources let you define an Oracle Business Intelligence Publisher data extract that is
referenced by Data Management to pull data directly from Oracle ERP cloud sources
like payables, receivables, fixed assets, and supply chain.
Data Management provides prepackaged queries to the Oracle ERP cloud sources
including:
•

Oracle ERP Cloud (Payable Transactions)

•

Oracle ERP Cloud (Receivable Transactions)

•

Oracle ERP Cloud (Trial Balance - Average)

•

Oracle ERP Cloud (Trial Balance)

In addition, you can create and run a custom query against a BI Publisher data extract.
In this case, use an Oracle ERP Cloud (Custom) data source adapter in Data
Management to import the source CSV file from BI Publisher, and then set the report
parameters to use.

주:
An Oracle ERP Cloud integration requires that you have the privileges or
user role and data access to all ERP ledgers. c
You must register source system for the Oracle ERP Cloud data sources
using the system type Oracle ERP Cloud and specify your user credentials.
This step includes specifying the connection details and testing the
connection. For more information, see Configuring a Source Connection For
an Oracle ERP Cloud Source System in the Administering Data
Management for Oracle Enterprise Performance Management Cloud .

To register an Oracle ERP Cloud application:
1.

From the Data Integration home page, and then Actions, select Applications.

2.

On the Applications page, click

3.

From Category, select Data Source.

4.

From Type, select the type of prepackaged Oracle ERP Cloud query.

(Add icon).

Available Oracle ERP Cloud types:
•

Oracle ERP Cloud (Payable Transactions)

•

Oracle ERP Cloud (Receivable Transactions)

•

Oracle ERP Cloud (Trial Balance - Average)

•

Oracle ERP Cloud (Trial Balance)
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The name of the prepackaged application that displays in the Application depends on
the type of prepackaged Oracle ERP Cloud query selected in this field.

5.

Optional: In Prefix, specify a prefix to make the application name unique.
The prefix is concatenated with the file name to form a unique application name. For
example, if you want to name an application with the same name as an existing one, you
can assign your initials as the prefix.

6.

Click OK.

Defining Oracle ERP Cloud Custom Applications
You can import data from the Oracle ERP using a custom query and load it into Oracle
Enterprise Performance Management Cloud. The custom query is run against any report
from Oracle Business Intelligence Publisher that creates a CSV formatted data file. The
system then loads the data to the EPM Cloud. In this case, Data Integration executes the
report to extract the data and loads it to EPM Cloud. You use an Oracle ERP Cloud (Custom)
data source adapter in Data Management to import the source CSV file from Oracle Business
Intelligence Publisher, and then set the report parameters to use.
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주:
An Oracle ERP Cloud integration requires that you have the privileges or
user role and data access to all ERP ledgers to be integrated user role and
data access to all ERP ledgers to be integrated. For more information, see
Security Role Requirements for Oracle ERP Cloud Integrations .
You must register source system for the Oracle ERP Cloud data sources
using the system type Oracle Financials Cloud and specify your user
credentials. This step includes specifying the connection details and testing
the connection. For more information, see Configuring a Source Connection
For an Oracle ERP Cloud Source System in the Administering Data
Management for Oracle Enterprise Performance Management Cloud .

To register a custom Oracle ERP Cloud application:
1.

From the Data Integration home page, and then Actions, select Applications.

2.

On the Applications page, click

3.

From Category, select Data Source.

4.

From Type, select Oracle ERP Cloud (Custom).

5.

In File, specify the name of the CSV file associated with the Oracle Business
Intelligence Publisher report from which to load data.
Click

6.

(Add icon).

to search for a file from the File Browser page.

Optional: In Prefix, specify a prefix to make the application name unique.
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The prefix is concatenated with the file name to form a unique application name. For
example, if you want to name an application with the same name as an existing one, you
can assign your initials as the prefix.
7.

Click OK.

Registering Oracle HCM Cloud Applications
When integrating human resources data from Oracle Human Capital Management Cloud with
Oracle Hyperion Workforce Planning, Planning Modules or Oracle Strategic Workforce
Planning Cloud business processes, register the Oracle HCM Cloud extracts as "data source"
application types.
Data Integration provides an out of the box solution that enables customers to apply
predefined mappings from the Oracle HCM Cloud data model to target dimensions in
Workforce Planning or Strategic Workforce Planning.
Data Management and Oracle HCM Cloud provide templates that the user must load to the
Oracle HCM Cloud instance so that data can be extracted.
Oracle HCM Cloud extracts are used to extract high volumes of data from Oracle HCM
Cloud. Each of the predefined Oracle HCM Cloud extracts are defined as "Data Sources" in
Data Management.
When Data Management performs the data extraction portion of the integration, it designates
each predefined Oracle HCM Cloud extract as a data source entity. In turn, these data
sources are mapped directly to the Workforce Planning or Strategic Workforce Planning data
model in Planning Modules.

주:
A Human Capital Management Integration Specialist job role is required to manage
Human Capital Management extracts. The Human Capital Management Integration
Specialist (Job Role) is the individual responsible for planning, coordinating, and
supervising all activities related to the integration of human capital management
information systems.
For more information, see Human Capital Management Integration Specialist (Job
Role).

To register an Oracle HCM Cloud application:
1.

From the Data Integration home page, and then Actions, select Applications.

2.

From the Application page, click
and then select Application Detail.

3.

On the Application Detail page, assign classifications for the seeded dimensions in
Planning.

to the right of the Workforce Planning application,

Classifications for the seeded dimensions include "Employee," "Job," "Property," and
"Union."
For more information, see Defining Application Dimension Details.
4.

Click Save and then click Return.
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5.

Launch Data Integration.

6.

From the Data Integration home page, and then Actions, select Applications.

7.

From the Applications page, click

8.

From the Create Application, then Category, select Data Source.

9.

From Type, select Oracle HCM Cloud.

(Add icon).

10. From Connection, select the name of the connection to the Oracle HCM Cloud

type.
Set up the Oracle HCM Cloud source system and specify the connection
information in the Configure Connection option. See Configuring an Oracle HCM
Cloud Connection.
11. In File, specify the file name (in XML format) of the source entity to register as a

data source.
The file is the Oracle HCM Cloud extract application name/definition that has
already been uploaded to the inbox.

12. Click OK.
13. On the Application page, select the name of the Oracle HCM Cloud application

that you just created, and from the Actions menu, click Download HCM Extract.
Data Integration loads the following extract definitions on the Applications page.
These files are a subset of the data that can be extracted and loaded into the
Planning Modules application.
•

EPBCS Assignment_<Release>.xdoz
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주:
You must import EPBCS Assignment_<Release>.xdoz into the /Custom
folder of BI Publisher and not Oracle HCM Cloud.

주:
If you require non-English characters, download the EPBCS HCM
Extract.zip file and then unzip the zip. Next go to BI Publisher Document
Repository and import the EPBCS Assignment.xdoz file.
•

EPBCS Entity Metadata_<Release>.xml

•

EPBCS Employee Metadata_<Release>.xml

•

EPBCS Position Metadata_<Release>.xml

•

EPBCS Location Metadata_<Release>.xml

•

EPBCS Job Metadata_<Release>.xml

•

EPBCS Initialize.xml

주:
In all cases, the EPBCS Initialize.xml must always be imported in Oracle
HCM Cloud.
.

주:
All extracts must be imported without the Legislative Group. That is, the
Legislative Group must be blank.
•

EPBCS Component Salary Metadata.xml

•

EPBCS Assignment Data.xml

•

EPBCS Account Merit Metadata.xml

Data Management ships the template that is needed for the extract as content that is
uploaded to the Oracle HCM Cloud application. This content is provided by Data
Management because it is not seeded with the Oracle HCM Cloud.
When the Oracle HCM Cloud extracts have been loaded to the Applications page, you
to the right of the extract, and then selecting
can update a specific extract by clicking
Update Application. When the Update HCM Cloud Application page, click Selected to
update the selected extract or All to update all extracts.
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Registering Peoplesoft GL Balance Applications
You can use a preseeded query to import General Ledger balances from Peoplesoft
sources and then create and register an application that can be loaded to Oracle
Enterprise Performance Management Cloud target applications using the EPM
Integration Agent. Peoplesoft General Ledger GL data sources include ledger
summary and detail ledger information based on selected ChartField combinations.
In this way, you have direct connectivity from the EPM Cloud to on-premise Peoplesoft
data.
For more information about registering Peoplesoft GL balances applications using the
EPM Integration Agent, see Using Prepackaged On-premises Adapters.
To register Peoplesoft GL Balance applications:
1.

From the Data Integration home page, and then Actions, select Applications.

2.

On the Applications page, click

3.

From Category, select Data Source.

4.

From Type, select Peoplesoft GL Balance.

5.

The application shown in the Application is created and register after you click
OK on this page.

(Add icon).

You specify connection information for Peoplesoft data source applications on the
Options tab in Application Details.
6.

Optional: In Prefix, specify a prefix to make the application name unique.
The prefix is concatenated with the file name to form a unique application name.
For example, if you want to name an application with the same name as an
existing one, you can assign your initials as the prefix.
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7.

Click OK.

Registering E-Business Suite Applications
You can use a preseeded query to import General Ledger balances from Oracle E-Business
Suite sources and then create and register an application that can be loaded to Oracle
Enterprise Performance Management Cloud target applications using the EPM Integration
Agent (see Installing and Configuring the EPM Integration Agent).
In this way, you have direct connectivity from the EPM Cloud to on-premise E-Business Suite
data. For more information, see Using Prepackaged On-premises Adapters.
To register an E-Business Suite application:
1.

From the Data Integration home page, and then Actions, select Applications.

2.

On the Applications page, click

3.

From Category, select Data Source.

4.

From Type, select EBS GL Balance.

5.

The application shown in the Application is created and register after you click OK on
this page.

(Add icon).

You specify connection information for E-Business Suite data source applications on the
Options tab in Application Details.
6.

Optional: In Prefix, specify a prefix to make the application name unique.
The prefix is concatenated with the file name to form a unique application name. For
example, if you want to name an application with the same name as an existing one, you
can assign your initials as the prefix.
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7.

Click OK.

Connecting to E-Business Suite and Peoplesoft Data Sources
Direct connectivity from the Oracle Enterprise Performance Management Cloud to onpremises data sources is available using prepackaged on-premises adapters. These
adapters enable you to import data from:
•

EBS GL Balances

•

Peoplesoft GL Balances

To load data using a prepackaged on-premises adapter:
1.

Register the Oracle E-Business Suite or Peoplesoft data source application.
For information on registering an E-Business Suite data source application, see
Registering E-Business Suite Applications.
For information on registering a Peoplesoft data source application, see
Registering Peoplesoft GL Balance Applications.

2.

From the Application page, click
to the right of the E-Business Suite or
Peoplesoft data source application, and then select Application Detail.

3.

Select the Application Filters tab.

4.

Click the Options tab.

5.

In Delimiter, select the type of delimiter used in the file.
Available delimiter symbols:
•

Comma (,)

•

Exclamation (!)
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6.

•

Not Applicable (NA)

•

Semicolon (;)

•

Colon (:)

•

Vertical bar (|)

In Credential Store, specify the type of credential store used for the connection.
Available types of credential stores:
•

Cloud

•

File

For the Cloud credential store type, you store the user name/password/connect string in
the application.
For the File credential store type, create a file in the on-premises environment to store
the JDBC URL, user name and password. The file name must be named appname.cred
and stored in the config directory.
The file must contain the following lines:
driver=oracle.jdbc.driver.OracleDriver
jdbcurl=jdbc:oracle:thin:@slc04aye.us.oracle.com:1523:fzer1213
username=apps
password=w+Sz+WjKpL8[

주:
The password used for both credential store types, must be encrypted.
When the type is a "Cloud" store, type the password in the user interface in the
usual way. The system encrypts and stores the password.
When the type is a "File" store, you must encrypt the password using the
encryptpassword utility and store the password in the file. For more information
about encrypting your password, see Encrypting the EPM Cloud User
Password.
7.

Peoplesoft only: In JDBC Driver, select the type of JDBC driver to use when connecting
to the Database Management System (DBMS).
Available types of JDBC drivers include the following:
•

Microsoft SQL Server

•

Oracle

A JDBC driver is software that enables Java application to communicate with a database.
The JDBC driver communicates the connection information to the database and sends
the protocol used for transferring the query and result between the client and the
database.
8.

In JDBC URL, specify the JDBC driver URL connection string.
The JDBC Driver URL connection string enables you to connect to a relational database
using Java.
For an Oracle Thin JDBC driver, the JDBC driver URL includes:
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jdbc:oracle:thin:@host:port:sid
jdbc:oracle:thin:@host:port/service
For SQL Server, the JDBC driver URL includes:
jdbc:sqlserver://server:port;DatabaseName=dbname
9.

In Username, specify the on-premises database user name.

10. In Password, specify the on-premises database password.
11. In Fetch Size, specify the number of rows fetched (that the driver processes) with

each database round trip for a query.
The following shows PeopleSoft connection options on the Options tab.

The following shows E-Business Suite connection options on the Options tab.

12. Click Save.

Registering an On-Premises File
You register an on-premises file application when using the direct load of files using
the EPM Integration Agent. This type of adapter enables customers to load very large
files from on-premises file data source to the EPM Cloud. It extends the direct load
method where the EPM Cloud database is bypassed for staging and processing,
eliminating any performance bottlenecks and improving the performance and
scalability of the load process.
An on-premises file adapter requires no connection parameters or query. However, a
delimited file with a hearder used for the import format is required for the load.
For more information on using the on-premises file data source, see Using an Agent
File Adapter.
1.

From the Data Integration home page, and then Actions, select Applications.
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2.

On the Applications page, click

3.

From Category, select Data Source.

4.

From Type, select On Premise File.

5.

From File, specify the source data file to use as the template.
Click

(Add icon).

to search for a file from the File Browser page.

When selecting a file, note the following:

6.

•

The source data file must be a delimited data file.

•

Data files used must contain a one-line header, which describes the delimited
columns.

•

Both numeric and non-numeric data can be loaded.

Optional: In Prefix, specify a prefix to make the application name unique.
The prefix is concatenated with the file name to form a unique application name. For
example, if you want to name an application with the same name as an existing one, you
can assign your initials as the prefix.

7.

Click OK.

Updating Oracle ERP Cloud Applications
Use the Update Application option to reinitialize Oracle ERP Cloud aWhen you reinitialize an
application, the source system fetches all new additions such as ledgers, chart of accounts,
and so on.
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To update an application:
1.

From the Data Integration home page, and then Actions, select Applications.

2.

On the Applications page, select an Oracle ERP Cloud application to reinitialize.

3.

From the Actions menu, select Update Applications.

4.

On the Update Applications page, then Type, select Oracle ERP Cloud.

5.

From the Connection drop-down, select the name of the connection associated
with the data source.

6.

From Application Filter, specify any application filter for the application.
For more information about application filters, see Applying Application Filters to
an Oracle ERP Cloud Data Source.

7.

Enable Budgetary Control to register the application as a Budgetary Control data
source.

8.

Click Update Applications to reinitialize the application.

Updating An Oracle NetSuite Application
Use the Update Application option to reinitialize Oracle NetSuite applications. In this
way, you can extract the most up-to-date accounting reports from your NSPB Sync
SuiteApp Saved Searches and use them in your integration with the Oracle Enterprise
Performance Management Cloud business process.
To update an Oracle NetSuite application:
1.

From the Data Integration home page, and then Actions, select Applications.

2.

On the Applications page, select the or Oracle NetSuite application to reinitialize.

3.

From the Actions menu, select Update Applications.

4.

On the Update Applications page, then Type, select Oracle NetSuite.

5.

From Connection drop-down, select the name of the connection associated with
the Oracle NetSuite application.

6.

In Prefix, specify a prefix to make the application name unique.
The prefix is concatenated with the file name to form a unique application name.
For example, if you want to name an application with the same name as an
existing one, you can assign your initials as the prefix.

7.

Click Update Application to reinitialize the application.

Registering an Application for a Class of Dimensions or
Dimension Type
You can register applications of the type that include only a class of dimensions or a
dimension type. These types of applications are used to load metadata and include the
following applications, which the system creates automatically:
•

Account

•

Entity

•

Custom
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•

Scenario

•

Version

•

Smartlist

To register an application for a class of dimensions or dimension type:
1.

From the Data Integration home page, and then Actions, select Applications.

2.

On the Applications page, click

3.

On the Create Application page, and then Category, select Dimensions.

4.

From Application, select the application for the primary service application.

5.

Optional: In Prefix, specify a prefix to make the application name unique.

(Add icon).

The prefix is concatenated with the file name to form a unique application name. For
example, if you want to name an application with the same name as an existing one, you
can assign your initials as the prefix.
6.

Click OK.
In the following example the applications have been created automatically for the
KS_Vision application: KS_Vision - Account, KS_Vision - Custom, KS_Vision - Entity,
KS_Vision - Scenario, KS_Vision - Smartlist, and KS_Vision - Version.
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Registering a Data Export File Application
You create an application for a data export file when you need to export data from an
Oracle Enterprise Performance Management Cloud.

주:
For more information, see Creating a Data Export File in Administering Data
Management for Oracle Enterprise Performance Management Cloud .

주:
For information on the Data Export to On Premise Database application type,
see Registering the Data Export to On-Premises Application.
To register an application for a data export file:
1.

From the Data Integration home page, and then Actions, select Applications.

2.

On the Applications page, click

3.

On the Create Application page, and then Category, select Data Export.

(Add icon).
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4.

From Type, select Data Export to File.

5.

From File, select the name of the source file from which to create the application.
Click

6.

to search for a file from the File Browser page.

Optional: In Prefix, specify a prefix to make the application name unique.
The prefix is concatenated with the file name to form a unique application name. For
example, if you want to name an application with the same name as an existing one, you
can assign your initials as the prefix.

7.

Click OK.

Registering Data Export File Applications for Quick Mode Integrations
You can create and register a data export file application to which data is written in a Quick
Mode integration.

주:
For more information about Quick Mode, see Quick Mode to Export Data

주:
For information on the Data Export to On Premise Database application type, see
Registering the Data Export to On-Premises Application.
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To register a data export file application for use with a Quick Mode integration.:
1.

From the Data Integration home page, and then Actions, select Applications.

2.

On the Applications page, click

3.

On the Create Application page, and then Category, select Data Export.

4.

From Type, select the type of data export file to register.

(Add icon).

Available types of data export file applications:

5.

•

Data Export to File

•

Data Export to On Premises Data

•

Data Export to Oracle Autonomous Database

•

EPM Data File

From File, select the name of the source file from which to create the application.
Click

to search for a file from the File Browser page.

You cannot select a file for an EPM Data File type.
6.

Optional: In Prefix, specify a prefix to make the application name unique.
The prefix is concatenated with the file name to form a unique application name.
For example, if you want to name an application with the same name as an
existing one, you can assign your initials as the prefix.

7.

Click OK.
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Defining Application Dimension Details
The Application Dimensions page shows the list of dimensions for a selected application. A
dimension is a structure that categorizes data in order to enable users to answer business
questions. Each dimension usually contains a hierarchy of related members grouped within it.
Commonly used dimensions are customers, products, and time.
For example, in Planning, there are seven standard dimensions: Account, Entity, Scenario,
Version, Period, Years, and Currency. In addition, general Planning applications can include
up to and twenty-five custom dimensions.
Dimension details differ for each application type. For selected application types, you can
reclassify the dimensions and change the dimension class as necessary.
To define dimension details:
to the right of the application, and then select

1.

From the Application page, click
Application Details.

2.

Select the Dimensions tab.

3.

For Essbase and Profitability and Cost Management applications only: on the
Application Detail page, click Create Drill Region to create a named region of data
intersections in an Oracle Enterprise Performance Management Cloud application that
can be viewed with the drill-through functionality
When you select a dimension in which to a create a drill-region, you can design the
granularity for the drillable region. For example, if you only select the year dimension, you
can drill on a cell that at least does not have a null for year.
Select the Create Drill Region opion if you want to include the dimension in the Drill
Region data slice definition. When the dimension is selected during the data load
process, the system builds the data slice by including the unique list of values for each of
the dimension.

주:
The Drill Region simply defines the cells for which the drill icon is enabled in the
Data Forms and SmartView. It is recommended to use a minimum set of
dimensions to define the drill region. If a large number of dimensions are
included in the drill region, then the size of the drill region becomes large and
consumes system resources every time a form is rendered. For Planning
applications, use dimensions with small number of members like Scenario,
Year, Period, Version to define the drill region. For an Financial Consolidation
and Close application, use only the Data Source for defining the drill region.
If you want to define a more granular drill region with multiple dimensions, then use the
Calculation Manager Drill Region page to edit the region definition. You can use member
functions like iDescendants to define the region instead of individual members. You can
access the by selecting Navigate and then Rules. Then click Database Properties and
expand the application and select the cube. Right click and select Drill Through
Definition. Edit only the Region definition and do not modify the XML content. If you edit
the drill region manually, set the Drill Region option to No in Application Options.
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4.

For each dimension name not defined in the application, click Add ( ), and
select the target dimension class name from the Target Dimension Class dropdown.
The dimension class is a property that is defined by the dimension type. For
example, if you have a Period dimension, the dimension class is also "Period." For
Essbase applications, you must specify the appropriate dimension class for
Account, Scenario, and Period. For Oracle Hyperion Public Sector Planning and
Budgeting applications, you must specify the dimension class for Employee,
Position, Job Code, Budget Item, and Element.

5.

The Data Table Column Name shows the table column name of the column in the
staging table (TDATASEG) where the dimension value is stored.
The Data Table Column Name is an informational field and cannot be changed.

6.

In Mapping Sequence, specify the order in which the maps are processed.
For example, when "Account" is set to 1, "Product" is set to 2, and "Entity" is set to
3, then Data Integration first processes the mapping for Account dimension,
followed by Product, and then by Entity.

7.

Data Export Applications only: In View Sequence, specify the order of each
column in the data export file.
For example, when "Account" is set to 1, "Product" is set to 2, and "Entity" is set to
3, then Data Integration, shows "Account" first, "Product" is shown second, and
"Entity" is shown third.
By default, Data Integration assigns the "Account" dimension as the first column in
the order.

8.

Click Save.
The application is ready for use with Data Integration.

팁:
To edit the dimension details, select the application, then edit the application
or dimension details, as necessary.
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Adding Lookup Dimensions
Lookup dimensions can be created and assigned with data columns for target applications
and are used for mapping and reference.
A lookup dimension can be added in Data Integration that does not have a corresponding
dimension in the target application. These types of dimensions are useful when you need to
add content that determines how to transform another column. They can be used with
member mapping functionality to cross-reference multiple source segments and chartfields
and assign a target value.
To add a lookup dimension:
1.

From the Application page, click
to the right of the Oracle Hyperion Workforce
Planning application, and then select Application Detail.

2.

Select the Dimensions tab.

3.

Click Add ( ) and select the target dimension class name from the Target Dimension
Class drop-down.
A LOOKUP dimension entry is added to the Target Dimension Class drop-down.

4.

In Dimension Name, enter the name of the lookup dimension and click Save.
The lookup dimension is added to the dimension detail list with the target dimension class
name of "LOOKUP." To use the lookup dimension as a source dimension, make sure you
map it in the import format.

Defining Application Detail Options
When integrating source applications with target applications, you can select options that
support how you load date including load methods, date formats, batch, and purge options.

주:
For information about Application Details for Oracle ERP Cloud Data Sources, see
Defining Application Details for Oracle ERP Cloud Data Sources.
To define target options:
1.

From the Data Integration home page, and then Actions, select Applications.
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2.

From the Application page, click
select Application Detail.

to the right of the application, and then

3.

Select the Options tab.

4.

Select the option and select the needed action.
Option

Description

Load Method

Select the method for loading data to the
target application.
Available methods:
•
•

•

Batch Size

Numeric—Loads numeric data only.
Planning data security is not
enforced with this method.
All data types with auto-increment
of line item—This method requires
that you define the data and driver
dimensions, and unique identifiers
for the Planning application. You
define data load and driver
dimension in the Data Dimension for
Auto-Increment Line Item field and
Driver Dimension for AutoIncrement Line Item field below.
Replace Mode is not supported for
the load method "All data types with
auto-increment of line item."
All data types with security—Loads
Numeric, Text, Smartlist, Date data
types. If the Planning administrator
loads data, Planning data security is
not enforced. If a Planning nonadministrator user loads data, then
Planning data security is enforced. A
Planning non-administrator user can
load only 500,000 cells of data.

Specify the number of rows read at a
time from the file to memory.
This parameter is mainly used for
performance. When data is loaded, this
setting determines how many records
are stored in the cache. For example,
when 1000 is specified; 1,000 records are
stored in cache. Similarly, when 5000 is
specified, 5,000 records are stored in
cache and commit.
Determine this setting by Server Memory
and adjust as needed.
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Option

Description

Drill Region

Tap the slider on to enable the drill
region.
When this option is enabled, a drillable
region is created to use the drill through
feature.
When loading data, the drill region is
loaded to Planning data.
Drill region by scenarios are created. For
any cube (Planning cubes or Planning
databases), the name of the drill region is
FDMEE_<name of the scenario member>.
When creating the drill region, the
system checks if a dimension is enabled
for the drill.
Members of enabled dimensions selected
in data loads, are included in the drill
region filter. If no dimensions are
enabled, the Scenario, Version, Year, and
Period dimensions are enabled by
default. You can enable additional
dimensions, and the subsequent data
load considers members of newly
enabled dimensions. If you disable any
dimensions which were previously
included in a drill region used for drill
creation, members of such dimensions
are not deleted during the subsequent
data loads. If needed, you can remove
obsolete members manually.
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Option

Description

Enable Drill from Summary

Select Yes to drill down from summary
members in a Planning data form or
report and view the detail source data
that make up the number.
After enabling this option and loading
the data with the Create Drill Region
option set to Yes, the Drill icon is enabled
at the summary level. Drill is limited to
1000 descendant members for a
dimension.

주:
If you Enable Summary Drill,
do not include the dimension
you want to drill from the
Parent Members in the drill
region definition. If you
absolutely need to include this
dimension, then disable the
auto drill region creation and
then maintain the drill region
manually using Calculation
Manager user interface. Use
Essbase member function like
Descendants to enumerate the
members you want to include
in the drill region.
Summary drill is available for
local service instances only. It
is not available between cross
service instances or hybrid
deployments.

Purge Data File

Tap the slider on to delete the data file
from the application outbox directory
when a file-based data load is successful.
Tap the slider on to delete the file or tap
the slider off to retain the file.

Date format for date data

Select the format used for loading date
data.
Use the date format based on the locale
settings for your locale. For example, in
the United States, enter the date using
the format MM/DD/YY format.

Data Dimension for Auto-Increment Line Select the data dimension that matches
the data dimension you specified in
Item
Planning
This option is used for loading
incremental data using a LINEITEM flag.
See Loading Incremental Data using the
LINEITEM Flag.
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Option

Description

Driver Dimension for Auto-Increment
Line Item

Select the driver dimension that matches
the driver dimension you specified in
Planning
This setting is used for loading
incremental data using a LINEITEM flag.
See Loading Incremental Data using the
LINEITEM Flag.

Member name may contain comma

If the member name contains a comma,
and you are loading data to one of the
following services, set this option to Yes,
and then load the data:
•
•
•
•

Workflow Mode

Planning Modules
Planning
Financial Consolidation and Close
Tax Reporting

Select the data workflow method.
Available options:
•

Full—Data is processed in the
TDATASEG_T table and then copied
to the TDATASEG table.
All four Workbench processes are
supported (Import. Validate, Export,
and Check) and data can be viewed
in the Workbench.
Drill-down is supported.

•

The Full Workflow Mode is the
default mode.
Full No Archive—Data is processed
in the TDATASEG_T table and then
copied to TDATASEG table.
All four Workbench processes are
supported (Import, Validate, Export,
and Check). Data can be viewed in
the Workbench but only after the
import step has been completed.
Data is deleted from TDATASEG at
the end of the workflow process.

•

Drill-down is not supported
Simple— Data is processed in the
TDATASEG_T table and then
exported directly from the
TDATASEG_T. table.
All data loads include both the
import and export steps.
Data is not validated and any
unmapped data result in load
failure.
Maps are not archived in
TDATAMAPSEG.
Data cannot be viewed in the
Workbench.
Drill-down is not supported.
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Option

Description

Enable Data Security for Admin Users

Enables data validation when an
administrative user loads data. In this
case, all data validations in the data
entry form are enforced while loading
data. Due to the enhanced validations,
the performance of data load will be
slower.
When the ‘Enable Data Security for
Admin Users’ is set to No (default value),
then data loads by the administrator are
performed using the Outline Load Utility
(OLU). In this case, performance is faster
but you are unable to get a detailed error
report for any rows that are ignored for
any reason.
When this option is set to Yes, data is
validated for administrator and nonadministator data loads in the same
manner. Validations include: security
checks, intersection validations, readonly cells, dynamic calc cells, etc.
In addition, a detailed error list for any
rows that are rejected or ignored is
available and no additional Planning
permissions are needed. However,
performance may be slower even for
administrators.

Display Validation Failure Reasons

Enables you to report rejected data cells
and the rejection reason when you load
data in a data validation report.
Select Yes to report rejected data cells
and the rejected reason.
The limit for the number of rejections
reported is 100.
The data validation report is available
for download from the Process Details
page by clicking the Output link. In
addition, a copy of the error file is stored
in the Outbox folder.
Select No to not report rejected data cells
and the rejection reason.
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Option

Description

Drill View from Smart View

Specify the custom view of columns from
the Workbench when displaying
customized attribute dimension member
names in Oracle Smart View for Office
drill-through reports.
Custom views are created and defined in
the Workbench option in Data
Integration. When the custom view has
been defined and then specified in the
Drill View from Smart View field, in
Smart View you can click the drillthrough cell and select Open as New
Sheet, and the drill-through report opens
based on the view defined in the
Workbench.
If no views are defined on the
Application Options page, the default
view is used, meaning that attribute
dimensions do not display customized
member names in Smart View.
For more information, see Defining a
Custom View in the Workbench.

Replace for Non Admin Load Method

Select the Replace method when loading
data to a Planning application for nonadministrator users.
Available methods:
• None—Performs no replace.
• Numeric Data Only—Performs replace
when the load method is Numeric Data
only.
• All Load Methods—Perform replace for
all load methods.

Summary Drill Behavior when more
than 1000 descendants

Select how a summary drill functions
with more than 1,000 descendants.
Available options:
•
Ignore
•
Limit
If the number of descendants in
summary drill is greater than 1,000 and
the Summary Drill Behavior when
more than 1000 descendants option is
Ignore, then the system ignores the
dimension in the filter and returns the
drilled data based on filters on the other
dimensions. A maximum of three
dimensions can be ignored.
If the number of descendants in
summary drill is greater than 1,000 and
the Summary Drill Behavior when
more than 1000 descendants option is
Limit, then the system considers only the
first 1,000 members for the dimension
while returning the data rows.

5.

Click Save.
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Defining Application Details for Oracle ERP Cloud Data
Sources
After registering an Oracle ERP Cloud data source application, you can manage
selected details associated with the application.
To define Oracle ERP Clouds application detail:
1.

From the Data Integration home page, and then Actions, select Applications.

2.

to the right of an Oracle ERP Cloud data
From the Application page, click
source application, and then select Application Details.

3.

From the Application Details page, click the Options tab.

4.

Select the setting to change for the application and click Save.

Oracle ERP Cloud Application Details

Descriptions

Convert Period Tokens to Upper Case

Enables you to convert a report's period
token, such as $START_PERIODKEY$ to
uppercase when the resulting period name
may be in mixed case, such as Jan or Feb.
When this setting is enabled, the system
converts the mixed case period to
uppercase only, such as JAN or FEB.
Select Y to enable the conversion of the
period token.
Select N to not convert the period token.

Notification Type

Select the type of notification to send when
Oracle ERP Publisher reports are executed
in the Oracle ERP Cloud.
•
•
•

Notification Event

Email Notification
Bell Notification
Email and Bell Notification

Select the event that triggers the
notification to send when Oracle ERP
Publisher reports are executed in the
Oracle ERP Cloud:
•
•
•

Always
On Success
On Failure

Editing Options
You can add and edit application filters that are associated with a data source or data
export to file application when the user selects integration options. You can specify a
single filter condition or multiple filters conditions, and additionally specify the exact
values that you want returned.
In the following example, filter input conditions have been defined for the "Business
Unit," "Ledger," "Year," and "Period" on the Edit Options page.
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Here are how the filters were defined for the data source application:

In some cases, application filters are defined explicitly for a data value. For example, if you
are working with an Oracle Human Capital Management Cloud data source, it is
recommended that you do not modify or change the filter definitions if you use the predefined
integration with Oracle HCM Cloud.
To add a data source or data export to file application filter:
1.

From the Application page, click
to the right of the data source or data export to file
application, and then select Edit Options.

2.

From Edit Options, click Add (

)

A blank entry line display.
3.

In Name, specify the name of the display prompt in the user interface.

4.

In Display Order, specify the display order of the filter on the Application Filters tab. If
this field is blank, the custom filter cannot be displayed, and the default value is used as
the filter value.
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For example, enter 99 to show the filter in the 99th position sequence or position in
a list of filters. Display orders are listed from lowest to highest.
5.

6.

7.

In Property Level, select where to display the filter. Available options are:
•

Application only

•

Application and Integration

•

Integration only

To provide a drop-down of values listed using the lookup type, in Validation Type,
select one of the following
•

None

•

Number

•

Lookup Validate

•

Lookup No Validate

•

Yes/No

•

Date

•

Query

•

Choice list— You can enter a list of values in the Validation Object field. Each
value is entered on a new line. The list of values (LOV) on the Option page
shows the values as a list.

In Validation Object, enter a list of lookup objects to be validated by type.
To enter a list of values if you chose the Choice list validation type above, click
, then enter the list of values on the Validation Object page, and then click
OK.

8.

In Condition List, provide a condition list based on one or all the following:
•

EQ (Equal)
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•

IN

•

Like

The condition values can be Equal, Like, or In. The condition values are stored as a
drop-down list in CONDITION_LIST field. If the value is EQ,IN, then show only Equal and
In in the Condition drop down. If the value is EQ LIKE, then show only Equal, Like in the
drop down. Any combination of EQ,IN,LIKE are stored in the field. If only one value is
provided in the Condition List, then the condition cannot be changed. The default value is
EQ. When specifying multiple conditions, prefix the condition with a comma. For example,
to use the IN and LIKE conditions, enter: ,IN,LIKE
9.

Click Save.

Setting Default Options
Use the Set Default option to define default values to be used as application filters on the
Integration Options page.
In the following example, default values have been defined through the Set Default option for
"Location," "Category," and "Period" filters in the QECustomAgent_2 application.

When the user selects an integration based on the QECustomAgent_2, the default values are
shown for the "Location," "Category," and "Period" filters.

To set default options:
1.

From the Application page, click
to the right of the data source or data export to file
application, and then select Set Defaults.

2.

From Set Defaults, navigate to the Property Name, and then specify the Property
Value.
For example, for the property name "Period,", specify Jan-10 as the property value.
If a property has a down arrow button, you can select from a list of values to use as a
default value.
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3.

Click Save.

Loading Data to a Free Form Application
The Free Form application type is a business process that recreates a native Essbase
application within the Planning environment to support required analysis. Free Form
enables any dimensions to be associated with the cube. The Planning-specific
Currency, Entity, Scenario, and Version dimensions, along with their member
hierarchies are not required with Free Form business processes. You use Free Form
to do your own modeling and build your own cubes while preserving the ability to
leverage platform functionality. Service Administrators build a Free Form application
using an Essbase outline (OTL) file, or by manually defining the dimensionality. For
more information, see Creating a Free Form Business Process in the Getting Started
with Oracle Enterprise Performance Management Cloud for Administrators .
Free Form applications are meant for customers who want to create an Essbase
application for anything or to migrate an on-premise application to the Oracle
Enterprise Performance Management Cloud because the Free Form application in
Planning does not have any dimension requirements.
You can load these Free Form applications in Data Management and Data Integration,
but there are a number of considerations:
1.

The Free Form application requires a minimum of three dimensions: Account,
Period, and Scenario. The application definition in Data Management and Data
Integration must have three dimensions with the dimension type of Account,
Period, and Scenario.

2.

You must set up a period mapping so that the system knows where to load the
data. For example, you could set up period mapping with a period of Jan-20, which
is the period member created in a Free Form application. When you set up a
period mapping in Data Management and Data Integration, you enter a period
created in the Free Form application and a year entry so that it passes the user
interface validations for the period mapping. This is the case where the you don't
have to define a year dimension in your Free Form application, only a period.

3.

You must specify a Scenario dimension, but in Planning, it can be anything. The
only requirement is that the dimension is classified as a Scenario dimension in
Data Management and Data Integration. You then need to set up Category
mapping so that the process succeeds.
•

Assign a dimension classification of Account for one of the dimensions.

•

If you want to use the drill through functionality, then a "Scenario" dimension is
required. Assign a dimension classification of Scenario for one of the
dimensions. Note when a dimension is classified as Scenario, the Category
mapping is used to assign a target value, so data can be loaded to only one
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value. Select a dimension that meets this requirement and define a Category
mapping.
•

If you want to use Check feature, then an "Entity" dimension is required. Assign a
dimension classification of Entity for one of the dimensions.

Applications of type ASO are not auto registered when they are created. Use the Data
Management Target Application page and select Application type of Essbase to manually
register the application.
4.

To load metadata to Freeform applications with only ASO cubes, register the Dimension
application as follows:
a.

Add a new EPM local application with cubes "All Input Cubes."
Because there is no BSO application, this application does not display any
dimensions.

b.

Add a new Dimension application.
For more information, see Registering Applications.
You can now load metadata to the ASO cubes by defining an integration with the
appropriate source using the dimension application as source.
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Configuring Source Connections
Use Configure Connections to register, manage, and delete direct connection information to
the following sources:
•

Configuring an Oracle ERP Cloud Connection

•

Configuring an Oracle HCM Cloud Connection

•

Configuring a NetSuite Connection

Configuring an Oracle ERP Cloud Connection
Oracle ERP Cloud source connections can be used to register and manage the following
data sources:
•

Oracle ERP Cloud

•

Oracle ERP Cloud (Receivables Transactions)

•

Oracle ERP Cloud (Trial Balance Average)

•

Oracle ERP Cloud (Custom)

•

Oracle ERP Cloud (Payables Transactions)

•

Oracle ERP Cloud (Trial Balance)

•

Project Management

•

Budgetary Control commitments, obligations, expenditures, and write-back data sources.
Budget Review data sources

To create an Oracle ERP Cloud Connection:
1.

From the Data Integration home page, and then Actions, select Applications.

2.

On the Applications page, click

3.

On the Connections page, select Oracle ERP Cloud from the
drop-down.

(Configure Connections icon).
(Add drop-down icon)
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4.

In Name, enter the source system name.

5.

In Description, enter a description of the source system.

6.

In Service URL, enter the server information for the web services.

7.

In Username, enter the Oracle ERP Cloud user name.
Enter the name of the Oracle ERP Cloud user who launches the process requests
to send information between Oracle Enterprise Performance Management Cloud
and the Oracle ERP Cloud. This user must have an assigned Oracle General
Ledger job role such as "Financial Analyst," "General Accountant," or "General
Accounting Manager."

8.

In Password, enter the Oracle ERP Cloud password.
You must update this password anytime you change your Oracle ERP Cloud
password.

9.

Click Test Connection.
When the connection has been tested correctly, the information message
"Connection to [source system name] successful" is displayed.

10. Click OK.

Configuring an Oracle HCM Cloud Connection
To begin integrating Oracle Human Capital Management Cloud with the Planning
Modules, you first create and register the source system with the type "Oracle HCM
Cloud."
After the source system and connection information are specified, you initialize the
source system. This process creates a Target Application record for each Oracle HCM
Cloud extract.
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To configure an Oracle HCM Cloud connection:
1.

From the Data Integration home page, and then Actions, select Applications.

2.

On the Applications page, click

3.

On the Connections page, select Oracle HCM Cloud from the
icon) drop-down.

4.

In Name, enter the source system name.

5.

In Description, enter a description of the source system.

6.

In Service URL, enter the server information for the web services.

7.

In Username, enter the Oracle HCM Cloud user name.

8.

In Password, enter the Oracle HCM Cloud password.

(Configure Connections icon).
(Add drop-down

You must update this password anytime you change your Oracle HCM Cloud password.
9.

Click Test Connection.
When the connection has been tested correctly, the information message "Connection to
[source system name] successful" is displayed.

10. Click OK.

For a comprehensive description on integrating Oracle HCM Cloud with the Oracle Enterprise
Performance Management Cloud, see Integrating with the Oracle HCM Cloud.
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Configuring a NetSuite Connection
To begin integrating from NSPB Sync SuiteApp with the Oracle Enterprise
Performance Management Cloud, configure and register the source system and
connection parameters with the application type: "NetSuite."
Before configuring the NSPB Sync SuiteApp Saved Searches connection, be sure you
have token details for the token-based authentication. This information must be
defined in the NSPB Sync SuiteApp Saved Searches before configuring the
connection in Data Integration.
After the source system and connection information are specified, initialize the source
system to create a Target Application record for each NSPB Sync SuiteApp Saved
Search.
To connect to the NSPB Sync SuiteApp system using token-based authentication,
complete these steps:

주:
In Release 21.02, the NSPB Sync SuiteApp Saved Searches policy for
accessing integrations has changed and requires token based authorization
instead of basic authentication in order to set up the connection to NSPB
Sync SuiteApp Saved Searches from the EPM Cloud. Basic authorization
credentials will be made read only in a future release.
1.

Launch Oracle NetSuite.

2.

From the Oracle NetSuite home page, select Setup, then User/Roles, then
Access Token and then New (create a new token).

3.

From the Access Token page, select Internal NS Application NS-PBCS as the
application name.
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4.

Click Save and copy the Token ID and Token Secret from this page.
NOTE: This is the only time you can view these values. If you navigate away from this
page, you cannot get access to these values.

5.

From the NSPB Sync SuiteApp home page, under Application, select Data Exchange.
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6.

From the Data Integration home page, and then Actions, select Applications.

7.

On the Applications page, click

8.

On the Connections page, select Netsuite from the
drop-down.

(Configure Connections icon).

(Add drop-down icon)
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9.

From the Create Connection page, in Name, enter the source system name.
Enter the name to use for the NSPB Sync SuiteApp application, such as "NetSuite ERP."

10. In Description, enter a description of the source system.
11. In Consumer Key Type, specify the type of consumer key. The consumer key type

determines if the connection uses a default customer key or a custom customer key.
Available options:
•

Default—Consumer Key uses the Token and Token Secret values generated in the
NSPB Sync SuiteApp system as shown below. When you create the Token and need
to select an internal application, select the Default option.

•

Custom—Requires a Consumer Secret (password) used to establish ownership of
the consumer key in addition to the Token and Token Secret generated in the NSPB
Sync SuiteApp system as shown below:
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12. In Consumer Key, specify the globally unique identifier of the consumer,

generated in the NSPB Sync SuiteApp system and used by a custom Consumer
Key Type implementation.
13. In Consumer Secret, specify the password used to establish ownership of the

consumer key used by a custom Consumer Key Type implementation.
14. In Token, specify the token value used to gain access to protected resources on

behalf of the user, generated in the NSPB Sync SuiteApp system.
15. In Account, specify your account ID to the Oracle NetSuite web services.

The account ID identifies the account type, for example, whether the account is a
production account, a sandbox account, or a Release Preview account. The
account-specific domain is not dependent on the data center where an account is
hosted. The domain does not change, even if the account is moved to a different
data center.
16. Click Test Connection.

When the connection has been tested correctly, the information message
"Connection to [source system name] successful" is displayed.
17. Click OK.

For more information about integration Netsuite with the EPM Cloud, see
Integrating Netsuite.
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Managing Period Mappings
In your Oracle Enterprise Performance Management Cloud application you can also use
different calendars (for example, monthly, weekly, or daily), based on your application
requirements (for example, different levels of periods). Because Data Integration extracts the
ERP source system data to the target EPM Cloud application, it establishes the mapping
relationship by defining a period mapping between the source system periods and the target
EPM Cloud application periods.
Data Integration supports two types of period processing:
1.

Default Period Processing

2.

Explicit Period Processing

Use default period processing when the source and target applications use consistent period
definitions and period naming. That is, an integration uses the Period Key and Prior Period
Key defined in Data Integration to determine the source General Ledger periods mapped to
each Data Integration period when the integration is run. For example, when a monthly
calendar is used in both systems and the names of the periods like Jan-20 match both
systems, then you use the Period Mapping Type of Default in the integration. No additional
mapping is required.
Use explicit period processing when the source and target applications period definition or
period naming conventions are different. Explicit period mappings enable also support
additional Oracle General Ledger data sources where periods are not defined by start and
end dates.. Explicit mappings are set up using calendars periods in the source system option.
You select the actual calendar to use for the integration from the Calendar drop-down.
In this case, you are required to define an Application Period and Source Period mapping.
You can define period mappings in three ways:
•

Global Mapping—You define a global mapping in cases where you do not have many
target applications getting data from multiple source systems with different types of
source calendars. Use a global mapping to ensure that various periods are
accommodated in the individual mapping. As a first step, define a global mapping.

•

Application Mapping—If you have multiple target applications, getting data from various
source systems with complex period types, you can create application mappings in
addition to global mappings. When you define an application mapping, you can modify
the Target Period Month as necessary.

•

Source Mapping—Specifies source period mapping for file and adapter-based
integrations.

Global Mapping—Sample Monthly Period Mapping
The following table shows how a monthly calendar from a source maps to monthly periods in
a target application.
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주:
You should define global mapping at the most granular level. For example, if
you have a monthly calendar and a weekly calendar, define your global
mapping at the lowest level of granularity. In this case, the period keys are at
the week level and you map weeks to months. You can create application
mappings for the higher-level periods.

표 5-1

Sample Monthly Period Mapping

Period Key

Prior Period Period
Key
Name

Target
Period
Month

Target
Period
Quarter

Jan 1 2021

Dec 1 2020

January 1,
2021

Jan

Q1

FY21

Feb 1 2021

Jan 1 2021

February 1, Feb
2021

Q1

FY21

Mar 1 2021

Feb 1 2021

March 1,
2021

Mar

Q1

FY21

April 1,
2021

Apr

Q2

FY21

April 1 2021 May 1, 2021 May

Q2

FY21

April 1 2021 March 1
2021
May 1 2021

Target
Target
Period Year Period Day

Year Target

Global Mapping—Sample Weekly Period Mapping
The following table shows how a weekly calendar from an Enterprise Resource
Planning (ERP) source system maps to monthly periods in the EPM Cloud application.
표 5-2

Sample Weekly Period Mapping

Period Key

Prior Period Period
Key
Name

Target
Period
Month

Target
Period
Quarter

Target
Target
Period Year Period Day

Year Target

Jan 26 2020 Jan 19 2020 January 26, Jan
2021

Q1

FY20

Feb 2 2020

Jan 26 2020 February 2, Feb
2021

Q1

FY20

Feb 9 2020

Feb 2 2020

February 9, Feb
2021

Q1

FY20

February
16, 2021

Q1

FY20

Feb 16 2020 Feb 9 2020

Feb

Application Mapping—Sample Target Application Sourcing from a Monthly
Calendar Source
The following table shows a sample where the target application is sourcing from a
monthly calendar. This mapping is performed on the Application Mapping tab.
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표 5-3

Sample Application Mapping—Target Application #1 with a Monthly Calendar Source

Period Key

Target Period
Month

Target Period
Quarter

Target Period
Year

Target Period
Day

Year Target

Jan 1 2020

Jan

Q1

FY20

Feb 1 2020

Feb

Q1

FY20

Mar 1 2020

Mar

Q1

FY20

Application Mapping—Sample Target Application #2 Sourcing from a Weekly Calendar
Source
The following table shows a sample where the target application is derived from a weekly
calendar. This mapping is performed on the Application Mapping tab.
표 5-4

Sample Application Mapping—Target Application #2 with a Weekly Calendar Source

Period Key

Target Period
Month

Target Period
Quarter

Target Period
Year

Target Period
Day

Year Target

Jan 26 2020

Jan

Q1

FY20

Feb 2 2020

Feb

Q1

FY20

Feb 9 2020

Feb

Q1

FY20

Feb 16 2020

Feb

Q1

FY20

Global Mappings
You can define one global mapping to map various periods to the individual mapping.
To define a global mapping:
1.

From the Data Integration home page, and then from the Actions menu, select Period
Mapping.

2.

Select the Global Mapping tab.

3.

Click
.

4.

In Period Key, specify the last day of the month of the current fiscal yeat to be mapped
from the source. This is a date value that is stored in the database during the trialbalance load process and that becomes part of a key that identifies a set of trial-balance
records.
Specify the date in MM/dd/yyyy format.
You can also select the Period Key by clicking

and selecting the date.
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주:
The integration uses the Period Key and Prior Period Key defined in
Data Integration to determine the source General Ledger periods
mapped to each Data Integration period when the integration is run.
5.

In Prior Period Key, specify the prior fiscal period key that is used during export
to determine whether a $0.00 entry must be made (to prevent ghosting) earlier
(the entry must be made if YTD values were loaded into a periodic category.)
The Prior Period Key is just one month earlier to your current period key.
Specify the date in MM/dd/yyyy format.
You can also select the Period Key by clicking

and selecting the date.

6.

7.

Enter the following date parameters:
a.

Period Name; for example, August 2021.

b.

Target Period Month; for example, August.

c.

Target Period Quarter

d.

Target Period Year

e.

Target Period Day

f.

Year Target

Click Save.

Application Mappings
You can define application mappings in cases where you want to define a special
period mapping for a specific target application. The mappings that you create here
applies to an individual target application. If no application mappings are selected for
the export target application, the system uses the global mappings defined for periods
in global mappings.
To create period mappings for an application:
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1.

From the Data Integration home page, and then from the Actions menu, select Period
Mapping.

2.

Select the Application Mappings tab.

3.

Click
.

4.

In Target Application, select the target application for which to add or modify an
application period mapping.

5.

In Period Key, specify the last day of the month for the current fiscal year mapped from
the source system.
Specify the date in MM/dd/yyyy format.
You can also select the Period Key by clicking

and selecting the date.

주:
The integration uses the Period Key and Prior Period Key defined in Data
Integration to determine the source General Ledger periods mapped to each
Data Integration period when the integration is run.
6.

In Prior Period Key, specify the prior date for the last day of the month of the current
fiscal mapped from the source system.
Specify the date in MM/dd/yyyy format.
You can also select the Period Key by clicking

and selecting the date.

7.

Enter the following date parameters:
a.

Period Name; for example, August 2021.

b.

Target Period - Month; for example, August.

c.

Target Period - Quarter
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8.

d.

Target Period - Year

e.

Target Period Day

f.

Year Target

Click Save.

Source Mappings
Source mappings include explicit and adjustment period mappings. You can create
explicit period mappings to ensure that the Data Integration periods map correctly to
the source system calendar periods. An adjustment period mapping is used only when
you select the Include Adjustment Periods option when creating the integrations.
Source period mappings vary depending on the source system type. For information
on source period mapping based on the source system type, see the following:
•

Source Mapping for a File Source Type

•

Source Mapping for a Data Source Source Type

•

Source Mapping for an Oracle EPM Cloud Source Type

•

Source Mapping for an Oracle ERP Cloud Source Type

•

Source Mapping for an Oracle HCM Cloud Source Type

Source Mappings for a File Source Type
Source mappings can be added to a file-based integration when you need add source
period mappings between the file-based source system and a target application.

To create a source mappings for a file source type:
1.

From the Data Integration home page, and then Actions, select Period
Mapping.

2.

Select the Source Mapping tab.

3.

From the Source Type, select File.

4.

In Source, select the name of the file.

5.

From Calendar, select the name of the source period mapping calendar.

6.

Click
.

7.

From Source Period, enter the file based source period date value.
For example, you might select Jan-20.
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Note:
Period names cannot include spaces if used in a batch script.
8.

In Source Period Year, specify the year associated with the file based source period
date value.

9.

In Source Period Number, enter the number of the period within the fiscal year.

10. In Target Period Key, enter the last day of the month for the current fiscal year to be

mapped to the target system.
You can also select the Target Period Key by clicking

and selecting the period.
11. In Target Period Name, select the period name of the target period. Enter a description

for the mapping.
You can also select target period information by clicking

and selecting the name. The Search and Select: Period Key page is displayed. This page
lists all the global mapping periods that are not used in the source mappings for the
source.
12. In Description, enter a description of the period mapping.
13. Click Save.

Source Mappings for a Data Source Type
You can create source period mappings for a data source source type when you need to add
periods between a data source application and an Oracle Enterprise Performance
Management Cloud application.

To create a source mapping for a source type of Data Source:
1.

From the Data Integration home page, and then from the Actions menu, select Period
Mapping.

2.

Select the Source Mapping tab.

3.

From the Source Type drop-down, select Data Source.
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4.

From Calendar, select the name of the source period mapping calendar.

5.

Click
.

6.

From Source Period, enter the source period name.
Typically, the source period name refers to a date value, such as Jan-20.

Note:
Period names cannot include spaces if used in a batch script.
7.

In Source Period Year, specify the year associated with the source period date
value.

8.

In Source Period Number, enter number of the period within the fiscal year.

9.

In Target Period Key, enter the last day of the month for the current fiscal year to
be mapped to the target system.
You can also select the Target Period Name by clicking

and selecting the name. The Search and Select: Period Key page is displayed.
This page lists all the global mapping periods that are not used in the source
mappings for the source.
10. In Target Period Name, select the period name of the target period.

You can also select the Target Period Name by clicking

and selecting the name.
11. In Description, enter a description of the source period mapping.
12. Click Save.

Source Mappings for an EPM Cloud Source Type
Source Mappings can be defined when you need to add period mappings between
Oracle Enterprise Performance Management Cloud business processes.
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To create a source mapping for an EPM Cloud source type:
1.

From the Data Integration home page, and then from the Actions menu, select Period
Mapping.

2.

Select the Source Mapping tab.

3.

From the Source Type drop-down, select Enterprise Performance Management.

4.

From Source Application, select the name of the source application from which to add a
period mapping.

5.

From Target Application, select the name of the target application to which to add the
source period mapping.

6.

Click
.

7.

From Source Period Key, specify the last day of the month for the current fiscal year to
be mapped from the source system.

Note:
Period names cannot include spaces if used in a batch script.
8.

From Source Period Name, specify the name of the source period.

9.

In Source Period Year, specify the year associated with the source period date value.

10. In Target Period Key, specify the last day of the month for the current fiscal year to be

mapped to the target system.
You can also select the Target Period Name by clicking

and selecting the name. The Search and Select: Period Key page is displayed. This page
lists all the global mapping periods that are not used in the source mappings for the
source.
11. In Target Period Name, specify the period name of the target period.
12. In Target Period - Month, specify the period month of the target period.
13. In Target Year, specify the year in which your fiscal year ends.

For example, if your fiscal year begins in 2020 and ends in 2021, enter 2021 for all
periods in the fiscal year.
14. In Description, enter a description of the source period mapping.
15. Click Save.
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Source Mappings for an Oracle ERP Cloud Source Type
Use an Oracle ERP Cloud source type when defining source period mappings
between Oracle ERP Cloud and Oracle Enterprise Performance Management Cloud
applications.
For example, you may need to define explicit period mappings between the EPM
Planning Projects module (Projects) and Oracle Fusion Cloud Project Management
(Project Management).
To create a source mapping for an EPM Cloud source type:
1.

From the Data Integration home page, and then from the Actions menu, select
Period Mapping.

2.

Select the Source Mapping tab.

3.

From the Source Type drop-down, select Oracle ERP Cloud.

4.

From Connection, select the connection name associated with the Oracle ERP
Cloud integration to use with the source period mapping.

5.

From Source Application, select the name of the source application from which
to add a period mapping.

6.

From Target Application, select the name of the target application to which to
add the source period mapping.

7.

From Mapping Type, select either Explict or Adjustment.
Explicit—The integration uses the Explicit period mappings defined in Data
Integration to determine the source General Ledger Periods mapped to each Data
Integration Period included when the integration is run. Explicit period mappings
enable support of additional General Ledger data sources where periods are not
defined by start and end dates.
Adjustment—The integration uses regular period and adjustment periods. If the
adjustment period does not exist, then only the regular period is processed. For
more information, see Processing Oracle General Ledger Adjustment Periods in
Administering Data Management for Oracle Enterprise Performance Management
Cloud.

8.

Click
.

9.

From Source Period Key, specify the last day of the month for the current fiscal
year to be mapped from the source system.

10. From Source Period Name, specify the name of the source period.
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Note:
Period names cannot include spaces if used in a batch script.
11. In Source Period Year, specify the year associated with the source period date value.
12. In Source Period, specify the (GL) period for which you are creating source period.
13. In Target Period Key, specify the last day of the month for the current fiscal year to be

mapped to the target system.
You can also select target period information by clicking

and selecting the name. The Search and Select: Period Key page is displayed. This page
lists all the global mapping periods that are not used in the source mappings for the
source.
14. In Target Period Name, specify the period name of the target period.
15. In Target Period - Month, specify the period month of the target period.
16. In Target Year, specify the year in which your fiscal year ends.

For example, if your fiscal year begins in 2020 and ends in 2021, enter 2021 for all
periods in the fiscal year.
17. In Description, enter a description of the source period mapping.
18. Click Save.

Source Mappings for an Oracle HCM Cloud Source Type
Use an Oracle Human Capital Management Cloud source type when defining source period
mappings between Oracle HCM Cloud and Oracle Enterprise Performance Management
Cloud applications.
To create a source mapping for an Oracle HCM Cloud source type:
1.

From the Data Integration home page, and then from the Actions menu, select Period
Mapping.

2.

Select the Source Mapping tab.

3.

From the Source Type drop-down, select Oracle HCM Cloud.

4.

From Connection, select the connection name associated with the Oracle HCM Cloud
integration to use with the source period mapping.

5.

From Calendar, select the name of the source period mapping calendar used for
integrating data.
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6.

Click
.

7.

In Source Period, specify the (GL) period for which you are creating source
period.

8.

From Source Period Year, specify the last day of the month for the current fiscal
year to be mapped from the source system.

9.

From Source Period Name, specify the name of the source period.

Note:
Period names cannot include spaces if used in a batch script.
10. In Source Period Number, specify the number of the period within the fiscal year.
11. In Target Period Key, specify the last day of the month for the current fiscal year

to be mapped to the target system.
You can also select target period information by clicking

and selecting the name. The Search and Select: Period Key page is displayed.
This page lists all the global mapping periods that are not used in the source
mappings for the source.
12. In Target Period Name, specify the name of the target period.
13. In In Description, enter a description of the source period mapping.
14. Click Save.

Source Mappings for an Oracle NetSuite Source Type
Use an Oracle NetSuite source type when defining source period mappings between
Oracle NetSuite and Oracle Enterprise Performance Management Cloud applications.
To create a source mapping for an Oracle NetSuite source type:
1.

From the Data Integration home page, and then from the Actions menu, select
Period Mapping.

2.

Select the Source Mapping tab.

3.

From the Source Type drop-down, select NetSuite.

4.

From Connection, select the connection name associated with the Oracle
NetSuite integration to use with the source period mapping.
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5.

From Calendar, select the name of the source period mapping calendar used for
integrating data.

6.

Click
.

7.

In Source Period, specify the (GL) period for which you are creating source period.

8.

From Source Period Year, specify the last day of the month for the current fiscal year to
be mapped from the source system.

9.

From Source Period Name, specify the name of the source period.

Note:
Period names cannot include spaces if used in a batch script.
10. In Source Period Number, specify the number of the period within the fiscal year.
11. In Target Period Key, specify the last day of the month for the current fiscal year to be

mapped to the target system.
You can select target period information by clicking

and selecting the name. The Search and Select: Period Key page is displayed. This page
lists all the global mapping periods that are not used in the source mappings for the
source.
12. In Target Period Name, specify the period name of the target period.
13. In In Description, enter a description of the source period mapping.
14. Click Save.

Deleting Period Mappings
About This Task
You can delete an individual period mapping, a range of period mappings, or all period
mappings.
Deleting An Individual Period Mapping
To delete an individual period mapping:
1.

From the Data Integration home page, and then Actions, select Period Mapping.

2.

Select the individual period mapping to delete from the Global Mapping, Application
Mapping, or Source Mapping tab.

3.

Click

.
The system prompts you to confirm the deletion of the period mapping.
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4.

Click OK.

Deleting A Range of Period Mappings
To delete a range of period mappings:
1.

From the Data Integration home page, and then Actions, select Period
Mapping.

2.

Select the range of period mappings to delete from the Global Mapping,
Application Mapping, or Source Mapping tab.

3.

From Actions menu, then Delete Periods, select Select Range.

4.

From the Select Range page, select the beginning date of the range to delete in
the Start Date field and the ending date of the range to delete in the Ending
Date .
When entering dates, use the format MM/dd/yyyy. For example, enter 08/31/2021.
You can also specify dates by clicking

and selecting dates from the Calendar.

5.

Click OK.
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Deleting All Period Mappings
To delete all period mappings:
1.

From the Data Integration home page, and then Actions, select Period Mapping.

2.

Select the period mappings to delete from the Global Mapping, Application Mapping,
or Source Mapping tab.

3.

From Actions menu, then Delete Periods, select All.
The Confirm Delete All Periods page displays:

4.

Click OK.

Selecting A Default POV Period
You can select and save the POV period used when running an integration without having to
select the POV Period each time. If no POV period is selected, then the system defaults to
the last used period based on the browser cache.
The POV period option is available on the Home page in Data Integration.

You can select another period when an unlock icon
(
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appears next to the POV Period drop-down.
When the Global POV mode is enabled in System Settings in Data Management, then
the period defaults to the Global POV Period and you cannot select another period
(see Setting System-Level Profiles in Administering Data Management for Oracle
Enterprise Performance Management Cloud.) In this case, a lock icon appears next to
the POV Period drop-down as shown below.
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Defining Category Mappings
You define category mappings for categorizing and mapping source system data to a target
Scenario dimension member. For example, in a Planning application, the same source
system data is stored using the Scenario dimension member "Current". In Data Integration,
you can create category mapping for the scenario dimension member. Ensure that the target
category value specified does exist in Planning under the Scenario Dimension.

Global Mappings
You can define one global mapping to map various Scenario dimensions to the individual
mapping.
The global category mapping lets you define mappings that cross multiple applications. For
example, you may have a case where a source category of an actual maps to a target of an
actual in most cases. But you may have a case where you have a target application where
the actual maps to current. In this case, it provides the ability to override the global mapping
on an application basis.

주:
Avoid using special characters in names or spaces if you plan to use batch scripts.
Some characters may cause issues when run from a command line.
To define a global category mapping:
1.

From the Data Integration home page, and then from the Actions menu, select Period
Mapping.

2.

Click the Global Mapping tab.

3.

Click
(Add icon).
A blank entry row is displayed.

4.

In Category, drop-down, select the dimension to use for the category mapping.

5.

In Description, enter a description of the category.
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6.

In Frequency, select the frequency of the category.
The category indicates the frequency defined in the period mapping, for example,
Daily, Monthly, Quarterly, or Yearly.

7.

In Target Category, specify the target category or click
or dimension member.

to select a dimension

8.

Optional: In Category Key, specify the internal key for the category. The key can
be used for debugging drill down or data load issues.

9.

Enter the target category.
For example, the target category is the Scenario dimension in thePlanning
application.

10. Click Save.
11. Optional: Perform these tasks:

•

To edit a mapping, select the mapping, make changes as necessary, and then
click Save.

•

To delete a mapping, click

.

Application Mappings
Unlike global mappings, application mappings can be defined for a target application.
To define application category mappings:
1.

From the Data Integration home page, and then from the Actions menu, select
Period Mapping.

2.

In Category Mappings, select the Application Mapping tab.

3.

From Target Application, select the target application.

4.

Click Add.
A blank entry row is displayed.

5.

In Category, select the category.

6.

In Target Category, specify the target category or click
or dimension member.

to select a dimension

For example, you might specify the Scenario dimension in Planning.
For more information, see Selecting Members for the Target Category.
7.

Click Save.

8.

Optional: Perform these tasks:
•

To edit a mapping, select the mapping, and then make changes as necessary.
Then, click Save.

•

To delete a mapping, click Delete.
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Selecting Members for the Target Category
You can include specific members within a dimension to include in the target category.
To select a member for a target category:
1.

On the Application Mapping page, from Target Application, select the target
application.

2.

Click

3.

From the Category drop-down, select the dimension from which to select a member.

4.

In Target Category, specify the dimension or dimension member or click
on orselect a dimension or dimension member.

5.

On the Select Members page, perform the following:
a.

to search

From Cube, select the plan type of the target system.
The Cube determines the structure of available dimensions.

b.

Optional: In Search Member, enter search criteria (member name or alias only) and
click Enter.
The search isn't case-sensitive. You can search for a word, multiple words, or
wildcard characters.

c.

The second pane from the left shows the first level of parent dimensions available.
Make selections by clicking the check box(es) next to each member in the pane to
map.
To drill down to the members in a selected dimension and display the results in the
third pane, click

d.

.

The third pane from the left are the members or siblings for the selected dimensions
selected in step b. Make selections by clicking the check box(es) next to each
member to map.
To drill down to the members of a selected dimension and display the results in the
fourth pane, click

e.

.

The fourth pane from the left are the members (leaf level) results from the selected
member/sibling in step d. Make selections by clicking the check box(es) next to each
member to map.
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Selected dimensions/members that display a check mark are moved to the
Selections pane.
f.

Click OK.

To clear selections you have made, select the dimension/member from the Selections
pane, and from the

drop-down, select either: Remove or Remove All.
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Defining a Data Integration
You define a Data Integration by extracting metadata and data from an Enterprise Resource
Planning (ERP) source system (a direct integration) or data from a file, and then pushing it to
an Enterprise Performance Management (EPM) target application.
File-based imports are supported for those users who do not have a direct connection to their
Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) source data but have data available from their sources
in a text file. Any file, such as a delimited file, can be easily imported into a target EPM
application. You can select where the account, entity, data values reside in the file, as well as
which rows to skip during the data import. This feature enables a business user to easily
import data from any source, and requires limited technical help, if any, when loading into a
target application.
For information on file-based integrations, see Creating File-Based Integrations.
For customers who have a direct connection to other Oracle Cloud Services (out of the box or
packaged integrations), define the source data, create mapping rules to translate data into
the required target format, and execute and manage the periodic data loading process.
For direct integration-based sources, the import and export of data can be from:
•

Oracle ERP Cloud—General Ledger. Load Actuals from General Ledger and write-back
Budgets and Actual Adjustment Journals

•

Oracle ERP Cloud—Budgetary Control. Load commitments, obligations, and
expenditures and write-back Budgets

•

Oracle ERP Cloud—Sub-Ledgers. Load sub-ledger transaction data

•

Oracle NetSuite—Load actuals and metadata from Oracle NetSuite

•

Oracle Human Capital Management Cloud—Load Employee attribute, salary and other
related Job information

•

Oracle E-Business Suite— Load Actuals from General Ledger. Use EPM Integration
Agent

•

Oracle Peoplesoft—Load Actuals from General Ledger. Use EPM Integration Agent

•

Custom on-premise data source—Use On Premise Database adapter and EPM
Integration Agent

•

Local Oracle Enterprise Performance Management Cloud applications—Data
synchronize between Input and Reporting Cubes moving data between different Input
Cubes

•

EPM Cloud applications from another service instance—Data synchronize between
Application is separate instances

See also:
•

For information on loading data using Data Integration in the EPM Cloud, see Using Data
Integration in Planning and Budgeting Cloud

•

For information on loading ERP Cloud Data in the EPM Cloud, see Loading ERP Cloud
Data IN EPM Cloud With Data Management.
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•

To learn more on how to define and run data integrations that load data from
Oracle General Ledger to an Enterprise Planning application, see Integrating
Oracle Fusion Financials Cloud and Enterprise Planning Cloud using Data
Management.

•

To learn more on how to define and run data integrations that load data from
Oracle General Ledger to an EPM application, see Integrating Oracle Fusion
Financials Cloud and Enterprise Planning Cloud using Data Management.

Creating File-Based Integrations
Watch this tutorial for information about creating file-based data integrations: Creating
File-Based Data Integrations in Enterprise Planning Cloud.
To create a file-based integration:
1.

From the Data Integration home page, click

(Add icon).

The General page is displayed in "Create Integration" view.
2.

In Name and Description, enter a name and description for the new integration.

3.

In Location, enter a new location name, or pick an existing location to specify
where to load data.
A location is used to link a source and target along with the associated member
mappings. You can define multiple integrations within a same location with
different set of Options and Filter criteria. A location is primarily used to control
access to integration. You can use Location Security to control access to end
users.
If you enter a new location, you must provide the source and target. When you
save the integration, the system creates the location automatically.
If you select an existing location, the system populates the source and target
automatically and you cannot change it.
(Select a Source).

4.

Click

5.

From the Select a Source page, click

6.

From the File Browser, select the file and click OK.

(File).

You can double-click the inbox or outbox folders, or any other folders to see a list
of files in folders.
You can also click Upload and navigate to a file to upload it.
Optionally, you can create a file-based load in which you designate the file to be
loaded at runtime. However, the column number and column name are designated
only when you map the dimensions. See Mapping Dimensions.
7.

From Cube, select the plan type of the target system.
Cubes are assigned in Data Management. You can register a custom cube as a
separate application with no limit to the number of custom cube applications that
can be registered.

8.

From Category, select the category for the integration.
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The categories listed are those that you created in the Data Management setup, such as
"Actual." See Defining Category Mappings.
9.

Optional: Select any applicable location attributes for the integration. For more
information, see Selecting Location Attributes.

10. To map the file or change the header columns associated with the file, click File Options.
11. From the File Import - File Type Encoding page, complete the Type, Delimiter, and

Drill URL fields. Then from Use Head for Column Names, use the arrow keys to select
a header row or no header row, and then click Next.
For more information on the File Import - File Type Encoding page, see Mapping Files.
12. From the File Import - File Column Mapping page, modify any column headers as

needed and click Finish.
For more information, see Mapping File Columns.
13. For a new location only, click

(Select a Target).

14. From the Select a Target page, select a target application.
15. Click Save.

Selecting Location Attributes
When selecting general integration options, you can add or edit the attributes or properties
assigned to the location.
Location attributes include:
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Location Attribute

Description

Functional Currency

Select the currency of the location.

주:
For
Financial
Consolidation
and Close and
Tax Reporting
customers: To
load data to
actual currency
rather than
entity currency
when the
currency is
fixed, set the
currency in the
Functional
Currency field
in the Location
option. You can
also add a
Currency row
in the import
format and
map it.
Financial
Consolidation
and Close can
also specify
Parent Input,
Contribution
Input, and
Translated
Currency Input
in this field to
create and post
journals to
different
currencies
other than the
entity currency.
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Location Attribute

Description

Parent Group

Select the parent assigned to the location.
Parent mapping are used to share
mappings with other locations. Enter
mappings at the parent location, and the
related locations can use the same
mappings. Multiple locations can share a
parent. This attribute is useful when
multiple locations use one chart of
accounts. Changes to a child or parent
mapping table apply to all child and parent
locations.

Logic Account Group

Select the logic account group to assign to
the location.
A logic group contains one or more logic
accounts that are generated after a source
file is loaded. Logic accounts are calculated
accounts that are derived from the source
data.

Check Rule Group

Select the check rule group to assign to the
location.
System administrators use check rules to
enforce data integrity. A set of check rules
is created within a check rule group, and
the check rule group is assigned to a
location. Then, after data is loaded to the
target system, a check report is generated.

Check Entity Group

Select the check entity group to assign to
the location.
When a check entities group is assigned to
the location, the check report runs for all
entities that are defined in the group. If no
check entities group is assigned to the
location, the check report runs for each
entity that was loaded to the target system.
Check reports retrieve values directly from
the target system, source data, or Data
Management converted data.

Mapping Files
You map files to specify the mapping type, drill URL, delimiter, and header row.
To map a file:
1.

From the Data Integration home page, click
and then select General.

to the right of a file-based integration,

The General page is displayed in "Edit Integration" view.
2.

Select File Options.

3.

From Type, select the data type of the file to load.
Available types:
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•

Delimited—Load numeric data from a delimited file format.

•

Multi-column–Numeric—Load numeric data for multiple dimension members of
a selected dimension in a single row of data. The definition of the members to
load can be included in a header record in the load file, or in the import format
definition.

•

Delimited–All Data Type—Load all data types from a delimited file format.

•

Multi Column–All Data Type—Load all data types for multiple dimension
members of a selected dimension in a single row of data. The definition of the
members to load can be included in a header record in the load file, or in the
import format definition.

You can load data files that support the following data types:
•

numbers

•

text

•

Smartlists

•

date

4.

In Drill URL, specify the URL used for the drill-through.

5.

From Delimiter, select the character to use for delimiting columns in the output
file.
A delimited file contains one or more records set off from each other by a specified
delimiter.
Available options:
•

Comma (,)

•

Pipe (|)

•

Exclamation (!)

•

Semicolon (;)

•

Colon (:)

•

Tab

•

Tilde (~)

주:
File encoding options are defined in the System/User Settings option in
Data Management. For more information, see File Character Setting in
Administering Data Management for Oracle Enterprise Performance
Management Cloud .
6.

From Use Head for Column Names, use the arrow keys to select a header row or
no header row, and then click Next.
To specify no header, select 0 in Use Head for Column Names.
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7.

Click Next.

Previewing File Options
Use the File Preview page to view the contents of the file to be loaded.

Mapping File Columns
When the column names of a delimited file haven't been defined or you need to rename
columns to map to the target application, use the File Columns Mapping page to change
column names.
To edit column headers in a file:
1.

After completing file mapping detail for a file-based integration on the File Import - File
Type Encoding page, click Next.
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2.

On the File Import - File Column Mapping page, and then in Preview Table,
select a column header field and edit the value as needed.

3.

Click Finish.

Creating Direct Integrations
For customers who have a direct connection to other Oracle Cloud Services (out of the
box or packaged integrations), define the source data, create mapping rules to
translate data into the required target format, and execute and manage the periodic
data loading process.
To create a direct integration:
1.

From the Data Integration home page, click

.

The General page is displayed in "Create Integration" view.
2.

In Name and Description, enter a name and description for the new direct
integration.

3.

In Location, enter a new location name, or pick an existing location to specify
where to load data.
A location is used to link a Source and Target along with the associated member
mappings. You can define multiple integrations within a same location with
different set of Options and Filter criteria. The location is primarily used to control
access to an integration. You can use Location Security to control access to end
users.
If you enter a new location, you must provide the Source and Target. When you
save the integration, Data Integration creates the location automatically.
If you select an existing location, Data Integration populates the Source and Target
values automatically and you cannot change them.

4.

Click

(Select a Source).

5.

From the Select a Source page, select the direct integration source system.
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The source systems for direct integrations are registered in Data Management and
appear on the Select a Source page with an

icon.

For more information, see: Setting Up Source Systems, Registering Oracle Financials
Cloud Source Systems, or Configuring a Source Connection to Oracle NetSuite in
Administering Data Management for Oracle Enterprise Performance Management
Cloud .
6.

Click

(Select a Target).

The target applications available to the user are registered in Data Management, where
some sources are registered as a source and in other cases, are registered as target
applications. For more information, see Registering Target Applications in Administering
Data Management for Oracle Enterprise Performance Management Cloud .
7.

From the Select a Target page, select a target application.
Target applications are displayed on the Select a Target page with an

8.

icon.

Click Save.

Mapping Dimensions
You map the source data to the target dimension in the application. In addition, you can
define simple transformation rules using expressions.
When mapping dimension for a file-based integration, if the source file has a header record or
you defined column headings in the preview section, select source columns for each
dimension. Data Integration automatically determines the column number and populate the
column number. You can also manually enter the column number.
For direct integrations, you can pick the dimensions from the Source Application and map to
the dimension in the Target Applications.
For both file-based and direct integration sources, you can also apply source and target
expressions that operate on source and target dimensions.
Watch this tutorial for information on mapping dimensions and members: Mapping
Dimensions and Members for File-Based Data Integrations in Enterprise Planning Cloud

Creating the Dimension Maps
To map dimensions:
1.

From the Data Integration home page, click
select Map Dimensions.

2.

From Import Format, select the name of the import format to use for the integration.

to the right of the integration, and then

You can also add a user defined import format name.
3.

File-Based Sources Only: From Type, select the format of the file.
Available options:
•

Delimited—Load numeric data from a delimited file format.
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•

Multi-column–Numeric—Load numeric data for multiple dimension members of
a selected dimension in a single row of data. The definition of the members to
load can be included in a header record in the load file, or in the import format
definition.

주:
You can't use a multi-column format type when importing a subset of
data or metadata from your on-premises data sources and then
loading it directly to the Oracle Enterprise Performance Management
Cloud using the EPM Integration Agent.. Instead you need to pivot
every amount into a single row. For more information on pivoting
dimensions, see Data Export Target Application Options.
•

Delimited–All Data Type—Load all data types from a delimited file format.

•

Multi Column–All Data Type—Load all data types for multiple dimension
members of a selected dimension in a single row of data. The definition of the
members to load can be included in a header record in the load file, or in the
import format definition.

주:
At this time, the Fixed Width – Numeric Data and Fixed Width – All
Data types are not supported.
4.

: In Drill URL, specify the URL used for the drill-through.

주:
Not applicable for Oracle Enterprise Performance Management Cloud
and Oracle ERP Cloud GL data sources.
5.

File-Based Sources Only: From Delimiter, select the character to use for
delimiting columns in the output file.
A delimited file contains one or more records set off from each other by a specified
delimiter.
Available options:

6.

•

Comma (,)

•

Pipe (|)

•

Exclamation (!)

•

Semicolon (;)

•

Colon (:)

•

Tab

•

Tilde (~)

In the mappings grid, map the source columns in the source data-load file to the
dimensions in the target application.
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The dimensions from the target application are populated automatically.
If the import format has already been defined for the file, then the source and target
columns are mapped automatically.
If you are adding a new import format or editing an existing import format, complete the
following:
•

In Column, specify the field number from the file to import.

•

In Select Source Dimension, specify the name of the source dimension to assign to
the target application.
Multiple source columns of the same dimension can be mapped to target dimensions.
For example, you can map four "Account" source columns.

•

Add a source or target expression: assign an expression that operates on values
directly from the source or target.
See Using Source Expressions and Using Target Expressions.

7.

Optional: For a comma delimited file, select an additional row to map in the import format
by clicking

to the right of a row and selecting the row to add from the drop-down.

Available rows:
•

Source Period
–

Year

–

Period

–

Period Number

•

Currency

•

Attribute

•

Description

•

Dimension Row
–

Account

–

Version

–

Entity

–

View

You can also skip a row.
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Import Definition Option

Description

Skip

The skip option is used to indicate rows
in the input file that should be skipped.
For example, rows with no data, negative
numbers, or for specific accounts. The
specification for a skip row is defined in
the same way as that for a data row, and
the system looks for the exact textual
match for text entered in the expression
field in the indicated location in the input
file.
Data Integration automatically skips
rows in the input file that have "spaces"
and "non-numeric" characters in the
amount location, so a skip specification is
only needed when non-amount data is
present in a row of the input file in the
same location as the amount. For
example, the input file may contain a
label named "date." Add an entry for a
skip row to indicate the starting column
of the text "date," the length of the text,
and the exact text to match.
The Skip row option is available for both
fixed and delimited file types.
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Import Definition Option

Description

Attribute

You can import up to 40 attribute fields
from a file or other data sources. For a
file, you specify the location of the input
field and for other data sources you can
specify source dimension from the
Source Application. You can also plug a
fixed value using expression.
The attribute fields are generally used to
help compose a drill-through URL or for
history or documentation needs.

주:
If you integrate an Financial
Consolidation and Closesource
with an explicit period
mapping type, the system
stores the mapping year
(SRCYEAR) and mapping
period (SRCPERIOD) in the
ATTR2 column and year in
ATTR3 columns. For this reason
when importing data from
Financial Consolidation and
Close, attribute columns ATTR2
and ATTR3 should not be used
for any other dimension
mappings.
Similarly when you map a
Movement source attribute to
any target dimension, the
system automatically creates
another map for mapping the
Movement to the ATTR1
column.

Description

You can import 2 description columns
and load these columns in the same way
as the attribute columns. You can specify
the location in the input row that
contains a description or specify an
explicit value by entering it in the
expression field in the mapping table.
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Import Definition Option

Description

Currency

Data Integration supports the ability to
load data that is of a currency different
from the default currency of the selected
location. This option enables you to
specify the location in the input line that
specifies the currency for the related
amount field. For the file import format,
specify a currency on each row of data,
or make sure that a currency is specified
in the location that uses the selected
import format.

주:
You may encounter issues with
loading data if the currency is
not specified correctly.

Source Period

"Period" dimensions are supported as
columns in a data file. If you have data
for multiple periods in a single file, then
you can include the year and period on
each row of the data file that gets loaded
to the target application. You load a
period as a column from a data file by
defining the load definition through the
import format, and then selecting the
source period when executing the
integration.

Dimension Row

Data Integration supports multiple
entries for a dimension in the import
format when the dimension specification
is spread between multiple locations on
the same line. This feature enables you to
concatenate fields for file-based data. To
use this option, select the dimension,
start and end positions, and the
expression.

8.

Optional: To duplicate a row in the import format, click
to duplicate, and click Duplicate from the drop-down.

to the right of the row

9.

Optional: To delete a row from the import format, click
to delete, and click Delete from the drop-down.

to the right of the row

10. Click Save.

Using Target Expressions
When importing data, you can apply target expressions to the mapped dimensions.
Target expressions enable you to transform the source value read from the source to
the target dimension values to be loaded to target application. These expressions can
be used instead of member mappings for performing simple data transformations. For
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large data sets using import expressions, the transformation improves data load
performance.
Supported target expression types:
•

Copy Source Value

•

Prefix

•

Suffix

•

Substring

•

Replace

•

Default

•

Rtrim

•

Ltrim

•

Rpad

•

Lpad

•

Constant

•

Round
The Round expression is only available for the Amount dimension.

•

Conditional

•

Split

•

SQL

주:
Except for the Round expression type, target expression types cannot be applied to
an Amount dimension or the Attribute, Currency, and Skip rows.
To assign a target expression:
1.

From the Data Integration home page, click
select Map Dimensions.

2.

In the mappings grid, select the target value to which to add a target expression by
clicking

to the right of the integration, and then

to the right of the dimension, and then selecting Edit Target Expression.

3.

From the Edit Target Expression page, click Expression Type, and then select a target
expression.

4.

From the Edit Target Expression screen, click Expression Type, and then select a
target expression.

5.

Select all parameters associated with the target expression and click OK.
The parameters shown on the page depend on the expression type.
To remove a target expression type, click

.
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Copy Source Value
Use the Copy Source expression type to copy a source value to the target.
The parameters are: copysource().

Prefix
Use the Prefix expression type to add a fixed prefix to a string.
The parameter is prefix.
For example, to specify prefix string LE01 in the parameter, use the resulting
expression prefix("LE01").

Suffix
Use the Suffix expression type to add a fixed suffix to a string.
The parameters are: suffix(""). For example, to add the suffix "East" to a customer
code dimension, specify: suffix("East") as the expression.

Substring
Use the Substring expression type to extract and return characters from a string based
on a character position (starting position) and substring length (number of characters
to extract).
Use parameters that follow this form: substr(Dimension, position, length). For
example, if the source Entity number is "031010," to return the substring starting from
the second character position with a substring length of 5, specify: substr(Entity, 2,
5) as the expression. In this example, the expression returns: 31010.

Replace
Use the Replace expression type to search and replace a string with a specific
replacement value. (The replacement value can be characters within the string.)
Use parameters that follow this form: replace(Dimension, "x","0"). For example, if
an account number is "123x456x" and you want to replace each "x" with a "0", specify:
replace(ACCOUNT , "x","0") as the expression. In this example, the result is:
12304560.

Default
Use the Default expression type to assign the default value when the source is blank.
Otherwise, it assigns the source value.
Use parameters that follow this form: default(Dimension, "Default Value"). For
example, to assign the default value "Working" to the user-defined "Version"
dimension, specify: default(UD1, "Working") as the expression. In this example, the
result is: Working.
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Rtrim
Use the Rtrim expression type to trim trailing characters from a string (on the right side).
Use parameters that follow this form: rtrim(Dimension,"0") where you specify both the
dimension and the character to trim. For example, to trim all trailing "0 " characters when the
source is "123000", specify: rtrim(Dimension, "0") as the expression. In this example, the
result is: 123.

Ltrim
Use the Ltrim expression type to trim leading characters from a string (on the left side).
Use parameters that follow this form: ltrim(Dimension,"0") where you specify both the
dimension and the character to trim. For example, to trim all leading "0" characters when the
source is "000123", specify: ltrim(Dimension, "0") as the expression. In this example, the
result is: 123.

Rpad
Use the Rpad expression type to pad the right side of a string with a specific set of characters
up to a given length. When you specify a value for a length that is shorter than the length of
the expression, then Rpad truncates the expression to the specified length. A space is the
default padding character when no character to pad is specified.
Use parameters that follow this form: rpad(Dimension, length, "characters to pad"). For
example, to pad the account value of 1234 on the right side with zeros up to six characters in
length, specify: rpad(Dimension, 6, "0") as the expression. In this example, the result is
123400.

Lpad
Use the Lpad expression type to pad the left side of a string with a specific set of characters
up to a given length. When you specify a value for a length that is shorter than the length of
the expression, then Lpad truncates the expression to the specified length. A space is the
default padding character when no character to pad is specified.
Use parameters that follow this form: lpad(Dimension, length, "characters to pad"). For
example, to pad the account value of 1234 on the left side with zeros up to five characters in
length, specify: lpad(Dimension, 5, "0") as the expression. In this example, the result is:
01234.

Constant
Use the Constant expression type to assign a constant value to the column. For target
columns, the constant applies, regardless of the source column.
The parameters are: constant(""). For example, to assign the value "P_001" to each row in
the Product column, specify: constant("P_001"). In the example, the result is: P_001.

Round
Use Round expression type to round a number to a specified decimal length or precision
value in the Amount dimension target expression.
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A precision value from -12 up to 12 can be specified in the Round expression.
Use parameters that follow this form: round(AMOUNT,<decimal_precision>)
In this example, the Round expression round(AMOUNT,1) rounds to 1 decimal
precision:
Amount Value If:

Result

10.18

10.2

10.14

10.1

10.15

10.2

In this example, the Round expression round(AMOUNT,1) rounds to 0 decimal precision
value:
Amount Value If:

Result

10.18

10

10.5

11

10.491

10

A Round precision value can be less than zero (for example, -2). When the round
precision is less than zero, than the rounding occurs to the left of the decimal instead
of the right.
For example, if you use a Round expression of -2 when the Amount is 574.194, then
the results is 600. (round(574.193,-2).

Conditional
Use a Conditional expression type to specify an if-then-else statement, which returns a
value when a condition evaluates to true or returns a different value when the condition
evaluates to false.
The parameters are: condition=(). For example, to return "Cash" when the account
value is "1100", or "ShortTermRec " when the account value is 1300-101, or
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"AccruedTax" when the account value is 1300-102, or "No Member" when the account value
is null or equals "", use the following expression:
if (ACCOUNT == "1100") return "Cash"

else if (ACCOUNT == "1300-1else return Liability 01") return "ShortTermRec"

else if (ACCOUNT == "1300-102") return "AccruedTax"

// if then with or/and
if (ACCOUNT == null or ACCOUNT == "") return "No Member"

Split
Use the Split expression type to split the source value based on a delimiter and return the n
value after splitting the value. This expression type is useful for splitting segment values from
strings
Use parameters that follow this form: split(Dimension, "delimiter", component number),
where you select the character delimiter to a separates string, and the component of the
string to return. For example, if the source account number is 110-20-312300-500 and you
want to see the third component of the string, specify: split(ACCOUNT, "-", 3). In this
example, the result is: 312300.

SQL
Use the SQL expression type to assign any SQL expression that can be used in a SQL
INSERT statement for a value. To use a source value, enclose the value inside $ $. For
example, if you want to reference UD1, specify it as $UD1$. Use only one source value in the
source expression.

주:
You cannot use dimension name such as $MyAccount$. You can reference only
dimensions that are used in the import format, and not any column in the
TDATASEG table. (You can find the names of the columns for dimensions in the
Data Table Column Name field on the Target Application page in Data
Management.)
The parameters are sql(""). For example, to return the value "S1" when the UD4 source
value is "031010," or otherwise return the value "S2", specify the SQL expression: sql("CASE
WHEN $UD4$ = ’031010’ THEN ‘S1’ ELSE ‘S2’ END").
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toPeriod
Use the toPeriod target expression type to derive the Period dimension member based
on the source system period name.
Use the Java simple date format to provide the format of the Source Period Name. For
example, if the source period is Jan-20, then to derive the Period dimension name,
use the expression toPeriod(PERIOD, "MMM-yy", "Mon").

toYear
Use the toYear target expression to derive Year dimension member based on the
source system period name.
Use Java simple date format to provide format of the Source Period Name. For
example, if the source period is Jan-20 then to derive the Year dimension name, use
the expression toYear(YEAR, "MMM-yy", "FY+YY")

Using Source Expressions
When importing data, you can apply source expressions to source dimensions. Source
expressions can be used to enhance and transform the source value read from the
file. For example, use a Rpad expression type to pad (add extra characters) to the
right of a source dimension value to ensure a specific length.
For an "Amount" source dimension, the following source expression types are
available:
•

Fill: See Converting from European to U.S. Notation (Fill).

•

DRCRSplit: See Displaying Debit and Credit Columns (DRCRSplit).

•

Sign: See Using Nonstandard Numeric Sign Conventions (Sign).

•

Factor: See Multiplying by Whole-Number and Decimal Factors (Factor).

•

NZP: See Disabling Zero Suppression (NZP).

For information about applying source expressions to the Amount dimension, see
Using Source Expressions for the Amount Dimension.
The following source expression types are available for non-Amount source
dimensions:
•

Prefix

•

Suffix

•

Substring

•

Replace

•

Default

•

Rtrim

•

Ltrim

•

Rpad

•

Lpad

•

Constant
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•

Conditional

•

Split

To assign a source expression:
to the right of the integration, and then

1.

From the Data Integration home page, click
select Map Dimensions.

2.

From Import Format, select the name of the import format to use for the integration.
You can also add a user defined import format name.

3.

File-Based Sources Only. Optional: From Type, select the format of the file.
For more information on file formats, see Creating the Dimension Maps.

4.

In the mappings grid, select the source value to which to add a source expression by
clicking

5.

to the right of the dimension, and then selecting Edit Source Expression.

From the Edit Source Expression screen, click Expression Type, and then select a
source expression.

주:
The source expression types that can be applied to the Amount dimension
include: Fill, DRCRSplit, Sign, Factor, and NZP. Multiple source expressions
can also be applied to the Amount dimension. The Amount dimension does not
accept Constant, Lpad, and Rpad expression types.
6.

From the Edit Source Expression screen, select all parameters associated with the
source expression, and click OK.
The parameters shown on the page depend on the expression type.
To remove a source expression type, click

.

Using Source Expressions for the Amount Dimension
For an "Amount" source dimension, the following source expression types are available:
•

Fill–See Converting from European to U.S. Notation (Fill).

•

DRCRSplit–See Displaying Debit and Credit Columns (DRCRSplit).

•

Sign–See Using Nonstandard Numeric Sign Conventions (Sign).

•

Factor–See Multiplying by Whole-Number and Decimal Factors (Factor).

•

NZP–See Disabling Zero Suppression (NZP).

For information on applying source expression types, see Using Source Expressions.

Converting from European to U.S. Notation (Fill)
Use the Fill expression type to fill an Amount dimension with a key word to convert number
formats. Typically, Fill is used with the parameter fill=EuroToUS to trigger a number format
conversion from (.,) to (,.) format.
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The parameters are fill=. For example, specify: fill=EuroToUS to convert 10.000,00
to 10,000.00.

Using Nonstandard Numeric Sign Conventions (Sign)
Use the Sign expression type to manage nonstandard numeric sign conventions.
Numbers with leading and trailing minus signs and numbers within parentheses are
interpreted as negative numbers. You can also use other leading and trailing
characters to indicate negative numbers.
Numbers within <> are also treated as negative. For example, if you specify (100.00)
and <100.00> both are treated as negative numbers.
If positive numbers are unsigned (1,000.00), and negative numbers are followed by CR
(1,000.00CR), the expression is Sign=,CR.
Use parameters that follow this form: Sign=[Positive String],[Negative
String].For example, if positive numbers are followed by DR (1,000.00DR), and
negative numbers are followed by CR (1,000.00CR), specify: Sign=DR,CR.

Multiplying by Whole-Number and Decimal Factors (Factor)
Use the Factor expression type to multiply a source file amount by a user-defined
value. This type of expression lets you scale data in the file by any numeric factor.
Using this expression, you can double or halve data.
Use parameters that follow this form: Factor=, where you specify a user-defined whole
or decimal number by which to multiply your data. For example, use Factor=1000 to
convert the amount from 12500 to 12500000.

Displaying Debit and Credit Columns (DRCRSplit)
Use the DRCRSplit expression type to parse split numeric columns for fixed format
text files. By default, numeric values in Amount fields are considered debits. However,
you can position debit values on the left and credit values on the right.
To use this expression, you specify the start of the Debit (for example, column 56) and
the length of the column to the end of the Credit column (for example, 40 characters).
The midpoint might be 20, saying that numbers to the left of 20 are Debits and to the
right are Credits.
Use parameters that follow this form: drcrsplit=Mid Point of the DR and CR
columns. For example, use the expression: drcrsplit=16 to specify that numbers left
of the midpoint (16) are a debit and amount to right of the midpoint (16) are a credit.
When the file is imported, credit amounts are assigned negative signs (and thus are
interpreted as positive), and debit amounts are unchanged (and thus are interpreted
as negative).

Disabling Zero Suppression (NZP)
The NZP expression is used to disable zero suppression during the data-load process.
By default, Data Management bypasses accounts in the trial balance that have zero
balances. In certain circumstances, you may want to load all accounts, to ensure that
values that should be zero are replaced. You enter NZP in the Expression column of the
Amount field to disable zero suppression.
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The parameter is NZP.

Adding Lookup Dimensions
Lookup dimensions can be created and assigned with data columns for target applications
and are used for mapping and reference.
A lookup dimension can be added in Data Integration that does not have a corresponding
dimension in the target application. These types of dimensions are useful when you need to
add content that determines how to transform another column. They can be used with
member mapping functionality to cross-reference multiple source segments and chartfields
and assign a target value.
To add a lookup dimension:
1.

to the right of the Oracle Hyperion Workforce
From the Application page, click
Planning application, and then select Application Detail.

2.

Select the Dimensions tab.

3.

Click Add ( ) and select the target dimension class name from the Target Dimension
Class drop-down.
A LOOKUP dimension entry is added to the Target Dimension Class drop-down.

4.

In Dimension Name, enter the name of the lookup dimension and click Save.
The lookup dimension is added to the dimension detail list with the target dimension class
name of "LOOKUP." To use the lookup dimension as a source dimension, make sure you
map it in the import format.

Adding an Account Reconciliation Merge Balance Dimension
When loading data, Account Reconciliation customers can merge only changed balances and
retain existing data for the same location. This option eliminates the need to run an entire
data file load when only a few balances have changed since the last time data was loaded
into Account Reconciliation. The process requires that customers set up a merge ID
dimension for each new balance to be loaded to the target application. All the individual
dimensions that make up the profile segments along with currency should be mapped to the
Merge ID.
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주:
To ensure correct drill back results from Account Reconciliation to Data
Integration, it is required to add a new merge ID for each new balance to
load.
To map a merge balance dimension:
1.

to the right of the integration to
From the Data Integration home page, click
which to add the merge balance, and then select Map Dimensions.

2.

From the Map Dimensions, select the name of the import format associated with
the integration.
You can also add a user defined import format name.

3.

Click

and click Add Merge ID.

A blank source dimension row is added with a source type of Merge ID.

4.

From the Select Source Dimension drop-down, map all individual dimensions
that make up the profile segments along with currency to Merge ID.
For example if Account and Company make up the profile segments, add the
Merge ID row 3 times and map Merge ID for 3 rows in total Account, Company
and then again for Currency.
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5.

Click Save.

6.

From the Data Integration home page, select the integration, and then click

7.

On the Run Integration page, select the Options tab.

8.

From Import Mode drop-down, select Merge.

9.

From Export Mode drop-down, select No Export.

.

10. Select periods as needed.
11. Click Run.

Mapping Members
Mapping members allows you to translate source values to valid members in each target
dimension. If you have defined target expressions to derive the target members for a given
dimension, then you don’t have to define member mapping. If you use conditional target
expressions, then you can define member mapping for the remaining source values not
covered by the conditions. If your data transformations can be achieved using target
expression, then its highly recommended to use it instead of mapping members.
Transformation using target expression perform significantly better than member mapping for
large data sets.
Mappings can be shared across multiple integrations using parent location. Mappings are
processed for each dimension in default order of Account, Entity, ICP, UD1, UD2, etc. You
can override the mapping order by changing the calculation sequence in Application
definition.

Adding Member Mappings
When processing the source values for transformations, multiple mappings may apply to a
specific source value. The order of precedence is Explicit, Between, In, Multi-Dimensional,
and Like.
To add a member mapping:
1.

From the Data Integration home page, click
select Map Members.

to the right of the integration, and then

2.

If you want to share the map from another integration, select the Location Reference.
You are required to provide a Location reference if you define maps for the current
integration.

3.

From the Dimension drop-down, select the dimension to which to edit or add member
mappings.

4.

Click

to add a new member mapping.

You can also just edit existing mappings as needed without adding a new mapping by
selecting a mapping and clicking the Edit icon
5.

.

From Add Member Mapping, then Source, select the member mapping type from the
Mapping Type drop down, and then specify the source value.
Types of member mappings:
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Type of Mapping

Description

See Also

Match and replace the
source value exactly with
the target value.

Using Explicit Mappings

Explicit mappings are one
to one mappings, for
example, source value
"ABC" is replaced with
target value "123."
Replace a continuous
range of source values
with a single target value.

Using Between Mappings

For example, a range from
"001" to "010" is replaced
as one value.
In another example, you
may need to map accounts
300000 through 3001999 to
Retained Earnings, but
accounts 310000 might be
Capital contributions or
dividends.
List non-sequential (nonUsing In Mappings
continuous) source values
to be mapped to one target
value.
In this case, multiple
values are mapped to one
value within one mapping,
eliminating the need to
create multiple rules (as is
required for an Explicit
map).
For example, you could
have source accounts 1503,
1510, and 1515 map to the
target account 15000010.
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Type of Mapping

Description

See Also

Use special characters to
Using Like Mappings
match a string in the
source value and map it to
a target value.
Like mappings use
wildcard characters:
asterisks (*) and question
marks (?). Asterisks are
placeholders for any
number of characters.
For example, 1190* maps
the accounts 1190,
1190100, and 1190-200 to
the Cash target account.
Question marks are
placeholders for one
character. For example,
the source account of 119?
maps only to source
accounts that contain four
characters and that begin
with 119.
Multi-dimension mapping
enables you to assign a
target value for a specific
combination of source
column values.

Using Multi-Dimensional
Mappings

This functionality provides
you with the ability to load
data into dimensions
unavailable in the target
application.
For example, the mapping
for the Account dimension
can be based on source
values of Entity, Product,
and Project.
In addition, Lookup
dimensions added in the
target application
registration can be
selected. These dimensions
contain source dimensions
that do not exist in the
target application. They
provide even more
flexibility in creating
multi-dimension filters. It
is a way to facilitate
conditional data loading.
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주:
When processing the source values for transformations, multiple
mappings may apply to a specific source value. The order of precedence
is Explicit, Between, In, Multi-Dimensional, and Like. Within Between and
Like types mappings can overlap.
6.

In Target, enter the target value for the dimension member name.
You can enter an individual member as target or select a value using member
selector by clicking by clicking

7.

.

In Processing Order, specify the order of the mapping.
The processing order determines the level of precedence within a mapping type.
Mappings are processed in alphabetical order by the name within a mapping type.
Numbers may also be used to help with ordering. For example, if numbering by
tens or hundreds, you can insert a new value between existing ones. When
mappings are numbered 10, 20, and 30, you can add a mapping that starts with 25
and need not rename other mappings.

8.

In Description, enter a description of the mapping.

9.

Select Change Sign to reverse the sign of the target account specified.
The option is often used with General Ledger source data when the trial balance
has negative signs for Revenue and Liability/Equity source accounts. In EPM
applications, positive numbers are often loaded as credits and all negative
numbers are loaded as debits. Consequently, you can reverse the sign.

10. Click OK.

Optionally, you can edit a member mapping by selecting the mapping and clicking
.

You can delete a member mapping by selecting the mapping and clicking

.

Using Explicit Mappings
To use an Explicit member mapping:
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1.

From the Data Integration home page, click
select Map Members.

to the right of the integration, and then

2.

Click Edit.

3.

From the Dimension drop-down, select the dimension to which to edit or add member
mappings.

4.

Click

to add a new member mapping.

You can also just edit existing mappings as needed without adding a new mapping.
5.

In Source, click
value.

from the Mapping Type drop-down and then specify the source

주:
When processing the source values for transformations, multiple mappings may
apply to a specific source value. The order of precedence is Explicit, Between,
In, Multi-Dimensional, and Like.
6.

In Target, enter the target value for the dimension member name.

7.

In Description, enter a description of the mapping.

8.

Select Change Sign to reverse the sign of the target account specified.
The option is often used with General Ledger source data when the trial balance has
negative signs for Revenue and Liability/Equity source accounts. In Oracle Enterprise
Performance Management Cloud applications, positive numbers are often loaded as
credits and all negative numbers are loaded as debits. Consequently, you can reverse
the sign.

9.

Click Save.

Using Between Mappings
To use a Between member mapping:
to the right of the integration, and then

1.

From the Data Integration home page, click
select Map Members.

2.

Click Edit.

3.

From the Dimension drop-down, select the dimension to which to edit or add member
mappings.

4.

Click

to add a new member mapping.

You can also edit existing mappings as needed without adding a new mapping.
5.

In Source, click
values.

from the Mapping Type drop-down and then specify the source

Separate source values with a comma, for example, specify: 100,199. Between
mappings do not support special characters, such as an asterisk.
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주:
When processing the source values for transformations, multiple
mappings may apply to a specific source value. The order of precedence
is Explicit, Between, In, Multi-Dimensional, and Like.
6.

In Target, enter the target value for the dimension member name.

7.

In Processing Order, specify the order of the mapping.
The processing order determines the level of precedence within a mapping type.
Mappings are processed in alphabetical order by the name within a mapping type.
Numbers may also be used to help with ordering. For example, if you use Number
for processing, note that the processing order is an alphanumeric sort order. If
have 10, 20, 30, 100 as the order, the processing order will be 10, 100, 20, 30.
When using numbers for the processing order, use the same number of digits for
all maps.

8.

In Description, enter a description of the mapping.

9.

Select Change Sign to reverse the sign of the target account specified.
The Change Sign option is often used with General Ledger source data when the
trial balance has negative signs for Revenue and Liability/Equity source accounts.
In EPM applications, positive numbers are often loaded as credits and all negative
numbers are loaded as debits. Consequently, you can reverse the sign.

10. Click Save.

Using In Mappings
To use an In member mapping:
1.

From the Data Integration home page, click
and then select Map Members.

to the right of the integration,

2.

Click Edit.

3.

From the Dimension drop-down, select the dimension to which to edit or add
member mappings.

4.

Click

to add a new member mapping.

You can also just edit existing mappings as needed without adding a new
mapping.
5.

In Source, click
source values.

from the Mapping Type drop-down and then specify the

Separate source values with a comma, for example, specify: 100,199. Between
mappings do not support special characters, such as an asterisk.
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주:
When processing the source values for transformations, multiple mappings may
apply to a specific source value. The order of precedence is Explicit, Between,
In, Multi-Dimensional, and Like.
6.

In Target, enter the target value for the dimension member name.

7.

In Processing Order, specify the order of the mapping.
The processing order determines the level of precedence within a mapping type.
Mappings are processed in alphabetical order by the name within a mapping type.
Numbers may also be used to help with ordering. For example, if you use Number for
processing, note that the processing order is an alphanumeric sort order. If have 10, 20,
30, 100 as the order, the processing order will be 10, 100, 20, 30. When using numbers
for the processing order, use the same number of digits for all maps.

8.

In Description, enter a description of the mapping.

9.

Select Change Sign to reverse the sign of the target account specified.
The Change Sign option is often used with General Ledger source data when the trial
balance has negative signs for Revenue and Liability/Equity source accounts. In Oracle
Enterprise Performance Management Cloud applications, positive numbers are often
loaded as credits and all negative numbers are loaded as debits. Consequently, you can
reverse the sign.

10. Click Save.

Using Like Mappings
To use a Like member mapping:
1.

From the Data Integration home page, click
select Map Members.

2.

Click Edit.

3.

Click

to the right of the integration, and then

to add a new member mapping.

You can also just edit existing mappings as needed without adding a new mapping.
4.

In Source, click
value.

from the Mapping Type drop-down and then specify the source

When specifying the source value for a Like mappings, you can use special characters as
parameters. See Using Special Characters in the Source Value Expression for Like
Mappings.

주:
When processing the source values for transformations, multiple mappings may
apply to a specific source value. The order of precedence is Explicit, Between,
In, Multi-Dimensional, and Like.
5.

In Target, enter the target value for the dimension member name.
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6.

In Processing Order, specify the order of the mapping.
The processing order determines the level of precedence within a mapping type.
Mappings are processed in alphabetical order by the name within a mapping type.
Numbers may also be used to help with ordering. For example, if you use Number
for processing, note that the processing order is an alphanumeric sort order. If
have 10, 20, 30, 100 as the order, the processing order will be 10, 100, 20, 30.
When using numbers for the processing order, use the same number of digits for
all maps.

7.

In Description, enter a description of the mapping.

8.

Select Change Sign to reverse the sign of the target account specified.
The Change Sign option is often used with General Ledger source data when the
trial balance has negative signs for Revenue and Liability/Equity source accounts.
In EPM applications, positive numbers are often loaded as credits and all negative
numbers are loaded as debits. Consequently, you can reverse the sign.

9.

Click Save.

Using Special Characters in the Source Value Expression for Like Mappings
The Source and Target Value expressions can have one or more special characters.
Special characters are supported for Like mappings only.
•

Asterisk (*)
An asterisk (*) represents the source value. The asterisk (*) can be prefixed or
suffixed by one or more characters, which filters the source value by that prefix or
suffix. The wild card takes whatever is present in the source and puts it in the
target column, usually adding a prefix.

•

Question Mark (?)
The question mark (?) strips a single character from the source value. You can use
one or more question marks (?) in the expression. You can also use question
marks in combination with other expressions. For example, A?? finds members
that start with A and have any two characters following and selects the members
or strips off the two characters.

•

<1>, <2>, <3>, <4>, <5>
Processes rows that have concatenated values and extracts the corresponding
value. The source member must use the "_" character as the separator.

주:
<1>, <2>, <3>, <4>, <5> can be used with a question mark (?) but
cannot be used with an asterisk (*).
•

<BLANK>
Processes only rows that contain the blank character (space).
The system only reads the expression when the source member is ‘ ‘ as
<BLANK>. In this case, single quotes surround a single space character. If the
source has NULL, which is shown like ,, or as a space surrounded by , then the
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NULL as a <BLANK> is not interpreted. Only the ‘<space char> expression is interpreted.

주:
The <BLANK> notation may be used in both source and target expressions. If
used in a target expression, it writes a blank space to the target.

표 7-1

Examples of Expressions Using Special Characters

Special
Character(s)
Used

Mapping Type

Source Value

Target Value

Result

Notes

*

Data Load

*

1000

1000 returns
1000

In this example,
processes all
rows and
overrides the
source value
with a default
value of 1000.

WXYZ returns
1000

In the
expression, WXYZ
also returns
1000. Because
you entered an
asterisk for the
source value,
any source
value is
replaced with
the target value
of 1000.
*

Data Load

*

*

1000 returns
1000
WXYZ returns
WXYZ

In this example,
processes all
rows and
replaces the
source value as
is.

*

Stripping

*

A*

101 returns
A101

Processes all
source members
and adds an "A"
as a prefix.

*

Stripping

*_DUP

*

1000_DUP
returns 1000

Processes and
strips off only
source values
ending with
"_DUP."

?

Stripping

?*

*

A1000 returns
1000

This result
processes only
source values of
one or more
characters in
length.

B2000 returns
2000

Strips off the
first character
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표 7-1

(계속) Examples of Expressions Using Special Characters

Special
Character(s)
Used

Mapping Type

Source Value

Target Value

Result

Notes

?

Stripping

*????

*

1000_DUP
returns 1000

This result
processes only
source values of
four or more
characters in
length.

A1000 returns A

Strips off the
last 4 characters
<1>, <2>, <3>,
<4>, <5>

Data Load

<1>

*

01_420 returns
01

<1>, <2>, <3>,
<4>, <5>

Data Load

<2>

*

01_420 returns
420

<1>, <2>, <3>,
<4>, <5>

Data Load

<3>

*

01_420_AB_CC1_001
returns AB

<1>, <2>, <3>,
<4>, <5>

Stripping

?<1>

*

A01_420 returns
01

<BLANK>

Data Load

<BLANK>

[None]

' ' returns
[None]
'01_ ' returns
[None]

Single quotation
marks are
shown for
illustration only.

Using Special Characters in the Target Value Expression
You can use only an asterisk (*) in the target expression, and you can prefix or suffix
any number of characters to the asterisk (*) character. When you run the integration,
the asterisk (*) is replaced by the resulting source value (which may or may not have
its own source expression). It is concatenated to any prefix or suffix that you have
specified in the target expression.
For example:
Target Value:
A*
Result:
1000 = A1000
Target Value:
*_DUP
Result:
1000 = 1000_DUP
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Using Multi-Dimensional Mappings
When using multi-dimensional mapping, the source needs to be less than or equal to 75
characters.
To add a multi-dimensional mapping:
to the right of the integration, and then

1.

From the Data Integration home page, click
select Map Members.

2.

Click

3.

From the Add Member Mapping screen, in Source, select Is Multi Dimensional.

4.

Click Dimension and select the dimension of the source column value.

5.

Click the Member Mapping Type icon to select the method to use for mapping source
column values.

.

Available types include:
•

Explicit

•

Between

•

Like

•

In

•

Multi Dimensional

For more information on these types, see Adding Member Mappings.
6.

In the entry box, specify the source value string.

7.

Click

8.

In Target, enter the target dimension member for which you are defining a map.

to add a new member mapping type to the multi-dimensional condition.

You can also click

on the Select Members screen.
The target values for multi-dimensional mapping must be an explicit member name.
Wildcard or special characters are not supported.
9.

In Processing Order, specify the order in which the processing of maps occurs.
The order can be alpha or numeric. If you specify an alphabetical order, mappings are
processed in alphabetical order by the name within a mapping type.
You might use an alphabetical order to process maps using the integration name so that
maps are processed in alphabetical order of the name within a mapping type. Numbers
may also be used to help with ordering. For example, if numbering by tens or one
hundred, insert new integrations between existing ones. For example, if integrations are
numbered 10, 20, and 30, add an integration that starts with 25 so that you do not need
to rename other integrations.
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주:
When processing the source values for transformations, multiple
mappings may apply to a specific source value. The order of precedence
is Explicit, Between, In, Multi-Dimensional, and Like. Within Between and
Like types, mappings can overlap.
10. In Description, enter a description of the mapping.
11. Select Change Sign to reverse the sign of the selected target account.

The Change Sign option is often used with General Ledger source data when the
trial balance has negative signs for Revenue and Liability/Equity source accounts.
In EPM applications, positive numbers are often loaded as credits and all negative
numbers are loaded as debits. Consequently, you can reverse the sign.
12. In Apply To, select the integration to which to apply the selected mapping.

By default, mappings specified at a location are applicable to all integrations
associated with the location.

13. Click Save.

Using Special Characters in Multi-Dimensional Mapping
The Source and Target Value expressions can use special characters. These
characters (typically ? and *) can be prefixed or suffixed by one or more characters,
which filters the source value by that prefix or suffix.
Special characters include:
•

Asterisk (*)—An asterisk (*) represents the source value. The asterisk (*) can be
prefixed or suffixed by one or more characters, which filters the source value by
that prefix or suffix. The wild card or strips (data load to write back) takes whatever
is present in the source and puts it in the target column, usually adding a prefix. An
asterisk (*) represents the source value. The asterisk (*) can be prefixed or
suffixed by one or more characters, which filters the source value by that prefix or
suffix. The wild card takes whatever is present in the source and puts it in the
target column, usually adding a prefix.

•

Question Mark (?)—The question mark (?) strips a single character from the
source value. You can use one or more question marks (?) in the expression. You
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can also use question marks in combination with other expressions. For example: A??
finds members that start with A and have any two characters following and selects the
members or strips off the two characters.
For multiple dimensions, the source dimension is the value brought over and the wild card
applies to it alone. The dimensions can be present in a multiple dimensional rule and use wild
cards. The prefix/suffix applies only to the source, which equals the target dimension (the
dimension on which the rule resides).

Format Mask Mapping for Target Values
Use a format mask to define a target member based on a combination of source member
details, and optional user-defined text. For example, use a format mask to designate a target
member based on some part of the source member, an additional prefix, suffix, or
replacement text for the target.
The format mask is available for the target member specification for all mapping types except
explicit. Common usage of this mapping type falls into three categories: replacing segments
from the source, replacing segments with string operations, and replacing segments with
string operations using a prefix or a suffix.

#FORMAT Mapping Type Components
The #FORMAT mapping type consists of the following components:
표 7-2

#Format Mapping Type Components

Component

Description

#FORMAT

Indicates that a mapping type of FORMAT is
specified in the target member.
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표 7-2

(계속) #Format Mapping Type Components

Component

Description

<format mask>

User-defined format mask with the following
characters used to define the format:
•
"?"—Include a character from a specific
position in the source member or segment
within a member.
•
"#"—Skip or drop a character from the
source when creating the target member.
•
"character"—Include the user defined
character on the target "as- is". Used for
prefixing, suffixing or any fixed string or
required character. This can be used in
conjunction with the special format mask
characters.
•
"*"—Include all characters from the
source segment or source. When "*" is
used as the only format mask character in
a segment, then the entire segment value
is copied from the source.
When "*" is used in conjunction with "#"
or the "?" character, then all remaining
and unused characters are brought over.
"*" is a wildcard character that takes the
remaining characters not specified by "?"
or "#". For example, when the source is
"abcd" and "*" is used, then the target is
"abcd." When the target is "?#*," then the
result is "acd."
If the system encounters a "*" within a
segment, then anything specified after the
"*" is ignored other than the "character"
specified on the format.

<segment delimiter>

The optional segment delimiter defines the
character that is used to delimit the segments
in the source and target member. For this
integration type, the source and target
delimiter must be the same. When the segment
delimiter is not specified, then the format
mask is applied to the entire member
independent of any segment specification or
delimiter.

#FORMAT Mapping Example
The following is an example that uses all options provided by #FORMAT:
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표 7-3

#Format Mapping Type Example

Source

Target

Result

12345-6789-012-3456ABC-001

#FORMAT("???-*-GROUP-AA##?
123-6789-GROUP-5ABCX-GROUP
#*X-GROUP","-")
Explanation: Take the first three
characters of the first segment,
take the entire second segment,
replace the third segment with the
text "GROUP," prefix the fourth
segment with AA, drop the third
and fourth characters, keep the
fifth character, drop the sixth
character, keep ABC and add
suffix "X", replace the fifth
segment with the text "GROUP."

Replacing Segments
You can use the format of the source member as the definition of the target member but
replace some of the source segments rather than reuse the values from the source. For
example, you may have a requirement to filter the source by the value of the 4th segment,
replace the 7th segment with an explicit value, and then retain the values of the other
segments as in the following:
Source:
??????-??????-?-012000000-??????-???-???????-??????-??????-??????-???
Target:
??????-??????-?-012000000-??????-???-GROUP-??????-??????-??????-???

Replacing Segments with String Operations
You can apply a string operation to a segment that is being replaced. For example, you may
have a value of 11002293 but when the segments are written, you want to only take the last
four digits, or the first six digits. Examples using the member 11002293:
•

Ignore the first two characters and provide the result: 002293. Use #FORMAT("##*").

•

Truncate the last three characters provide the result: 11002. Use #FORMAT("?????").

•

Ignore the first two and truncate the last three with the result: 002. Use
#FORMAT("##???").

Replace Segments with String Operations and Using a Prefix or Suffix
You can use the segment value from the source as-is in the corresponding segment in the
target. For example, if the source is A100, you can map this value as the value in the target,
and then you can map this value as the value in the target. In this case, use a wildcard on the
source, and then specify the explicit value for that segment in the target based on the source.
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Selecting Members
Use the Select Members page to view and select members with a dimension.
To select a member:
to the right of the integration,

1.

From the Data Integration home page, click
and then select Map Members.

2.

Click Edit.

3.

In Target, click

4.

On the Select Members page, perform these tasks:
a.

.

From Cube, select the plan type of the target system.
The Cube determines the structure of available dimensions.

b.

Optional: In Search Member, enter search criteria (member name or alias
only) and click Enter.
The search isn't case-sensitive. You can search for a word, multiple words, or
wildcard characters.

c.

The second pane from the left shows the first level of parent dimensions
available. Make selections by clicking the check box(es) next to each member
in the pane to map.
To drill down to the members in a selected dimension and display the results in
the third pane, click

d.

.

The third pane from the left are the members or siblings for the selected
dimensions selected in step b. Make selections by clicking the check box(es)
next to each member to map.
To drill down to the members of a selected dimension and display the results
in the fourth pane, click

e.

.

The fourth pane from the left are the members (leaf level) results from the
selected member/sibling in step c. Make selections by clicking the check
box(es) next to each member to map.

Selected dimensions/members that display a check mark are moved to the
Selections pane.
To clear selections you have made, select the dimension/member from the
Selections pane, and from the
Remove All.
5.

drop-down, select either: Remove or

Click OK.
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Filtering Members
You can apply filters to view specific member. You create filter criteria based on one or
dimensions using a "Contains" or an "Equal" operand and a specific value.
To apply a member filter:
1.

From the Data Integration home page, click
select Map Members.

to the right of the integration, and then

2.

Click Add Filter.

3.

Select to apply the filter either to a Source, Target, or Processing Order value.

4.

From the Operand drop down, select the operand and value for the filter.
Available operands are:

5.

•

Contains—Return values that contain the string characters in the Value field.

•

Equals—Return values that are equal to the string characters in the Value field.

In Value, specify the specific value to use for the filter.

Import Member Mappings
You can import either a current dimension or all member mappings from a selected CSV and
TXT file format, and then you can create mappings. Import member mappings support merge
or replace modes, along with validate or no validate options for target members.
To import member mappings:
to the right of the file-based integration,

1.

From the Data Integration home page, click
and then select Map Members.

2.

Click Edit.

3.

From the Dimension drop-down, select the dimension to which to edit or add member
mappings.
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4.

From the Actions drop-down, and then Import, select Current Dimension.
To import all dimensions, select All Dimensions.

5.

From Import member mappings, and then File Name, specify the name of the
file from which to import the member mapping.

6.

From Import Mode, select the import mode:

7.

•

Merge—Update existing maps. Existing maps are identified based on Source
value, Processing Order and Integration Name if specified. If the map does not
exist, then a new map is created.

•

Replace—Delete the existing maps and create new maps from the file.

From Validate, select to validate the member mappings.
Validate ensures that all data in the imported General Ledger has a corresponding
mapping.

8.

9.

In Execution Mode, select the mode for executing the import:
•

Online—Processes the import immediately.

•

Offline—Runs the import in the background.

Click OK.

Importing Excel Mappings
You can import Excel mappings by selecting the Import option and selecting an Excel
mapping.
To import Excel mappings:
1.

From the Data Integration home page, click
and then select Map Members.

2.

From the Actions drop-down, then Import, and then select Import from Excel.

3.

From Import member mappings, and then File Name, specify the name of the
Excel .XLS file from which to import the member mapping.

to the right of the integration,
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You can also click

and navigate to the .XLS file.

4.

From Import member mappings, and then File Name, specify the name of the file from
which to import the member mapping.

5.

Click OK.

6.

From Import Mode, select the import mode:

7.

•

Merge—Overwrites the data in the application with the data in the data load file.

•

Replace—Clears values from dimensions in the data load file and replaces it with
values in the existing file.

From Validate, select to validate the member mappings.
Validate ensures that all data in the imported General Ledger has a corresponding
mapping.
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8.

9.

In Execution Mode, select the mode for executing the import:
•

Online—Processes the import immediately.

•

Offline—Runs the import in the background.

Click OK.

Downloading an Excel Template (Mapping Template)
Download and use the Maploader template to upload your mapping tables from Excel
instead of entering them by way of Data Integration or Data Management. This feature
enables you to map members by selecting and importing them form your Excel
mapping. You can merge or replace mappings. it does not update map. It simply adds
new entries into the database. Excel mapping templates with correct formatting are
included in the EPM_ORACLE_HOME/products/FinancialDataQuality/templates
directory.
The mapping template also includes a macro script that pulls Oracle Hyperion
Financial Management dimensions directly from the target application to which you are
connecting.
You must upload the Excel template to the Data Management server, and then pick the
Excel file as the file to load when you run the integration, or when prompted by the
system if the file name is left blank. The system determines if the file being processed
is an Excel file, and then reads the required formatting to load the file.
When working with a mapping template in Excel:
•

Do not have any blank lines in the map template.

•

You can insert lines in the template, but you must keep new lines in the designated
area.

•

Each template supports a single dimension.

To download an Excel template:
1.

From the Data Integration home page, click
and then select Map Members.

2.

From the Map Members page drop-down, select Actions, then Import, and then
Download Excel Template.

to the right of the integration,

The Opening Maploader.xls page is displayed.
3.

Open or save the MaploaderTemplate.xls to your hard drive.

4.

Open MaploaderTemplate.xls.

5.

Select the Map tab.

6.

Enter the Location in cell B1, Location ID in cell B2, and select the dimension
from the Dimension drop-down in cell B3.

7.

Complete the following column fields:
a.

In Source, enter the source dimension value.
You can specify wildcards and ranges when entering the source dimension.
•

Wildcards for unlimited characters—Use asterisks (*) to denote unlimited
characters. For example, enter 548* or *87.8.
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•

•

Wildcards for single character place holders—Use questions marks (?) to denote
single character place holders. For example,
–

548??98

–

??82???

–

??81*

Range—Use commas (,) to denote ranges (no wildcard characters are allowed).
For example, specify a range as 10000,19999.
(This range evaluates all values from 10000 to 19999 inclusive of both start and
end values.)
In this case, Data Management considers all values from 10000 to 19999 to
include for both start and end values.

•

In map—Use commas (,) to separate entries (no wildcard are characters
allowed). You must have at least three entries or the map shows as a between
map. For example, specify an In map as 10,20,30.

•

Multi-Dimension map—Use #MULTIDIM to indicate its multidimensional
mapping. Enter the DIMENSION NAME=[VALUE] and the value. The value follows
the logic as wildcard, range, and In map. In the following example the search
criteria are all accounts starting with 77 and UD1 = 240. For example, #MULTIDIM
ACCOUNT=[77*] AND UD1=[240].

b.

In Source Description, enter a description of the source value.

c.

In Target, enter the target dimension value.

d.

In Change Sign, enter True to change the sign of the Account dimension. Enter
False to keep the sign of the Account dimension. This setting is only used when
mapping the Account dimension.

e.

In Rule Name, enter the integration name when the mapping applies to a specific
data rule name.

주:
If you are adding an Explicit mapping, the rule name must equal the source
value.

8.

Click Save.

Restoring Member Mappings
Restoring member mappings deletes mappings made in the current session and restores
mappings based on the point of view.
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You can restore member mappings only from the last data load for the POV.
To restore member mappings:
1.

From the Data Integration home page, click
and then select Map Members.

to the right of the integration,

2.

From the Map Members page drop-down, select Actions, then Restore
Mappings.

3.

On the Restore Mapping Confirmation page, click OK.

Exporting Member Mappings
You can export member mappings to a selected file, or an Excel file.

Exporting the Current Dimension or All Dimensions Map
To export member mappings for the current dimension or all dimensions:
to the right of the integration,

1.

From the Data Integration home page, click
and then select Map Members.

2.

Click Edit.

3.

From the Dimension drop-down, select the dimension to which to edit or add
member mappings.

4.

From the Export drop-down, select Current Dimension or All Dimensions.

5.

From the Specify file location, specify the file name to which to export the
mapping.

6.

Click Export.

7.

Optional: Click Upload and navigate to the file to export, and then click OK.
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Exporting the Map to Excel
When you export to Excel, you cannot re-import in that format.
To export member mappings to Excel:
to the right of the integration, and then

1.

From the Data Integration home page, click
select Map Members.

2.

From the Dimension drop-down, select the dimension to which to edit or add member
mappings.

3.

From the Actions drop down, then Export drop-down, select Export to Excel.
For the Export to Excel method, mappings are exported to a Microsoft Excel
spreadsheet. The spreadsheet uses the location name for the name of the spreadsheet.

4.

Open or save the XLS file to your hard drive.

5.

Open the spreadsheet.

6.

Select the Map tab.

7.

Enter the Location in cell B1, Location ID in cell B2, and select the dimension from the
Dimension drop-down in cell B3.

8.

Complete the following column fields:
a.

In Source, enter the source dimension value.
You can specify wildcards and ranges when entering the source dimension.
•

Wildcards for unlimited characters—Use asterisks (*) to denote unlimited
characters. For example, enter 548* or *87.8.

•

Wildcards for single character place holders—Use questions marks (?) to denote
single character place holders. For example,

•

–

548??98

–

??82???

–

??81*

Range—Use commas (,) to denote ranges (no wildcard characters are allowed).
For example, specify a range as 10000,19999.
(This range evaluates all values from 10000 to 19999 inclusive of both start and
end values.)
In this case, Data Management considers all values from 10000 to 19999 to
include for both start and end values.

b.

•

In map—Use commas (,) to separate entries (no wildcard are characters
allowed). You must have at least three entries or the map shows as a between
map. For example, specify an In map as 10,20,30.

•

Multi-Dimension map—Use #MULTIDIM to indicate its multidimensional
mapping. Enter the DIMENSION NAME=[VALUE] and the value. The value follows
the logic as wildcard, range, and In map. In the following example the search
criteria are all accounts starting with 77 and UD1 = 240. For example, #MULTIDIM
ACCOUNT=[77*] AND UD1=[240].

In Source Description, enter a description of the source value.
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c.

In Target, enter the target dimension value.

d.

In Change Sign, enter True to change the sign of the Account dimension.
Enter False to keep the sign of the Account dimension. This setting is only
used when mapping the Account dimension.

e.

In Rule Name, enter the integration name when the mapping applies to a
specific data rule name.

주:
If you are adding an Explicit mapping, the rule name must equal the
source value.

9.

Click Export.

Setting Data Integration Options
Use Options to define general options for period processing, filters for importing data,
and options on how to process the data when loading to target application.
In the general option section, specify the Category to load the data, and Period
mapping type used to determine source periods. For file-based integration, options
also enable you to specify the default folder and file name.
In the target option section, specific methods can be selected to define how load data
to the target, batch size for processing, enable drill region creation and other
processing options depending the application type.
For direct integrations, you can specify the filters to extract the data from the source.
The Oracle Enterprise Performance Management Cloud applications and general
Ledger applications filters are specified in terms of data slices using dimension and
member filters. For other data sources, you can specify the source filter for each filter
parameter.

Defining File-Based Options
For file-based integrations, you can specify the file name and inbox folder used to
store the file. Using file, you can load data to a single period or multiple periods. There
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are several methods to load data to multiple period. One method is to use a single file with
multiple columns and each column can be mapped to period either using header record or
period mappings. The option is to use a single file for each period. To use one file per period,
then you can use a specific file name format to identity the period.
Category and periods settings associated with the file may use predefined values. These
settings may restrict the options available when editing selections.
Watch this tutorial for information about setting file-based data integrations options: Setting
File-Based Data Integration Options and Running Integrations in Enterprise Planning Cloud.
To select file-based options:
1.

From the Data Integration home page, click
and then select Options.

2.

From File Name, select the name of the source system file.

to the right of the file-based integration,

The file name selected on the Data Integration home page defaults in the File Name field.
When only the file name is provided, then data must be entered for a single period on the
Run Integration page.
To load multiple periods, create a file for each period and append a period name or
period key to the file name. When the integration is executed for a range of periods, the
system constructs the file name for each period and uploads it to the appropriate POV.
3.

In Directory, specify the folder where the file is located.

4.

From the File Name Suffix to load data into multiple periods, select either: Period Name
or Period Key.
A suffix is appended to the file name, and the system adds the file extension after adding
the suffix. If you leave the file name blank, then the system looks for a file with suffix.
When the file name suffix type is provided, then the file name is optional in this case, and
it is not required on the Run Integration page.
If the file name suffix type is a period key, the suffix indicator and period date format are
required (as the suffix set) in the file name and must be validated as a valid date format.
For example, specify:
a.

1_Jan-2018.txt

b.

1_Feb-2018.txt

c.

1_Mar-2018.txt

In this case, when you run the integration, enter 1_.txt in the file name field and select
Period Name for the suffix indicator. Then run the integration for the January to March
periods.
5.

In Period Key Date Format, specify the data format of the period key that is appended to
the file name in JAVA date format (SimpleDateFormat).

6.

From Category, select the category.
The categories listed are those that you created in the Data Management setup, such as
"Actual." See Defining Category Mappings.

7.

From Cube, specify the plan type to load the data.

8.

Click Save.
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Defining Direct Integration Options
When working with a direct integration, you can specify parameters specific to the
direct integration source and target system. For example, for a Planning source
system, you can the select cube and the period mapping type.
To select direct integration options:
1.

From the Data Integration home page, click
integration, and then select Options.

to the right of the direct

2.

From General Options and then Category, select a category.
The categories listed are those that you created in the Data Management setup,
such as "Actual." See Defining Category Mappings.

3.

From Cube, select the plan type of the target system.
Cubes are assigned in Data Management. You can register a custom cube as a
separate application with no limit to the number of custom cube applications that
can be registered.

주:
When running an integration in Replace mode to an ASO cube, if the
scenario member is a shared member, then only a Numeric data load is
performed. Be sure to specify the member name with fully qualified
name including complete hierarchy. The All Data Type load method does
not work when the scenario member is a shared member.
4.

From Period Mapping Type, select the mapping type of the period.
Available options:
•

Default—The integration uses the Period Key and Prior Period Key defined in
Data Management to determine the source General Ledger periods mapped to
each Data Management period when the integration is run.

•

Explicit—The integration uses the Explicit period mappings defined in Data
Management to determine the source General Ledger periods mapped to
each period. Explicit period mappings support additional General Ledger data
sources when periods are not defined by start and end dates.

5.

From Calendar, select the source system calendar.

6.

In Integration Option 1-4, specify the free form text or value.
Any values you specify in the Integration Option 1-4 fields can be used when
specifying run time parameters in business rules. For more information, see Using
Business Rules.

7.

(Planning only): In Data Extract Option, select the type of member data to
extract.
Members can be extracted depending on how they have been flagged for
calculation. For a member flagged as "stored," calculated data values are stored
with the member in the database after calculation. For a member tagged as
"dynamic calc," the member's data values are calculated upon retrieval.
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Available options:
•

All Data—Extracts stored values and dynamically calculated values for both the
Dense and Spare dimension.
The All Data Extract option is not supported for a service instance to service instance
data synchronization, you cannot setup the integration in the target business process
and extract the data from a remote business. For a service instance to service
instance data synchronization, set up the integration with All Data option in the
source environment where the data is extracted and then push it to a remote target
system.
Financial Consolidation and Close customers can extract dynamic cal values by
selecting the All Data option. In addition, it is a prerequisite that the CONTROL TODATE VIEW STORAGE setting in Financial Consolidation and Close is enabled to
extract dynamic calculated values using Data Integration. For more information, see
Using the Control To_Date View Option.

•

Stored and Dynamic Calculated Data—Extracts stored dynamic calculated values for
the Dense dimension only and not Spare dimensions.

•

Stored Data Only—Extracts stored data only. Dynamically calculated values are
excluded in this type of extract.

주:
If you enable the Period as Dense option in Financial Consolidation and Close,
then you have to set up the data integration in Financial Consolidation and
Close instance as a push to. You cannot set up the integration in a service
instance and pull from a remote Financial Consolidation and Close instance.
For more information about the Period as Dense options, see Converting
Period and Movement Dimensions to Dense Dimensions in Administering
Financial Consolidation and Close. This is applicable for all Data Extract
options.
8.

(Planning only): In Data Precision, specify the number of decimal places displayed in
numbers to be exported.
Data precision refers to numeric data with the emphasis on precision (accuracy).
Depending on the size of a data value and number of decimal positions, some numeric
fields may be written in exponential format; for example, 678123e+008. You might
consider using data precision when data ranges from very large to very small values. The
output files typically are smaller and data values are more accurate.
The default value for this option is 16.

9.

(Planning only): In Data Number of Decimal, specify the maximum number of decimal
positions to be exported.
Specify a value between 0 and 16. If no value is provided, the number of decimal
positions of the data to be exported is used, up to 16 positions, or a value determined
bythe Data Precision option if that value is specified.
This parameter is used with an emphasis on legibility; output data is in straight text
format. Regardless of the number of decimal positions in the data, the specified number
is output. Note that it is possible the data can lose accuracy, particularly if the data
ranges are from very large values to very small values, above and below the decimal
point.
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By default, 16 positions for numeric data are supported, including decimal
positions. If both the Data Precision and the Data Number of Decimal options are
specified, the Data Precision option is ignored.
10. (For General Ledger only): From Include Adjustment Period, select one of the

following options for processing adjustment periods:
•

No—Adjustment periods are not processed. The system processes only
regular period mappings (as setup for "default" and "explicit" mappings). No is
the default option for processing adjustments.

•

Yes—If Yes is selected, then the regular period and adjustment period are
included. If the adjustment period does not exist, then only the regular period
is processed.

•

Yes (Adjustment Only)—If Yes (Adjustment Only) is selected, the system
processes the adjustment period only. However, if the adjustment period does
not exist, the system pulls the regular period instead.

11. (Planning and Oracle General Ledger non-administrator only) From Replace for

Non Admin Load Method, select the Replace method when loading data to an
Planning application for non-administrator users.
Available methods:
•

None—Performs no replace.

•

Numeric Data Only—Performs replace when the load method is Numeric Data
only.

•

All Load Methods—Perform replace for all load methods.

12. Click Save.

Defining Target Options
When integrating source applications with target applications, you can select options
that support how you load date including load methods, date formats, batch, and purge
options.
To define target options:
1.

From the Data Integration home page, click
and then select Options.

2.

Select the application options.

to the right of the integration,
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Target Option

Description

Load Method

Select the method for loading data to the
target application.
Available methods:
•
•

•

Batch Size

Numeric—Loads numeric data only.
Planning data security is not enforced
with this method.
All data types with auto-increment of
line item—This method requires that
you define the data and driver
dimensions, and unique identifiers for
the Planning application. You define
data load and driver dimension in the
Data Dimension for Auto-Increment
Line Item field and Driver Dimension
for Auto-Increment Line Item field
below.
Replace Mode is not supported for the
load method "All data types with autoincrement of line item."
All data types with security—Loads
Numeric, Text, Smartlist, Date data
types. If the Planning administrator
loads data, Planning data security is not
enforced. If a Planning nonadministrator user loads data, then
Planning data security is enforced. A
Planning non-administrator user can
load only 500,000 cells of data.

Specify the number of rows read at a time
from the file to memory.
This parameter is mainly used for
performance. When data is loaded, this
setting determines how many records are
stored in the cache. For example, when 1000
is specified; 1,000 records are stored in
cache. Similarly, when 5000 is specified,
5,000 records are stored in cache and
commit.
Determine this setting by Server Memory
and adjust as needed.
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Target Option

Description

Drill Region

Tap the slider on to enable the drill region.
When this option is enabled, a drillable
region is created to use the drill through
feature.
When loading data, the drill region is loaded
to Planning data.
Drill region by scenarios are created. For any
cube (Planning cubes or Planning
databases), the name of the drill region is
FDMEE_<name of the scenario member>.
When creating the drill region, the system
checks if a dimension is enabled for the drill.
Members of enabled dimensions selected in
data loads, are included in the drill region
filter. If no dimensions are enabled, the
Scenario, Version, Year, and Period
dimensions are enabled by default. You can
enable additional dimensions, and the
subsequent data load considers members of
newly enabled dimensions. If you disable
any dimensions which were previously
included in a drill region used for drill
creation, members of such dimensions are
not deleted during the subsequent data
loads. If needed, you can remove obsolete
members manually.

Purge Data File

Tap the slider on to delete the data file from
the application outbox directory when a filebased data load is successful.
Tap the slider on to delete the file or tap the
slider off to retain the file.

Date format for date data

Select the format used for loading date data.
Use the date format based on the locale
settings for your locale. For example, in the
United States, enter the date using the
format MM/DD/YY format.

Data Dimension for Auto-Increment Line
Item

Select the data dimension that matches the
data dimension you specified in Planning
This option is used for loading incremental
data using a LINEITEM flag. See Loading
Incremental Data using the LINEITEM Flag.

Driver Dimension for Auto-Increment Line
Item

Select the driver dimension that matches the
driver dimension you specified in Planning
This setting is used for loading incremental
data using a LINEITEM flag. See Loading
Incremental Data using the LINEITEM Flag.

Member name may contain comma

Select Yes to load data when a member
name contains a comma.
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Target Option

Description

Summary Drill Behavior when more than
1000 descendants

Select how a summary drill functions with
more than 1,000 descendants.
Available options:
•
Ignore
•
Limit
If the number of descendants in summary
drill is greater than 1,000 and the Summary
Drill Behavior when more than 1000
descendants option is Ignore, then the
system ignores the dimension in the filter
and returns the drilled data based on filters
on the other dimensions. A maximum of
three dimensions can be ignored.
If the number of descendants in summary
drill is greater than 1,000 and the Summary
Drill Behavior when more than 1000
descendants option is Limit, then the
system considers only the first 1,000
members for the dimension while returning
the data rows.

3.

From Load Method, select the method for loading data to the target application.
Available methods:
•

Numeric—Loads numeric data only. Planning data security is not enforced with this
method.

•

All data types with auto-increment of line item—This method requires that you
define the data and driver dimensions, and unique identifiers for the Planning
application. You define data load and driver dimension in the Data Dimension for
Auto-Increment Line Item field and Driver Dimension for Auto-Increment Line Item
field below.

주:
Replace Mode is not supported for the load method "All data types with
auto-increment of line item."
•

4.

All data types with security— Loads Numeric, Text, Smartlist, Date data types. If
the Planning administrator loads data, Planning data security is not enforced. If a
Planning non-administrator user loads data, then Planning data security is enforced.
A Planning non-administrator user can load only 500,000 cells of data.

In Batch Size, specify the number of rows read at a time from the file to memory.
This parameter is mainly used for performance. When data is loaded, this setting
determines how many records are stored in the cache. For example, when 1000 is
specified; 1,000 records are stored in cache. Similarly, when 5000 is specified, 5,000
records are stored in cache and commit.
Determine this setting by Server Memory and adjust as needed.

5.

In Drill Region, tap the slider on to enable the drill region.
When this option is enabled, a drillable region is created to use the drill through feature.
When loading data, the drill region is loaded to Planning data.
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Drill region by scenarios are created. For any cube (Planning cubes or Planning
databases), the name of the drill region is FDMEE_<name of the scenario
member>. When creating the drill region, the system checks if a dimension is
enabled for the drill.
Members of enabled dimensions selected in data loads, are included in the drill
region filter. If no dimensions are enabled, the Scenario, Version, Year, and Period
dimensions are enabled by default. You can enable additional dimensions, and the
subsequent data load considers members of newly enabled dimensions. If you
disable any dimensions which were previously included in a drill region used for
drill creation, members of such dimensions are not deleted during the subsequent
data loads. If needed, you can remove obsolete members manually.
6.

In Purge Data File, tap the slider on to delete the data file from the application
outbox directory when a file-based data load is successful.
Tap the slider on to delete the file or tap the slider off to retain the file.

7.

In Date format for date data, select the format used for loading date data.
Use the date format based on the locale settings for your locale. For example, in
the United States, enter the date using the format MM/DD/YY format.

8.

From Data Dimension for Auto-Increment Line Item, select the data dimension
that matches the data dimension you specified in Planning.
This option is used for loading incremental data using a LINEITEM flag. See
Loading Incremental Data using the LINEITEM Flag.

9.

From Driver Dimension for Auto-Increment Line Item, select the driver
dimension that matches the driver dimension you specified in Planning.
This setting is used for loading incremental data using a LINEITEM flag. See
Loading Incremental Data using the LINEITEM Flag.

10. From Member name may contain comma, select Yes to load data when a

member name contains a comma.
11. From Workflow Mode, select the data workflow mode.

Available modes:
•

Full—Data is processed in the TDATASEG_T table and then copied to the
TDATASEG table.
All four Workbench processes are supported (Import, Validate, Export, and
Check) and data can be viewed in the Workbench.
Drill-down is supported.

•

Full No Archive—Data is processed in the TDATASEG_T table and then
copied to TDATASEG table.
All four Workbench processes are supported (Import, Validate, Export, and
Check). Data can be viewed in the Workbench but only after the import step
has been completed. Data is deleted from TDATASEG at the end of the
workflow process.
Drill-down is not supported

•

Simple— Data is processed in the TDATASEG_T table and then exported
directly from the TDATASEG_T. table.
All data loads include both the import and export steps.
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Data is not validated and any unmapped data result in load failure.
Maps are not archived in TDATAMAPSEG.
Data cannot be viewed in the Workbench.
Drill-down is not supported.
The Simple Workflow Mode is the default mode.
12. From Enable Data Security for Admin Users, select to enable data security for

administrative users.
Enables data validation when an administrative user loads data. In this case, all data
validations in the data entry form are enforced while loading data. Due to the enhanced
validations, the performance of data load is slower.
When Enable Data Security for Admin Users is set to No (default value), then data
loads by the administrator are performed using the Outline Load Utility (OLU). In this
case, performance is faster, but you are unable to get a detailed error report for any rows
that are ignored for any reason.
When this option is set to Yes, data is validated for administrator and non-administrator
data loads in the same manner. Validations include: security checks, intersection
validations, read-only cells, dynamic calc cells, etc.
In addition, a detailed error list for any rows that are rejected or ignored is available and
no additional Planning permissions are needed. However, performance may be slower
even for administrators.
13. From Display Validation Failure Messages, create an output file that shows rejected

data cells, intersections, and the rejection reason when you load data.
The limit for the number of rejections reported is 100. The data validation report is
available for download from the Process Details page by clicking the Output link. In
addition, a copy of the error file is stored in the Outbox folder.
For more information, see Viewing Process Details
14. (Planning and Oracle General Ledger non-administrator only) From Replace for Non

Admin Load Method, select the Replace method when loading data to an Planning
application for non-administrator users.
Available methods:
•

None—Performs no replace.

•

Numeric Data Only—Performs replace when the load method is Numeric Data only.

•

All Load Methods—Perform replace for all load methods.

주:
When running an integration in Replace mode to an ASO cube, if the scenario
member is a shared member, then only a Numeric data load is performed. Be
sure to specify the member name with fully qualified name including complete
hierarchy. All Data Type load methods does not work when the scenario
member is a shared member.
15. In Drill View from Smart View, specify the custom view of columns from the Workbench

when displaying customized attribute dimension member names in Oracle Smart View for
Office drill-through reports.
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When the custom view has been defined, you can click the drill-through cell in
Smart View and select Open as New Sheet, and the drill-through report opens
based on the view defined in the Workbench.
If no views are defined on the Application Details page, the default view is used,
meaning that attribute dimensions do not display customized member names in
Smart View.
For more information about defining a custom view, see Defining a Custom View in
the Workbench.
16. Click Save.

Creating a Custom Target Application
You create a custom target application to extract data from file-based or direct
integration sources, and then push the data into a flat file instead of loading it to an
Oracle Enterprise Performance Management Cloud application.
When you create a custom target application, create the custom target application with
the required dimensionality in Data Management and then select the target options for
the custom file in Data Integration.
Instead of exporting the data to a target application, Data Integration generates a data
file that can be loaded to an external system using a custom process. When creating a
custom target application, note the following:
•

Data is written to the file in the following predefined order: Account, Entity, UD1,
UD2 ... UD20, AMOUNT.

•

The sequence that is specified when you create the custom application definition
is used to order the dimensions for mapping processing. Note the sequence in
case you have scripts that have an order of processing dependency.

•

Member Mappings—Target values are not validated for custom applications.

•

Run Integration—The POV category is not validated.

•

Integration Execution—When the option to export the data file is enabled, Data
Management creates an output data file. The name of the data file is Target App
Name Process ID.dat, and it is written to the APPL ROOT FOLDER/outbox directory.
You can access the data file from the Process Details page from the OUTPUT file
column.

•

Check Rules can be created from a custom target application. Check rules cannot
be based on target values.

•

Write-back is not applicable from custom target applications.

To load data to a custom target application:
1.

Create the custom target application in Data Management.
For information on creating a custom target application, see Creating a Custom
Target Application.
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2.

Launch Data Integration and create or edit a file-based or direct integration source and
the custom target application.

For information on creating or editing an integration, see Defining a Data Integration.
3.

Optional: If necessary, map dimensions and map members.
For information on mapping dimensions, see Mapping Dimensions. For information on
mapping members, see Mapping Members.

4.

From the Data Integration home page, click
select Options.

5.

Optional: If necessary, complete any general options

to the right of the integration, and then

For information on file-based options, see Defining File-Based Options.For information on
direct integration options, see Defining Direct Integration Options.
6.

From Target , then in Enable export to file, select Yes to have Data Management create
an output data file for the custom target application.
A file is created in the outbox folder on the server with the following name format:
<LOCATION>_<SEQUENCE>.dat. For example, when the location is named Texas and
the next sequence is 16, then the file name is Texas_15.dat. The file is created during
the export step of the workflow process. When the Enable export to file option is set to
No, then the Export to Target option is unavailable in the execution window.

7.

In File Character Set, select the file character set.
The file character set determines the method for mapping bit combinations to characters
for creating, storing, and displaying text. Each encoding has a name; for example, UTF-8.
Within an encoding, each character maps to a specific bit combination; for example, in
UTF-8, uppercase A maps to HEX41.

8.

In Column Delimiter, select the character to use for delimiting columns in the output file.
Available column delimiters are:

9.

•

,

•

|

•

!

•

;

•

:

In File Name to Download, enter the file name to copy.
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You can then use the EPM Automate to download the file. The EPM Automate
Utility enables Service Administrators to remotely perform Planning tasks.
10. Click Save.

Data Export Target Application Options
The following options are available when defining the target application options for a
data export to file application:
Option

Description

Download File Name

Enter the name of the output file.
You can use EPM Automate to download
the output file. The EPM Automate Utility
enables Service Administrators to remotely
perform Oracle Enterprise Performance
Management Cloud tasks.
For more information, see Export and
Download Metadata and Data.

Column Delimited

Select the character to use for delimiting
columns in the output file.
Available column delimiters are:
•
,
•
|
•
!
•
;
•
:
The default delimiter is a comma (,).

File Character Set

Specify the file character set.
The file character set determines the
method for mapping bit combinations to
characters for creating, storing, and
displaying text. Each encoding has a name;
for example, UTF-8.
UTF-8 is the default file character set.
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Option

Description

End of Line Character

Select the operating system of the server
associated with the End Of Line (EOL)
character.
Valid options are
•
Windows
•
Linux
EOL indicates end of line. Some text editors
like Notepad do not display files using
Linux EOL correctly.
For EPM Cloud, Data Integration uses the
Linux EOL character as the defaults.
When customers views exported files in
Windows, the EOL shows on a single line.

Include Header

Determines whether to include/exclude the
header record in the output file.
Select Yes to include the dimension name
in the header record. The default is Yes.
Select No to exclude the header record.

Export Attribute Columns

Include attribute columns if you have some
static values to include in the export or file.
You can also use attribute columns if you
don't have a requirement to map the
source values. This setting minimizes the
need to define data load mapping.
Select Yes to include attribute columns.
Select No to exclude attribute columns.

Accumulate Data

Summarizes Account data before export
and groups the results by one or more
column.
Select Yes to group the results by one or
more columns.
Select No to not group the results by one or
more columns.
The default value is Yes.

Sort Data

Determine if data is sorted based on the
column order or not.
Select Yes to include columns.
Select No to exclude columns.
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Option

Description

Pivot Dimension

Pivoting changes the orientation of the
data in the export file enabling you to
aggregate the results and rotate rows into
columns. When you pivot between rows
and columns, the system moves the
selected dimension to the outermost row or
column on the opposite axis.
To use this feature, specify one dimension
name from the export file.
Applicable for numeric import formats
only. It is not supported for nun-numeric
import format types.
When the Pivot Dimension is specified,
Accumulate Data is forced to "Yes."
The pivoted columns for the values
contained in the Pivot dimension needs to
be enclosed in ~~ within the SQL Insert
statement.
The Pivot feature works only when using a
custom SQL Insert statement and does not
work without the SQL Insert statement.
When the Data Export application contains
ACCOUNT, PERIOD & AMOUNT as
dimension names, by specifying PERIOD as
Pivot Dimension, all the periods contained
in the PERIOD dimension are pivoted to a
separate column Jan, Feb, Mar etc.
For example, the SQL INSERT statement is:
INSERT INTO TABLE
(ACCOUNT,JAN,FEB,MAR,……,DEC) VALUES
(~ACCOUNT~,~Jan~,~Feb~,~Mar~,,,,,,,,~Dec~)

Defining Oracle General Ledger Target Options
When integrating source applications with target applications, you can select options
that support how you load date including load methods, date formats, batch, and purge
options.
To define target options:
1.

From the Data Integration home page, click
and then select Options.

2.

From Target Option, then Purge Data File, tap the slider on to delete the data file
from the application outbox directory when a file-based data load is successful.

to the right of the integration,

Tap the slider on to delete the file or tap the slider off to retain the file.
3.

In Balance Type, select the type of balance to which to load data.
Available balance types:
•

Actual

•

Budget
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4.

From Journal Source, enter a description of the journal source that matches the journal
source defined in the Oracle ERP Cloud.

5.

From Journal Category, enter a description of the journal category that the matches the
journal category in the Oracle ERP Cloud.

6.

Click Save.

Defining Target Options for Budgetary Control Applications
When integrating source applications with Budgetary Control target applications, you can
select options on how to load data.
To define target options:
1.

From the Data Integration home page, click
integration, and then select Options.

2.

Select the application options.

to the right of the Budgetary Control

Target Option

Description

Purge Data File

Tap the slider on to delete the data file from
the application outbox directory when a filebased data load is successful.
Tap the slider on to delete the file or tap the
slider off to retain the file.

Budget Type

Select the type of budget.
Available options:
•
•

Actual
Budget

Journal Source

Enter a description of the journal source that
the matches the journal source in the Oracle
ERP Cloud.

Journal Category

Enter a description of the journal category
that the matches the journal category in the
Oracle ERP Cloud.

Source Budget Type

Select the budget type based on the Source
Budget Name dimension in the control
budget target application.
Available options:
•
•

3.

EPM Financials module
Hyperion Planning

Click Save.

Defining Application Options for Financial Consolidation and Close
When loading journal entries or data to a Financial Consolidation and Close target
application, you can control many aspects of the data that is loaded such as the level of
journal information:
To define Financial Consolidation and Close application target options:
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1.

From the Data Integration home page, click
to the right of an integration with
a Financial Consolidation and Close target application, and then select Options.

2.

From Options, then Target option, select the target application setting and then
click Save.
Available Financial Consolidation and Close target application options are shown
in the following table.

표 7-4

Financial Consolidation and Close Application Options and Descriptions

Option

Description

Load Type

Select the type of load to push to the
Financial Consolidation and Close
application.
Available options:
•
•

Journal Status

Data—Load numeric data only. This is
the default load option.
Journal—Load journals.

The journal status indicates the current
state of the journal. The status of a journal
changes when you create, submit, approve,
reject, or post the journal.
Available options:
•

•
Journal Type

Working—Journal is created. It has
been saved, but it may be incomplete.
For example, more line items may
need to be added.
Posted—Journal adjustments are
posted to the database.

Select the type of journal to load.
Available options:
•

•

Auto-Reversing—Loads an autoreversing journal that contains
adjustments that need to be reversed
in the next period. That is, the journal
posts in the next period by reversing
the debit and credit.
Regular—Load journals using the
Replace mode, which clears all data for
a journal label before loading the new
journal data.
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표 7-4 (계속) Financial Consolidation and Close Application Options and
Descriptions
Option

Description

Journal Post As

Select the method for posting journal
entries:
Available options:
•

•

•

Journal-to-date— A Journal-to-Date
journal entry carries forward from
period to period, from the first
instance of the journal entry, including
a carry-forward across any intervening
year-ends. The only difference
between a Journal-to-Date entry and a
Year-to-Date entry is that in the first
period of each year, the data from
Journal-to-Date entries in the last
period of the prior year are reversed.
For Year-to-Date entries, there are no
reversals in the first period of any
year.
Periodic—When you select the View
member FCCS_Periodic, when the
journal entries are posted, the data
entered to the line detail is
summarized and posted to the Consol
cube based on the line detail POV. The
data from one posted journal entry
does not overwrite the data written
from other posted journal entries.
Year-to-date—When you select the
View member FCCS_YTD_Input, you
can enter a year-to-date amount in the
line detail debit / credit fields. A Yearto-Date journal entry must contain
year-to-date entries on all detail lines.
When Year-to-Date journal entries are
posted, the appropriate periodic
impact on the POV across the entries is
calculated and then accumulated with
any accumulation from posted Periodic
journal entries In the first period of
any year, the year-to-date View data is
the same as Periodic data.
In the first period of any year, the yearto-date View data is the same as
Periodic data.
In subsequent periods, the periodic
calculated data posted to the Periodic
View member for each unique POV
equals the current period year-to-date
entries accumulated across all Year-toDate journal entries, minus the prior
period year-to-date entries
accumulated across all Year-to-Date
journal entries.
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표 7-4 (계속) Financial Consolidation and Close Application Options and
Descriptions
Option

Description

Create Drill Region

Tap the slider on to enable the drill region.
When this option is enabled, a drillable
region is created to use the drill through
feature.
When loading data, the drill region is
loaded to Financial Consolidation and Close
data.
Drill region by scenarios are created. For
any cube (Planning cubes or Planning
databases), the name of the drill region is
FDMEE_<name of the scenario member>.
When creating the drill region, the system
checks if a dimension is enabled for the
drill.
Members of enabled dimensions selected
in data loads, are included in the drill
region filter. If no dimensions are enabled,
the Scenario, Version, Year, and Period
dimensions are enabled by default. You can
enable additional dimensions, and the
subsequent data load considers members
of newly enabled dimensions. If you
disable any dimensions which were
previously included in a drill region used
for drill creation, members of such
dimensions are not deleted during the
subsequent data loads. If needed, you can
remove obsolete members manually.

Enable Zero Loading

Select Yes to load 0 values during a
multiple period load.
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표 7-4 (계속) Financial Consolidation and Close Application Options and
Descriptions
Option

Description

Enable Data Security for Admin Users

Enables data validation when an
administrative user loads data. In this case,
all data validations in the data entry form
are enforced while loading data. Due to the
enhanced validations, the performance of
data load will be slower.
When the ‘Enable Data Security for Admin
Users’ is set to No (default value), then data
loads by the administrator are performed
using the Outline Load Utility (OLU). In this
case, performance is fast but you are
unable to get a detailed error report for
any rows that are ignored for any reason.
When this option is set to Yes, data is
validated for administrator and nonadministrator data loads in the same
manner. Validations include: security
checks, intersection validations, read-only
cells, dynamic calc cells, etc.
In addition, a detailed error list for any
rows that are rejected or ignored is
available and no additional Planning
permissions are needed. However,
performance may be slower even for
administrators.
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표 7-4 (계속) Financial Consolidation and Close Application Options and
Descriptions
Option

Description

Enable Drill from Summary

Select Yes to drill down from summary
members in a Planning data form or report
and view the detail source data that make
up the number.
After enabling this option and loading the
data with the Create Drill Region option set
to Yes, the Drill icon is enabled at the
summary level. Drill is limited to 1000
descendant members for a dimension.

주:
Summary level
drill downs are
not available
for the
Scenario, Year,
and Period
dimensions. For
these
dimensions,
you must
perform a drill
through on the
leaf members.
Summary drill
is available for
local service
instances only.
It is not
available
between cross
service
instances or
hybrid
deployments.
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표 7-4 (계속) Financial Consolidation and Close Application Options and
Descriptions
Option

Description

Movement

Specify the movement dimension that
indicates the automated cash flow
reporting dimension used through
hierarchies and system calculations.
By default, the system provides members
in the Movement dimension to maintain
various types of cash flow data, and FX to
CTA calculations.
If no movement, then specify as FCCS_No
Movement. Otherwise, select the desired
movement member.
Example of Movement Dimension
Members:
•
•
•
•

Multi-GAAP

FCCS_No Movement
FCCS_Movements
FCCS_OpeningBalance
FCCS_ClosingBalance

Specify the multi-GAAP dimension used to
report your financial statements in both
local GAAP and in IFRS or another GAAP.
This dimension tracks the local GAAP data
input as well as any GAAP adjustments.

Data Source

Specify the data source dimension.
The default value is "FCCS_Managed
Source."

Purge Data File

When a file-based data load to Essbase is
successful, specify whether to delete the
data file from the application outbox
directory. Select Yes to delete the file, or No
to retain the file.

Member name may contain comma

If the member name contains a comma,
and you are loading data to one of the
following services, set this option to Yes,
and then load the data:
•
•
•
•

Planning Modules
Planning
Financial Consolidation and Close
Tax Reporting
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표 7-4 (계속) Financial Consolidation and Close Application Options and
Descriptions
Option
Workflow

Description
Select the data workflow method.
Available options:
•

Full—Data is processed in the
TDATASEG_T table and then copied to
the TDATASEG table.
All four Workbench processes are
supported (Import, Validate, Export,
and Check) and data can be viewed in
the Workbench.
Drill-down is supported.

•

The Full Workflow mode is the default
mode.
Full No Archive—Data is processed in
the TDATASEG_T table and then copied
to TDATASEG table.
All four Workbench processes are
supported (Import. Validate, Export,
and Check). Data can be viewed in the
Workbench but only after the import
step has been completed. Data is
deleted from TDATASEG at the end of
the workflow process.

•

Drill-down is not supported
Simple— Data is processed in the
TDATASEG_T table and then exported
directly from the TDATASEG_T. table.
All data loads include both the import
and export steps.
Data is not validated and any
unmapped data result in load failure.
Maps are not archived in
TDATAMAPSEG.
Data cannot be viewed in the
Workbench.
Drill-down is not supported.
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표 7-4 (계속) Financial Consolidation and Close Application Options and
Descriptions
Option

Description

Drill View from Smart View

Specify the custom view of columns from
the Workbench when displaying
customized attribute dimension member
names in Oracle Smart View for Office
drill-through reports.
Custom views are created and defined in
the Workbench option in Data Integration.
When the custom view has been defined
and then specified in the Drill View from
Smart View field, in Smart View you can
click the drill-through cell and select Open
as New Sheet, and the drill-through report
opens based on the view defined in the
Workbench.
If no views are defined on the Application
Options page, the default view is used,
meaning that attribute dimensions do not
display customized member names in
Smart View.
For more information about defining a
custom view, see Defining a Custom View in
the Workbench.

Defining Filters
Filters let you qualify results from the source system. For example, when you specify filters
for a Planning source system, select a dimension, and then enter filter criteria for each
dimension.

Defining Planning Filters
You can define filter options to specify a subset of data to extract from your Planning
application.
To add a Planning filter:
1.

From the Data Integration home page, click
and then select Options.

2.

Click the Filter tab.

3.

Click

to the right of the Planning integration,

.

Optionally, you can simply select another dimension already assigned to a filter and
assign another dimension from the Dimension Name drop-down or just change the filter
condition.
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4.

From the Dimension Name drop-down, specify the name of the dimension to
which to add as a filter.

5.

Click Save.

Defining Oracle NetSuite Filters
Search criteria defined in the NSPB Sync SuiteApp Saved Search are registered
automatically as application filters. You edit the filters if needed. For example, you
assign default values or hide the filters from end users.
You apply filter conditions to the NSPB Sync SuiteApp Saved Search results so that
only those records that meet selected conditions are returned. You can select a single
filter condition or multiple filters conditions, and additionally specify the exact values.
Search criteria defined in the NSPB Sync SuiteApp Saved Search are registered
automatically as application filters. You edit the filters if needed. For example, you can
assign default values or hide the filters from end users.
To apply NSPB Sync SuiteApp filters:
1.

From the Data Integration home page, click
NetSuite integration, and then select Options.

2.

Click the Filter tab.

3.

Select the name of the filter condition.

to the right of the Oracle

Available filters are:
•

Postingperiod

주:
If you need to load data by a specific period, for example, by a
specific month, use an NSPB Sync SuiteApp posting period filter that
contains a period ID. The period ID is created in the posting period
filter and returned by the NSPB Sync SuiteApp Saved Search used
for filtering data.
Oracle NetSuite provides several types of date filters: a named time
period, for example, last fiscal year, a custom date range defined by
a specific start date and end date, and a relative date range defined
by a beginning number of days, weeks, months, quarters, or years
ago, or from now, to an ending number of same. See the NetSuite
"Search Guide" for more information on setting up filters.
•

Mainline

•

Posting
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4.

From the Condition drop-down, select the applicable condition.
The applicable conditions by filter are derived from the NSPB Sync SuiteApp Saved
Search.

5.

From the Value drop-down, select the value to which to apply the filter.

6.

Click Save.

Defining Oracle General Ledger Filters
For data integrations used to import data from the Oracle General Ledger, use filters to limit
the results.
When an integration is created, filters are defined automatically. You can modify the filters as
needed but cannot delete them. (If filters are deleted, the default value is recreated.)
Oracle General Ledger Dimension

Filter

Scenario

Actual

Balance Amount

Ending Balance

Amount Type

YTD

Currency Type

Total

All Other Dimensions

'@ILvl0Descendants("All '||
TARGET_DIMENSION_NAME||' Values")'

To add an Oracle General Ledger filter:
1.

From the Data Integration home page, click
Ledger integration, and then select Options.

2.

Click the Filter tab.

3.

Click

to the right of the Oracle General

.

Optionally, you can simply select another dimension already assigned to a filter and
select either another dimension from the Dimension Name drop-down or just change the
filter condition.

4.

From the Dimension Name drop-down, specify the name of the dimension to which to
add as a filter.

5.

In Filter Condition, specify the filter.
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6.

Click Save.

Defining Budgetary Control Filters
When an integration from a Budgetary Control data source is created, filters are
defined automatically. You can modify the filters as needed but cannot delete them. (If
the filters are deleted, the default value is recreated.)
For data integrations used to import data from the Budgetary Control, use filters to limit
the results.
When an integration from a Budgetary Control data source is created, filters are
defined automatically. You can modify the filters as needed but cannot delete them. (If
the filters are deleted, the default value is recreated.)
When working with Budgetary Control data load filters, note the following:
•

Control Budget— Add this dimension and select the control budget from which to
load consumption balances.

•

Amount Type budgetary control dimension—Select "PTD" assuming the line items
to be loaded from Budgetary Control are typically income statement type of
accounts.

•

Balance Amounts budgetary control dimension—Depending on your business
requirements for the type of consumption amounts you want to bring into the
Planning application, select any balance amount(s), such as Commitment,
Obligation, Other Anticipated Expenditures, and Expenditures.

•

For the other budgetary control dimensions, select members from the appropriate
level to which to load data in the Planning application.

To add a Budgetary Control filter:
1.

From the Data Integration home page, click
Control integration, and then select Options.

2.

Click the Filter tab.

3.

Click

to the right of the Budgetary

.

Optionally, you can simply select another dimension already assigned to a filter
and assign another dimension from the Dimension Name drop-down or just
change the filter condition.
4.

From the Dimension Name drop-down, specify the name of the dimension to
which to add as a filter.

5.

In Filter Condition, specify the filter.

6.

Click Save.

Defining Oracle HCM Cloud Filters
Any Oracle Human Capital Management Cloud source filters associated with the data
source are created automatically during the integration. You can select any specific
criteria on the Edit Integrations page to filter the results.
For data integrations used to import data from the Oracle HCM Cloud to Planning
Modules or Workforce, use filters to limit the results.
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Any source filters associated with the data source are created automatically during the
integration. You can select any specific criteria on the Edit Integrations page to filter the
results.
Depending on the Oracle HCM Cloud metadata category, the following source filters are
populated automatically:
•

Effective Date—Select the date on which you want the trees to be effective.

•

Legislative Data Group—Legislative data groups are a means of partitioning payroll and
related data. At least one legislative data group is required for each country where the
enterprise operates. Each legislative data group is associated with one or more payroll
statutory units.

•

Tree Code— Tree code for hierarchy in Oracle HCM Cloud (for objects with hierarchy, for
example: Org, Position)

•

Tree Version—Tree Version for hierarchy in Oracle HCM Cloud

•

Changes Only—Controls the extract mode. Valid options are N or Y.
The following table describes the different extract modes, their lookup values and
descriptions:
Mode

Lookup Value

Description

N

All attributes

Includes all data in the
extract. A full extract is run
which produces the full data
output at that point of time.
The archived data is utilized
as a baseline.

Y

Changed attributes

Compares this extract run
with the previous extract
runs and by comparing
against the baseline (to
identify the incremental
data), displays the data that
has changed only.

To edit an Oracle HCM Cloud filter:
1.

From the Data Integration home page, click
integration, and then select Options.

2.

Click the Filter tab.

3.

Select the name of the filter to edit.

4.

In Value, specify the filter condition.

5.

Click Save.

to the right of the Oracle HCM Cloud
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Defining A Clear Region
The Clear Region option in Data Integration lets you select the slice of data to be
cleared before loading data in Replace mode to a Planning module application. In
addition, when loading budgets to the Oracle General Ledger, you can optionally clear
prior budgets before loading a new budget. This feature can only be used with Oracle
Financials Cloud 20C or higher.
You define the clear region by specifying member selection criteria for dimensions
such as a static list of members, member function selections, and members derived
from the data. By default, the system defines a default clear script based on Entity,
Scenario, Version, Year, and Period values included in the data load. For the Oracle
Financials Cloud, you cannot specify member functions. You can select parent
member and system clear data for all lowest level children automatically. When the
integration or data load rule is executed, the combination of dimensions defined on the
Clear Region are cleared before loading data.
For Planning, the Period, Year, and Scenario dimensions are derived automatically
based on the data and you do not have to specify any filters for these dimensions. If
you specify member for these dimensions, they are ignored.
For Oracle General Ledger, the Ledger, Scenario, and Accounting Period dimensions
are derived automatically based on the data and you do not have to specify any filters
for these dimensions. If you specify member for these dimensions, they are ignored.

주:
The Replace for Non Admin setting in Application Options determines the
Replace method available for non-administrator users. These methods
include: none, numeric data only, and All Load Methods. For more
information, see Defining Direct Integration Options.

주:
The Clear Region feature is not available for Financial Consolidation and
Close, Tax Reporting, Account Reconciliation, and Profitability and Cost
Management business processes.

주:
When running an integration in Replace mode to an ASO cube, if the
scenario member is a shared member, then only a Numeric data load is
performed. Be sure to specify the member name with fully qualified name
including complete hierarchy. The All Data Type load methods does not work
when the scenario member is a shared member.
To define a Clear Region:
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1.

From the Data Integration home page, click
and then select Options.

2.

On the Options page, click the Clear Region tab.

3.

From Dimension Name, click
You can also click
down.

4.

to the right of the Planning application,

to add a dimension from which to add a clear region.

to the right of a dimension and select a dimension from the drop-

Select the method for clearing a region.
To clear a region by building a member list based on the data available to export to the
target application, go to step 5.
To clear a region by select members, for example by Descendants of Revenue, go to
step 6.

5.

Select the dimension and click Derive from Data to clear data for a selected dimension
and build the member list based on the data available to export to target.
If you select Derive from Data method for clearing a region, do not specify the any filters
in the Filter Condition field.
This option is useful when you want to clear data for a Company or Cost Center to which
you are posting data, but you don't want to change the values for each run.

6.

To clear data based on a filter or use the member selector, specify the filter or member
selector in the Filter Condition field.

주:
Functions are not available for General Ledger. You can select a Parent
member and system clears values for all children.
7.

To view the detail of the clear region feature, after running the integration of data load
rule, go to Process Details for job and open the log.
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Using Business Rules
Business rules enable you to launch and manage sophisticated rules when loading
data to Planning applications. This feature empowers you to invoke rule logic without
programmer assistance and without a need for an additional tool like EPM Automate.
You can run business rules for Numeric Data Only and All data type load methods. In
addition, you can run an individual business rule or rule set. A rule set enables you to
combine multiple rules to be executed simultaneously or sequentially.
Examples of business rules include:
•

clear data before a data load

•

perform calculations

•

aggregate data

•

copy data to one slice of a cube

You register business rules at the application or integration level. Business Rules
registered at the application level can be executed for all integrations loading data to
the application. At the integration level, you register business rules to be executed for
a selected integration on the Options tab.
To begin using a business rule, you go to a new Business Rules page in Applications
and then register the business rule on either the Independent or Embedded mode.
Use the Independent mode to register rules that can be run in response to system
events in the Data Integration workflow. The registration includes the system Event,
rule or rule set name, any runtime parameters, and run sequences.
The Embedded mode is used to register business rules that are executed after the
data load process. This mode is embedded as part of the data load process and
provides access to the data intersections loaded. This mode is available only when
using the All Data Type load method. Embedded rules are not triggered by an Event
and do not support runtime parameters.
You can execute a business rule that runs a calculation script. For more information on
designing and creating business rules using calculation script, see Designing Business
Rules.
You can execute a business rule that runs a Groovy script. For more information on
designing and creating business rules using Groovy script, see Creating a Groovy
Business Rule.

Registering a Business Rule in Independent Mode
Register business rules in independent mode to run a rule in response to a system
event.
To register a business rule in independent mode:
1.

To register a business rule for all integrations loading to an application, from the
Application page, click
Business Rules.

to the right of the application, and then select

or
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To register a business rule for given integration, from the General page, click
to the
right of the integration, then select Options, and then from the Edit Integration page,
select the Business Rules tab.

주:
If a given Event has a business rule registered at the integration and application
level, only the business rule on the integration level is triggered.
2.

From the Business Rules page, click the Independent mode.

3.

•

Before Extract

•

Before Import

•

After Import

•

Before Load

•

After Load

•

Before Check

•

After Check

For a description of the system events that can be used to trigger business rules in Data
Integration, see Business Rules Supported Events.
4.

From Type, select if the business rule to be run is an individual rule or belongs to a
ruleset for any given Event.
Available types:

5.

•

Rule—Identifies a specific business rule that can run for any given Event.

•

Ruleset—Identifies a business rule that belongs to a ruleset. A ruleset provides a unit
of execution when multiple rules are included in a set of rules to be run. In rulesets,
the priority of rules applies to specify the order of firing of the rules in the ruleset.
Rulesets are used to launch rules sequentially or simultaneously depending on your
logic requirements.

From Name, select the business rule to run.
The business rules available in this field are prebuilt in Calculation Manager and then
made available to Data Integration when loading data to your Planning target
applications.
If a business rule name is changed in Planning, the new business rule name is not
automatically renamed in Data Integration, which does not validate business rules names
and logic.

6.

In Run Time Prompts, click

to add or edit any run time prompts.

For more about working with run time prompts, see Adding Run Time Prompts to
Business Rules.
7.

In Sequence, specify the order in which to run the rule when multiple rules or rulesets
have been associated with a single event.
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Since multiple scripts can be executed for an event, this sequence value provides
the numeric order in which each business rule is executed. You can enter any
number, but the number must be unique within an event.

Business Rules Supported Events
The following system events are available to trigger business rules in independent
mode. System events are stored in the bin/scripts/event folders.
Event

Description

Before Extract

This event is triggered before data is
extracted from the source application. For
example, you might use this event to run a
calculation such as aggregating data or
copying from a BSO cube to an ASO cube,
use the Before Extract event before
extracting data for data synchronization or
data export.

Before Import

This event is triggered before the data is
imported into the staging table. For
example, you might use this event to run a
business rule to generate a data file for
processing.

After Import

This event is triggered after the data is
imported into the staging table.

Before Load

This event is triggered before the data is
loaded to the Oracle Enterprise
Performance Management Cloud
application. For example, you might use
this event to run a custom clear script to
clear the data before loading the new data.

After Load

This event is triggered after the data is
loaded to the EPM Cloud application. For
example, you might use this event to
perform any calculations after the data is
loaded.

Before Check

Called before the Check Rule.

After Check

This is event is called after the Check step
and is the final event. For example, you
might use this event to trigger a business
rule that copies data to another version or
to trigger another business rule to perform
other downstream tasks.

Adding Run Time Prompts to Business Rules
You can enter or edit values for run time prompt variables when deploying business
rules. Run time prompts enable you to parameterize a rule by identifying and defining
the list of values used in the rule. If a business rule includes run time prompts, users
enter the required information before the business rule is launched. Business rules can
prompt users for such variables as members, text, dates, or numbers. Prompts should
be specific and tell users what type of data is expected. For example, you could add a
run time prompt that enables a user to select a specific "Entity" when running a rule.
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You can select a run time prompt value from a predefined list of values, such as the POV
Period.
You can also specify custom parameters, in which case, you can explicitly state the variable
or enter any Essbase filter syntax.
Additionally, you can reference values stored in the Integration Option 1-4 fields on the
Options page to drive calculation logic.

주:
Run time prompts are not validated by Data Integration.
To add a run time prompt for a business rule:
1.

From the Business Rules page, click Independent.

2.

Click

3.

Select the business rule to which to add a run time prompt.

4.

In Run Time Prompts, click

5.

From the Run Time Prompt page, click

6.

In Name, type the name of the run time prompt as it has been defined in the business
rule (in Planning).

.

to add or edit any run time prompts.
.

For example, type Entity as the run time prompt name.
A LOV (list of values) is unavailable at this time.
7.

From Value Type, select the type of value expected for the run time prompt:
Available value types used to construct the run time prompt based on the following:
•

Custom—a custom parameter specified in the Custom Value field. You can also use
a custom value based on Essbase filter syntax. For more information, see Working
with Essbase Calc Script.

•

POV Period—a predefined "POV Period" value based on the Period the integration is
running

•

POV Year—a predefined "POV Year" value based on the Period the integration is
running

•

POV Category—a predefined "Scenario" value based on the POV Category from the
integration (data rule) definition.

•

All Data Load Entity—a list of entities from the data load

•

All Data Load Account—a list of accounts from the data load

•

Integration Options 1 - 4—any free form text or value saved to the Integration Option
1 - 4 fields in General Options. For more information, see Defining Direct Integration
Options.
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주:
By default, business rules are executed for the Target Plan Type
specified in the integration. If you want to execute the business rule for a
different Plan Type, specify a run time prompt named "Plan Type,"
specify a "custom value type," and then provide the name of the desired
Plan Type as the custom value.
The following example shows how to specify a Plan Type other than
default Plan Type associated with the integration for a Clear Data
business rule.

8.

If you selected a custom value type for a run time prompt, specify the actual value
in the Custom Value field.

9.

Click OK.
In this example, a custom run time prompt has been defined for a Clear Data
business rule that prompts for an Entity.

You can view the details of the business rule in Process Details.

Registering a Business Rule in Embedded Mode
The Embedded mode is used to register business rules that are executed after the
data load process. This mode is embedded as part of the data load process and
provides access to the data intersections loaded. This mode is available only when
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using the All Data Type load method. Embedded rules are not triggered by an Event and do
not support runtime parameters.
To register a business rule in embedded mode:
1.

To register a business rule for all integrations loading to an application, from the
Application page, click
Rules.

to the right of the application, and then select Business

or
to
To register a business rule for a given integration, from the General page, click
the right of the integration, then select Options, and then from the Edit Integration page,
select the Business Rules tab.

주:
If a given Event has a business rule registered at the integration and application
level, only the business rule on the integration level is triggered.
2.

From the Business Rules page, click the Embedded mode.

3.

Click

4.

From Name, specify the business rule to run.

.

The business rules available in this field are prebuilt in Calculation Manager and then
made available to Data Integration when loading data to your Planning target
applications.
If a business rule name is changed in Planning, the new business rule name is not
automatically renamed in Data Integration, which does not validate business rules.
5.

In Sequence, specify the order in which to run the rule when multiple rules or rulesets
have been associated with an integration or application.

6.

Click Save.

Adding a Custom View to the Drill Through Landing Page
When drilling through to data on the landing page in the Oracle Enterprise Performance
Management Cloud, you can create and select a custom view of columns. This feature
enables you to customize the display of the landing page. You can customize the list of the
source columns, and order the columns and column titles. The custom view definition can be
saved. For subsequent drills, the system uses the last used custom view. If no custom view,
the system uses the Source (All) as the default view.
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Note:
For information on enabling drill through in Data Integration, see Setting
System-Level Profiles.
To define a custom view for a drill:
1.

In Data Management, on the Setup tab, and then under Configure, select
System Settings.

2.

On the System Settings page and then from Profile Type, select All or Other.

3.

From the Drill Type UI setting, then from the Search and Select page, select
Simplified User Interface.

4.

Click OK, and then click Save.

5.

From the Home page, click Navigator, and then under Tasks and Reporting,
select Data (

6.

).

Open a form containing loaded source data.

The icon
drill-through data.

in the right top corner of a cell indicates that it has

7.

From a cell that contains drill-down data, right click the cell and then select Drill
Through to source.

8.

Select the default view from which to build your custom view definition.

9.

Click

.

10. From the Edit View Definition page, click

.

11. In the Create View Definition windows, enter the name of the custom view

definition and click OK.
The view definition name can contain alphanumeric characters. The view definition
name can have up to eighty characters or less.
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When the Edit View Definition page is first displayed for the new view, all columns are
shown in the (Show Columns) right pane. Move all columns that you do not want to
include in the custom view to the (Available Columns) left pane.

12. To include a column in a custom view, select the column from the (Available Columns) left

page and then click

to move it to the (Show Column) right pane.

To clear the populated values in the view, click Reset.
13. To exclude a column in a custom view, select the column from the (Show Columns) right

pane and then click

to move it to the (Available Column) left pane.

Additional move options include:
•

To move all columns from the (Available Columns) left pane to the (Show Columns)
right pane, click

•

.

To move all columns from the (Show Columns) right page to the (Available Columns)
left page, click

.
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14. Optional: To rename a column in the (Show Columns) right pane, select the

column, then tap the Edit slider on, and then type the new column name.
15. Optional: To rearrange a column in the (Show Columns) right pane, select the

column and then select one of the following:
•

—Move column to the top of the display.

•

—Move column up one position of the display.

•

—Move column down one position of the display.

•

—Move column down to the bottom the display.

16. Optional: Click Sort to sort columns in the Shown Columns pane in ascending or

descending order.
17. Click OK or

to save and update the view definition.

18. Optional: To delete a view, click

.
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Defining Data Maps
Create data mappings between a source application and a target reporting application.
참조:
•

Understanding Data Maps

•

Creating Data Maps

•

Refreshing Data Maps

•

Managing Data Maps

•

Moving Data

Understanding Data Maps
Use data maps to move data, comments, attachments, and supporting detail from source
cubes and smart lists to reporting cubes to consolidate data. You can map dimensions
between a source application database and a reporting database to enable:
•

Reporting on source application data in a reporting application

•

Aggregating and querying on Smart Lists, which are converted to regular dimensions in
the reporting application

•

Linking application data to multiple reporting applications for various consolidations

•

Pushing data between Strategic Modeling and Planning

Videos
Your Goal

Watch This Video

Learn how to move data for reporting using
data maps.
Instantly Push Data for Reporting in Oracle
Planning and Budgeting Cloud

Related Topics
•

About Applications

•

About Reporting Cubes

•

Unsupported Features with Data Maps

•

Data Maps and Substitution Variables
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About Applications
An application is a related set of dimensions and dimension members used to meet a
set of planning needs. Each application has its own accounts, entities, scenarios, and
other data elements.
For more information about applications see Managing Applications in Administering
Planning.

About Reporting Cubes
A reporting cube is a cube on which you can report on and aggregate Planning data.
The primary use cases:
•

The reporting cube contains data from any source, such as a data warehouse. You
want to move new Planning data to it and report on the data.

•

You want to report on Smart Lists in Planning, which you can't do in Planning.

Unsupported Features with Data Maps
Mapping a Planning application to a reporting application doesn't support:
•

Aggregate storage database outlines with the "Duplicate Members Allowed" option
selected

•

Attribute dimensions

•

Attribute member selections

Data Maps and Substitution Variables
When mapping an application that contains substitution variables, note:
•

Substitution variables are checked when you move data, not while data maps are
defined.

•

The member selector displays the substitution variables that were defined for the
Planning application.

•

For dimension-to-dimension mappings:

•

–

For the Planning application, the variable name that is selected or typed is
passed and evaluated when you move data.

–

For the reporting application, the variable name is evaluated against the
Planning application, and then the value is used when you choose to clear
data in a Push Data operation.

For unmapped dimensions, for the reporting application, the member selector
displays the substitution variables defined only for the reporting application. It's
evaluated against the reporting application, and the evaluated value is validated
against the respective reporting dimension for the single member and no member
function.
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Creating Data Maps
To create a data map that maps a Planning application to a reporting application:
1.

Create the reporting application.
For information on cubes, seeManaging Cubes in Administering Planning. For
information on adding members, see Editing Dimension Properties in the Simplified
Dimension Editor in Administering Planning.

2.

Click Application, then Data Exchange, and then click Data Maps.

3.

Click Create.

4.

Enter a name and description for the data map.

5.

Make your Source and Target selections as follows:
•

Under Source, select a cube from the available cubes for the current application.

•

Under Target, select an application and a cube from the available applications and
cubes for the target reporting application.

The current mappings for the selected source and target cubes are displayed under
Source and Target, and any unmapped dimensions are displayed under Unmapped
Dimensions.

주:
If you are creating a data map to push data between Strategic Modeling and
Planning, you see additional Source and Target options:
•

For Source, the options are Select Model and Select Consolidation.
Select a model or consolidation, and then click Select.

•

For Target, if a model is your Source, then select a target Planning cube or
target Models. If a consolidation is your Source, then select a target
Planning cube or the target consolidation.

If you don’t see your Strategic Modeling model in the list, from the Actions
menu, select Synchronize.
6.

Optional. Change the current mappings and map any unmapped dimensions.
To change the current mappings, see Changing Mapping Information.
To map unmapped dimensions, see Mapping Unmapped Dimensions.

7.

Define data map options.
See Defining Data Map Options.

8.

Click Save and Close.
The new data map is added to the end of the data maps list.

Refreshing Data Maps
To refresh data maps:
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1.

Click Application, then Data Exchange, and then click Data Maps.

2.

Click Refresh.

Managing Data Maps
참조:
•

Viewing Data Maps

•

Changing Mapping Information

•

Mapping Unmapped Dimensions

•

Excluding Members from a Data Map

•

Defining Data Map Options

•

Editing Details for a Data Map

•

Duplicating a Data Map

•

Deleting a Data Map

•

Setting Data Options

•

Validation Rules for Default Members

Viewing Data Maps
To view data maps:
1.

Click Application, then Data Exchange, and then click Data Maps.

2.

Search, filter, or sort the listing by performing a task:
•

To search for a map by name, enter text in Search, and then click

•

To filter maps by source and target, click All Sources and All Targets and
select filter criteria.

•

To sort items in each column by ascending or descending order, hover your
cursor over a column heading, and then select Sort Ascending or Sort
Descending

.

.

3.

Perform a task:

•

Create a data map. See Creating Data Maps.

•

Refresh the data map listing. See Refreshing Data Maps.

•

Change mapping information. See Changing Mapping Information.

•

Map unmapped dimensions. See Mapping Unmapped Dimensions.

•

Define data map options. See Defining Data Map Options.

•

Edit details for a data map. See Editing Details for a Data Map.

•

Duplicate a data map. See Duplicating a Data Map.

•

Delete a data map. See Deleting a Data Map.

•

Synchronize Smart Lists in reporting applications. See Synchronizing Smart Lists
in Reporting Applications in Administering Planning.
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•

Set relational data merge options. See Setting Data Options.

•

Review validation rules for default members. See Validation Rules for Default Members.

Changing Mapping Information
To change the mapping information for the dimensions in a data map:
1.

View the Data Maps listing page.
See Viewing Data Maps.

2.

Click an existing data map.

3.

Select a dimension under Source, and then click
or Smart List to use for the mapping.

to select a new Source Dimension

If all of the dimensions are mapped, you can only map an existing source dimension to a
Smart List (only "Smart List" is displayed when you click
). To map a source dimension
to another dimension, you must first unmap a dimension. To unmap a dimension so that it
can be remapped to another dimension, select the dimension under Source, and then
click

. The dimension is moved to Unmapped Dimensions.

Mapping Unmapped Dimensions
To map unmapped dimensions in a data map:
1.

View the Data Maps listing page.
See Viewing Data Maps.

2.

3.

Do one of the following:
•

Click Create to create a new data map.

•

Click an existing data map to edit the mapping in an existing data map.

For any dimension under Unmapped Dimensions, click

next to the dimension.

This moves the dimension out of Unmapped Dimensions and under the Target
dimensions above.
4.

Find the dimension that you just moved under Target.
The corresponding dimension under Source will say Select.

5.

Click
next to Select under Source, and then select the Source Dimension or Smart
List that you want to map to the unmapped Target dimension.

6.

Click Save and Close.

Excluding Members from a Data Map
Defining exclusions in data maps enables you to exclude members of a dimension while
moving data from one cube to another cube. Excluding members while moving data is useful
if you don't want to overwrite certain data at the target location or if you want to avoid getting
warnings if data at the target location is not present. Also, exclusions can ignore specific
source member data while data is required for all other source members. You can define
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exclusions for source mapped dimensions and unmapped dimensions and you can
define multiple exclusions for a dimension.
Excluded members for each dimension are logged in the Job Details for the Data Map
or Smart Push operation.
Example:
In the Account dimension you want to bring in data for all accounts except for the
Cash/Bank Account. This can be achieved by including All Accounts in the Source
mapping and creating an exclusion for the Cash/Bank Account. Smart Push will honor
the defined exclusion and ignore Cash/Bank Account, and then will load the data for all
other accounts.

주:
•

Strategic Modeling data map exclusions are also honored.

•

Exclusion of a base member also excludes any shared members. The
same is true if you exclude a shared member; the base member is also
excluded.

•

The excluded members must be a subset of the source members.

•

When excluding members from a dimension, the member list for the
dimension must contain at least one member that is not on the excluded
member list in order for the data map to successfully save and run. For
example, if the only Account member defined in a mapping is Cash/Bank
Account, you can’t exclude Cash/Bank Account from the mapping. You
must correct the selection so that map results include at least one
member. The same is also true for Smart Push definitions.

To exclude members from a data map:
1.

View the Data Maps listing page.
See Viewing Data Maps.

2.

Click an existing data map.

3.

Under Source, hover your cursor over the dimension row which contains the
member you want to exclude, click
, and then select Add Exclusion.

주:
You can also exclude members in unmapped dimensions.
4.

Select the member or members you want to exclude, and then click OK.

5.

If you change your mind and want to remove an exclusion, hover your cursor over
the dimension row, click
, and then select Remove Exclusion.
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주:
Remove Exclusion removes the entire exclusion; not just one member.
To remove a member from the excluded list, launch the member selector, under
Selections, highlight the member you want to remove, click
and then click Remove.
6.

Click Save and Close.

주:
At any time, excluded members can be appended or removed by opening the
member selector of the exclusion list for the dimension.

팁:
If a member is excluded in one of the segments of the form, the Smart Push
process will exclude that member from all form segments. If this behavior is
undesired, use the Overwrite Selection option in Smart Push to refine the
dimension member selection for the Smart Push process. See Configuring Smart
Push for a Form.

Defining Data Map Options
To define data map options:
1.

View the Data Maps listing page.
See Viewing Data Maps.

2.

Click an existing data map.

3.

Click Options.
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표 8-1

Data Map Options

Data Map Option

Description

Select Items to Copy

Select the items for which you want to
copy the corresponding relational data.
You can copy:
•

Comments and Attachments
If you select Collate, then:
–

If there is one-to-one mapping
between the source cells and the
target cells, then Comments and
Attachments are copied from the
source cells to the target cells.
–
If there isn’t a one-to-one
mapping between the source
cells and the target cells, then
the Comments and Attachments
from the source cells are
combined and saved in the
corresponding target cells.
If you do not select Collate, then:
–

•

If there is one-to-one mapping
between the source cells and the
target cells, then Comments and
Attachments are copied from the
source cells to the target cells.
–
If there isn't a one-to-one
mapping between the source
cells and the target cells, then
last source cell's Comments and
Attachments are copied into the
corresponding target cell. "Last
source cell" means the last
source cell among multiple
source cells that has non-empty
relational data.
Supporting Detail
–

If there is a one-to-one mapping
between the source cells and the
target cells, then the Supporting
details are copied from the
source cells to the target cells.
–
If there isn't a one-to-one
mapping between the source
cells and target cells, then the
Supporting details are not
copied to the target cells.
Note that the relational data (Comments
and Attachments and Supporting
Detail) selected to be copied in the Data
Map Options dialog box applies only to
moving data using Smart Push. See
Moving Data.
Smart List Dimension

Select a Smart List dimension.
Note that only dense dimensions are
allowed for Smart List dimension
selection.
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표 8-1

(계속) Data Map Options

Data Map Option

Description

Exclude Dynamic Calc Members

Select if you don't want to move the
dynamically calculated member data
during the data map process.
Note that Exclude Dynamic Calc
Members is supported for data map
push only and not for Smart Push.

Allow Smart Push Simultaneously

Allows data map and Smart Push
processes to run at the same time. Click
Yes to enable this option.
See Running Data Mapping and Smart Push
Processes Simultaneously.

Prioritize Smart List Entry Names
When Moving Data

Requires the data map or Smart Push
operation to use the Smart List entry
name instead of the member alias in
cases where the target cube has
duplicate aliases.
Smart List entry names cannot have
spaces or special characters. If the Smart
List is defined using a function and if the
members have spaces, those spaces are
converted to underscore. Due to this
restriction, the Smart List entry name
might not be used. When this option is
selected, the system checks for the
member based on the entry name, and if
there are no members matching the
entry name, the Smart List entry label is
used to fetch the member.
For intersections where the Smart List
value isn't defined, the Smart Push and
data map operations will use the missing
label defined for the Smart List to push
the data.
If this option is not enabled and the data
push or Smart Push operation detects
duplicate aliases in the target cube, the
operation will complete with warnings
and the job details will prompt you to
either remove the duplicate aliases
(duplicated aliases are provided in the
message) or select this data map option.

Import #missing value as

•

(only for data maps where Planning is
the source and Strategic Modeling is the
target)

•
•
•

Ignore—Ignores the imported
#missing value and retains the
existing value in the target cell.
Zero As Output (default)—Imports
the #missing values and sets their
output value to 0 in the target cells.
NaN—Imports the #missing values
and sets their output value to NaN
(Not a Number) in the target cells.
Zero As Input—Sets the input cell to
0, no back calculation required.
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표 8-1

(계속) Data Map Options

Data Map Option

Description

Import NaN value as

•

(only for data maps where Strategic
Modeling is the source and Planning is
the target)

•
•
•

For cells that are not being imported
(Strategic Modeling only)

•

•

Ignore—Ignores the imported NaN
value and retains the existing value
in the target cell.
Zero As Output (default)—Imports
the NaN value and sets the output
value to 0 in the target cells.
NaN—Imports the NaN values and
sets their output value to NaN in the
target cells.
Zero As Input—Sets the input cell to
0, no back calculation required.
Preserve Input Values(default)—
Preserves the existing input data
values in the model during the data
import
Preserve Output Values—Preserves
the existing output data values in the
model during the data import

Editing Details for a Data Map
When you edit data map details, you can change data mappings and map unmapped
dimensions.
To edit data map details:
1.

View the Data Maps listing page.
See Viewing Data Maps.

2.

Do one of the following:
•

Click a data map.

•

Click
Edit:
–

To edit the mapping between dimensions, see Changing Mapping
Information.

–

To map an unmapped dimension, see Mapping Unmapped Dimensions.

–

To define data map options, see Defining Data Map Options.

–

To delete a data map, to the right of the Source and Target dimension,
click

3.

to the right of the data map that you want to edit, and then select

.

Click Save and Close.

Duplicating a Data Map
To duplicate a data map:
1.

View the Data Maps listing page.
See Viewing Data Maps.
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2.

Click
to the right of the data map that you want to duplicate, and then select
Duplicate.

3.

In the Save As dialog box, enter a name for the data map, and then click OK.
The duplicate data map is added to the data map list. It has all the details of the original
data map, but is saved under the new name.

Deleting a Data Map
To delete a data map:
1.

View the Data Maps listing page.
See Viewing Data Maps.

2.

Click

to the right of the data map that you want to remove, and then select Delete.

Setting Data Options
Launch Options to define how to merge relational data such as comments, attachments, and
supporting detail when moving data.
To set data options:
1.

View the Data Maps listing page.
See Viewing Data Maps.

2.

To the right of the data map that you want to edit, click

3.

Click Options, select items to copy, and choose a Smart List dimension.

4.

If you don't want to move the dynamically calculated member data during the data map
process, select Exclude Dynamic Calc Members.

, and then select Edit

Validation Rules for Default Members
Default members in the reporting cube store the data that is moved from the source Planning
application. If any of the following constraints are not met, or if a dimension in either
application isn't mapped and has no valid default member, then a mapping isn't valid and an
error message is displayed.
Rules:
•

If the reporting cube is an aggregate storage database, then the default members must
be level 0 members.

•

If the reporting cube is a block storage database, then the default members can be any
members with the Store Data property.

•

If the Planning application has only dimension to dimension mappings, then the default
members can be any level or data storage type.

•

If the Planning application has Smart List to dimension mappings, then default members
must be only level 0. In addition, the source cube must contain a dense Account
dimension with at least one member associated with a Smart List.

•

If Descendants (Acct_Default) is selected in a mapping, the Acct_Default member must
exist in the reporting cube.
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주:
Mappings that were once valid can become invalid if dimensions, members,
or Smart Lists are renamed, removed, or added. If a target cube has a
change in dimensionality, you must select the corresponding application
mapping on the Map Reporting Application screen and click
the data.

to refresh

Moving Data
After setting up data maps, you can:
•

move data to a reporting cube

•

move data from one cube to another cube using Smart Push

•

run data maps and Smart Push processes simultaneously

Moving Data to a Reporting Cube
After setting up data maps, you can move data to a reporting cube. Planning validates
the selected data maps, and then moves the mapped Planning dimension data to the
reporting cube dimensions. You can also check the Job for the job status.

주:
If you enabled parent members for dynamic children in both a block storage
and aggregate storage cube and added a dynamic member, you can use
Push Data to successfully move data from the block storage to the
aggregate storage cube without refreshing the database. See Synchronizing
Smart Lists in Reporting Applications in Administering Planning.

To move data to a reporting cube:
1.

Create the reporting cube.

2.

Create the data map.

3.

Click Application, then Data Exchange, and then click Data Maps.

4.

To the right of the data map, click

, and then select Push Data.

Confirm whether you want to clear the data before moving it:
•

Click No to add the new data to the existing data in the reporting cube. No
data is cleared from the target cube when you use this option.
If you map Smart Lists to dimensions, Smart List labels must match either
member names or aliases in the reporting cube. Push Data doesn't work with
Smart List entry names.

•

Click Yes to clear the data in the target cube before moving data to it.
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When the target is an aggregate storage reporting cube, note the following when
clearing and moving data:
–

Members with nonmatching names in the target reporting cube are ignored.

–

This option works only with member names, not with member aliases.

–

Use caution when using member relationships (such as Children) when selecting
members for the data map, because using this option can cause the calculation
script to exceed its length limit.

–

If you use member relationships, this option expands the level 0 member list in
the source Planning cube. If at least one member name in the source cube
matches a member in the reporting cube, this option proceeds without error. If at
least one member doesn't match, the option can't proceed.

When the target is a block storage reporting cube, to proceed successfully, clearing
and moving data requires these conditions:
–

If you use member relationships, all member names in the source cube must
match all member names in the reporting cube.

–

If you map Smart Lists to dimensions, all Smart List entries in the source cube
must match all member names in the reporting cube.

–

If you map Smart Lists to dimensions, the Smart List entry label in the source
Planning cube must match the member name in the reporting cube. If a Smart
List entry label doesn't match a member name in the reporting cube, then the
Smart List entry name must match the reporting cube member name.

If the previous conditions are not met, the clearing and moving data operation can't
proceed.

Moving Data from One Cube to Another Cube Using Smart Push
참조:
•

About Smart Push

•

Considerations When Using Smart Push

•

Configuring Smart Push for a Form

•

Configuring Merge Options

•

Moving Data After Configuring Smart Push

•

Viewing the Smart Push Status

About Smart Push
For more meaningful and complete reporting, users can instantly move comments,
attachments, and supporting detail from source cubes to a reporting cube while working in
forms. Users can then do more analysis on the planning data coming from the different
cubes.
For example, assume that you have expense planning in one cube and revenue planning in
another cube. Assume further that you use a reporting cube to consolidate your reporting
needs. Without Smart Push, the data from your cubes would be moved to the reporting cube
through scheduled jobs set up by Service Administrators. Smart Push allows the data to be
moved immediately to the reporting cube by users.
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You can move application data from:
•

Block Storage cubes to aggregate storage cubes

•

Block Storage cubes to block storage cubes

Videos
Your Goal

Watch This Video

Learn how to instantly push data for
reporting using Smart Push.
Instantly Push Data for Reporting in Planning

Considerations When Using Smart Push
When using Smart Push, keep in mind the following considerations:
•

Smart Push honors metadata and approvals security.

•

Smart Push isn't supported for forms from source aggregate storage cubes.

•

Smart Push requires that at least one of the dense dimensions, account or period,
is set as a dimension-to-dimension mapping in the data map definition.

•

Numeric data across all members selected for dimensions listed in the unmapped
section of the source cube in the data map isn't listed in the Smart Push definition.

Configuring Smart Push for a Form
To configure Smart Push for a form:
1.

From the Home page, click Navigator
click Forms.

2.

Expand Forms, and then select a form.

3.

With the form selected, select

4.

Click Smart Push.

, and then under Create and Manage,

.

The defined mappings for the form are displayed. Click
desired.

to add new mappings if

5.

Expand each mapping.

6.

For each dimension shown under a mapping, specify the Smart Push region for
the dimension:
•

Select Use Form Context to move data for all the members that were
selected (and excluded) for the dimension on Layout.

•

Clear Use Form Context, and then next to Overwrite Selection, click

:
–

Select Edit to use the member selector to select the dimension members
you want to work with.
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–

Select Add Exclusion to use the member selector to define the dimension
members you want to exclude from the Smart Push process. Remove Exclusion
removes the entire exclusion; not just one member.

주:
*

Smart Push exclusions honor any exclusions defined in forms if the
Use Form Context option is selected for Smart Push.

*

Exclusion of a base member won't exclude any shared members,
so you must explicitly exclude both the base and shared members.

*

When excluding members from a dimension, the member list for
the dimension must contain at least one member that is not on the
excluded member list in order for the Smart Push process to
successfully complete. For example, if the only Account member
defined for Smart Push is Cash/Bank Account, you can’t exclude
Cash/Bank Account from the Smart Push process. You must
correct the selection so that Smart Push results include at least one
member.

To remove a member from the excluded list, click
next to the excluded list of members. Remove the member(s) from the member
selector by selecting the member in the right pane, and then clicking
or
.
See Excluding Members from a Data Map
–

Select Clear to remove selections.

주:
You can override a mapping definition on source cube dimensions only. You
can override dimension members if you take the context from a form by
selecting Use Form Context. You can also override dimension members if
you specify members in the Member Selection dialog box, or if you leave
Overwrite Selection blank.

팁:
Smart Push makes incremental updates to the reporting cube. To achieve
this, you can select the Use Form Context or Overwrite Selection options
to limit the amount of data being moved to the current context or to limit the
data movement to the section that you are updating or calculating.
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If the Smart Push region isn't specified using one of the above options, then
member selection is taken from the data map.
7.

For each mapping, define whether Smart Push will be automatic or manual:
•

Select Run After Save to automatically move the data when the form is
saved.

•

Leave Run After Save cleared to manually move the data.
For information on how to manually move the data, see Moving Data After
Configuring Smart Push.

8.

Select from these additional Smart Push options:
•

Run Smart Push in Background—Allows you to continue using the
application while Smart Push runs in the background

•

Use Database Suppression—Enables you to apply row suppression at the
database level instead of at the application level, which eliminates the impact
on query thresholds and improves Smart Push wait times
The Use Database Suppression option is recommended if you are using
Smart Push to load large amounts of data from a block storage cube and while
using the missing block and row suppression options.
If you use Groovy rules to configure Smart Push with the Use Database
Suppression option, there is an additional parameter to specify this option for
Smart Push execution:
public void execute(Map<String, String> overrideMembersMap,
boolean suppressMissingRowsNative)

9.

Click Save to save the Smart Push configuration for the form.

Configuring Merge Options
Merge options for comments, attachments, and supporting detail are configured on the
Data Options tab available when mapping a cube for reporting. See Defining Data
Map Options.

주:
When using Smart Push, relational data such as Supporting Details, Date,
Smart List, and Text can't be merged. Smart List, Date, and Text are moved
only in cases of a one-to one-mapping between source cells and target cells.
Empty cells are not considered for a relational data move.

Moving Data After Configuring Smart Push
See Moving Data for information on how to move data.
How the data is moved depends on whether you selected Run After Save when you
configured Smart Push for a form.
•

If you selected Run After Save when you configured Smart Push for a form, the
data is moved when you save the form.
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•

If you left Run After Save unchecked:
1.

Click Data.

2.

Click a form to open it.

3.

With the form open, select Actions, and then click Smart Push Details.

4.

Click the link in the Smart Push dialog box to move the data.

주:
•

Smart Push always clears data in the target region before moving new data.

•

If users observe errors in Smart Push execution, the Service Administrator must
verify and fix how Smart Push is set up by using the errors listed in the details
of the Smart Push job. See Viewing the Smart Push Status.

Viewing the Smart Push Status
To view the status of the data move:
1.

Click Application.

2.

Click Jobs.
The Smart Push job will be displayed in the Jobs console. If an error occurs, click the
error link to troubleshoot the problem. If the data is moved, the Run Status will display
either as Complete or Completed with Warnings. Click the job name to review the log
for further details.

Running Data Mapping and Smart Push Processes Simultaneously
While moving data to a reporting cube, you can minimize the time the system is unavailable
to users. This can be achieved by moving only the required data to the reporting cube using
runtime prompts in a Groovy rules-based Data Map push. For a Data Map push through EPM
Automate, you can use substitution variables and set up substitution variable values before
moving data using Data Maps. See these topics for more information:
•

To find documentation and examples for Groovy business rules, see Oracle Enterprise
Performance Management Cloud, Groovy Rules Java API Reference.

•

For information about EPM Automate, see Working with EPM Automate for Oracle
Enterprise Performance Management Cloud

You can also further minimize downtime by allowing users to run the Smart Push and Data
Map processes simultaneously by enabling the Allow Smart Push Simultaneously option in
Data Map Options.
Consider the following when running simultaneous Data Map and Smart Push executions:
•

Smart Push will wait for data to clear in the reporting cube before pushing data.

•

There are limits on the amount of data that can be processed simultaneously. Check the
job output and design accordingly.

For information about data map options, see Defining Data Map Options.
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Running an Integration
You run an integration to extract the data from the source system, and then view and verify
the results. If the data has been transformed correctly, you can push it to the target system.
The Run Integration page consists of two tabs: Options and Filters.
The Options tab enables you to select general and target options for the selected integration
at the transformation stage. Note that the period selections on this page depend on the target
system.
The Filters tab enables you to quickly add or modify filters at runtime and execute them rather
than modifying the integration definition every time. Filters are used to query the data from
the data sources. The changes to the filters are not saved and used for that execution only.
Watch this tutorial for information about running integrations: Setting File-Based Data
Integration Options and Running Integrations in Enterprise Planning Cloud.
To run an integration:
1.

From the Data Integration home page, select an integration, and then click

2.

Select the Options tab.

3.

Select Import Source to import the data from the source system, perform the necessary
transformation, such as import, map, and validate the data.

.

Select this option only when:
•

you are running an integration for the first-time.
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•

the data in the source system has changed. For example, if you reviewed the
data in the workbench after the export, and it was necessary to modify data in
the source system.

In many cases, source system data may not change after you import the data from
the source the first time. In this case, it is not necessary to keep importing the data
if it has not changed.
4.

Select Recalculate to skip importing the data, but re-process the data with
updated mappings.

5.

From Import Mode, select the method for importing data.
Available import modes:
•

Append—Keep existing rows for the POV but append new rows to the POV.
For example, a first-time load has 100 rows and second load has 50 rows. In
this case, 50 rows are appended. After this load, the row total for the POV is
150.

•

Replace—Clears all data for the POV in the target, and then loads from the
source or file. For example, a first-time load has 100 rows, and a second load
has 70 rows. In this case, 100 rows are removed, and 70 rows are loaded to
TDATASSEG. After this load, the row total is 70.
For a Planning application, Replace clears data for Year, Period, Scenario,
Version, and Entity that you are loading, and then loads the data from source
or file. Note that when you have a year of data in the Planning application, but
are only loading a single month, this option clears the entire year before
performing the load.

주:
When running an integration in Replace mode to an ASO cube, if the
scenario member is a shared member, then only a Numeric data
load is performed. Be sure to specify the member name with fully
qualified name including complete hierarchy. The All Data Type load
methods does not work when the scenario member is a shared
member.

주:
Replace Mode is not supported for the load method "All data types
with auto-increment of line item."
•

Merge—(Account Reconciliation only). Merge changed balances with existing
data for the same location.
Merge mode eliminates the need to load an entire data file when only a few
balances have changed since the last time data was loaded into Account
Reconciliation. If mappings change between two loads, customers have to
reload the full data set.
For example, a customer might have 100 rows of existing balances for one
number account IDs, each which has an amount of $100.00. If the customer
runs the integration in merge mode and the source has one row for one
account ID with a amount of $80, then after running integration, there are one
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hundred rows of balances, 99 each of which have a balance of $100.00, and 1 which
has a balance of $80.00.

6.

•

No Import—Skip the import of data entirely.

•

Map and Validate—Skip importing the data but reprocess the data with updated
mappings.

From Start Period, select the first period for which data is to be loaded.
You can filter periods by simply typing the character(s) to filter by. For example, type J to
filter by months beginning J such as June or July. You can also click the drop down and
specify additional filter criteria in the edit box shown below More results available,
please filter further.
This period name must be defined in period mapping.

7.

From End Period, select the last period for which data is to be loaded.
This period name must be defined in period mapping.

8.

From Period, select the period for which to load data.
If a POV period has been selected on the Home page, then the selected period defaults
here. If no POV period is selected, then the system defaults to the last used period based
on browser cache.
You can select another period when an unlock icon
(

appears next to it.
When the Global POV mode is enabled in System Settings in Data Management, then
the period defaults to the Global POV Period and a customer is not allowed to select
another period. In this case, a lock icon
(
appears next to the Period drop-down.
9.

Select Export to target to export the data to the target application.

10. Select Execute Check to generate the date, and then run the Check Report.
11. From Export Mode, select the method for exporting data to the target application.

Available options:
•

Merge—Overwrite existing date with the new data from the load file. (By default, all
data load is processed in the Merge mode.) If data does not exist, create new data.

•

Replace—Clears all data for the POV in the target, and then loads from the source or
file. For example, a first-time load has 100 rows, and a second load has 70 rows. In
this case, 100 rows are removed, and 70 rows are loaded to TDATASSEG. After this
load, the row total is 70.
For a Planning application, Replace clears data for Year, Period, Scenario, Version,
and Entity that you are loading, and then loads the data from source or file. Note that
when you have a year of data in the Planning application, but are only loading a
single month, this option clears the entire year before performing the load.

•

Accumulate—Accumulate the data in the application with the data in the load file.
For each unique point of view in the data file, the value from the load file is added to
the value in the application.
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•

Subtract—Subtract the value in the source or file from the value in the target
application. For example, when you have 300 in the target, and 100 in the
source, then the result is 200.

•

No Export—Skip the export of data entirely.

•

Check—After exporting data to the target system, display the Check report for
the current POV. If check report data does not exist for the current POV, a
blank page is displayed.

12. Click Filters
13. Add or modify the filter(s) to execute at runtime.

Filters are used to query the data from the data sources. Filter specified on the
Run Integration page are not saved and used for that execution only.

For more information, see
14. Click Run.

Viewing the Integration Job
When an integration job is submitted on the Run Integration page, the Run Integration
Execution pop-up shows the process flow of the four main integration operations:
Import, Validate, Export, and Check Data. These icons provide visual feedback on the
status of each submitted process. The pop-up also shows the status of the submitted
processes.
You can select to execute an integration offline, in which case the system processes
the data in the background instead of processing the integration immediately.
When an integration has been run successfully, you can select to go to the Workbench
or download the log file.
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Exporting Data
Data Integration provides the tools for exporting data from an Oracle Enterprise Performance
Management Cloud business process to a file, on-premises database, or Oracle Autonomous
Database
To export data you define an integration with the source as a EPM Cloud business process
and the target as one of the data export applications.
When exporting data you can use one of the two modes:
•

Standard Workflow Mode—Extracts data from EPM Cloud, performs necessary
transformations using member mapping and exports the data to the appropriate target
application.

•

Quick Mode—Extract data from the EPM Cloud, performs simple transformations using
Import Expressions and exports the data to the appropriate target application. In this
mode data is not imported to the staging tables and data is directly processed so the
performance is significantly better. This mode is also ideal for exporting very large data
volumes.

For both Standard and Quick Mode methods, you can extract data from a source based on
the Essbase storage option using one of the following methods:
1.

All Data – ASO or Hybrid enabled BSO

2.

Stored Data - BSO

3.

Stored Data with Dynamic Calc - BSO

4.

Level 0 Data – ASO and BSO (only available for Quick Mode)

Using the Standard Workflow
Use the Standard Mode to extract data from the ,Oracle Enterprise Performance
Management Cloud, perform necessary transformations using member mapping to
dimensionalize data, and export the data to the appropriate target application.
For information on common Standard Workflow tasks, see:
•

Exporting Member Mappings

•

Exporting the Map to Excel

•

Defining Target Options

•

Registering a Data Export File Application

•

Extracting Data from On-premises Data Sources

Using Quick Mode
Use Quick Mode to extract data from the Oracle Enterprise Performance Management Cloud,
perform simple transformations using Import Expressions, and export the data to the
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appropriate target application. In this mode data is not imported to the staging tables
and data is directly processed so the performance is significantly better. This mode is
also ideal for exporting very large data volumes.
For information on common Quick ModeWorkflow tasks, see:
•

Performing a Quick Mode Load using the EPM Integration Agent

•

Quick Mode to Export Data

•

Registering Data Export File Applications for Quick Mode Integrations

Quick Mode to Export Data
The Quick Mode method provides significant performance improvement over the
standard workflow method. It supports simple transformations using import
expressions and does not support member mappings. Data is not loaded to a staging
table so you cannot view the data in Workbench. For example, the Level 0 extract
method allows you to apply filters and select columns to include in the output file. This
method is ideal for extracting large data slices from the system without reaching query
processing limits.

Note:
For information on a Quick Mode load using the EPM Integration Agent, see
Performing a Quick Mode Load using the EPM Integration Agent.
Considerations:
Consider the following points associated with a Quick Model method:
1.

When you create and save a Quick Mode load integration job, you cannot later
change it to a standard integration job. However, you can delete the data load
integration job.

2.

When mapping dimensions, target expressions types are supported. Target
expressions enable you to transform the source value read from the source to
target dimension values to be loaded to the target application.
Target expressions that can be used for the Period dimension include substring(),
split(), map() toPeriod() and toYear().
With the exception of the SQL target expression type, all remaining target
expressions are supported.

3.

When mapping dimensions, source expression types are not supported.

4.

Mapping members is not supported.

5.

If you select the Level 0 data extract method, the system automatically creates the
business rule "DM BR Data Export " to perform the data extract from the Oracle
Enterprise Performance Management Cloud.

6.

Period processing in Quick Model does not use periods defined in the Period
Mapping option. Instead periods are handled like other dimensions and can be
filtered in the Source Filters option. You can also specify a single period during
execution in which case all the data is loaded to the single period. The other option
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is to derive the period dimension based on the source system period name using
toPeriod and toYear target expressions.
7.

When running the Quick Mode load, only the Replace export mode is supported.
No import modes are available.

8.

You cannot execute the Quick Mode load integration using EPM Automate.

Quick Mode to Extract Data Process Description
This section describes how to use the Quick Mode method to extract data from your data
sources and then load the data directly to a data export file.
1.

In Applications, create and register a Data Export target application with one of the
following types of data export file applications to which to export the data:
•

Data Export to File

•

Data Export to On Premises Data

•

Data Export to Oracle Autonomous Database

•

EPM Data File

Note:
In Quick Mode you can export the data to file in the native format. To perform
this kind of export, register an application EPM Data File and then define the
integration (there are no map dimensions or map members - the system simply
provides the file).
For more information, see Registering a Data Export File Application.
2.

Create the integration job between the source and target applications for the data export
file:
(Add icon).

a.

From the Data Integration home page, click

b.

On the Create Integration page, and then in Name and Description, enter a name
and description for the integration job.

c.

In Location, enter a new location name, or pick an existing location to specify where
to load data.

d.

Tap the Quick Mode slider on.
When you associate an integration job with the Quick Mode method and then save
the job, you cannot reverse the Quick Mode association. However; the integration job
can be deleted.

e.

From the

Source drop-down, select the source application.

f.

From the

Target drop-down, select the target application for the data export file.
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g.
3.

Click Save and Continue.

Map the dimensions between source and the target application:
a.

On the Mapping Dimensions page, from Type, select the type of data load
method.
Available options:

b.

•

Delimited - Numeric data: supports numeric data types only.

•

Delimited - All data types supports the following data types to Planning:
–

numbers

–

text

–

Smartlists

–

Data

In the mappings grid, map the source columns source to the dimensions in the
target application for the data export file by completing the following:
i.

In Select Source Dimension, select the name of the source dimension to
map to the Oracle Enterprise Performance Management Cloud dimension.

ii.

Optional: Add a target expression for each of the EPM Cloud dimensions.
For information on using target expressions, see Using Target
Expressions.
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Note:
You cannot use a SQL target expression type with the Quick Mode
method.
Source expression types are not available with the Quick Mode
method.
c.

Click Save and Continue.

4.

The Map Members option is not available when using the Quick Mode method.

5.

Click Options.
You can also go to the Options page from the Data Integration home page by clicking
to the right of the integration job and then select Options.

6.

To select a period for the Quick Mode period, click the Filters tab.
Period processing using the Quick Mode method does not use periods defined the Period
Mapping option. Instead periods are handled like other dimensions and can be filtered in
the (Source) Filters option. If the user does not filter for Year & Period they can specify a
single period at the time of execution.

Note:
If you map a period dimension and specify a target expression for period on the
Map Dimension page for the integration, then the Period drop-down is not
available for selection because the period is derived from the mapping.
If you do not specify a filter for the Year and Period, you can specify a single
period when running the integration.

7.

Click

.

8.

From the Dimension Name drop-down, select Period and then select the single period
from the source file from which to load data from Filter Condition.

9.

Click

.

10. (Optional): From the Dimension Name drop-down, select Year and then select the year

from the source file from which to load data from Filter Condition.
For multi-period loads, you can specify filters for the Year and Period dimensions and
extract multiple years only if you specify all periods in a year. Partial period extracts
crossing multiple periods are not supported.
11. Click Save.
12. From the Data Integration home page, click

to the right of the direct integration, and

then select Options
13. Click the Options tab.
14. In Category, specify an explicit source filter for the Scenario dimension.
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The Category is a required component of POV for processing so a category must
be specified when defining the integration. The category is not used to determine
the scenario for Quick Mode processing.
15. In Data Extract Option, select the method for extracting data:

Available options:
•

All Data—Extracts stored values and dynamically calculated values for both
the Dense and Spare dimensions.
The All Data data extract option uses the MDX Query Export method to extract
data.

•

Stored and Dynamic Calculated Data—Extracts for stored members and
dynamic calculated members for the Dense dimension only and not Spare
dimensions. The Stored and Dynamic Calculated Data data option uses the
DATAEXPORT command method to extract data.

•

Stored Data Only—Extracts stored data only. Dynamically calculated values
are excluded in this type of extract. The Stored Data Only option uses the
DATAEXPORT command method to extract data.

•

Level 0 Data—Extracts entire members at the bottom of dimension (raw data
stored in a database) and enables you to apply filters and select columns to
include in the output file. This extract option also enables you to export nonnumeric data. The Level 0 Data option uses the MAXL Export method to
extract data. This method can be used only by the Service Administrator. The
application is read only when the extract step is executing.
If you select the Quick Mode method, the following target options are not
available:
–

Export Attribute Columns

–

Accumulate Data

–

Sort Data

–

Pivot Dimension
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16. On the Options page, select any target options are needed and click Save.
17. Click Save.
18. Run the integration:
a.

From the Data Integration home page, select the integration job associated with the
Quick Mode load and then click

.

b.

From the Run Integration page, the default value for the Mode is Replace.

c.

If no period was defined on the Options page, then from the Period drop-down,
select the single period from the source file from which to load data.
If you map a period dimension and specify a target expression for period on the Map
Dimension page for the integration, then the Period drop-down is not available for
selection because the period is derived from the mapping.

d.

If filters have been defined for the integration, click the Filters tab and make any
changes as desired.

e.

Click Run.
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The following example shows the result of the data export filtered by entity and
period.
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Using Drilling Through to Source
Data Integration provides a framework that enables you to drill through from your target
application to the source application. Use drill through when you want to understand the
source of a data value, or you need a granular level of detail for a value.
When you load data to a target application in Data Integration, you can specify an optional
drill region for the application in Target Options (see Defining Target Options). When the drill
region definition is passed to the target application, a drillable value is indicated by a
highlighted cell in the Workbench.
Drill through based on a URL requires that you are connected to the server on which the data
resides. Drill through works only for data loaded through Data Management or Data
Integration. In addition, because drill through is available in the target application, data load
mappings must have at least one explicit mapping for the drill through to work.
When drilling through to the source from the target application, a separate landing page is
displayed that shows all rows that comprise the amount from the selected cell.
In the following example, drill through is available from a data form in Planning

From this landing page, you can open the source document or continue to drill through to the
defined source system landing page.
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주:
Drill through functionality is not supported for exchange rates data loaded to
Planning applications.

Adding a Custom View to the Drill Through Landing Page
When drilling through to data on the landing page in the Oracle Enterprise
Performance Management Cloud, you can create and select a custom view of
columns. This feature enables you to customize the display of the landing page. You
can customize the list of the source columns, and order the columns and column titles.
The custom view definition can be saved. For subsequent drills, the system uses the
last used custom view. If no custom view, the system uses the Source (All) as the
default view.

Note:
For information on enabling drill through in Data Integration, see Setting
System-Level Profiles.
To define a custom view for a drill:
1.

In Data Management, on the Setup tab, and then under Configure, select
System Settings.

2.

On the System Settings page and then from Profile Type, select All or Other.

3.

From the Drill Type UI setting, then from the Search and Select page, select
Simplified User Interface.
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4.

Click OK, and then click Save.

5.

From the Home page, click Navigator, and then under Tasks and Reporting, select
).

Data (
6.

Open a form containing loaded source data.

The icon
through data.

in the right top corner of a cell indicates that it has drill-

7.

From a cell that contains drill-down data, right click the cell and then select Drill Through
to source.

8.

Select the default view from which to build your custom view definition.

9.

Click

.

10. From the Edit View Definition page, click

.

11. In the Create View Definition windows, enter the name of the custom view definition and

click OK.
The view definition name can contain alphanumeric characters. The view definition name
can have up to eighty characters or less.
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When the Edit View Definition page is first displayed for the new view, all columns
are shown in the (Show Columns) right pane. Move all columns that you do not
want to include in the custom view to the (Available Columns) left pane.

12. To include a column in a custom view, select the column from the (Available

Columns) left page and then click

to move it to the (Show Column) right pane.

To clear the populated values in the view, click Reset.
13. To exclude a column in a custom view, select the column from the (Show

Columns) right pane and then click
pane.

to move it to the (Available Column) left

Additional move options include:
•

To move all columns from the (Available Columns) left pane to the (Show
Columns) right pane, click

•

.

To move all columns from the (Show Columns) right page to the (Available
Columns) left page, click

.

14. Optional: To rename a column in the (Show Columns) right pane, select the

column, then tap the Edit slider on, and then type the new column name.
15. Optional: To rearrange a column in the (Show Columns) right pane, select the

column and then select one of the following:
•

—Move column to the top of the display.

•

—Move column up one position of the display.

•

—Move column down one position of the display.
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•

—Move column down to the bottom the display.

16. Optional: Click Sort to sort columns in the Shown Columns pane in ascending or

descending order.
17. Click OK or

to save and update the view definition.

18. Optional: To delete a view, click

.
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Integrating Data
참조:
•

Integrating EPM Planning Projects and Oracle Fusion Cloud Project Management
(Project Management)

•

Integrating Budget Revisions with Budgetary Control

•

Loading Data from the Oracle ERP Cloud

•

Integrating Oracle NetSuite

Integrating EPM Planning Projects and Oracle Fusion Cloud
Project Management (Project Management)
About Integrating EPM Planning Projects and Project Management
You can integrate the EPM Planning Projects module (Projects) and Oracle Fusion Cloud
Project Management (Project Management) to perform organizational planning and
budgeting and to execute projects. Develop your strategic corporate plan and budget using
EPM Planning Projects and execute and collect costs for approved projects using Project
Management. Actual costs are then included in budget analysis, forecasting, and re-planning
using EPM Planning Projects.
With this two-way integration, you typically use EPM Planning Projects to develop new
projects, create project budgets, and do overall project planning. Then, use Project
Management to capture actuals. Bring in the actuals to EPM Planning Projects for budget
variance analysis.
With this integration, the same Indirect and Capital projects are visible in both EPM Planning
Projects and Project Management depending on the cadence of the synchronization. The
capabilities include:
•

Transfer projects and budgets created in EPM Planning Projects to Project Management.
The strategic budget is created in Project Management as a baseline budget at the
resource class level.

•

Use the budget approval validation to validate the detailed budgets created by project
managers versus. the strategic budgets created in EPM Planning Projects (Optional).

•

Transfer actual cost amounts from Project Management to EPM Planning Projects at the
resource class level.

•

Transfer re-planned budgets from EPM Planning Projects to Project Management at the
resource class level.

You use Data Management and Data Integration to drive the integration of data between
EPM Planning Projects and Project Management. Data Management and Data Integration
provide an out of box solution that enables EPM Planning Projects customers to apply
predefined mappings from the Project Management data model to target dimensions. You
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can also customize and extend these integrations, for example, by applying other
mappings as needed to meet your business requirements.
For additional information about the EPM Planning Projects and Project Management
integration, see: Unified Planning Budgeting Execution and Analysis of Projects White
Paper (Doc ID 2739200.1).

Process Description for Integrating EPM Planning Projects and Project
Management
Data Integration provides an out of the box solution that enables customers to apply
predefined mappings for the two way integration between EPM Planning Projects and
Project Management.
Customers can customize and extend these integrations, for example, when they need
to use a different calendar to the business unit other than the default project
accounting calendar from the primary ledger calendar.
You must be assigned a Service Administrator role to perform most of the tasks below.
For more information about EPM roles, see Understanding Predefined Roles.
At a high level, here are the steps for integrating EPM Planning Projects and Project
Management:
1.

Enable EPM Planning and complete any setup and configuration requirements in
EPM Planning Projects.
For detailed steps on setting up and performing the integration, see Integrating
EPM Planning Projects and Project Management.

2.

Assign security privileges and job roles required to use the feature.
This step requires that you have been assigned BI Publisher privileges and
Projects and Budgets File-Based Data Import Processes security roles.
For more information, see Security Role Requirements for EPM Cloud to Project
Management Integrations.

3.

In Data Management, select the Source System and complete the following:
a.

Add Project Management as a source system and identify the application
type as Oracle ERP Cloud.

b.

Configure and then test the source connection.
This step requires that you specify the connection information to the Oracle
ERP Cloud including the user name, password, and Services URL.
The test connection part of this step fails when the user has been assigned
only Project Management roles but has not been provisioned for GL
integration roles. However; integrations run with only Project Management
roles.
For information on GL integration roles, see Security Role Requirements for
Oracle ERP Cloud Integrations.

4.

Register the primary EPM Planning Projects application with an OEP_PFP input
cube or All Input Cubes.
For more information, see Registering the EPM Planning Projects Application.
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5.

In Application Details for the primary EPM Planning Projects application, verify that the
Project, Project Element, and Resource Class dimensions have been categorized to
the appropriate dimension classifications.
For more information, see Classifying Project Dimensions in the EPM Planning Projects
Application.

6.

Register the Reporting plan type application with the PFP_REP cube as an application.
For more information, see Register the Reporting Type Application.

7.

Register the Dimension applications.
Only the Entity and Custom dimensions are mandatory. Other dimension types, such as
the Account, Scenario, and Version can be optionally deleted after the registration.
For more information, see Registering the Dimensions Application.

8.

On the Application page, verify that the list of applications includes the following:
a.

Primary EPM Planning Projects

b.

Reporting Type

c.

Dimension

If any of the above applications have not been registered, the initialization of the
integration fails.
9.

On the Application page, click
to the right of the primary EPM Planning Projects
application, and then select Initialize Integration.

10. On the Initialize Integration page, select the Project Portfolio Management (PPM)

initialization type, connection to the Oracle ERP Cloud, and any prefix used to designate
an integration iteration.
For more information, see Initializing the Integration.
This process creates all out of the box integration definitions required to integrate the
EPM Planning Projects and Project Management including:
•

Export Project Budgets

•

Export Projects

•

Exported Project Status Sync

•

Import Project Actuals

•

Import Project Budgets

•

Import Project Organizations

•

Import Projects

•

Imported Project Status Sync

For a description of the integration definitions created after the initialization, see
Integration Definition Reference.
11. If the application has multiple integration definitions, define the required mapping for the

following integration definitions:
•

Exported Project Status Sync

•

Export Project Budgets

•

Import Actuals
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•

Import Budgets

•

Import Project Properties

For more information, see: Post Initialization Mappings
12. If the application has additional custom dimensions, define the required mapping

for these dimensions on the Map Dimensions page in Data Integration.
For more information, see Mapping Custom Dimensions.
13. Add period mappings to define the period and years relationships between EPM

Planning Projects and Project Management during the integration.
By default, period mappings between EPM Planning Projects and Project
Management are set up automatically during the application creation. For the
integration, both EPM Planning Projects and Project Management use the default
calendars set up in Period Mappings defined in Data Management.
If you need to add or modify a period mapping, you can customize period
mappings using the Application mapping and Source mapping options defined in
Data Management. Period mappings can be defined at two levels:
•

Application period mappings are used to define any special period mapping
used in the export of budgets to Project Management. For more information,
see Defining Application Mappings.

•

Source period mappings are required to create calendar period mappings for
actuals and budgets in EPM Planning Projects and Project Management. For
more information, see Applying Source Mappings.

Security Role Requirements for EPM Cloud to Project Management
Integrations
Project Management security role requirements to integrate with the Oracle Enterprise
Performance Management Cloud include:
•

BI Publisher Security

•

Projects and Budgets File-Based Data Import Process Security

BI Publisher Security
To run Oracle Business Intelligence Publisher Reports used in this integration, you
need these roles:
Role Name

Role Code

Import Project Data into Third-Party
Software

PJF_IMPORT_PROJECT_INTO_THIRD_PARTY_SOFTWARE_PRIV_OB

Get Project Setups

PJF_GET_PROJECT_SETUPS_PRIV_OBI

Projects and Budgets File-Based Data Import Process Security
To run the Projects and Budgets file-based data import (FBDI) processes used in this
feature, you need these privileges:
Projects and Budgets FBDI processes roles include:
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Privilege Name

Privilege Code

Run Import Projects Process

PJF_RUN_IMPORT_PROJECT_PROCESS_PRIV

Run Import Project Budgets Process

PJO_RUN_IMPORT_PROJECT_BUDGET_PROCESS_PRIV

Role names and codes include:
Role Name

Role Code

Run Import Projects Process

PJF_RUN_IMPORT_PROJECT_PROCESS_PRIV_OBI

Run Import Project Budgets Process

PJO_RUN_IMPORT_PROJECT_BUDGET_PROCESS_PRIV_OBI

The Duty name and code includes:
Duty Name

Duty Code

FSCM Load Interface Administration

ORA_FUN_FSCM_LOAD_INTERFACE_ADMIN_DUTY

Registering the Project Management Source
When integrating sources from Project Management, you first create and register the source
system and then specify the application type: Oracle ERP Cloud.
To add Project Management as a source:
1.

Launch Data Management.

2.

On the Setup tab, under Register, select Source System.

3.

In Source System, click Add.

4.

Enter the source system details:
a.

In Source System Name, enter the source system name.
Enter the name you want to use for the Project Management source such as Project
Management.

5.

b.

In Source System Description, enter a description of the source system.

c.

In Source System Type, select Oracle ERP Cloud.

d.

Leave Fusion Budgetary Control unchecked.

e.

Leave Drill Though URL blank.

f.

Leave Application Filter blank.

Click Configure Source Connection.
The source connection configuration stores the Oracle ERP Cloud user name and
password, and Service URL.
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6.

In User Name, enter the Oracle ERP Cloud user name.
Enter the name of the Oracle ERP Cloud user who launches the process requests
to send information between EPM Planning Projects and Project Management.

주:
Web services require that you use your native user name and password
and not your single sign-on user name and password.
7.

In Password, enter the Oracle ERP Cloud password.
You must update this password any time you change your Oracle ERP Cloud
password.

8.

In Services URL, enter the server information for the Fusion web service. For
example, enter: https://server.

9.

Click Test Connection.
The Test Connection step fails if the user has been assigned only Project
Management roles. In addition, the user should be provisioned for the GL
Integration role. However; integrations run with only Project Management roles.
For information on GL integration roles, see Security Role Requirements for
Oracle ERP Cloud Integrations .

10. Click Configure.

The confirmation "Source system [source system name] has been configured
successfully" is displayed.
11. Click Save.

Defining the Integration
Related Links:
•

Registering the EPM Planning Projects Application

•

Classifying Project Dimensions in the EPM Planning Projects Application

•

Register the Reporting Type Application

•

Registering the Dimensions Application
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Registering the EPM Planning Projects Application
The first step in defining the integration is to register the primary EPM Planning Projects
application and select the input cube from the EPM Planning Projects module.
To register an EPM local application:
1.

From the Data Integration home page, and then Actions, select Applications.

2.

On the Applications page, click

3.

On the Create Application page, and then Category, select EPM Local.

4.

From Application, select the primary Planning Projects application.

5.

From Cubes, select Input Cubes - OEP_PFP.

(Add icon).

The OEP_PFP input cube has the only dimension applicable for Project Financial
Planning (PFP). To show all dimensions across the input cube, select All Input Cubes.
6.

Optional: In Prefix, specify a prefix to make the application name unique.
If you are registering the application for the out of box integration, you do not need to
specify a prefix.
The prefix is concatenated with the application name to form a unique application name.
Typically, you prefix an application name when you want to associate it with a selected
integration. Multiple integration definitions can be created that address different business
requirements. For example, you could have one integration that references the default
calendar periods from Project Management and another that has custom mappings for an
alternate calendar. If you are initializing the out of box integration, you do not need to
specify a prefix.
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7.

Click OK.

Classifying Project Dimensions in the EPM Planning Projects Application
The second step in defining the integration definition is to reclassify the Project,
Project Element, and Resource Class dimensions in the EPM Planning Projects
application. This is necessary when dimensions have been renamed from the default
names in Planning. For Data Integration to identify the correct dimension, classify the
dimensions as "Project," "Project Element," and "Resource Class" so that they
correspond to the same dimensions in Project Management.
To categorize the Project, Project Element, and Resource Class dimensions:
1.

to the right of the EPM Planning Projects
From the Application page, click
application, and then select Application Details.

2.

Select the Project from the dimension name row and then from the Dimension
Classification drop-down, select Project.

3.

Select the Project Element from the dimension name row and then from the
Dimension Classification drop-down, select Project Element.

4.

Select the Resource Class from the dimension name row and then from the
Dimension Classification drop-down, select Resource Class.

5.

Click Save.
The remaining applications dimensions for the integration definition do not need to
be re-categorized.
The dimension classifications required for the integration definition are shown
below:

Register the Reporting Type Application
The third step in defining the integration definition is registering the Reporting Type
(the project reporting cube (PFP_REP)) application.
To register the Reporting Type application:
1.

From the Data Integration home page, and then Actions, select Applications.

2.

On the Applications page, click

3.

On the Create Application page, and then Category, select EPM Local.

(Add icon).
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4.

From Application, select the primary EPM Planning project application.

5.

From Cubes, select the Reporting Cubes - PFP_REP input cube.

6.

Optional: In Prefix, specify the same prefix as you selected for the OEP_PFP input cube
application.
If you are registering the application for the out of box integration, you do not need to
specify a prefix.

7.

Click OK.

Registering the Dimensions Application
The fourth step in defining the integration definition is registering the Dimensions application,
which includes:
•

custom dimensions

•

existing custom members of entities, projects, jobs, employee, material etc. as applicable

•

project dimensions metadata information used to create members in any of the custom
applications

To register the Dimensions application:
1.

From the Data Integration home page, and then Actions, select Applications.

2.

On the Applications page, click

3.

On the Create Application page, and then Category, select Dimensions.

4.

From Application, select the primary EPM Planning Projects application.

(Add icon).
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5.

Optional: In Prefix, specify the same prefix as you selected for the OEP_PFP
input cube application.
If you are registering the application for the out of box integration, you do not need
to specify a prefix.

6.

Click OK.

Initializing the Integration
Initializing the integration creates all out of the box integrations definitions required to
integrate EPM Planning Projects and Project Management.
Before initializing the integration, be sure the following applications are registered in
Data Integration:
1.

Primary EPM Planning Projects

2.

Reporting Type

3.

Dimension

In the following example, "EPBCS" is the primary Planning Projects application,
"EPBCS-PFP_REP" is the Reporting Type application, and "EPBCS - Custom" is the
Dimension application.

To initialize the integration:
1.

On the Application page, click
to the right of the primary EPM Planning
Projects application, and then select Initialize Integration.
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2.

On the Initialize Integration page, from the Type drop-down, select Project Portfolio
Management (PPM).

3.

From Connection, select the source system connection name setup for the EPM
Planning Projects and Project Management integration.
This connection has been set up in the source system registration. For more information,
see Registering the Project Management Source.

4.

Optional: In Prefix, specify a prefix to the integration definition when using multiple
integration definitions.
You add a prefix to an integration definition to distinguish it from other integration
definitions. Multiple integration definitions can be created that address different business
requirements. For example, you could have one integration that references the default
calendar periods from Project Management and another that has custom mappings for an
alternate calendar. If you are initializing the out of box integration, you do not need to
specify a prefix.

5.

Click OK.
The out of box data source applications are loaded to the Application page.
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For a description of the integration definitions created after the initialization, see
Integration Definition Reference.

Integration Definition Reference
After the initialization of the EPM Planning Projects and Project Management
integration has successfully completed, Data Integration loads the following out of box
integration definitions to the Application page.
Integration Definition

Description

Export Project Budget

Export Budgets of approved projects from
EPM Planning Projects to Project
Management.

Export Projects

Exports approved projects from EPM
Planning Projects to Project Management.

Exported Project Status Sync

Updates the integration status in EPM
Planning Projects of projects whose
budgets have been exported to Project
Management.
Launches automatically after Export
Project Budget completes.

Import Project Actuals

Imports Actuals of projects that are present
in EPM Planning Projects from Project
Management.

Import Project Budgets

Imports Budgets of projects that are
present in the EPM Planning Projects from
Project Management.

Import Project Organizations

Imports the Entity hierarchy from the
Project Management to EPM Planning
Projects.

Import Project Properties

Imports project properties such as the start
date and end date from Project
Management when projects are imported
from Project Management.
Launches automatically after Import
Projects completes.
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Integration Definition

Description

Import Projects

Imports projects from Project
Management, which are not yet available
in EPM Planning Projects.

Imported Project Status Sync

When projects are successfully imported
into EPM Planning Projects from Project
Management, the status is marked as
integrated in EPM Planning Projects.
Launches automatically after Import
Project Budget completes.

Post Initialization Mappings
Post Initialization Mappings
Multiple integration definitions enable you to manage project integrations across multiple
currencies, accounting periods, and organizational boundaries. You can create multiple
integration definitions by prefacing an integration definition with a different name and then
associating it with a unique calendar. In this case, you also need to further define settings in
each of the integration definition to identity unique values specific to the integration, such as
the business unit, currency or calendar.
For example, suppose you have set up your export business and your domestic sale
business as two separate business units: "export" and "domestic sales." The "export"
business unit may use accounting periods that differ from the accounting period selected for
domestic sales. In this case, the administrator needs to explicitly define the entity or business
unit used for the integration definition.
You can add or modify mappings by clicking
next to the integration project definition file
on the Integration page and then selecting Options. Then from the Edit Integration page,
select the Options or Filters tab.
The following table describes the project integration definition file where you may need to
define the specific settings depending on the integration definition.
Project Integration Definition Name

Mapping Requirements

Export Project

On the Filters tab, replace the "Entity" value in
the Value field with the business unit
associated with the specific integration
definition.

Export Project Budget

On the Filters tab, replace the "Entity" value
used in the predefined Org filter condition
with the business unit associated with the
specific integration definition.
For example, if the filter condition shows:
@ILvl0Descendants("OEP_Total Entity") and
your business unit is "Domestic Sales" for the
integration definition, replace ("OEP_Total
Entity") with ("OEP_Domestic Sales").
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Project Integration Definition Name

Mapping Requirements

Export Project Actuals

On the Options tab, from Period Mapping
Type, select Explicit. Then from the Calendar
drop-down, select the name of the source
period mapping calendar used for exporting
project actuals.
If the Calendar field is empty, all actuals are
exported provided mappings exists between
EPM Planning Projects and Project
Management.
For more information, seeApplying Source
Mappings.

Import Project

On the Filters tab, specify the "Business unit"
value used for the specific integration
definition in the Value field.
In Maximum Age of Past Projects in Days,
specify the number of days to include for both
active and closed projects in the integration
definition.
For example, if you enter a value of 10, the
project includes projects finished in the last 10
days. But if you enter 365, then even a project
one year old is migrated, but not older than
that.

Import Project Budgets

On the Filters tab, specify the "Business unit"
value used for the specific integration
definition in the Value field.
In Maximum Age of Past Projects in Days, if
there are multiple currencies, you have the
option to include past projects that are in an
active status. You can do this by indicating the
number of days in the past you want to
include. By default, the value is considered as
"0." Only projects that have the finish date
today or later - and not earlier - are considered
when importing. All active future ending
projects are always imported.

Import Project Actuals

On the Filters tab, specify the accounting
calendar name in the Value field.
On the Options tab, from Period Mapping
Type, select Explicit. Then from the Calendar
drop-down, select the name of the source
period mapping calendar used for exporting
project actuals.
If the Calendar field is empty, all actuals are
loaded provided mappings exists between
EPM Planning Projects and Project
Management.
For more information, seeApplying Source
Mappings.
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Project Integration Definition Name

Mapping Requirements

Import Project Properties

On the Filters tab, specify the "Business unit"
value used for the specific integration
definition in the Value field.
In Maximum Age of Past Projects in Days, if
there are multiple currencies, you have the
option to include past projects that are in an
active status. You can do this by indicating the
number of days in the past you want to
include. By default, the value is considered as
"0." Only projects that have the finish date
today or later - and not earlier - are considered
when importing. All active future ending
projects are always imported.
For example, if you enter a value of 10, the
project includes projects finished in the last 10
days. But if you enter 365, then even a project
one year old is migrated, but not older than
that.

Mapping Custom Dimensions
If the EPM Planning Projects or Project Management application has custom dimensions, you
must define the required mapping for the source to target dimensions in the integration
definition. For example, if the Import Project Actuals integration definition was created to
accommodate a project-related business unit that uses a currency other than the ledger
currency of the business unit, then map the custom currency dimension on the Map
Dimensions page in Data Integration.
To map a custom dimension:
to the right of the integration, and then

1.

From the Data Integration home page, click
select Map Dimensions.

2.

In the Select Source Dimension column in the left column, select the name of the
source dimension from the drop-down to assign to the target dimension in the right
column.

3.

Click Save.
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Defining Period Mappings
Period mappings define the mapping between and Project Management calendars and
the EPM Planning Projects application year or periods. You can define period
mappings in two ways:
•

Default Period Processing

•

Explicit Period Processing

Use default period processing when EPM Planning Projects and Project Management
use consistent period definitions and period naming. For example, when a monthly
calendar is used in both systems and the names of the periods like Jan-20 match both
systems, then you use the Period Mapping Type of Default in the integration. No
additional mapping is required.
Use explicit period processing when EPM Planning Projects and Project Management
period definition or period naming conventions are different. In this case, you are
required to define an Application Period and Source Period mapping.
•

Use Application Period Mapping to define the Period Names used in Project
Management. For more information, see Defining Application Mappings.

•

Use Source Period Mapping to define the mapping between the periods in EPM
Planning Projects and Project Management. For more information, see Applying
Source Mappings.

Defining Application Mappings
Use the application mappings to specify the application period mappings for the
Project Management budgets export target application. The mappings that you create
here apply only to an individual Project Management export target application. If no
application mappings are selected for the export target application, the system uses
the global mappings defined for periods in global mappings.

주:
In Project Management, Accounting Calendar of 12 periods which include
monthly, 4-4-5, 5-4-4, and 4-5-4 are supported. The 4-4-4 Accounting
Calendar is not supported.

To create period mappings for an application:
1.

Launch Data Management.

2.

On the Setup tab, under Integration Setup, select Period Mapping.

3.

Select the Application Mapping tab.

4.

In Target Application, select the target application project budgets export target
application for which to add or modify an application period mapping.
If you use multiple integration jobs for example, when using multiple calendars,
you must select the name of the project budgets export target application created
in the initialization and then specify the period mapping. For example, if you have
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a unique calendar set up for the "45_Project Budgets Export" integration, select this
name from the Target Application drop-down as shown below.

5.

Click Add.
The Search and Select: Period Key page is displayed. This page lists all the global
mapping periods not used in the application mappings for the project budgets export
target application.

6.

Select the Project Management period to add and click OK.
For example, you might select Jan-20.

7.

On the Application tab, select the Period Key for the period that you selected in step 6.

8.

In Period Name, enter the period name that corresponds to the Project Management
period if you are overriding the period name defined for the period in global mappings.
Otherwise, the system uses the period name defined for the period in global mappings.
For example, if the period name is shown as Jan-20 in Data Management, you can
change it to January-20 if this is how the name has been defined in Project
Management.
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9.

Enter a target period month in Target Period Month.
The target period month is a required entry for all Data Management application
mappings, but it does not affect the period name used in the export to Project
Management.

10. Click Save.

Applying Source Mappings
Source mappings are required to create period mappings between actuals and
budgets. If you have initialized separate integrations to accommodate multiple
accounting calendars in Project Management, you must define source period
mappings for each of the integration definitions.
The Source Mapping tab consists of two areas:
•

Master—Selects the source system and mapping type.

•

Grid—Defines the period mapping. The mapping can be defined only for periods
defined on the Global Mapping. New Data Management periods cannot be created
on this tab.

주:
Before running an integration, you can choose between Default period
mapping and Explicit Period mapping. If you choose Source Period mapping,
then source periods are mapped based on the period key and previous
period.

To create source mappings:
1.

Launch Data Management.

2.

On the Setup tab, under Integration Setup, select Period Mapping.

3.

Select the Source Mapping tab.

4.

In Source System, select Data Source for the Project Management source when
creating actuals and budgets.
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5.

In Mapping Type, select Explicit.

6.

Click Add.
The Search and Select: Period Key page is displayed. This page lists all the global
mapping periods that are not used in the source mappings for the source application.

7.

Select the period to add and click OK.
For example, you might select Jan-20.

8.

On the Source Mapping tab, enter the source system Period Name, and then click OK.

9.

Enter the source system Period Key to identify the EPM Planning Projects period.

10. Enter the source system Calendar, name to identify the mapping.
11. In GL Period, enter the Project Management name.
12. Optional: Enter a description for the mapping.
13. Click Save.
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팁:
To delete a mapping, select the mapping, and then click Delete.

Integrating Budget Revisions with Budgetary Control
If you want to report budget-to-actual from General Ledger, you need to write back
your budget to Oracle General Ledger. If you want to validate spending online, you
need to write back your budget to Budgetary Control.
Use the procedure in this section to write back budget revisions prepared using the
Budget Revisions feature in the the Oracle Enterprise Performance Management
Cloud to Budgetary Controll, which automatically updates budget in both General
Ledger and EPM type control budget in Budgetary Control.
This procedure is not for writing back original and revised budget prepared using the
Planning and Forecast features to the Oracle General Ledger and Budgetary Control.

Process Description
At a high level, these are the steps you complete in Data Integration to prepare to load
budget revisions from evisions from EPM Planning Financials to Budgetary Control:
1.

Complete the setup integration steps between Planning and Planning Budget
Revisions and Budgetary Control.
For more information, see https://docs.oracle.com/en/cloud/saas/planningbudgeting-cloud/epbca/fin_budget_adjustment_setup_102x2f7be273.html

2.

Register your application with OEP_FS as an input cube.
This step enables you to register the Planning Budget Revision application, which
stores the preparations or revisions made to the budget and then is loaded to
Budgetary Control. This application name is appended with a "BAR" in the name,
for example, "PRCVisionCityControlB_BAR"

3.

Register Budgetary Control as a data source, specify the connection to use, and
then import the Budgetary Control balance Essbase cubes into Data Integration.
The Import Applications button brings over Budgetary Control balance Essbase
cubes into Data Integration as Budgetary Control target applications. A control
budget dimension member within each Budgetary Control target application
represents a control budget in Budgetary Control used to load and write back data
from and to the Oracle Enterprise Performance Management Cloud.
See Registering Budgetary Control as a Data Source and Importing Applications.

4.

Register the budget adjustment revision by selecting Data Export category, then
select the Budget Adjustment Revision type and then select the Budgetary
Control Essbase cube for the application.
This type of application is appended with a "BAR" in the application name, for
example, "PRCVisionCityControlB_BAR."
See Registering a Budget Adjustment Request.
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5.

Register the Planning Budget Revision as a data source, which stores the preparations
or revisions made to the budget and then is loaded to Budgetary Control.
See Registering the Planning Budget Revision.

6.

Optional: If you migrate an application using Migration from another environment, then
you must import the Control Budget information from the source. In this case, select the
Budgetary Control Essbase application and select Refresh Member option from the
action menu.

7.

On the General page, create the integration between the Planning Budget Revision
source application and the Budget Adjustment Request.
See Integrating the Planning Budget Revision and Budget Adjustment Request.

8.

On the Map Dimensions page, create an import format by mapping the dimensions from
the Planning Budget Revision source to the Budget Adjustment Request.
In this step you map the Planning Budget Revision dimensions to the Budget Adjustment
Request dimensions.
See Mapping the Planning Budget Revision and the Budget Adjustment Request
Dimensions.

9.

Optional: Map additional attribute columns to which you can import values from the
selected EPM Planning Financials source.
For more information, see Mapping Custom Budget Revision Attributes.

10. On the Options page, select the period mapping.

Period mappings define the mapping between EPM Planning Financials and Budgetary
Control. You can define period mappings in two ways:
•

Default Period Processing

•

Explicit Period Processing

Select default period processing when EPM Planning Financials and Budgetary Control
use consistent period definitions and period naming. For example, when a monthly
calendar is used in both systems and the names of the periods like Jan-20 match both
systems, then you use the Period Mapping Type of Default in the integration. No
additional mapping is required.
Use explicit period processing when EPM Planning Financials and Budgetary Control
period definition or period naming conventions are different. In this case, you are required
to select a calendar that is associated with an explicit source period mapping.
See Defining Budget Adjustment Options.
Note the following about the EPM Planning Financials Budget Revisions to Budgetary Control
integration:
•

You cannot use Member Mapping for the EPM Planning Financials to Budgetary
Control. You can only use an import expression to add a prefix or assign constant values
for extra dimensions.

•

You cannot execute the EPM Planning Financials to Budgetary Control integration from
the Run Integration page in Data Integration. The run integration step is invoked only
from EPM Planning Financials when performing a Funds Check or Funds Reservation
action.

•

You cannot view the results of the EPM Planning Financials to Budgetary Control
integration in the Workbench.
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Registering the Planning Application with OEP_FS as an Input Cube
To register a Planning application with OEP_FS as an input cube.
1.

From the Data Integration home page, and then Actions, select Applications.

2.

On the Applications page, click

3.

On the Create Application page, and then Category, select EPM Local.

4.

From Application, select the Planning application associated with the OEP_FS
cube.

5.

From Cubes, select Input Cubes - OEP_FS.

6.

Optional: In Prefix, specify a prefix to make the application name unique.

(Add icon).

The prefix is concatenated with the file name to form a unique application name.
For example, if you want to name an application with the same name as an
existing one, you can assign your initials as the prefix.
7.

Click OK.

Registering the Oracle ERP Cloud Source System
When integrating Planning Budget Revisions with the Budget Adjustment Request,
first create a source system with the type: Oracle ERP Cloud and then specify the
connection information.
To add Oracle ERP Cloud as a source system type:
1.

From the Home page, click

2.

Click

(Application cluster).

(Data Exchange icon), and then select the Data Integration tab.

Optionally, you can launch Data Integration by clicking
.
Application, select

, and then from

3.

From the Data Integration home page, and then Actions, select Applications.

4.

On the Applications page, click

5.

From the

(Configure Connections icon).

(Add drop-down icon) drop-down, select Oracle ERP Cloud.
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6.

In Name, enter the source system name.

7.

In Description, enter a description of the source system.

8.

In Service URL, enter the server information for the web services.
For example, enter https://server.

9.

In Username, enter the Budgetary Control user name.
Enter the name of the Oracle ERP Cloud user who launches the process requests to
send information between Oracle Enterprise Performance Management Cloud and the
Oracle ERP Cloud. This user must have an assigned a "Budget Manager" job role.

10. In Password, enter the Oracle ERP Cloud password.

You must update this password anytime you change your Oracle ERP Cloud password.
11. Click Test Connection.

When the connection has been tested correctly, the information message" Connection to
[source system name] successful" is displayed.
12. Click OK.

Registering Budgetary Control as a Data Source and Importing
Applications
This step shows you how to register Budgetary Control as a data source and how to import
the Budgetary Control applications.
To register Budgetary Control as a data source and import the Budgetary Control balance
Essbase cubes into Data Integration:
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1.

From the Home page, click

(Application cluster).

2.

Click

3.

From the Actions drop-down, select Application.

4.

On the Applications page, click

(Data Exchange icon), and then select the Data Integration tab.

(Add icon).

주:
Make sure you click

on the Application page and not the home page.

5.

From Category, select Data Source.

6.

From Type, select Oracle ERP Cloud.

7.

From Connection, select the connection name used to connect to the Oracle ERP
Cloud.

8.

Enable Budgetary Control.

9.

Click Import Applications.
The Import Applications button brings over Budgetary Control balance Essbase
cubes into Data Integration as Budgetary Control target applications. A control
budget dimension member within each Budgetary Control target application
represents a control budget in Budgetary Control used to load and write back data
from and to the Oracle Enterprise Performance Management Cloud.

팁:
You must rerun Import Applications when there are changes to your
control budget dimensions or when you add new control budgets.
The control budget balances are stored in an Essbase cube. To obtain
the cube name for a control budget, mouse over the control budget
name in Manage Control Budget page. The name of the budgetary
control cube will be used as the target mapping.

10. Click OK.
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Registering the Planning Budget Revision
This step enables you to register the Planning Budget Revision from EPM Planning
Financials.
To register the Planning Budget Revision application:
(Application cluster).

1.

From the Home page, click

2.

Click

3.

From the Data Integration home page, then Actions, select Applications.

4.

On the Applications page, click

(Data Exchange icon), and then select the Data Integration tab.

(Add icon).

주:
Make sure you click

on the Application page and not the home page.

5.

From Category, select Data Source.

6.

From Type, select Planning Budget Revision.

7.

From Application, select the Planning Input cube suffixed with OEP_FS.

8.

Optional: In Prefix, specify a prefix to make the application name unique.
The prefix is concatenated with the file name to form a unique application name. For
example, if you want to name an application with the same name as an existing one, you
can assign your initials as the prefix.
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9.

Click OK.

Registering a Budget Adjustment Request
This step enables you to register the Budget Adjustment Request feature to which
revisions from the approved Planning Budget Revision are loaded.
To register a Budget Adjustment Request:
1.

From the Home page, click

2.

Click

3.

From the Data Integration home page, then click Actions, and then select
Applications.

4.

On the Applications page, click

5.

On the Create Application page, and then Category, select Data Export.

6.

From Type, select Budget Adjustment Request.

7.

From Application, select the name of the Budgetary Control cube.

8.

Optional: In Prefix, specify a prefix to make the application name unique.

(Application cluster).

(Data Exchange icon), and then select the Data Integration tab.

(Add icon).

The prefix is concatenated with the file name to form a unique application name.
For example, if you want to name an application with the same name as an
existing one, you can assign your initials as the prefix.
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9.

Click OK.

Integrating the Planning Budget Revision and Budget Adjustment Request
You integrate the Planning Budget revision from the approved budget in the EPM Planning
Financials to the Budget Adjustment Request. The integration enables you to simply pick the
Planning Budget Revision application and specify the target Budget Adjustment Request and
then set up the mappings between the applications.
To create the integration:
1.

From the Data Integration home page, click

.

The General page is displayed in "Create Integration" view.
2.

In Name and Description, enter a name and description for the integration of the budget
revision.
The name of the integration is used in connections as a parameter in EPM Planning
Financials as shown in the Value parameter below.
When multiple control budgets share the same cube, the same mapping can be used to
add additional parameters with the control budget name
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For more information, see Setting Up Integration Between EPM Planning
Financials and Budgetary Control .
3.

In Location, enter a new location name, or pick an existing location to specify
where to load data.

4.

Click

5.

From the Select a Source page, select the Planning Budget Revision application.

(Select a Source).

The name of the Planning Budget Revision application is suffixed with a "_BAR" in
the application name, for example, "OEP_FS_BAR."
The source system the Planning Budget Revision source system is registered in
Data Integration and appears on the Select a Source page with a

icon.

.
6.

Click

(Select a Target).

This is the target that was created in the prior step.
7.

From the Select a Target page, select the Budgetary Control cube application.
Target applications are displayed on the Select a Target page with an

icon.

The budgetary control is suffixed with "_BAR".
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8.

From Location Attributes, under Functional Currency, specify the currency used for
the budget revision.
For example, to specify the United States dollar, specify USD.

9.

Click Save and Continue.
The next step is to map dimensions.

Mapping the Planning Budget Revision and the Budget Adjustment
Request Dimensions
As part of the integration between the Planning Budget Revision and the Budget Adjustment
Request, you map EPM Planning Financials dimensions to Budgetary Control target
dimensions. You can also customize and extend these integrations, for example, by applying
expressions as needed to meet your business requirements.
To map dimensions:
1.

to the right of the Planning Budget
From the Data Integration home page, click
Revision and the Budget Adjustment Request integration, and then select Map
Dimensions.

2.

From Import Format, select the name of the import format to use for the integration.
You can also add a user defined import format name.

3.

From Type, select the Delimited - All Data Type and then click Save to refresh the rows.

4.

In the mappings grid, map the source columns in the source data-load file to the
dimensions in the target application by completing the following:
a.

In Select Source Dimension, specify the name of the Planning Budget Revision
source dimension to assign to the Budget Adjustment Request target dimension.

b.

Map Plan Element to Plan Element, Period to Plan Period and Year to Plan Year.

c.

Add a Target Dimension expression for each of the Budgetary Control dimensions.
Typical expressions for the most common use cases are:
•

Copysource - To use the same member name from EPM Planning Financials in
Budgetary Control

•

LTrim - To remove the prefix used in EPM Planning Financials.

•

Constant - To assign constant value for an extra dimension in Budgetary Control.

This is a required step - sources must be mapped to the target and target expression
added.
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5.

Click Save.

Mapping Custom Budget Revision Attributes
You can map additional attribute columns to which you can import values from the
selected EPM Planning Financials source. You can add the value during processing by
entering the value for the attribute in the expression field.
To map custom Budget Adjustment Revision attributes:
(Application cluster).

1.

From the Home page, click

2.

Click

3.

From the Actions drop-down, select Application.

4.

to the right of the Budget Adjustment
On the Applications page, click
Revision application, and then select Application Details.

(Data Exchange icon), and then select the Data Integration tab.

The Budget Adjustment Revision application is associated with a Data Export
category.
5.

In Attribute Char 1 -10, map any additional attributes and click Save.
In the following example, Header Number has been added to the Attribute Char
1 value.

Defining Budget Adjustment Options
You use options to define the type of period mappings used in the Planning Budget
Revision and the Budget Adjustment Request integration. You can use either default
period mappings or explicit period mappings. Note that you can only select the period
mapping type in Options. All other options are preselected and cannot be changed.

팁:
Review the date mapping align with your control budget periods and fiscal
year, you may need to modify the mapping created automatically

To specify options:
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1.

From the Data Integration home page, click
select Options.

to the right of the integration, and then

2.

From Period Mapping Type, select the mapping type of the period.
Available options:
•

Default—The integration uses the Period Key and Prior Period Key defined in Data
Management to determine the source General Ledger periods mapped to each Data
Management period when the integration is run.
Default period mappings between the Planning Budget Revision and the Budget
Adjustment Request are set up automatically during the application creation.

•

Explicit—The integration uses Explicit period mappings defined in Data Management
when Explicit period mapping can be used when the EPM Planning Financials
periods and Budgetary Control periods are not of same type. For example, EPM
Planning Financials is monthly and Budgetary Control is quarterly.
Explicit mappings are set up using calendars periods in the source system option.
You select the actual calendar to use for the integration from the Calendar dropdown. For more information see Applying Source Mappings.

3.

From Calendar, select the name of the source period mapping calendar used for
integrating data between Planning Budget Revision and the Budget Adjustment Request.

4.

Click Save.

Loading Data from the Oracle ERP Cloud
You can pull a subset of data from the Oracle ERP Cloud using Data Integration as the
integration mechanism without connecting directly to Oracle Fusion Financials sources. Using
this feature, you can import from data sources from the Oracle Financials Cloud or Supply
Chain.
To do this, you use an data source adapter-based framework that queries data from Oracle
Business Intelligence Publisher reports as a data source. BI Publisher extracts Oracle ERP
Cloud data directly from the Fusion Financials database tables. Any kind of record of record
in the Oracle ERP Cloud can be included in or considered as the basis of the query. When
the system brings over the data into Data Integration, the data and metadata can be
subsequently mapped and loaded to the Oracle Enterprise Performance Management Cloud.
You can use either be pre-packaged queries or customized BI Publisher reports to define
your own report parameters for extracting the data from the Oracle ERP Cloud.

Process Description for Integrating Oracle ERP Cloud Data Using
Prepackaged Queries
Data Integration ships with prepackaged queries that leverage seeded data extracts provided
by Oracle ERP Cloud as data sources.
For more information about Oracle Business Intelligence Publisher, see Oracle Business
Intelligence Publisher 12.2.1.3.0
These are the steps for loading data from the Oracle ERP Cloud using the prepackaged
queries shipped with Data Integration.
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1.

An Oracle ERP Cloud integration requires that you have the privileges or user role
and data access to the Oracle ERP Cloud. For more information, see Security
Role Requirements for Oracle ERP Cloud Integrations.

2.

Register the source system for the source system type Oracle ERP Cloud and
specify your user credentials.
This step includes specifying the connection details and testing the connection.
For more information, see Configuring an Oracle ERP Cloud Connection.

3.

Register the application as an Oracle ERP Cloud data source application type and
save it.
The source columns are populated automatically from the uploaded file extract.
See Registering Oracle ERP Cloud Applications.

4.

Provide any input values in integration options in Application Filters.

주:
Define any necessary filters to limit the amount of data returned by the BI
Publisher extract. Filters ensure the best load performance.
5.

Set up the integration mapping between the Oracle ERP Cloud data source and
the target application by building an import format.
See Mapping Dimensions.

6.

Define the location used to associate the import format.

7.

Map dimensions between the source and target.
See Mapping Dimensions.

8.

Map members from the source to target.
See Mapping Members.

9.

Select any source and target options.
See Setting Data Integration Options.

10. Run the integration.

See Running an Integration.

Configuring an Oracle ERP Cloud Connection
Oracle ERP Cloud source connections can be used to register and manage the
following data sources:
•

Oracle ERP Cloud

•

Oracle ERP Cloud (Receivables Transactions)

•

Oracle ERP Cloud (Trial Balance Average)

•

Oracle ERP Cloud (Custom)

•

Oracle ERP Cloud (Payables Transactions)

•

Oracle ERP Cloud (Trial Balance)

•

Project Management
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•

Budgetary Control commitments, obligations, expenditures, and write-back data sources.
Budget Review data sources

To create an Oracle ERP Cloud connection:
1.

From the Data Integration home page, and then Actions, select Applications.

2.

On the Applications page, click

3.

On the Connections page, select Oracle ERP Cloud from the
drop-down.

4.

In Name, enter the source system name.

5.

In Description, enter a description of the source system.

6.

In Service URL, enter the server information for the web services.

7.

In Username, enter the Oracle ERP Cloud user name.

(Configure Connections icon).
(Add drop-down icon)

Enter the name of the Oracle ERP Cloud user who launches the process requests to
send information between Oracle Enterprise Performance Management Cloud and the
Oracle ERP Cloud. This user must have an assigned Oracle General Ledger job role
such as "Financial Analyst," "General Accountant," or "General Accounting Manager."
8.

In Password, enter the Oracle ERP Cloud password.
You must update this password anytime you change your Oracle ERP Cloud password.

9.

Click Test Connection.
When the connection has been tested correctly, the information message "Connection to
[source system name] successful" is displayed.

10. Click OK.
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Registering Oracle ERP Cloud Applications
You can extract non-General ledger data from Oracle ERP Cloud data sources and
load it to the Oracle Enterprise Performance Management Cloud. These types of data
sources let you define an Oracle Business Intelligence Publisher report extract that is
referenced by Data Integration to pull data directly from Oracle ERP Cloud sources
like payables, receivables, fixed assets, and supply chain.
Data Integration provides prepackaged queries to the Oracle ERP Cloud sources
including:
•

Oracle ERP Cloud (Payable Transactions)

•

Oracle ERP Cloud (Receivable Transactions)

•

Oracle ERP Cloud (Trial Balance - Average)

•

Oracle ERP Cloud (Trial Balance)

In addition, you can create and run a custom query against a BI Publisher data extract.
In this case, use an Oracle ERP Cloud (Custom) data source adapter in Data
Integration to import the source CSV file from BI Publisher, and then set the report
parameters to use.

주:
An integration with the Oracle ERP Cloud requires that you have the
privileges or user role and data access to all ERP ledgers. For more
information, see Security Role Requirements for Oracle ERP Cloud
Integrations.
You must register source system for the Data Integration data sources using
the system type Oracle ERP Cloud and specify your user credentials. This
step includes specifying the connection details and testing the connection.
For more information, see Configuring an Oracle ERP Cloud Connection.

To register an Oracle ERP Cloud application:
1.

From the Data Integration home page, and then Actions, select Applications.

2.

On the Applications page, click

3.

From Category, select Data Source.

4.

From Type, select the type of prepackaged Oracle ERP Cloud query.

(Add icon).

Available Oracle ERP Cloud types:
•

Oracle ERP Cloud (Payable Transactions)

•

Oracle ERP Cloud (Receivable Transactions)

•

Oracle ERP Cloud (Trial Balance - Average)

•

Oracle ERP Cloud (Trial Balance)
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The name of the prepackaged application that displays in the Application depends on
the type of prepackaged Oracle ERP Cloud query selected in this field.

5.

Optional: In Prefix, specify a prefix to make the application name unique.
The prefix is concatenated with the file name to form a unique application name. For
example, if you want to name an application with the same name as an existing one, you
can assign your initials as the prefix.

6.

Click OK.

Applying Application Filters to an Oracle ERP Cloud Data Source
All application filters are predefined when you select any of the prepackaged queries to the
Oracle ERP Cloud sources. However, you can provide input values in integration options.
You can select dynamic filters to define as report parameters from the Oracle ERP Cloud
data source when the actual parameter value needs to be defined at the run integration or
application level.
An example of a dynamic filter is "Currency Type" where you can select either: Entered,
Statistical, or Total.
You can specify a single filter condition or multiple filters conditions, and additionally specify
the exact values that you want returned.
In some cases, you can change a static parameter value in the Report parameter list by
replacing it with a parameter value enclosed within $$ notations. This type of filter applies to
the Ledger ID and Period parameters.
For example, you can add the static parameter value argument1 = $LEDGER_NAME$ to the
Report Parameter List as a parameter.
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On the Edit Options page, a display name has been entered for the parameter. This is
the name as it is shown on the Options page:

This is how the parameter shows on the Options tab in the integration definition:

Two predefined parameters, $START_PERIODKEY$ and $END_PERIODKEY$, can
be used to select specific periods using a data format from the POV. For information
on using these two parameters, see Selecting Period Report Parameters from the
Oracle ERP Cloud.
To add a filter for the Oracle ERP Cloud data source.
1.

From the Application page, click
to the right of the Oracle ERP Cloud data
source and then select Edit Options.

2.

From the Edit Options page, click Add (

).

A blank entry line display.
3.

Select any parameters to pass by completing the following:
a.

In the Name field, specify the name of the parameter.

b.

In Display Prompt, enter the name of the display prompt for the filter on the
Source Options tab in Data Management or Edit Integration page in Data
Integration.

c.

In Display Order, specify the display order of the filter on the Source Options
or Edit Integration page.
If this field is blank, the custom filter cannot be displayed, and the default value
is used as the filter value.
For example, enter 99 to show the filter in the 99th position sequence or
position in a list of filters. Display orders are listed from lowest to highest.

d.

In Property Level drop-down, select display level of the parameter
(application, integration or both application and integration) to indicate the
level at which the filter is displayed.

e.

To provide a drop-down of values listed using the lookup type, in Validation
Type, select one of the following
•

None

•

Number

•

Lookup Validate

•

Lookup No Validate

•

Yes/No

•

Date
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•

Query

•

Choice list— You can enter a list of values in the Validation Object field. Each
value is entered on a new line. The list of values (LOV) on the Option page
shows the values as a list.

For example, to set the Canceled Invoices Only option to "No,", select No in the
parameter field for Canceled Invoice Only.
f.

In Validation Object, enter a list of lookup objects to be validated by type.
To enter a list of values if you chose the Choice list validation type above, click
, then enter the list of values on the Validation Object page, and then click OK.

4.

In Condition List, provide a condition list based on one or all the following:
•

EQ (Equal)

•

IN

•

Like

The condition values can be Equal, Like, or In. The condition values are stored as a
drop-down list in CONDITION_LIST field. If the value is EQ,IN, then show only Equal and
In in the Condition drop down. If the value is EQ LIKE, then show only Equal, Like in the
drop down. Any combination of EQ,IN,LIKE are stored in the field. If only one value is
provided in the Condition List, then the condition cannot be changed. The default value is
EQ. When specifying multiple conditions, prefix the condition with a comma. For example,
to use the IN and LIKE conditions, enter: ,IN,LIKE
5.

Optional Click Save.
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Selecting Period Report Parameters from the Oracle ERP Cloud
When importing data from the Oracle ERP Cloud, you can select the period from
which to pull the data by specifying a date (using a date specific format) in
the $START_PERIODKEY$ and $END_PERIODKEY$ notations.
Valid values for date format include:
•

dd: Day of the Month, which uses the day of year instead of the day of the month

•

MM or MMM: Month

•

yy or yyyy: Year

When the From Entered Date and To Entered Date are specified in the format: (yyyyMM-dd). To import data from January 1, 2021 to January 31, 2017, you enter
2021-01-01 as the report parameter in the From Entered Date field and 2021-01-31 as
the report parameter in the To Entered Data field.
If you want to specify a single-period load, select the $START_PERIODKEY$ notation
to indicate the period key from which the data load rule is run. The data is imported for
the period specified in the $START_PERIODKEY$ notation. Source period mappings
are not needed for single-period loads.
You can also change the "ACCOUNTING PERIOD NAME" by selecting the actual
period using the $START_PERIODKEY[MM-yy]$ format.
When you a run multi-period load, data is imported for the range and must be specified
in the START_PERIODKEY and END_PERIODKEY parameter list. In order for the
system to load the data into the right periods, source period mappings must exactly
match the Year and Period columns in the data extract.
Multi-period imports are available if the report accepts a period as a range. If the report
accepts only the period name (START_PERIODKEY parameter), no multi-period
imports are available.

Process Description for Integrating Oracle ERP Cloud Data Using a
Custom Query
You can fetch data from the Oracle ERP Cloud using a custom query and then load it
into Oracle Enterprise Performance Management Cloud. The custom query is run
against any report from Oracle Business Intelligence Publisher that creates a CSV
formatted data file and then loads the data to the EPM Cloud. In this case, Data
Integration executes the report to extract the data and loads it to EPM Cloud.
These are the steps for loading data from the Oracle ERP Cloud into EPM Cloud using
BI Publisher report extracts using a custom query.

주:
To create a custom Oracle ERP Cloud integration defintion with the EPM
Cloud and register it as an ESS job, see Registering a BI Publisher Report
as an Oracle Enterprise Scheduler (ESS) Job.
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1.

An Oracle ERP Cloud integration requires that you have privileges or user role and data
access to all ERP ledgers to be integrated. For more information, see Oracle ERP Cloud
security role requirements, see Oracle ERP Cloud Securing ERP.

2.

Navigate to the Oracle ERP Cloud and execute a BI Publisher report by clicking
Schedule New Process.

3.

From the Search and Select page, in Name, select a report or extract, and click OK.
You can select any BI Publisher report just as long as it produces an output file in a CSV
format file. Not all reports in Fusion produce a CSV format file.

For example, enter Trial to search for a Trial Balance Report.
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4.

From Process Details, select the parameters for the extract or report, and click
Submit.
In the following example, "Ledger" is Vision Operations and "Amount type" is YTD
or PTD.
Be sure to specify the Accounting Period. The Accounting Period is the parameter
that will be set up in Data Integration so that the report can be reused.

주:
The Oracle ERP Cloud and EPM Cloud integration will fail unless the
selected extract on the Oracle ERP Cloud side has one or more bind
parameters passed from the EPM Cloud. The bind parameter is a
placeholder for actual values in the SQL statement. Bind parameters
must be enclosed in tilde (~~) characters. For example, to use "Period"
as a bind parameter specify: ~PERIOD~. The name must exactly match
the name specified in the SQL query.
To do this, create a bind parameter directly in the report, which is not
referenced in the Data Model query. In Data Integration, specify a
random string such as "ABC" in the Report Parameter List that will be
passed to the bind parameter you created in the report definition.
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When the report has been generated, the Output section shows the results of the
submission.

5.

Click Republish, and then from the report output page, click csv.

6.

Select the CSV output file, right click it, and then select Open.
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7.

Save the report locally in your file system.
Rename the downloaded output file as Appname.csv where Appnam is the intended
application name for the "Data Source" application in Data Integration, which represents
the BI Publisher report extract.

8.

From the Data Integration home page, and then Actions, select Applications.

9.

On the Applications page, click

(Add icon).

10. From Category, select Data Source.
11. From Type, select Oracle ERP Cloud (Custom).
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12. From File, click

and navigate to the folder where you saved the CSV file,
select it and then click OK.

The report is saved as the target application and the Application Name is
populated automatically.
13. In Prefix, specify a prefix to make the application name unique.

The prefix is concatenated with the file name to form a unique application name.
For example, if you want to name an application with the same name as an
existing one, you can assign your initials as the prefix.
14. Click OK.
15. Click Save.
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Data Integration registers the application and returns all the columns in Dimension
Details.
16. On the Application page, click

next to data source application and then select

Application Details.
17. In Connection Name, specify the name of the source system.

For example, if the name of your source system is "ERP Cloud," specify ERP Cloud.
You can also use an Oracle ERP Cloud or the GL source system name or define a new
one.
For more information, see Configuring an Oracle ERP Cloud Connection .
18. Execution Method—Specify the method for executing the job.

Valid options:
•

BIP Report—Executes the BI Publisher report in synchronous mode, which has a
timeout limit of about 5 minutes within the Oracle ERP Cloud instance. This method
is suitable for smaller data sets or for queries that execute quickly.

•

ESS Job—Executes the BI Publisher report in asynchronous mode, which has no
execution time restrictions.

19. Report Name—Enter the name of the report and the complete report path when the

execution method is BIP Report. For example, enter /Custom/MyReport.xdo. Leave this
field blank when the execution method is ESS Job.
If you need to find the name of the report in the Oracle ERP Cloud, complete the
following steps:
a.

Navigate to Oracle ERP Cloud, find the report, and select Reports and Analytics to
retrieve the parameter information.

b.

Click Browse Catalog.

c.

Locate and select the extract or report.
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d.

Click More and then Properties.

e.

In the Custom Properties section, scroll down to the path field.

f.

Copy the path (and name) and paste it to the Report Name field when
registering the target application in Data Integration.
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20. Return to Data Integration and in the Report Parameter list, specify the report

parameters of the custom query.
If you need to identify report parameters, complete the following:
a.

Navigate to Oracle ERP Cloud, and from the Overview page, select the report and
click Resubmit.
This step enables you to view and capture the report parameters defined in the BI
Publisher extract or report.

A list of report parameters is generated.

b.

Copy the report parameters shown in the Warnings window.

c.

Navigate to Data Integration and paste the report parameter list from the Warnings
window into the Report Parameter List field of your custom query.
Make sure you specify a random string such as "ABC" in the "Report Parameter List"
that will be passed to the bind parameter you created in the report definition. If you
create a report with a query that doesn’t have bind parameters passed from the EPM
Cloud, the process will fail on the EPM Cloud side.

21. In Data Integration, set up the integration mapping between the Oracle ERP Cloud data

source and the target application by building an import format.
See Mapping Dimensions.
22. Define the location used to associate the import format.
23. Map members from the source to target.
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See Mapping Members.
24. Select any source and target options.

SeeSetting Data Integration Options.
25. Run the integration.

SeeRunning an Integration.

Registering a BI Publisher Report as an Oracle Enterprise Scheduler
(ESS) Job
When you build an Oracle Business Intelligence Publisher report extract as the basis
for an Oracle Enterprise Performance Management Cloud integration definition with
the Oracle ERP Cloud, you can execute the integration without encountering execution
time restrictions. To do this, you register the BI Publisher report as an Oracle
Enterprise Scheduler (ESS) job as part of the integration definition.

Process Description for Registering ESS Jobs
The following is a high level description on how to register Oracle Business
Intelligence Publisher report extracts as ESS jobs.
1.

Define the Data Extract SQL.
The source for the BI Publisher report is a data model which defines the source
query and the parameter definition. Before an extract may be defined, the source
extract SQL must be defined.
For more information, see Defining the Data Extract Process.

2.

Create the data model for the BI Publisher report extract.
For more information, see Creating the Data Model for the BI Publisher Report
Extract.

3.

Create the BI Publisher report extract.
For more information, see Creating the BI Publisher Report Extract.

4.

Create the Oracle Enterprise Scheduler (ESS) job to run in asynchronous mode.
This step is only required when running the extract in asynchronous mode. You
create a custom ESS job for the extract report.
For more information, see Creating An Oracle Enterprise Scheduler (ESS) Job.

5.

Create an integration in the Oracle Enterprise Performance Management Cloud
using the BI Publisher report extract as the source.
For more information, see Creating the Integration Definition Between EPM Cloud
and the BI Publisher Report Extract.

Defining the Data Extract Process
The source for the Oracle Business Intelligence Publisher report is a data model,
which defines the source query and the parameter used in the query. Before an extract
may be defined, the source extract SQL must be defined.
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The following example shows a sample query that extracts the net activity for a given period
and ledger from the GL_BALANCES table. Any table in the source may be specified, but for
clarity and ease of use, an example for GL balances is provided here.
To define the data extract process:
1.

Use a SQL tool to build the query.
In the example, a SQL tool is used to build the query to make it easy to debug the results
before using it in BI Publisher. If a tool to perform this step is uavailable, you can just
enter the query in BI Publisher. This is the base query, and additional bind variables are
included so that period and ledger name may be passed from the Oracle Enterprise
Performance Management Cloud as part of the extract process.

2.

Add the bind parameter values to pass along with the query when it is executed,
The integration to Oracle ERP Cloud will fail unless the selected extract on the Oracle
ERP Cloud side has one or more bind parameters passed from the EPM Cloud.
Here two bind parameters have been added to the query:
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Here is a sample of the output from the query for the ledger named "Vision
Services (USA)" and period "Jul-20":

Creating the Data Model for the BI Publisher Report Extract
In this step you create the data model for the Oracle Business Intelligence Publisher
report extract.
A data model is an object that contains a set of instructions for BI Publisher to retrieve
and structure data for a report. Data models reside as separate objects in the catalog.
At the very simplest, a data model can be one data set retrieved from a single data
source (for example, the data returned from the columns in the employees table). A
data model can also be complex, including parameters, triggers, and bursting
definitions as well as multiple data sets.
To build a data model:
1.

In Oracle ERP Cloud under Tool, navigate to Report and Analytics.
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2.

When BI Publisher opens, click Browse Catalog.

A new tab opens where you can create a new data model. This is required for all BI
Publisher extracts, and is the source for the BI Publisher report.
3.

Click Data Model.

4.

From the Data Model page, select SQL Query.
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5.

Specify the name of the query and then in Type of SQL drop-down, select
Standard SQL.

6.

In SQL Query, paste the SQL defined in the prior section and then click OK.
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7.

From the Add Parameter page, check the bind parameters to include and then click OK.
Bind parameters are detected automatically.

8.

From the Data Model page, then Properties, then Data Sets, select the query.
The query columns are displayed.
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9.

Select Properties to edit the group name as needed and then click OK.

10. From the Data Model page, click the Data tab to view sample data for the query

by entering sample values for the bind parameters.
Data may be viewed in both tree and table formats.
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11. Click Save as Sample Data.

Sample data is required to build the report layout and to preview the report defintion.
12. From the Data Model menu, navigate to Parameters, and then select Row Placement

Order.
The order is important and the same order should be defined in the report definition.
13. Confirm the row and click Save.
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14. You are prompted to select the location to which to save the data model.

15. View the data model and make any edits in the BI Catalog once it has been saved.
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After the data model has been saved, it can be used as the basis for the BI Publisher
extract.

Creating the BI Publisher Report Extract
In this step you create the Oracle Business Intelligence Publisher report extract used as the
data source for the integration with the Oracle Enterprise Performance Management Cloud.
To create the BI Publisher report extract:
1.

In BI Publisher, select New, then under Published Reporting, select Report menu
option to create a new report.
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2.

On the Create Report page, click Use Data Model to use an existing data model
and then from Create a report using an existing Data Model, select the data
model and then click Next.

3.

On the following page, leave the default values.
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4.

On the next page, uncheck the Show Grand Totals Row field at the bottom of the page.

5.

On the same page, drag and drop the columns from the Data Source in the left pane to
the layout area in the right page including all columns for the extract.
The displayed sample data is based on the sample data generated when you created the
data model.
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6.

Click Finish.

7.

Save the report to the desired location.
In this example, the report definition is saved to /Custom/EPMReport.xdo.
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8.

After the report is saved, run the report to confirm that the data is displayed correctly.
Then provide sample values for the bind parameters if needed.

9.

Confirm the row placement order, edit the report and confirm that the order is the same
as the data model.
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10. While editing the report, ensure that CSV is included as the default output format

for the report.

Note:
When running the extract in sychronous mode, you do not need to set
the default output format to CSV because the execution is called with
CSV as a parameter. However, when running in asynchronous mode, the
custom ESS job needs to have the default format set to CSV.
11. To select CSV as the default output format, click View as List.

12. From Output Formats, check Data (CSV).

Creating An Oracle Enterprise Scheduler (ESS) Job
You register the Oracle Business Intelligence Publisher report as an Oracle Enterprise
Scheduler (ESS) Job to run an integration in asynchronous mode. This mode enables
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you to schedule a job to be executed at specific intervals not subject to timeout restrictions.
To create an ESS job and run an extract in asynchronous mode:
1.

In BI Publisher, navigate to My Enterprise, and then select Setup and Maintenance.

2.

From the Subject Area drop-down, select Financials.

3.

Click Search.
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4.

Search for Manage Enterprise Scheduler and then select Manage Enterprise
Scheduler Job Definitions and Job Sets for Financial, Supply Chain
Management, and Related Applications.

5.

On the Manage Job Definitions page, click

6.

On the Manage Enterprise Scheduler Job Definitions and Job Sets for
Financial, Supply Chain Management, and Related Applications page,
complete the following fields:

to add a create a new ESS job.

a.

Display Name—Enter a user-defined name for the extract. This name is
displayed under Scheduled Processes.

b.

Name—Specify an alphanumeric name without spaces and special
characters.
This name is used for the ESS Job Name in Data Integration application
options.

c.

Path—Specify the path where to save the ESS job.
This path is created as a subfolder of /oracle/apps/ess/custom. For
example, If you specify epm, then the ESS Job path is /oracle/apps/ess/
custom/epm.
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The path entered here populates the ESS Job Path field inData Integration
application options.
d.

Job Application Name—Select FscmEss.

e.

Job Type—Select BIPJobType.
This is a mandatory parameter because Data Integration can only trigger ESS jobs of
the type – BIPJobType.

f.

Default Output Format—Select XML.
The XML output format parameter is ouptul in addition to the CSV format but does
not change the CSV format and is not streamed to the Oracle Enterprise
Performance Management Cloud.

g.

Report ID—Specify the report path of the custom report defined in the Creating the
BI Publisher Report Extract step.
For example, specify /Custom/MyReport.xdo

h.

Enable submission from Scheduled Processes—Check to enable.
This option enables you to invoke the job manually and to troubleshoot it in case of a
data mismatch.

7.

On the Data Model components pane, then Parameters , click Create Parameter page.

8.

Create parameters for each of the custom report parameters defined in BI Publisher in
the same order that they were created for the report.
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9.

On the Parameters page, reorder parameters using the up/down arrow if
necessary.

10. In the Oracle ERP Cloud, view or submit the BI Publisher job by selecting

Schedule New Process.
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Creating the Integration Definition Between EPM Cloud and the BI Publisher Report
Extract
After you built the Oracle Business Intelligence Publisher report and registered it as an ESS
job, you define the integration definition between Oracle Enterprise Performance
Management Cloud and the BI Publisher report extract.
To create the integration definition:
1.

In BI Publisher, run the BI Publisher report extract, and export it in CSV file format locally
to your file system if registering for the first time.
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You may want to rename the downloaded CSV output file as <Appname>.csv
where <Appname> is the name of the intended application for the data source
application in Data Integration, which represents the BI Publisher report.
2.

From the Data Integration home page, and then Actions, select Applications.

3.

On the Applications page, click

4.

From Category, select Data Source.

5.

From Type, select Oracle ERP Cloud (Custom).

6.

From File, specify the name of BI Publisher report extract CSV file or click
and navigate to the folder where you saved the BI Publisher report extract CSV
file, select it and then click OK.

7.

In Prefix, specify a prefix to make the application name unique.

(Add icon).

The prefix is concatenated with the file name to form a unique application name.
For example, if you want to name an application with the same name as an
existing one, you can assign your initials as the prefix.
8.

Click OK.

9.

Click Save.

When the application is registered, the sytem returns the message: "Application
registered successfully" and the application is available on the Application page as
shown below:
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Data Integration registers the application and returns all the columns in Dimension
Details.
10. On the Application page, click

next to data source application and then select

Application Details.
11. On the Application Details page, click the Options tab.
12. Complete the following fields and click Save.
a.

Connection Name—Specify the source system name.

b.

Execution Method—Specify the method for executing the job.
Valid options:
•

BIP Report—Executes the BI Publisher report in synchronous mode, which has
a timeout limit of about 5 minutes within the Oracle ERP Cloud instance. This
method is suitable for smaller data sets or for queries that execute quickly.

•

ESS Job—Executes the BI Publisher report in asynchronous mode, without
encountering execution time restrictions.

c.

Report Name—Enter the name of the report and the complete report path when the
execution method is BIP Report. For example, enter /Custom/MyReport.xdo. Leave
this field when the execution method is ESS Job.

d.

ESS Job Path—Enter the path to the folder that contains the ESS job definition. The
path begins with /oracle/apps/ess/custom/ for custom ESS jobs.

e.

ESS Job Name—Enter the ESS job name.

f.

Report Parameter List—Specify the report parameters of the custom query.
Make sure you specify a random string such as "ABC" in Report Parameter List that
will be passed to the bind parameter you created in the report definition. If you create
a report with a query that doesn’t have bind parameters passed from the EPM Cloud,
the process fails on the Oracle ERP Cloud side.
If you need to identify report parameters, complete the following:
i.

Navigate to Oracle ERP Cloud, and from the Overview page, select the report
and click Resubmit.
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A list of report parameters is generated.

ii.

Copy the report parameters shown in the Warnings window.

iii. Navigate to Data Integration and paste the report parameter list from the

Warnings window into the Report Parameter List field of your custom
query.
Make sure you specify a random string such as "ABC" in the "Report
Parameter List" that will be passed to the bind parameter you created in
the report definition. If you create a report with a query that doesn’t have
bind parameters passed from the EPM Cloud, the process will fail on the
EPM Cloud side.

13. Create a new integration and select the data source application as the source and

the target application. Then create the remaining steps to create the integration.
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a.

Set up the integration mapping between the Oracle ERP Cloud data source and the
target application by building an import format, location, and dimension mappings.
See Mapping Dimensions.

b.

Map members from the source to target.
See Mapping Members.

c.

Select any source and target options.
See Setting Data Integration Options.

d.

Run the integration.
See Running an Integration.

Drilling Down to a BI Publisher Report in the Oracle ERP Cloud
When integrating data from the Oracle Business Intelligence Publisher Reporting in the
Oracle ERP Cloud, you can drill down to the source associated with account balance data
loaded to the Oracle Enterprise Performance Management Cloud.

Drilling Down to an BI Publisher Report in the Oracle ERP Cloud Process
Description
The following is a high level description on how to an drill down to an Oracle Business
Intelligence Publisher report from the Oracle Enterprise Performance Management Cloud
1.

Define the BI Publisher report that you want to use as a drill target. This includes the
query (extract0, data model, and any required parameters.
For more information, see:

2.

•

Defining the Data Extract Process

•

Creating the Data Model for the BI Publisher Report Extract

Create a drill down BI Publisher report with the desired parameters based on the original
BI Publisher report.
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For example, you could include "Currency" and "Invoice".

The results show an Invoice Detail reported used for drill-through from the EPM
Cloud using the parameters for currency and invoice detail:

3.

In Data Integration, create the application that uses the BI Publisher report data
source.
For more information, see Registering Oracle ERP Cloud Applications.

4.

Create a new integration and select the data source application as the source and
the target application. Then complete the remaining steps to create the integration.

a.

Set up the integration mapping between the Oracle ERP Cloud data source
and the target application by building an import format, location, and
dimension mappings.
See Mapping Dimensions.

b.

On the Map Dimensions page, then Drill URL, enter the parameters for the
drill through report.
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These parameters are referenced from the Workbench making the drill through
dynamic.

c.

Map members from the source to target.
See Mapping Members.

d.

Select any source and target options.
See Setting Data Integration Options.

e.

Run the integration.
See Running an Integration.
After running the integration, the source data is shown in the Workbench.

5.

From the Home page, click Navigator, and then under Tasks and Reporting, select
Data (

6.

).

From the Data Entrypage, under Library, open a form containing loaded source data.
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7.

Select a cell that contains drill-down data.

The icon
drill-through data.
8.

in the right top corner of a cell indicates that it has

Right click the cell that contains drill-down data and select Drill Through.

By selecting Drill Through, you can drill from a data form in the EPM Cloud to the
BI Publisher report in the Oracle ERP Cloud.
9.

On the Data Load page, click the Drill Through to source link.

10. On the Amount Details page, right click the amount and then select Drill

Through to source.
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11. On the Details page, review the results of the drill through.

Optionally, you can scroll down to the bottom of the Details page to review the detail that
comprise the balance in the EPM Cloud.
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Security Role Requirements for Oracle ERP Cloud Integrations
Oracle General Ledger Security role requirements for Oracle ERP Cloud integrations
with the Oracle Enterprise Performance Management Cloud include:
•

Integration User Privileges

•

Integration User Predefined Roles

•

Integration User Custom Roles

•

Whitelisting

Integration User Privileges
The required "Integration User" privileges in the Oracle ERP Cloud used for the Oracle
General Ledger and Oracle Enterprise Performance Management Cloud integration
are:
Privilege

Description

GL_RUN_TRIAL_BALANCE_REPORT_PRIV

Import data from the Oracle General
Ledger to the EPM Cloud.

GL_ENTER_BUDGET_AMOUNTS_FOR_FINANCIAL_REPORTING_PRIV
Write-back data from EPM Cloud to the
Oracle General Ledger.
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Privilege

Description

FUN_FSCM_REST_SERVICE_ACCESS_INTEGRATION_PRIV
Execute REST API used to perform the
integration

Integration User Predefined Roles
When importing data, you can assign one of the following pre-defined roles to the integration
user:
•

General Accountant

•

Journal Management

•

Period Close Management

When importing and writing back data, you can assign the "General Accountant" pre-defined
roles to the integration user.

Integration User Custom Roles
You can use a Custom Role to the integration use and then assign the following privileges:
When importing data, you can assign one of the following custom roles to the integration user
Privilege

Description

GL_RUN_TRIAL_BALANCE_REPORT_PRIV

Import data from the Oracle General Ledger to
the Oracle Enterprise Performance
Management Cloud.

FUN_FSCM_REST_SERVICE_ACCESS_INTEGRATION_PRIV
Execute REST API used to perform the
integration

When importing data, you can assign one of the following custom roles to the integration user
Privilege

Description

GL_RUN_TRIAL_BALANCE_REPORT_PRIV

Import data from the Oracle General Ledger to
the EPM Cloud.

GL_ENTER_BUDGET_AMOUNTS_FOR_FINANCIAL_REPORTING_PRIV
Write-back data from EPM Cloud to the Oracle
General Ledger.
FUN_FSCM_REST_SERVICE_ACCESS_INTEGRATION_PRIV
Execute REST API used to perform the
integration

Whitelisting
If you have enabled IP Whitelisting in the Oracle ERP Cloud, then add the Oracle EPM Cloud
IP addresses to the list.
Refer to IP Whitelist for Web Service Calls Initiated by Oracle Cloud Applications (Doc ID
1903739.1) for details.
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Integrating Oracle NetSuite
Data Integration is available as the integration mechanism for Oracle Enterprise
Performance Management Cloud customers looking to load data from the NSPB Sync
SuiteApp. Data Integration customers have direct access to the unified suite of cloudbased ERP, CRM, and commerce applications from Oracle NetSuite.
The integration uses the NSPB Sync SuiteApp Saved Search framework to query data
from the NSPB Sync SuiteApp system.

Supported NSPB Sync SuiteApp Saved Searches
The following saved searches are included in the NSPB Sync SuiteApp Saved
Searches:

주:
After specifying an Oracle NetSuite source system and connection
information in Data Integration, you must initialize the source system to
create a Target Application definition for each NSPB Sync SuiteApp Saved
Search. Metadata saved searches includes "Metadata" in the saved search
name, and Data saved searches includes "Data" in the saved search name.

Saved Search Name

ID

Type

PBCS All Posting
Transactions Last Period

Summary

PBCS All Posting
Transactions Last Period

Detail

PBCS All Posting
Transactions Last Period—
Trial Balance

Trial Balance

PBCS - Transaction
Summary

customsearch_nspbcs_all_transactions_sum
Transaction

PBCS - Transaction Detail

customsearch_nspbcs_all_transactions_det
Transaction

PBCS - Trial Balance

customsearch_nspbcs_trial_balance
Transaction

PBCS sync (Data) Income
Statement Transactions
[.csv]

customsearch_pbcs_sync_is_csv
Transaction

PBCS sync (Data) Balance
Sheet Transactions [.csv]

customsearch_pbcs_sync_bs_csv
Transaction

PBCS sync (Data) Beg
Balance [.csv]

customsearch_pbcs_sync_begbal_csv
Transaction

PBCS sync (Data) Income
Statement Transactions

customsearch_nspbcs_sync_isTransaction

PBCS sync (Data) Balance
Sheet Transactions

customsearch_nspbcs_sync_bsTransaction

PBCS sync (Data) Beg
Balance

customsearch_nspbcs_sync_begbal
Transaction
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Saved Search Name

ID

Type

PBCS sync (Data)
Consolidated Exchange
Rates

customsearch_nspbcs_sync_fxConsolidated Exchange
Rates

PBCS sync (Metadata)
customsearch_nspbcs_sync_acct_inc_stmt
Account
Income Statement Accounts
PBCS sync (Metadata)
Balance Sheet Accounts

customsearch_nspbcs_sync_acct_bs
Account

PBCS sync (Metadata) Class

customsearch_nspbcs_sync_class
Class

PBCS sync (Metadata)
Customer

customsearch_nspbcs_sync_cust
Customer

PBCS sync (Metadata)
Department

customsearch_nspbcs_sync_dept
Department

PBCS sync (Metadata) Item

customsearch_nspbcs_sync_item
Item

PBCS sync (Metadata)
Location

customsearch_nspbcs_sync_loc
Location

PBCS sync (Metadata)
Project

customsearch_nspbcs_sync_prj
Project

PBCS sync (Metadata)
Customer Project

customsearch_nspbcs_sync_cprj
Project

PBCS sync (Metadata)
Subsidiary

customsearch_nspbcs_sync_sub
Subsidiary

PBCS sync (Metadata)
Vendor

customsearch_nspbcs_sync_vend
Vendor

Process Description for Integrating Oracle NetSuite
When Oracle NetSuite is used as a data source in the Oracle Enterprise Performance
Management Cloud, Data Integration uses the NSPB Sync SuiteApp Saved Search
framework to query data from Oracle NetSuite.
A NSPB Sync SuiteApp Saved Search is a reusable search definition based on criteria and
filters. For example, an NSPB Sync SuiteApp Saved Search might include all posting
transactions to the General Ledger since the last period. Any kind of record in the NSPB
Sync SuiteApp Saved Search can be included in or considered as the basis of a NSPB Sync
SuiteApp Saved Search. A search can either be pre-packaged or user-defined. All balances
are generated using transaction details that have been summarized.
When you create a new NSPB Sync SuiteApp Saved Search in Oracle NetSuite, you must
include the prefix customsearch_nspbcs in the saved search id.

주:
Data generated from the NSPB Sync SuiteApp Saved Search is used for importing
data only and not for write-back.
At a high level, these are the steps for loading data from an Oracle NetSuite data source:
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1.

An administrator installs NSPB Sync SuiteApp Saved Searches, which is a shared
bundle. Before you can install the bundle, it must be shared with your account.

2.

Perform the following tasks. (See the topics in Oracle NetSuite Planning and
Budgeting Cloud Service Sync guide for information on performing these tasks.
Access to the guide requires a NetSuite login.)

3.

•

You are required to have an Oracle NetSuite login to access NSPB Sync
SuiteApp.

•

Enable the required features in your Oracle NetSuite account. See "Required
Features for Installing the NSPB Sync SuiteApp."

•

Install the SuiteApp. See "Installing the NSPB Sync SuiteApp."

•

Set the file encryption password. See "Setting Up a Password for File
Encryption."

•

Create user records for EPM Cloud users. These user records must have an
EPM Cloud Integration role. See "Creating a EPM Cloud User Record."

•

Set up token-based authentication for EPM Cloud users. See "Setting Up
Token-Based Authentication."

•

Set up single sign-on (SSO). NSPB Sync SuiteApp Saved Searches supports
single sign-on (SSO) through any SSO service that offers SAML 2.0. With an
SSO account, users can navigate between NetSuite and EPM Cloud without
entering their credentials each time. This enables users to navigate to the
Create user records for EPM Cloud users. See "Setting Up Menu Navigation
to Planning."

In Data Integration, configure a source connection to Oracle NetSuite.
This step includes specifying the connection details.
For more information, see Configuring a Source Connection to Oracle NetSuite.

4.

Run the Import Application step to import the definition of all saved search owned
by the user.
When you complete this step the source system, Data Integration imports all
saved search definitions owned by the user. If you don't want to import all saved
search definitions, you can go to target application and select individual saved
search definitions one by one. If you have initialized the source system the first
time, add incremental saved search definitions also in the target application.
For more information, see Creating an Oracle NetSuite Data Source.
For information on reinitializing an Oracle NetSuite application, see Updating An
Oracle NetSuite Application.

5.

Optional: Map columns in the saved search to dimensions.

6.

Define the EPM Cloud application as the target application.
For more information, see Registering EPM Cloud Applications.

7.

Define the import format to map columns from the saved search to dimensions in
the target EPM Cloud application dimensions.
For more information, see Mapping Dimensions.

8.

Define a drill URL specifying the Oracle NetSuite.
For more information, see Drilling Through to Oracle NetSuite.
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9.

Once the initialization process is complete, you can pick a NSPB Sync SuiteApp Saved
Search when adding a target application. When you select Oracle NetSuite as a data
source, then you are presented with a list of the saved searches from the selected Oracle
NetSuite source.
You can also provide source filter criteria on the application filters tab. These source
filters are the same as Oracle NetSuite "Criteria", which filter the data from the NSPB
Sync SuiteApp Saved Searches.

10. Define source mapping entries in the calendar mapping section to map the Oracle

NetSuite periods to the EPM Cloud periods.
11. Create an integration and specify the NSPB Sync SuiteApp data source as the source

application and your EPM Cloud application as the target application.
For more information, see Creating Direct Integrations.
12. Define any period mapping. Available options are explicit or default period mappings:

For more information on periods mappings available for an Oracle NetSuite integration,
see Managing Periods in Oracle NetSuite.
13. Map members mappings between the NSPB Sync SuiteApp data source and the EPM

Cloud target application.
14. Apply any Oracle NetSuite filters and options.

For more information, see Applying Oracle NetSuite Application Filters.
15. Run the integration between NSPB Sync SuiteApp data source and the EPM Cloud

target application.
This pulls the data from the Oracle NetSuite instance into Data Integration, maps the data
and then shows the results in the workbench. If the mapping succeeds without errors, the
data is loaded to the target application.
For more information, see Running an Integration.

Configuring a Source Connection to Oracle NetSuite
To begin integrating from NSPB Sync SuiteApp Saved Searches with the Oracle Enterprise
Performance Management Cloud, you first create and register the source system with the
type "Netsuite."
After the source system and connection information are specified, initialize the source system
to create a Target Application record for each NSPB Sync SuiteApp Saved Search.

주:
The NSPB Sync SuiteApp Saved Search policy for accessing integrations has
changed. It now requires token based authorization instead of basic authentication
in order to set up the connection to NSPB Sync SuiteApp Saved Searches from the
EPM Cloud. Basic authorization credentials will be made read only in Release
21.06.
For information on configuring a source connection to Oracle NetSuite, see Configuring a
Source Connection to Oracle NetSuite.
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Creating an Oracle NetSuite Data Source
Target applications enable Data Management to store the structure of the source and
target applications that can be integrated. In this way, you can map the source and
target applications and specify import criteria.
Oracle NetSuite Saved Searches results are registered with an application type of
"data source." During the initialization, the system creates the data source
automatically based on the available Saved Searches results under the user name
registered in the Oracle NetSuite source system. In the target application option, you
can create additional Saved Searches in Oracle NetSuite, and then register the
custom saved searches on the Application page.

주:
You can click Refresh on the Application page to refresh any saved
searches that have been created in Oracle NetSuite after you have initialized
the source system in Data Integration.

주:
When you create an Oracle NetSuite data source, dimension details are
populated automatically and mapped directly to the target dimension class
"Generic." As a rule when loading data from an Oracle NetSuite data source,
do not change, add, or delete any dimension details.
For information on creating an Oracle NetSuite data source, see Registering Oracle
NetSuite Applications.

Mapping Columns in the Saved Search to Dimensions
You can manage the dimensions associated with the Oracle NetSuite application. A
dimension is a structure that categorizes data in order to enable users to answer
business questions. Each dimension usually contains a hierarchy of related members
grouped within it. Commonly used dimensions are customers, products, and time.
To map columns in the Saved Search:
1.

to the right of the Oracle NetSuite
From the Application page, click
application, and then select Application Details.

2.

Select the Dimensions tab.

3.

From Dimension Name, select the dimension name of the column to which to
classify the dimension.

4.

Based on the column type, from the corresponding Dimension Classification
drop-down, select the classification of the column.

5.

Click Save.
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Adding a Target Dimension for Oracle NetSuite Data Sources
A NSPB Sync SuiteApp Saved Search is stored as a data source, and import formats
enables you to set up the integration mapping between the data source and the dimensions
of your target application in Oracle Enterprise Performance Management Cloud.
The files generated by the data source application can be in any of the supported format like
single column numeric, and multi-column data.
When you select an Oracle NetSuite data source, Data Integration populates the source and
target columns automatically.
You map NSPB Sync SuiteApp Saved Searches Saved Search data source columns or fields
in the import file to dimensions in the EPM Cloud application.
To add a target dimension:
1.

From the Data Integration home page, click
select Map Dimensions.

2.

On the Map Dimensions page, from Import Format, select the name of the import
format to use for the integration.

3.

In File Type, select the format of the file to import:

to the right of the integration, and then

Available file formats:
•

Delimited - Numeric Data

•

Multi Column - Numeric Data

•

Delimited Data - All Data Type

•

Multi Column - All Data Type

4.

In Drill Through URL, enter the search type criteria used for the drill-through.

5.

In the Mapping Dimension section, map the source columns to the target dimensions by
selecting the source column and then selecting target dimension from the target
dimension drop-down.

6.

To map additional dimentions, in the Mapping section, click
Dimension Row drop-down, select the dimension row to add.

7.

Optional: In Expression, add any import expressions.

, then from the Add

Data Integrationprovides a set of powerful import expressions that enable it to read and
parse virtually any file into the Data Integration database. You enter advanced
expressions in the Expression column of the field. Import expressions operate on the
value that is read from the import file.
8.

Click Save.

Defining Oracle NetSuite Application Options
You can define specific Oracle NetSuite application property options.
To specify application properties:
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1.

From the Application page, click
to the right of the Oracle NetSuite
application, and then select Application Details.

2.

From Property Name, select the value to add or change in the Property Value
drop-down.
Available properties:
•

Postingperiod—Select the posting period from which to load data.

Note:
If you need to load data by a specific period, for example, by a
specific month, use an NSPB Sync SuiteApp posting period filter that
contains a period ID. The period ID is created in the posting period
filter and returned by the NSPB Sync SuiteApp Saved Search used
for filtering data.
Oracle NetSuite provides several types of date filters: a named time
period, for example, last fiscal year, a custom date range defined by
a specific start date and end date, and a relative date range defined
by a beginning number of days, weeks, months, quarters, or years
ago, or from now, to an ending number of same. See the NetSuite
"Search Guide" for more information on setting up filters.

3.

•

Mainline—Select True to load the Primary Information field group in a
transaction, as opposed to line item data entered on the transaction’s tabs.
Otherwise, select False.

•

Posting

Click Save.

Applying Oracle NetSuite Application Filters
Search criteria defined in the NSPB Sync SuiteApp Saved Searches are registered
automatically as application filters. You can edit the filters if needed. For example, you
can assign default values or hide the filters from end users by setting the property
level.
You can apply filter conditions to the Oracle NetSuite Saved Search results so that
only those records that meet selected conditions are returned to Data Integration. You
can specify a single filter condition or multiple filters conditions, and additionally
specify the exact values that you want returned.
To apply an Oracle NetSuite filter condition:
1.

From the Data Integration home page, click
NetSuite integration, and then select Options.

2.

Click the Filter tab.

3.

Select the name of the filter condition.

4.

From the Condition drop-down, select the applicable condition.

to the right of the Oracle
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The applicable conditions by filter are derived from the NSPB Sync SuiteApp Saved
Search.
5.

From the Value drop-down, select the value to which to apply the filter.

6.

Click Save.

Adding Additional Filters to the Drill URL in the Import Format
When performing a drill through from Oracle Enterprise Performance Management Cloud to
Data Management, and then to the NSPB Sync SuiteApp Saved Search, sometimes too
many records are returned. As a guideline, when you add the amounts in all the records in
the drill through, they should total to the number in the data cell you were on when you
initiated the drill through in EPM Cloud. To resolve this issue, add additional filters to the drill
through URL in the Import Format.
To add additional filters:
1.

From the Data Integration home page, click
select Map Dimensions.

to the right of the integration, and then

2.

On the Map Dimensions page, from Import Format, select the name of the import
format to use for the integration.
You can also add a user defined import format name.

3.

In the Mapping section, select the source dimension column to use as a filter and map it
to a target Attribute column
For example you could map a Subsidiary ID source column to the Attribute 4 row.

4.

In Drill Through URL, click
through for the additional filter.

and enter the search type criteria used for the drill-

For example, if you want to add a Subsidiary ID as an additional filter, enter
&Transaction_SUBSIDIARY=$ATTR4$ to the list of parameters.
In this case, you would specify the entire drill through URL definition as:

Searchtype=Transaction&searchid=customsearch_nspbcs_trial_balance&Transaction_ACCOUNT=$AT
5.

Click Save.

Managing Periods in Oracle NetSuite
When loading periods from Oracle NetSuite, you have two options:
•

Default Period Mappings—Use this option to load a single period from the POV from the
data load rule. In this case, you do not map the period column in the import format or
define a source period mapping in period mappings. You can set a source filter in the
data rule such as the Current Period or Last period. For example, if you want to load the
Feb 2018 period, you set it as the last period. When you run the data rule, periods are not
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checked and all the data you extract from Oracle NetSuite is imported into the
selected POV.
•

Explicit Period Mappings—Explicit period mappings enable the loading of General
Ledger data when Oracle NetSuite and Planning periods match. Use this option to
load multiple periods, or when you do not want users to select the period from the
POV.
To use explicit period mappings, you map the period column in the import format
and define source period mappings. The General Ledger period column must
match exactly the Oracle NetSuite period. Next in the data rule, you select the
calendar from the period mapping. When you run the data rule, you specify the
start – end periods that you want to load. You can set a filter condition in the data
rule to extract specific period data, for example, the Fiscal Year Current to Fiscal
Quarter Current period.Data Integration matches the period column from the
search result with the period in the period mapping and loads the data to the
appropriate period.

Adding a Target Dimension for Oracle NetSuite Data Sources
A NSPB Sync SuiteApp Saved Search is stored as a data source, and import formats
enables you to set up the integration mapping between the data source and the
dimensions of your target application in Oracle Enterprise Performance Management
Cloud.
The files generated by the data source application can be in any of the supported
format like single column numeric, and multi-column data.
When you select an Oracle NetSuite data source, Data Integration populates the
source and target columns automatically.
You map NSPB Sync SuiteApp Saved Searches Saved Search data source columns
or fields in the import file to dimensions in the EPM Cloud application.
To add an import format to an Oracle NetSuite source:
to the right of the integration,

1.

From the Data Integration home page, click
and then select Map Dimensions.

2.

On the Map Dimensions page, from Import Format, select the name of the
import format to use for the integration.

3.

In File Type, select the format of the file to import:
Available file formats:
•

Delimited - Numeric Data

•

Multi Column - Numeric Data

•

Delimited Data - All Data Type

•

Multi Column - All Data Type

4.

In Drill Through URL, enter the search type criteria used for the drill-through.

5.

In the Mapping Dimension section, map the source columns to the target
dimensions by selecting the source column and then selecting target dimension
from the target dimension drop-down.
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6.

To map additional dimentions, in the Mapping section, click
Dimension Row drop-down, select the dimension row to add.

7.

Optional: In Expression, add any import expressions.

, then from the Add

Data Management provides a set of powerful import expressions that enable it to read
and parse virtually any file into the Data Management database. You enter advanced
expressions in the Expression column of the field. Import expressions operate on the
value that is read from the import file.
For more information, see .
8.

Click Save.

Adding Additional Filters to the Drill URL in the Import Format
When performing a drill through from Oracle Enterprise Performance Management Cloud to
Data Management, and then to the NSPB Sync SuiteApp Saved Search, sometimes too
many records are returned. As a guideline, when you add the amounts in all the records in
the drill through, they should total to the number in the data cell you were on when you
initiated the drill through in EPM Cloud. To resolve this issue, add additional filters to the drill
through URL in the Import Format.
To add additional filters:
to the right of the integration, and then

1.

From the Data Integration home page, click
select Map Dimensions.

2.

On the Map Dimensions page, from Import Format, select the name of the import
format to use for the integration.
You can also add a user defined import format name.

3.

In the Mapping section, select the source dimension column to use as a filter and map it
to a target Attribute column
For example you could map a Subsidiary ID source column to the Attribute 4 row.

4.

In Drill Through URL, click
through for the additional filter.

and enter the search type criteria used for the drill-

For example, if you want to add a Subsidiary ID as an additional filter, enter
&Transaction_SUBSIDIARY=$ATTR4$ to the list of parameters.
In this case, you would specify the entire drill through URL definition as:

Searchtype=Transaction&searchid=customsearch_nspbcs_trial_balance&Transaction_ACCOUNT=$AT
5.

Click Save.
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Drilling Through to Oracle NetSuite
Data Integration enables you to drill through to Oracle NetSuite using an externally
available URL that you specify within Data Integration .
When drilling back to the Oracle NetSuite, the drill URL is constructed by passing the
stored values from Data Integration as parameters in the drill URL.
The drill through URL to Oracle NetSuite must be configured manually.

Defining Drill Through Parameters to Oracle NetSuite
The parameters required to drill back to Oracle NetSuite are described below.
The server URL for drilling to Oracle NetSuite takes the drill URL address format of:
https://<NetSuite Domain>/app/common/search/searchresults.nl?.
On the detail side (where you specify the search type components), the drill URL to
Oracle NetSuite requires the following parameters:
•

"search type"

•

"search ID"

•

Optionally, you can specify additional parameters to filter the drill based on the
Account and Period.

Search Type
The drill through parameter list includes the search type of "Transaction." It is specified
in the drill through URL as:

Searchtype=Transaction&searchid=customsearch_nspbcs_trial_balance&Transaction_ACCOUNT=$ATTR1
The Transaction search types include:
•

Transaction_POSTINGPERIOD

•

Transaction_DEPARTMENT

•

Transaction_SUBSIDIARY

•

Transaction_CLASS

•

Transaction_LOCATION

•

Transaction_INTERNALID

•

Transaction_POSTING=T

Search ID
The drill through list also includes "Search ID." Specify the parameter by using Search
StringID.
You can find the value from the Search Definition in Oracle NetSuite.
https://<NetSuite Domain>/app/common/search/searchresults.nl?
searchtype=Transaction&searchid=customsearch_nspbcs_all_transactions_det.
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Additional Parameters
You can specify additional parameters to filter the drill based on account and period. Below
are some commonly used parameters:
표 12-1

Additional Filter Parameters

Label

Parameter

Value

Example

Account

Transaction_ACCOUNT Account internal ID

&Transaction_ACCOUNT=54

Main Line

Transaction_MAINLINE T or F

&Transaction_MAINLINE=T

Period

Transaction_POSTINGPERIOD
Period ID or key of the &Transaction_POSTINGPERIOD=21
predefined period
or

&Transaction_POSTINGPERIOD=LP
Posting

Transaction_POSTING

T or F

Subsidiary

Transaction_SUBSIDIARY
Subsidiary internal ID &Transaction_SUBSIDIARY=1

&Transaction_POSTING=T

Saved Search Requirements in the Drill Through
To use the context sensitive drill through, the Saved Searches must include an Internal ID for
the account and period fields in the search Output. You can add these fields if they are
missing in the Results section of your Saved Search in Oracle NetSuite as shown below:

For more information about Internal IDs, see the NetSuite Help Center.

Adding the Drill Through URL
To add a drill through URL:
to the right of the integration, and then

1.

From the Data Integration home page, click
select Map Dimensions.

2.

On the Map Dimensions page, from Import Format, select the name of the import
format to use for the integration.
You can also add a user defined import format name.

3.

From the Import Format Summary section, select the import format.
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4.

In the Import format Detail section, map the Internal ID for Account, Period, and
Transaction Type to the Attribute columns as shown below.
In this example, the drill URL format for the Saved Search is:
searchtype=Transaction&searchid=<NAME OF SAVED
SEARCH>&Transaction_TYPE&detailname=$<ATTR COLUMN
FOR TRANSACTION
TYPE>$&Transaction_ACCOUNT=$<ATTR COLUMN FOR
ACCOUNT
ID>$&Transaction_POSTINGPERIOD=$=$<ATTR COLUMN
FOR PERIOD
ID>$&Transaction_POSTING=T&Transaction_MAINLINE=F&

5.

In the Import Format Detail section, in the Drill URL, click

.

6.

In the Drill URL edit window, specify the attributes of the drill through.

You specify the drill URL as:
searchtype=Transaction&searchid=customsearch_nspbcs_all_transactions_sum&Transaction_TYPE
7.

Click Save.

Adding Additional Filters to the Drill URL in the Import Format
When performing a drill through from Oracle Enterprise Performance Management
Cloud to Data Management, and then to the NSPB Sync SuiteApp Saved Search,
sometimes too many records are returned. As a guideline, when you add the amounts
in all the records in the drill through, they should total to the number in the data cell
you were on when you initiated the drill through in EPM Cloud. To resolve this issue,
add additional filters to the drill through URL in the Import Format.
To add additional filters:
to the right of the integration,

1.

From the Data Integration home page, click
and then select Map Dimensions.

2.

On the Map Dimensions page, from Import Format, select the name of the
import format to use for the integration.
You can also add a user defined import format name.

3.

In the Mapping section, select the source dimension column to use as a filter and
map it to a target Attribute column
For example you could map a Subsidiary ID source column to the Attribute 4 row.
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4.

In Drill Through URL, click
through for the additional filter.

and enter the search type criteria used for the drill-

For example, if you want to add a Subsidiary ID as an additional filter, enter
&Transaction_SUBSIDIARY=$ATTR4$ to the list of parameters.
In this case, you would specify the entire drill through URL definition as:

Searchtype=Transaction&searchid=customsearch_nspbcs_trial_balance&Transaction_ACCOUNT=$AT
5.

Click Save.
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EPM Integration Agent
You can extract data and metadata from your on-premises data source and then load the
data directly to the Oracle Enterprise Performance Management Cloud using the EPM
Integration Agent. The EPM Integration Agent executes a query against an on-premises
relational database and then loads the data or metadata to the EPM Cloud. The EPM
Integration Agent is defined as a data source for an integration. The EPM Integration Agent
may also be extended by way of scripting to access other data sources including third-party
REST APIs, non-relational sources, or any system or systems that can be accessed using a
Jython, Groovy, or Java program.
The EPM Integration Agent can be deployed in two modes: synchronous and asynchronous.
The mode determines how communication is opened between your on-premises data and the
EPM Cloud. When an integration is executed in synchronous mode, the EPM Cloud initiates
a direct call from the EPM Cloud to the appropriate agent based on the cluster assignment.
When an integration is executed in asynchronous mode, the EPM Cloud queues for the
integration job to execute. The agent polls at intervals and executes the jobs queued.
You can allocate the integration jobs to different clusters by defining cluster assignments. A
cluster enables you to manage the distribution of integration jobs. When an integration job is
initiated, the systems checks where a job has been assigned, determines the cluster, and
assigns the job to that cluster. The order of precedence for executing a job is determined by
the cluster.
To watch a video on integrating your source data using the EPM Integration Agent, see:
Leveraging Source System Data With the EPM Integration Agent.
This chapter is divided into two sections. The Installing and Configuring the EPM Integration
Agent section describes the steps required to configure and deploy the EPM Integration
Agent in your enterprise. The EPM Cloud to On-premises Connectivity Using the EPM
Integration Agent section describes how to connect to and pull data from your on-premises
data sources using the EPM Integration Agent paired with an on-premises data adapter. It
also explains how to distribute integration jobs using clusters and assignments in
synchronous and asynchronous modes.

Installing and Configuring the EPM Integration Agent
This section describes the setup and configuration tasks that you need to complete to deploy
the EPM Integration Agent in the Oracle Enterprise Performance Management Cloud.
Quick Reference:
•

Configuring and Starting the EPM Integration Agent Process Description

•

Downloading the EPMAgent ZIP

•

Creating Application Folders

•

Encrypting the EPM Cloud User Password

•

Configuring the EPM Integration Agent Startup Parameters

•

Running the EPM Integration Agent as a Windows Service
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•

Starting the EPM Integration Agent

•

Writing Back With the EPM Integration Agent

•

Configuring Synchronous Mode

•

EPM Cloud to On-premises Connectivity Using the EPM Integration Agent

Configuring and Starting the EPM Integration Agent Process
Description
The steps below are a high-level description on configuring the EPM Integration Agent.
It includes configuration steps and then steps for starting the EPM Integration Agent.
1.

Set up the JAVA_HOME environment variable.
For more information, see Setting JAVA_HOME.

2.

From the Data Integration home page, download the EPMAgent ZIP file.
For more information, see: Downloading the EPMAgent ZIP.

3.

Extract EPMAgent.zip.

4.

Create the cluster that will be used to direct how jobs are extracted when placed in
a queue for execution.
For more information, see Understanding Agent Clusters and Adding a Cluster.
The default cluster name is EPMCLUSTER.

5.

Import certificates to the EPM_AGENT_HOME/cert directory.
See Configuring the Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) Certificate.
The connections between the EPM Integration Agent and the Oracle Enterprise
Performance Management Cloud use the public key certificate, which is used by
the EPM Cloud environment. Users can download this certificate from the web
browser after successfully logging into the EPM Cloud environment. The
downloaded certificate (CER file) must be copied to the AGENT_HOME/cert directory
provided to the EPM Integration Agent.

6.

By default, the EPM Integration Agent includes the JDBC drivers for Oracle.
If you require the Microsoft JDBC driver for SQL Server, see Configuring the
Microsoft JDBC Driver for SQL Server in the EPM Integration Agent.
If you require JDBC drivers for other sources, then download and install the
drivers.

7.

Create the Application folders.
For more information, see Creating Application Folders.

8.

Use the EPM Agent Utility to encrypt the EPM Cloud user password.
Copy and save the encrypted password. (You add it as a parameter in the next
step.)
For more information, see Encrypting the EPM Cloud User Password.

9.

Configure the EPM Integration Agent startup parameters.
For more information, see Configuring the EPM Integration Agent Startup
Parameters.
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10. Run the EPM Integration Agent as a Windows service.

For more information, see Running the EPM Integration Agent as a Windows Service.
If you are not using a Windows service to start the agent, then instead use the bat file
described in the next step.
11. Start the EPM Integration Agent.

For more information, see Starting the EPM Integration Agent.
12. Configure synchronous mode.

For more information, see Configuring Synchronous Mode.
13. Select the integration flow.

The integration flow can either be in synchronous mode or asynchronous mode. The
mode defines how the agent interacts with the EPM Cloud: either by direct calls from the
EPM Cloud to the EPM Integration Agent, or polling by the EPM Integration Agent to
determine when an EPM Cloud request for data has been submitted.

Setting JAVA_HOME
The JAVA_HOME environment variable points to the directory where the Java runtime
environment (JRE) is installed on your computer.
The following tasks provide the information you need to set JAVA_HOME on Windows or UNIX
systems.
To set JAVA_HOME on a Windows system:
1.

Right click My Computer and select Properties.

2.

On the Advanced tab, select Environment Variables, and then edit JAVA_HOME to point
to the location of the of the Java Runtime Environment (JRE).
For example, you might specify: C:\Program Files\Java\jdk1.8\jre
JRE is part of the Java Development Kit (JDK) but can be downloaded separately.

To set JAVA_HOME on a UNIX system:
For Korn and bash shells, specify:
export JAVA_HOME=jdk-install-dir
export PATH=$JAVA_HOME/bin:$PATH
For a Bourne shell, specify:
JAVA_HOME=jdk-install-dir
export JAVA_HOME
PATH=$JAVA_HOME/bin:$PATH
export PATH
For a C shell, specify:
setenv JAVA_HOME jdk-install-dir
export JAVA_HOME
PATH=$JAVA_HOME/bin:$PATH
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export PATH
setenv PATH $JAVA_HOME/bin:$PATH
export PATH=$JAVA_HOME/bin:$PATH

Downloading the EPMAgent ZIP
To download the EMPAgent ZIP file:
).

1.

From the Home page, click Application (

2.

Click Data Exchange (

3.

Optionally, you can launch Data Integration by clicking Navigator (
from Application, selecting Data Exchange (
).

4.

From the Data Integration home page, click Actions, and then select Download
Agent.

5.

From the File Manager page, extract the EPMAgent ZIP to your destination
folder.

), and then select the Data Integration tab.
), and then

The destination folder is AGENT_HOME .

Creating Application Folders
After downloading and extracting the EPMAgent.zip to your Agent Home directory, use
the createAppFolder.bat to create the Application folder structure to store data, logs,
and configuration files. The configuration file contains all initialization parameters.
The following image shows the Application folder that contains folders named: config,
data, logs, and scripts.

To create the Application folder structure:
1.

At a command prompt, change the working directory by typing: cd AGENT
HOME/bin directory.
AGENT HOME is the directory where you extracted the EPMAgent.zip.

2.

At the command prompt, type: createAppFolder.bat C:\EPMAgentData.
When the createAppFolder.bat has finished running, the following message
displays: "Create application folders script completed."
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When you run the createappfolder.bat, the script creates an INI file that contains the
populated EPM_AGENT_HOME and EPM_APP_DATA_HOME parameters.

Configuring the Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) Certificate
Use these steps to configure the Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) certificate for use with Oracle
Enterprise Performance Management Cloud. The SSL is the standard security technology for
creating an encrypted link between a web server and a browser. The link ensures that all data
passed between the web server and browser is private and integral.

주:
Certificates are valid for a specified time period only. When the certificate expires,
update the certificate.

To configure the SSL certificate:
1.

Log into the EPM Cloud instance.

주:
The certificate must be downloaded after the user has logged into the EPM
Cloud environment.

The following example shows download information in a Mozilla Firefox browser.
2.

Click the padlock icon.

3.

From the Site Information page, click Connection.
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4.

From the Site Security page, click More Information.

5.

From Page Info, click View Certificate.

6.

From Certificate Viewer, click the Details tab.

7.

Select the domain in the hierarchy and click Export.
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8.

From the Save Certificate to File page, export the certificate file to the AGENT_HOME\cert
directory.
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주:
The certificate is required to enable an encrypted connection between
the EPM Cloud and the EPM Integration Agent. If you want to disconnect
the EPM Integration Agent from a selected EPM Cloud environment,
simply delete the certificate from the AGENT_HOME\cert directory. This
blocks the EPM Integration Agent from making any further HTTPS calls
to the EPM Cloud environment associated with that certificate.

Configuring the Microsoft JDBC Driver for SQL Server in the EPM
Integration Agent
If you plan to use the Microsoft Java Database Connectivity (JDBC) driver to connect
to the SQL Server in the EPM Integration Agent, this section describes how to
download and configure the driver.
To configure the Microsoft JDBC Driver for SQL Server:
1.

Download the SQL server jar from the following website and unzip it: Download
Microsoft JDBC Driver for SQL Server
The driver must be a JRE8 compatible driver.

2.

Copy the jar file mssql-jdbc-6.4.0.jre8.jar to the EPM_AGENT_HOME/lib
directory.
For example, copy the jar file to the C:\EPMAgent\lib directory.
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3.

Specify the location of the mssql-jdbc-6.4.0.jre8.jar in the EPM Integration Agent by
setting the CUSTOM_CLASS_PATH parameter in the agentparams.ini file.
For example, specify: CUSTOM_CLASS_PATH=C:\EPMAgent\lib\mssqljdbc-6.4.0.jre8.jar
For more information about setting parameters in the agentparams.ini file, see
Configuring the EPM Integration Agent Startup Parameters.

4.

Specify the JDBC_URL in the Data Source application filter.
THE JDBC_URL must be in the format:
jdbc:sqlserver://server:port;DatabaseName=dbname

5.

Specify the JDBC_URL in the application filter.
THE JDBC_URL must be in the format:
jdbc:sqlserver://server:port;DatabaseName=dbname

Configuring a Custom JDBC Driver for SQL Data Sources in EPM
Integration Agent
When using the EPM Integration Agent, JDBC drivers that are Type 3 and Type 4 compliant
can now be used to establish a connection to the data source, execute a query, and then
extract the results. The system provides only a framework for using the JDBC driver but does
not certify individual drivers. If a driver has special requirements, the customer still needs to
write custom scripts.
To configure a Type 3 or Type 4 compliant JDBC driver for the SQL Server:
1.

Download your Type 3 or Type 4 JDBC driver.

2.

Copy the jar file to the EPM_AGENT_HOME/lib directory.
For example, you might copy and paste: mysql-connector-java-8.0.22.jar to
C:\EPMAgent\lib directory.

3.

Specify the location of the jar file in the EPM Integration Agent by setting the
CUSTOM_CLASS_PATH parameter in the agentparams.ini file.
For example, specify: CUSTOM_CLASS_PATH=../lib/mysql-connector- java-8.0.22.jar
For more information about setting parameters in the agentparams.ini file, see
Configuring the EPM Integration Agent Startup Parameters.

4.

Specify the JDBC_URL in Application Details.
THE JDBC_URL must be in the format:
jdbc:sqlserver://server:port;DatabaseName=dbname
The following example shows how you might populate the JDBC Driver and JDBC URL:
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Configuring the EPM Integration Agent Startup Parameters
Startup parameters for your Oracle Enterprise Performance Management Cloud URL
and EPM Cloud domain for EPM Integration Agent, are defined in the
agentparams.ini file.

주:
Before defining the EPM Integration Agent startup parameters, run the
createAppFolder.bat, which creates an INI file that contains the populated
EPM_AGENT_HOME and EPM_APP_DATA_HOME parameters. For more information,
see Creating Application Folders.
To encrypt the password used by the EPM Cloud user, you must run
ecryptpassword.bat. For more information, see Encrypting the EPM Cloud
User Password.

To configure the startup parameters used by the EPM Integration Agent:
1.

Go to the C:\EPMAgentData\config directory.

2.

Double click the agentparams.ini file to open it using a text editor such as
Notepad.
agentparams.ini file opens in a text file:
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3.

EPM_AGENT_HOME is the name of the home directory of the agent. This folder contains the
bin and lib folders.
When you run createappfolder.bat, the script creates the populated EPM_AGENT_HOME
parameter automatically.
If you change the name of the folder, the agent runs from the new location and files are
created in the new EPM_APP_DATA_HOME folder.
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4.

EPM_APP_DATA_HOME is the name of the Application data folder, which contain the
config, log, and script folders. The config folder also contains the certificate folder
for storing SSL certificates.
When you run the createappfolder.bat the script creates an INI file that contains
the populated EPM_APP_DATA_HOME parameter.

5.

In AGENT_NAME, specify a unique name for the EPM Integration Agent.
Only characters and numbers can be used in name. The AGENT_NAME cannot
contain any symbols or spaces.

6.

In CLUSTER, specify the name of the cluster to which the agent belongs.
Only alphanumeric characters can be used in the name. Do not use special
characters such as sign (@) or ampersand (&). The name cannot be modified
once the cluster has been created.
The default cluster name is EPMCLUSTER.

주:
The name of the cluster must already be defined in Data Integration
before it can be referenced here. For more information, see Adding a
Cluster.

This parameter is required.
7.

In PORT, specify the port number where the EPM Integration Agent runs.
This parameter is required.

8.

In CLOUD_URL, specify the EPM Cloud URL used to authenticate and start the
agent.
This is the URL of the EPM instance associated with the agent, for example:
https://example-pbcs.us1.oraclecloud.com

주:
Be sure not to include "epmcloud" or "HyperionPlanning" at the end of
the Cloud_URL.
This parameter is required.
9.

In CLOUD_DOMAIN, specify the unique name for the EPM Cloud URL.
An identity domain controls the accounts of users who need access to service
instances. It also controls the features that authorized users can access. A service
instance belongs to an identity domain.
Administrators can update the domain name that is presented to the user, but Data
Management requires the original domain name that was provided when the
customer signed up for the service. Alias domain names cannot be used when
setting up EPM Cloud connections from Data Management.
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주:
The CLOUD_DOMAIN parameter is required except for any of the Gen 2 data
centers.
10. In CLOUD_USER_NAME, specify the administrator user name present in the EPM Cloud

environment.
The user name must be a native user and not an SSO user name.
This parameter is required.
11. In CLOUD_PASSWORD, specify the encrypted password string for the administrator

user.
You can encrypt the password for the EPM Cloud user and get the encrypted password
string by running the encryptpassword.bat (for Windows) or ecryptpassword.sh (for
Linux). For more information, see Encrypting the EPM Cloud User Password.
This parameter is required.
12. In LOG_LEVEL, specify the local EPM Integration Agent log level.

The valid log levels include the following:
•

ALL—Shows the most detail level and prints all log statements.

•

INFO—Prints selected logs which are important.

•

ERROR—Performs minimal logging, only fatal errors are printed.

All logs are written to a file within the APPDATA_HOME\logs folder.
This parameter is optional. All is the default log level.
13. In POLL_INTERVAL, specify the time interval to wait and poll in asynchronous mode.

The time interval is specified in seconds. The default time interval is 120 seconds.
14. In REGISTER_WITH_IP, specify N to register the agent with the host name. Specify Y to

register the agent with the IP address.
This parameter is optional.
15. In EXECUTION_POOL_SIZE, specify how many jobs can be run in parallel.

The default execution pool size is 2.
This parameter is optional.
16. In JYTHON_HOME, specify the top-level directory where Jython is installed.

This is required only if you are using Jython as a scripting language.
17. In GROOVY_HOME, specify the top-level directory where Groovy is installed.

This is required only if you are using Groovy as a scripting language.
18. In CUSTOM_MEM_ARGS, specify the variable to override the standard memory

arguments passed to Java with a custom memory argument.
For example, in the parameter CUSTOM_MEM_ARGS=-Xms128m -Xmx4096m, 128 MB is the
minimum initial memory size and 4096 MB is the maximum memory size.
This parameter is optional.
19. In CUSTOM_JAVA_OPTIONS, specify any additional Java runtime parameters.
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The CUSTOM_JAVA_OPTIONS setting can also be configured to have the EPM
Integration Agent use a proxy authentication method.
The system supports the following authentication methods:
•

simple

•

basic

•

digest

•

NTLM

If you use a proxy authentication method, specify the proxy host name, proxy port,
proxy user name, and encrypted password in this field based on the proxy
authentication method.
Simple Proxy Authentication Method:
To enable simple proxy authentication, set NTLM_PROXY_AUTH field above to N
and include the following parameters in CUSTOM_JAVA_OPTIONS:
For HTTP, specify: -Dhttp.proxyHost=proxy.example.com -Dhttp.proxyPort=80
For HTTPS, specify: -Dhttps.proxyHost=proxy.example.com Dhttps.proxyPort=443
Basic or Digest Proxy Authentication Method:
To enable basic or digest proxy authentication, set NTLM_PROXY_AUTH field
above to N and include the following parameters in CUSTOM_JAVA_OPTIONS:
-DproxyHost=proxy.example.com -DproxyPort=8080 -DproxyUser= username DproxyPassword= encryptedpassword
NTLM Proxy Authentication Method:
To enable NTML proxy authentication, set NTLM_PROXY_AUTH to Y and include
the following in the parameters in CUSTOM_JAVA_OPTIONS:
-DproxyHost=proxy.example.com -DproxyPort=8080 -DproxyUser=username DproxyPassword=encryptedpassword -DproxyDomain=domain
20. In CUSTOM_INTERFACE_CLASS_NAME, specify the fully qualified class name

of the class in custom.jar that implements the EpmAgentInterface.
For example, specify: com.mycompany.agent.implementation.MyImplementation.
This parameter is optional.
21. In CUSTOM_CLASS_PATH, specify the full path and name of the jar (for

example, C:\AgentDeployment\agenthome\myJarFolder\custom.jar
This parameter is optional.
If you use a Microsoft Java Database Connectivity (JDBC) driver connect to the
SQL Server in the EPM Integration Agent, see Configuring the Microsoft JDBC
Driver for SQL Server in the EPM Integration Agent.
22. In NTLM_PROXY_AUTH, specify Y to use an NTLM proxy authentication method.

If you use NTLM proxy authentication, you must additionally specify proxy
parameters in CUSTOM_JAVA_OPTIONS.
Specify N to use basic or digest proxy authentication, or if you are not using proxy
authentication.
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주:
Set JYTHON_HOME or GROOVY_HOME if you want to use Jython or Groovy
for scripting.
Set CUSTOM_JAVA_OPTIONS, CUSTOM_INTERFACE_CLASS if you want to
use custom Java for your extensions.
23. In AMW_IDLE_TIME, specify the idle time value for agents running in asynchronous

mode during the Automated Maintenance Window (AMW) downtime or an unscheduled
maintenance.
The AMW_IDLE_TIME parameter value is set in minutes and the default setting is 15
minutes. Customers can define a longer idle time but should not specify an idle time
value less than 15 minutes. The AMW downtime is a contiguous time interval during
which automated maintenance tasks are run for a business process.
24. Save any changes to the agentparamas.ini file.

When you have defined the startup parameters, you can run the EPM Integration Agent
in diagnostic mode, which provides a way for you to identify any issue with the EPM
Integration Agent startup parameters or network connectivity when the agent can't be
started. For more information, see Running the EPM Integration Agent in Diagnostic
Mode.

Encrypting the EPM Cloud User Password
You can encrypt the Oracle Enterprise Performance Management Cloud user password
referenced in the INI file by using the encryptpassword.bat.
To encrypt the EPM Cloud user password:
1.

At a command prompt, type:
Agent Home\EPMAgent\bin\encryptpassword.bat

주:
Linux users, type:
Agent Home\EPMAgent\bin\encryptpassword.sh

When the EPM Password Utility is launched, in Enter cloud password, type the
password and then press [Enter].
The password encoder in the agent uses an obscuring algorithm based on character
substitution. The enconder supports only the following characters:
•

A

•

B

•

C

•

D

•

E
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•

F

•

G

•

H

•

I

•

J

•

K

•

L

•

M

•

N

•

O

•

P

•

Q

•

R

•

S

•

T

•

U

•

V

•

X

•

Y

•

Z

•

a

•

b

•

c

•

d

•

e

•

f

•

g

•

h

•

i

•

j

•

k

•

l

•

m

•

n

•

o

•

p

•

q
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2.

•

r

•

s

•

t

•

u

•

v

•

w

•

x

•

y

•

z

•

0

•

1

•

2

•

3

•

4

•

5

•

6

•

7

•

8

•

9

•

~

•

!

•

@

•

#

•

$

•

?

•

*

•

(

•

)

•

_

•

+

•

,

•

/

•

<

Copy the encrypted password shown after Encrypted Password is:.
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You can paste the encrypted password in the CLOUD_PASSWORD parameter in the INI
used to start the EPM Integration Agent.

Running the EPM Integration Agent as a Windows Service
The EPM Integration Agent can be installed as a Windows service, enabling you to run
the agent in its own Windows session. This service can be started automatically when
the computer boots, can be paused and restarted, and does not show any user
interface. On Linux computers, the EPM Integration Agent is started as a background
process.
Note the following:
•

When installed, you can start and stop the service as a Windows service from the
Windows services console.

•

Multiple agent services with a different service name, agent name and port can be
created and run simultaneously.

•

During execution the service logs are present in the agents
EPM_APP_DATA_HOME\logs folder with the name
<serviceName>_<agent_name>_Service_<date>.log. This log contains all the
console output of the agent.

•

To display help, use the option EPMAgentService.exe -help or double click
EPMAgentService.exe in Windows Explorer.

•

Always check the log file after starting the service.

•

The agent name has to be specified in the params.ini file. It cannot be passed as
a parameter in the Install command.

To install the agent as a Windows service, run the EPMAgentService.exe installer
present in the bin folder by issuing the following command from a command prompt:
EPMAgentService.exe -install service_name
path_to_agent_startup_parameter_file
•

service_name : Specify the unique name of the Window service for the agent.
Letters and numbers are permitted. Spaces and special characters are not
permitted.

•

path_to_agent_startup_parameter_file : Specify the full path of the directory
where the agentparams.ini file used during startup is located.

For example, you might specify: C:\EPMAgentData\config\agentparams.ini
To uninstall the agent as a Windows service, run the following command from a
command prompt:
EPMAgentService.exe -uninstall serivce_name
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Starting the EPM Integration Agent
You can start the EPM Integration Agent from a command line by specifying the name of
EPM Integration Agent and the file name with the full path of the INI file to be used during the
startup.
On startup, the agent makes an authorization call to the selected Oracle Enterprise
Performance Management Cloud URL to authenticate the user’s credentials. Upon a
successful authentication, the EPM Integration Agent is registered in the EPM Cloud
environment by storing the agent’s host and port in the EPM Cloud environment's database.

주:
If you use a Windows service to start the agent, use the Windows service console.
For more information, see Running the EPM Integration Agent as a Windows
Service. If you are not using the Windows service to start the agent, then instead
use the bat file steps described below.

To start the EPM Integration Agent:
1.

Start the Command Prompt from the Start Menu (in Windows 10 and Windows 7) or the
Start Screen (in Windows 8.1).
To run the command prompt as an Administrator, right-click or tap and hold on its
shortcut, then open the sub-menu and click or tap Run as administrator.

2.

Type the following command with two parameters:
epmagent.bat Agent Name ini Parameter file name
•

Agent Name : Specify the unique name of the agent. Letters and numbers are
permitted. Spaces and special characters are not permitted.
You can ignore Agent Name parameter if it is specified in the agentparams.ini file.

•

ini Parameter file name : File name with full path of the agentparams.ini file to
be used during startup.

For example, if the agent name has been specified in the agentparams.ini, type:
epmagent.bat C:\EPMAgentData\config\agentparams.ini
If the agent name has not been specified in the agentparams.ini, type:
epmagent.bat myagentname C:\EPMAgentData\config\agentparams.ini

Running the EPM Integration Agent in Diagnostic Mode
Running the EPM Integration Agent in diagnostic mode provides a way for you to identify any
issue with the EPM Integration Agent startup parameters or network connectivity when the
agent can't be started. Diagnostic mode enables the system to perform a set of validations
against the parameters in the agent startup file. If an error or invalid parameter is detected,
the system shows the error associated with the parameter.
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For example, when the Cloud password is unencrypted, the message: "Invalid
CLOUD_PASSWORD. Please use the encryptpassword utility to generate the
CLOUD_PASSWORD" as shown below:

Note:
In diagnostic mode, the agent is not registered to the EPM Cloud, but the
original startup file is backed up to a temporary directory.
Validations include checks on:
•

SSL certificates

•

Agent connectivity to the internet. Includes making a test call to the oracle.com
from the agent.

•

Agent connectivity to the EPM Cloud URL within the agent.

•

Proxy type (basic, digest, or NTML) when proxy is enabled in the customers
environment

•

Double quotes are used in Linux/Mac OS startup parameter file entries. Double
quotes enable the shell to interpret dollar sign ($), backtick(`), backslash(\) and
exclamation mark(!)

•

Password is encrypted in the agent parameter file.

•

Any whitespaces before or after parameters. If whitespaces are encountered, the
system trims them and updates the parameter file.

•

Any comments specified in the file. If a Comment line is encountered, it is removed
after the diagnostic mode is performed.

To run the EPM Integration Agent in diagnostic mode:
1.

Start the Run command dialog prompt from the Start Menu (in Windows 10 and
Windows 7) or the Start Screen (in Windows 8.1).

2.

At the Run command prompt, start the EPM Integration Agent.
For example, type: C:\EPMagent\bin\epmagent.bat .
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3.

At the Run command prompt, run the agent in diagnostic mode by typing: -d <path
to startup parameters>
For example, type: -d C:\EPMAgentData\yol\config\agentparams.ini

Configuring Synchronous Mode
In synchronous mode you configure a web server as a gateway to enable inbound
communication from the Oracle Enterprise Performance Management Cloud.
The typical deployment model is shown below:

주:
For more information about the synchronous mode, see Understanding EPM
Integration Agents and Understanding Agent Clusters.
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To configure a web server as a gateway for synchronous mode:
1.

Configure an HTTPS web server that uses a trusted certificate from CA.

2.

Define the Reverse Proxy in your Web Server configuration to route the request
for context/epmagent to the Agent URL.
For example, if you are using an Apache server, add the following entry to the
httpd.conf file:

VirtualHost *:443
ProxyPreserveHost On
ProxyPass /epmagent http://Agent Server:9090/epmagent
ProxyPassReverse /epmagent http://Agent Server:9090/epmagent
/VirtualHost

3.

From the Data Integration home page, click Actions, and then select Agent.

4.

From the Agent Cluster screen, select the name of the agent.

5.

From the Agent tab, and then in Web URL, define the Web URL as:
https://WebServer URL
The following image shows the Web URL field on the Agents tab.

6.

If you have multiple agents, define the proxy settings as follows:
agent1/epmagent
agent2/epmagent

http://Agent Server:9090/epmagent
http://Agent Server2:9090/epmagent

On the Agent tab, define the Web URL as follows:
https://WebServer URL/agent1
https://WebServer URL/agent2

주:
Oracle recommends that you work with your network and web server
administration to configure the web server and proxy configurations.
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EPM Cloud to On-premises Connectivity Using the EPM
Integration Agent
This section explains how to use the EPM Integration Agent to extend connectivity between
the Oracle Enterprise Performance Management Cloud applications and your on-premises
data sources.
Quick Reference:
•

Extracting Data from On-premises Data Sources

•

Using Prepackaged On-premises Adapters

•

Creating a Drill-Down

•

Understanding EPM Integration Agents

•

Understanding Agent Clusters

•

Writing Back With the EPM Integration Agent

•

EPM Integration Agent Scripting

주:
For information on installing and configuring the EPM Integration Agent, see
Installing and Configuring the EPM Integration Agent.

Using the EPM Integration Agent
The EPM Integration Agent is a fully unified solution for extracting and transforming data and
metadata from your on-premises or any system such as a third-party cloud, and delivering it
to the Oracle Enterprise Performance Management Cloud.
You can connect to and load data from on-premises data sources using custom SQL queries
or prepackaged queries to import data from EBS and the PeopleSoft General Ledger.
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Reviewing a Data Integration Status and Viewing Results
You can review and validate your integrations at any time during the workflow process
to help you evaluate the status and quality of the data to be loaded. Process Details
and the Workbench provide a framework from which you can import, view and verify,
and export data from source systems.

Viewing Process Details
Use Process Details to view the status and logs of a submitted integration.
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To view process details:
1.

From the Data Integration home page, then the Actions drop-down, select Process
Details.
To view process details for a specific integration, click
integration, and then select Process Details.

2.

to the right of the data

Select the Process ID of the integration to view the status of the submitted integration.
The Process Details page shows the processes executed for the integration. The
following columns are displayed for each process:
•

Process ID—A system generated identification number for each submitted
integration

•

(Status)—Displays a visual indicator of the process status. You can rest the cursor
over the icon to view a Screen Tip.
Available statuses:
–

—Data Integration was processed successfully.

–

—Data integration did not complete successfully.

–

—Integration was processed with warnings.

•

to show the log for the submitted integration. For each integration,
Log—Click
the log shows the status, process step, process start time, and process end time.

•

Output File —When an output file has been generated for the integration, a
shown in this field.

is

An output file is generated when the option to export the data file is enabled. The
name of the data file is <target application name>_<process ID>.dat, and it is written
to the <application root folder>/outbox directory. If you open the output file from the
Process Details page, the output file is available in pdf format. You open or save the
output file by clicking

.

The output file may also contain a validation error report, which shows rejected data
cells, intersections and the rejection reason when you load data. The validation error
report option is enabled when the Display Validation Failure Reasons target option
is enabled. See Defining Target Options.
When a data load fails during the run integration step, an error message output file is
generated and made available in this field. For more information, see Viewing an
Error Messages Output File.
•

Process By—User ID of the person who submitted the integration.

•

ODI Session Number—The session number in Oracle Data Integrator. You can use
this to look up a session in Oracle Data Integrator.
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주:
The ODI Session number is present in Process Details only when
the data is processed during an offline execution.
•

Output

•

Error Message—Shows the reason why a submitted integration failed.

•

Last Execution—Shows the last date the submitted integration was run.

Viewing an Error Messages Output File
When exporting data to Planning, any error message encountered during the load data
steps is captured in a separate output file, which contains only the error message. This
information is a valuable debugging tool. You can easily identify any errors by simply
reviewing the output files or download it and make it available to users by way of
email.

주:
Error messages are also shown in the Process Log, but may not be available
if the log level is set to "1." In addition, the Process log also shows statuses,
process steps, and process times, which may make it harder to find and
identify error messages.
Error messages generated when loading data to Planning occur when one of three
methods below is used.
•

Direct load to Essbase (used when Numeric Data Only is the load method)

•

Outline Load Utility (used when All Data Type with Security - Admin Users is the
load method)

•

REST API used when All Data Type with Security (when Security is enabled for
the administrator)

In the following example, the error message is generated when a direct load made to
Essbase has failed:

In this example, the error message identifies an invalid member number that was
incurred when the load was made from the Outline Load Utility.
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To view the error messages output file for an integration:
1.

From the Data Integration home page, then the Actions drop-down, select Process
Details.
To view process details for a specific integration, click
integration, and then select Process Details.

2.

Select the Process ID of the integration that has generated an error message output file.
When an integration execution fails, a
integration.

3.

to the right of the data

From Output, click

displays in the Status column for the

.

The Planning application_processid.out page displays.

4.

Open or save the error message output file.
The error message output file is opened in your default text editor.
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Using the Workbench
The Workbench provides a point of view (POV) framework to import, view and verify,
and export data from your source system.
The Workbench provides a point of view (POV) framework to import, view and verify,
and export data from your source system. Key features of the Workbench include:
•

an interactive load process with options to import (
(

), export (

), and check data (

), validate

).

•

provisions to view Source (All)/Source (Mapped)/Target/Source and Target values

•

a PTD/YTD value display for ready reference

To display the Workbench:
1.

From the Data Integration home page, click
integration, and then select Workbench.

to the right of the data

2.

Click Period, and then from Period drop-down, select the POV of the period and
click OK.
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주:
Due to limitations in the Workbench version in this release of Data Integrations
(see Prerequisites), it is recommended that you use the Data Load Workbench
in Data Management to view more detailed information or perform any
validations for the integration. See Using the Data Load Workbench.

Using the Workbench Workflow
The workflow bar in the Workbench consists of the following tasks:

When a task has been completed successfully, the icon is highlighted. If the task has not
been completed, or has been run unsuccessfully, the icon is gray.
You can navigate between tasks on the workflow bar simply by clicking a task.
Task

Description

More Information

Import

Imports the data from the
Importing Source Data
source system and performs
the necessary transformations.

Validate

Confirms that all members are Validating Source Data
mapped to a valid target
system account. If there are
any unmapped dimension
maps within the source file, a
validation error occurs.

Export

Export data to the target
application.

Exporting Data to Target
Applications

Check

Execute a check to display a
Check log for the current POV.

Checking the Data

Importing Source Data
When directed to import a source file, Data Integration uses the current POV to determine
location, category, and period, and then performs the following:
•

if the Replace option is selected, deletes the existing file,

•

loads the source file,

•

maps source dimensions to target dimensions.

To import source data:
1.

From the Data Integration home page, click
select Workbench.

2.

Optional: Click Period to select another period from the current POV.

3.

Click Import (

to the right of the integration, and then

).
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4.

From Import Mode, select the method for importing the data.
Available import modes:
•

Append—Keep existing rows for the POV (not merge data within) but append
new rows to the POV. For example, a first-time load has 100 rows and second
load has 50 rows. In this case, 50 rows are appended. After this load, the row
total for the POV is 150.

•

Replace—Clears all data for the POV in the target, and then loads from the
source or file. For example, a first-time load has 100 rows, and a second load
has 70 rows. In this case, 100 rows are removed, and 70 rows are loaded to
TDATASSEG. After this load, the row total is 70.
For a Planning application, Replace clears data for Year, Period, Scenario,
Version, and Entity that you are loading, and then loads the data from source
or file. Note that when you have a year of data in the Planning application, but
are only loading a single month, this option clears the entire year before
performing the load.

5.

For a file-based integration only: From File, depending upon whether you want
to upload the data file from the application Inbox or from another location, click
to navigate to the file on the File Browser and click OK.

6.

Click Run.

Validating Source Data
Validating the source data confirms that all members are mapped to a valid target
system account. It also compares the dimension mapping to the source file and
identifies unmapped dimensions. The workflow cannot continue until all dimensions
are properly mapped, and any validation error are corrected.
To validate source data:
to the right of the integration,

1.

From the Data Integration home page, click
and then select Workbench.

2.

Optional: Click Period, to select another period from the current POV.

3.

Click Validate
(
).
The validation is submitted for execution. When the process has been executed
and the validation fails, the message: "Status Message: Failed" is displayed and
the Validate icon is shown in grey. If the validation is successful, the Validate icon
is shown in blue.

4.

Optional: To run the validation offline, click Continue Offline.

5.

Optional: Click

to download the log, and then open it.
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Exporting Data to Target Applications
After source data passes the validation process, a load file is created. Select the Export
option after you have reviewed the data in the data grid and are sure you want to export it to
the target application.
To export data to the target application:
to the right of the integration, and then

1.

From the Data Integration home page, click
select Workbench.

2.

Optional: Click Period, to select another period from the current POV.

3.

Click Export (

4.

From Export Mode, select the method for exporting the data.

).

Available export modes:
•

Merge—Overwrite existing data with the new data from the load file. (By default, all
data load is processed in the Merge mode.) If data does not exist, create new data.

•

Replace—Clears all data for the POV in the target, and then loads from the source or
file. For example, a first-time load has 100 rows, and a second load has 70 rows. In
this case, 100 rows are removed, and 70 rows are loaded to TDATASSEG. After this
load, the row total is 70.
For a Planning application, Replace clears data for Year, Period, Scenario, Version,
and Entity that you are loading, and then loads the data from source or file. Note that
when you have a year of data in the Planning application, but are only loading a
single month, this option clears the entire year before performing the load.

5.

•

Accumulate—Accumulate the data in the application with the data in the load file.
For each unique point of view in the data file, the value from the load file is added to
the value in the application.

•

Subtract—Subtract the value in the source or file from the value in the target
application. For example, when you have 300 in the target, and 100 in the source,
then the result is 200.

Click Run.

Checking the Data
After exporting data to the target system, execute the Check step to display the Check log for
the current POV. If the check log data does not exist for the current POV, an empty log file is
created.
To check the data:
1.

From the Data Integration home page, click
select Workbench.

to the right of the integration, and then

2.

Optional: Click Period to select another period from the current POV.

3.

Click Check (

).

The Check log is submitted for execution.
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4.

Optional: To run the Check log offline, click Continue Offline.

5.

Optional: Click

to download the log, and then open it.

Filtering Workbench Data
You can apply filters to view specific values in the Workbench. You can create filter
criteria based on one or dimensions using a "Contains" or an "Equal" operand and a
specific value.
To filter Workbench data:
1.

From the Data Integration home page, click
and then select Workbench.

to the right of the integration,

2.

Optional: Click Period, to select another period from the current POV.

3.

Click Add Filter.

4.

Select the value (dimension) to which to apply the filter.

5.

From the Operand drop down, select the operand and value for the filter.
Available operands are:
•

Contains—Return values that contain the string characters in the Value field.

•

Equals—Return values that are equal to the string characters in the Value
field.
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6.

In Value, specify the specific value to use for the filter.

Using Drilling Through to Source
Data Integration provides a framework that enables you to drill through from your target
application to the source application. Use drill through when you want to understand the
source of a data value, or you need a granular level of detail for a value.
When you load data to a target application in Data Integration, you can specify an optional
drill region for the application in Target Options (see Defining Target Options). When the drill
region definition is passed to the target application, a drillable value is indicated by a
highlighted cell in the Workbench.
Drill through based on a URL requires that you are connected to the server on which the data
resides. Drill through works only for data loaded through Data Management or Data
Integration. In addition, because drill through is available in the target application, data load
mappings must have at least one explicit mapping for the drill through to work.
When drilling through to the source from the target application, a separate landing page is
displayed that shows all rows that comprise the amount from the selected cell.
In the following example, drill through is available from a data form in Planning

From this landing page, you can open the source document or continue to drill through to the
defined source system landing page.
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주:
Drill through functionality is not supported for exchange rates data loaded to
Planning applications.

Defining a Custom View in the Workbench
When working in the Workbench, you can create a view definition of the columns in the
display. This feature enables you to apply a custom view of the data set that is active
in the Workbench. Views provide you with different ways to look at the columns in the
Workbench by allowing you to rearrange the representation of data. For example, you
can create a view that enables you to focus on specific Account columns or hide Entity
columns based on your requirement. Columns can be renamed, resorted, included or
excluded in a custom view definition.
Administrators can also associate a view definition as a public view, which makes it
available to everyone or assign it as private, which makes is available only to the
administrator.
To create a view definition:
1.

From the Data Integration home page, click
integration, and then select Workbench.

2.

Click Period, and then from Period drop-down, select the POV of the period and
click OK.

3.

From the View drop-down, select the default view from which to build your custom
view definition and click

to the right of the data

.

주:
Workbench views displayed on any POV are only filtered by the target
application and not by the target plan type selected for the integration.
This may show views in the drop-down that may not work for the POV.
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4.

From the Edit View Definition page, click

.

5.

In the Create View Definition windows, enter the name of the custom view definition.
The view definition name can contain alphanumeric characters. The view definition name
can have up to eighty characters or less.

6.

From the Available Columns left pane, select the column(s) to add to the Show Columns
pane and click

.
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You can add all available columns to the Show Columns pane by holding down
Shift and clicking

.

Additional move options include:
•

—Move a selected column from the Show Columns pane to the Available
Columns pane.

•

—Move all selected columns from the Show Columns pane to the
Available Columns pane.

To clear the populated values in the view, click Reset.
7.

Optional: To rename a column in the Show Columns pane, select the column,
slide Edit on, and then type the new column name.

8.

Optional: To associate a view definition as public, slide Public on.
A view definition associated with a public view is available to all users.
To associate a view definition as private, slide Public off.
A view definition associated with a private view is available to the administrator
only.

9.

Optional: To rearrange a column in the Show Columns pane, select the column
and then select one of the following:
•

—Move column to the top of the display.

•

—Move column up one position of the display.

•

—Move column down one position of the display.

•

—Move column down to the bottom the display.

10. Optional: Click Sort to sort columns in the Shown Columns pane in ascending or

descending order.
11. Click OK or

to save and update the view definition.

12. Optional: To delete a view, click

.

Validating Source Data
When you use the Workbench to import, view, verify, and export data from source
systems, Data Integration validates the data to be integrated automatically.
Validation of the source data confirms that all members are mapped to a valid target
system account. If there are any unmapped dimension maps within the source file, a
validation error occurs. Validation compares the dimension mapping to the source file
and identifies unmapped dimensions. The process flow cannot continue until all
dimensions are properly mapped. As part of the validation process, a Fix Mapping
feature is available. Users can view and fix mapping errors right from the Validate
page.
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Validation Mapping Errors
Because newly added dimension members may be unmapped, the addition of dimension
members to source systems can produce validation errors. If a dimension member is
unmapped and you validate the load, a Validation Error page is launched automatically in the
Workbench, which shows the number of dimension members that are not mapped
(consequently, undefined). You must correct any unmapped dimension members before
running the validation again.
To validate source data:
1.

From the Data Integration home page, click
select Workbench.

2.

Click Validate
(

to the right of the integration, and then

).
To run the validation offline, click Continue Offline.
Click

to download the log, and then open it.

The validation is submitted for execution. When the process has been executed and a
validation fails, a Validation Errors page is displayed.

If the validation is successful, the Validate icon is shown in blue and no Validation Errors
page is launched.

Fixing Mapping Errors
In the Workbench, you can view mapping errors and fix them instantly when mapping errors
have occurred.
To validate source data:
1.

From the Data Integration home page, click
select Workbench.

2.

Click Validate
(

to the right of the integration, and then
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).
To run the validation offline, click Continue Offline.
Click

to download the log, and then open it.

The validation is submitted for execution. When the process has been executed
and a validation fails, a Validation Errors page is displayed.

3.

From the Validation Errors page, then under Dimension Name, select the
dimension name or member that needs to mapped or fixed, and then click Fix
Maps .

4.

From the Map Members page, complete one of the following actions.
(Add)—Add a member mapping on the Add Member Mapping page. For
more information, see Mapping Members.
(Edit)—Edit a member mapping.
(Delete)—Delete a member mapping.

Understanding EPM Integration Agents
The EPM Integration Agent can be deployed in two modes: synchronous and
asynchronous.
In synchronous mode, when an integration is executed, the Oracle Enterprise
Performance Management Cloud initiates a direct call from the cloud to the
appropriate EPM Integration Agent based on the cluster assignment. The EPM
Integration Agent executes the data extraction process and transfers data to the cloud.
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When the data is transferred to the EPM Cloud, the data is imported, mapped, and then
loaded to the target application. In this mode, because the EPM Cloud communicates to the
EPM Integration Agent directly, configure your on-premises environment to accept inbound
communications from the EPM Cloud.
In asynchronous mode, when an integration is executed, the EPM Cloud queues the
integration jobs to execute in the EPM Cloud. The EPM Integration Agent constantly polls the
job queue at specified time intervals. If it finds a job, it executes the data extraction step and
transfers data to the EPM Cloud. When the data is transferred to the EPM Cloud, the data is
imported, mapped and loaded to the target application. In this mode, all communication
between the EPM Cloud and the EPM Integration Agent is always initiated from the EPM
Integration Agent and no inbound communication configuration is required. However, there
may be a delay in the execution based on the polling frequency.

EPM Integration Agent Process Description
The steps are a high-level description on how to import a subset of data or metadata from
your on-premises data sources and then load it directly to the Oracle Enterprise Performance
Management Cloud using the EPM Integration Agent.
1.

In Data Integration, write an SQL query to extract the data from the source system.
For more information, see Creating an SQL Query.

2.

Using the SQL, generate a sample data file with a header record.
The column name in the header record must exactly match the column name or column
alias in the SQL. The names are case-sensitive.

3.

In Applications, create an "On Premise Database" data source application and then
select the sample data file.

4.

Map the source columns to identify how source dimensionality translates to target
dimensionality.

5.

Assign integrations to different clusters. A cluster is a group of independent EPM
Integration Agents. A cluster distributes incoming job traffic across a group of
integrations.

6.

Run the integration.

Extracting Data from On-premises Data Sources
You can extract data from your on-premises data sources and then load the data directly to
the Oracle Enterprise Performance Management Cloud using the EPM Integration Agent.
The EPM Integration Agent executes a query against an on-premises relational database and
then loads the data to the EPM Cloud.
The EPM Integration agent is defined as a data source for an integration, and when executed
provides data that is subsequently mapped and loaded to the selected target application.
The EPM Integration Agent may also be extended by way of scripting to access other data
sources including third-party cloud applications, non-relational sources, or any system that
provides access by way of scripting, a report, or an API.
In order to use this feature and register the application created for the extraction, you must
create a file that contains only sample data with one header record. The file does not contain
the application name or SQL query etc. The name of the file must be the name of the
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application. This type of data source is an application of the type "On Premise
Database" and uses an adapter-based framework.
To create an on-premises database adapter:
1.

In Data Integration, create the query definition and save the SQL query.
To do this, see Creating an SQL Query.
If you already have an SQL query registered in Data Integration, skip this step.

2.

Create a file that contains one header row from the on-premises database.
The header row must exactly match the dimension name in the target dimension.
You can use an alias for a column name in the SQL query to the dimension name.

3.

Save the file as a CSV format file with a header row.
Upload the file using the file browser when registering the target application.

4.

Create the on-premises database data source:
a.

From the Data Integration home page, and then Actions, select
Applications.

b.

On the Applications page, click

c.

From Create Application, then Category, select Data Source.

d.

From Type, select On Premise Database.

e.

From File, select the file that you created in step 1.
Click

5.

.

to browse for the file on the File Browser page.

When prompted, select the file that you created in step 1.
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6.

In Prefix, specify a prefix to make the application name unique.
The prefix is concatenated with the file name to form a unique application name. For
example, if you want to name an application with the same name as an existing one, you
can assign your initials as the prefix.

7.

Click OK and then click Save.

8.

On the Application, click
next to on-premise data source application created in
steps 3-7 and then select Application Details.

9.

On the Application Details page, click the Options tab.
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10. In Data Extract Query, specify the name of the SQL query to run against the file.
11. In Delimiter, select the type of delimiter used in the file.

Available delimiter symbols include the following:
•

Comma (,)

•

Exclamation (!)

•

Semicolon (;)

•

Colon (:)

•

Vertical bar (|)

12. In Credential Store, specify the type of credential store used by the EPM

Integration Agent.
Available types of credential stores include the following:
•

Cloud

•

File

For the Cloud credential store type, store the username/password/connect string
in the application.
For the File credential store type, create a file in the on-premises environment to
store the JDBC URL, user name, and password. The file name must be named
appname.cred and stored in the config directory.
The file must contain the following lines:
driver=oracle.jdbc.driver.OracleDriver
jdbcurl=jdbc:oracle:thin:@host:port/service
username=apps
password=w+Sz+WjKpL8[

주:
The password used for both credential store types must be encrypted.
When the type is a "Cloud" store, type the password in the user interface
in the usual way. The system encrypts and stores the password.
When the type is a "File" store, you must encrypt the password using the
encryptpassword utility and store the password in the file. For more
information about encrypting your password, see Encrypting the EPM
Cloud User Password.
13. In JDBC Driver, select the type of JDBC driver to use when connecting to the

Database Management System (DBMS).
Available types of JDBC drivers include the following:
•

Microsoft SQL Server

•

Oracle

14. In JDBC URL, specify the JDBC driver URL connection string.
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The JDBC Driver URL connection string enables you to connect to a relational database
using Java.
For an Oracle Thin JDBC driver, the JDBC driver URL includes the following:
jdbc:oracle:thin:@host:port:sid
jdbc:oracle:thin:@host:port/service
For a MS SQL Server, the JDBC driver URL includes:
jdbc:sqlserver://server:port;DatabaseName=dbname
15. In Username, specify the on-premises database user name.
16. In Password, specify the on-premises database password.
17. In Fetch Size, specify the number of rows fetched (that the driver processes) with each

database round trip for a query.
18. Click Save.

The following image shows application filters:

Editing Application Options
You can specify additional application to return only records that meet selected conditions
when using on-premises database sources. You can specify a single filter condition or
multiple conditions, and specify the exact values to return.
To apply additional application options for an on-premises data source:
1.

From the Data Integration home page, and then Actions, select Applications.

2.

On the Application page, click

3.

Select the on-premises data source and click Edit Options.

4.

On the Edit Options page, click Add.

next to on-premise data source application

Blank entry fields display.
5.

In Name, enter the name of the filter.
For example, enter Location or Period.
The name you enter is a bind variable or a placeholder for actual values in the SQL
statement. Bind variables must be enclosed in ~~ characters. For example, to use
"Period" as a bind variable, specify: ~PERIOD~. The name must exactly match the name
specified in the SQL query.
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6.

In Display Prompt, specify the name of the display prompt for the filter on the
Edit Integration page in Data Integration.

7.

In Display Order, specify the display order of the filter on the Edit Integration
page.
If this field is blank, the custom filter cannot be displayed, and the default value is
used as the filter value.
For example, enter 99 to show the filter in the 99th position sequence or position in
a list of filters. Display orders are listed from lowest to highest.

8.

In Display Level, select Rule to indicate at which level at which the filter is
displayed.

9.

In Validation Type, select None.

10. Click OK.

The following graphic shows how you might set up Period and Location application
filters in Data Management:

The following page shows how Period and Location filters are rendered on the
Edit Integration page in Data Integration.

Creating an SQL Query
The Query option enables you to save the SQL query definition when creating an SQL
data source. This type of data source is associated with an on-premises database
adapter, which enables you to extract data from an on-premises database and load it
to the Oracle Enterprise Performance Management Cloud using the EPM Integration
Agent.
1.

From the Data Integration home page, click Action, and then Query.

2.

On the Query screen, click Add (

3.

From the Create Query screen, and then in Query Name, specify the SQL query
name.

).

The query name is also used on the Application Filter page in Data Management
to identify the data extract query when registering the SQL data source in the
target application.
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4.

In Query String, specify the SQL statement used to extract the data based on the
header row in the file.
You can use an alias for a column name in the SQL query to the dimension name.
When specifying the string for a header row value and the string is mixed case, enclose
the string in double quotation marks. When a string with mixed case characters is not
enclosed within double quotation marks, it is resolved in uppercase.
For example, if your header row uses the alias names Acct,Prod,Ent,Amt,Loc,Dat, then
you might enter values as follows:
SELECT ENTITYX AS "Ent" ,ACCOUNTX AS "Acct",UD3X AS "Prod",AMOUNTX AS "Amt",
L.PARTNAME "Loc", P.PERIODDESC AS "Dat"FROM TDATASEG T, TPOVPARTITION L,
TPOVPERIOD P WHERE T.PARTITIONKEY = L.PARTITIONKEY AND T.PERIODKEY =
P.PERIODKEY AND L.PARTNAME = ~LOCATION~ AND P.PERIODDESC = ~PERIOD~

5.

Click Save.

Using Conditions in the SQL Query
Following the WHERE clause, you can specify a search condition for the rows returned by
the SELECT statement. The search condition returns a value when a condition evaluates to
true about a specific row.
Valid conditions include:
•

Equal

•

Between

•

Like

•

Not In

•

In

Note the following:
•

The parameters returned by the conditions selected in the SQL Query are specified on
the Target Application Filters page in Data Management.

•

The = (equal) symbol in a complex query must precede the $ parameters.
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•

Target application parameters can have values separated by a comma such as:
IN,BETWEEN,NOT IN.

•

The system assigns the data type of the bind parameter. Number and Date are
processed As Integer and Date. All other values are treated as Strings.

•

Conditionalized filters are available on the Filters tab of the Run Integration page
in Data Integration.

The following table describes the conditions that you can use in the SQL Query.
Condition

Description

EQUAL

Check whether two expressions are equal
or not. If expressions are equal, then the
condition is true and matched records are
returned.
When the following SQL statement is run
for the equal condition and return records
where the customer id equals Smith:

SELECT * FROM Customers
WHERE CustomerID=1
BETWEEN

Checks values between a certain range and
returns matched values.
The BETWEEN condition is inclusive.
Beginning and ending values are included.
BETWEEN syntax:

SELECT column_name(s)
FROM table_name
WHERE column_name BETWEEN value1 AND
value2;
LIKE

Performs and returns pattern matching
using wildcards in the WHERE clause of a
SELECT statement.
Two wildcards are used in conjunction
with the LIKE operator:
•

%: The percent sign represents zero,
one, or multiple characters
•
_ : The underscore represents a single
character
LIKE syntax:

SELECT column1, column2, ...
FROM table_name
WHERE column LIKE pattern
IN

Equal to any value in a list of values.
IN syntax:

SELECT column_name1, column_name2,
etc
FROM table_name
WHERE column_name1 IN (value1,
value2, etc);
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Condition

Description

NOT IN

Check whether two expressions equal or
not. If expressions are not equal, then
condition is true and returns not matched
records.
NOT IN syntax:

SELECT column_name1, column_name2,
etc
FROM table_name
WHERE column_name1 NOT IN (value1,
value2, etc);

Displaying a Numeric Type Filter Using In/Between Conditions in an SQL Query
The following steps describe how to display a numeric type filter using the In and Between
Conditions in the SQL Query executed by the EPM Integration Agent.
To display a numeric type filter using In/Between condition:
1.

In Data Integration, create the SQL query associated with the SQL data source.
The query name is used on the Application Details page to identify the data extract query
when registering the SQL data source in the target application.
For more information, see Creating an SQL Query.

2.

From the Data Integration home page, and then Actions, select Applications.

3.

From the Application page, click
select Edit Options.

4.

Click

to the right of the data target application, and then

(Add).

In this example, the name of the filter is COL1_COND and the name of the Display
Prompt is CONDITIONCOLI. This name is shown on the Options page as a target option
in Data Integration.

5.

Click Add and add a filter for EXTRACT_QUERY, specify the value of the
EXTRACT_QUERY parameter and click OK.
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The results of adding the filters are shown below:

The value of the EXTRACT_QUERY is TDATA2 and the CONDITIONALCOLI
uses a "Between" condition with a range of values between 1 - 1999.
6.

In Data Integration, select the SQL query from step 1.

7.

Specify the SQL statement used to extract the data based on the header row in
the file and any filters.
The following SQL includes the syntax for the filter, which allows users to select
from a flexible account values in a range using "Between". Note that there is no
equal sign. This is provided by the Condition List in the application filter.

8.

Data Management, update the data rule to add the filter.
Optionally, you can update the Filters tab with your selection on the Run
integration page at runtime.
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Creating a Drill-Down
When integrating to an on-premises data source, you can drill down to the source to view the
details associated with account balance data loaded to the Oracle Enterprise Performance
Management Cloud. You can perform two types of drill depending on the availability of a
landing page:
1.

If the source system provides a landing page that displays the detail source data, you
access the landing page using an http URL and passing contextual parameters to this
page. To use this method, you define a http drill URL similar to other source integrations
on the Map Dimensions page and use the substitution variables to pass the URL
parameters. For more information, see Using Drill Through.

2.

If the source system does not provide a landing page to view the detail source data,
execute an SQL query in the source database and display the results in a pop-up window
inside Data Integration using the EPM Integration Agent. To use this method, you need a
web server running in https mode. The web server accepts the drill request and routes it
to the agent. For more information, see Creating a Drill Down to a Source System
Without a Landing Page
.

Creating a Drill Down to a Source System Without a Landing Page
When you want to drill down to a source system without a landing page, execute a SQL
query in the source database and display the results in a pop-up window inside Data
Integration.
To create a query for the drill through:
1.

From the Data Integration home page, click Action, and then select Query.

2.

On the Query screen, click

3.

From the Create Query screen, and then in Query Name, specify the name of the query
to query the data from the source system.

4.

In Query String, specify the SQL statement used to extract the data based on the
header row in the file.

.

You can use an alias for a column name in the SQL query to the dimension name.
When specifying the string for a header row value and the string is mixed case, enclose
the string in double quotation marks. When a string with mixed case characters is not
enclosed within double quotation marks, it is resolved in uppercase.
The query can include filter conditions. The bind variable for the filter condition must be
enclosed inside ~~ characters.
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5.

Click Save.

6.

to the right of the integration to
From the Data Integration home page, click
which to add a drill through, and then select Map Dimensions.

7.

On the Map Dimension page, and then in Drill URL, click the drill pen icon.
For more information on the Map Dimension page, see Mapping Dimensions.

8.

In the Edit Drill URL page, specify the #agent tag and then specify parameters for
the drill through URL.
For example, using the query shown in step 4, enter: #agent?QUERY=Source
Drill Query&SOURCE_ACCOUNT=$ACCOUNT$&SOURCE_PERIOD=$ATTR1$
where:

9.

•

QUERY is the name of the query you defined in step 3.

•

SOURCE_ACCOUNT is derived from the ACCOUNT column.

•

SOURCE_PERIOD is derived from the ATTR1 column

Map the columns in the source column to the dimensions in the target application
to which to drill through and click Save.

10. From the Data Integration home page, click Actions, and then select Agent.
11. From the Agent Cluster screen, select the name of the agent to use with the drill

through.
12. From the Agent tab, and then in Web URL, select the web server gateway that

enables inbound communications from the Oracle Enterprise Performance
Management Cloud.
If you are using synchronous mode, the Web Server URL you defined to perform
the data load operations is used to perform the drill. No additional setup is
required.
If you are using agent in asynchronous mode, define the URL using one of the
following methods:
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•

Configure a https web server similar to how you configured the synchronous mode.
See Configuring Synchronous Mode.

•

Assign the Agent URL as the web server URL. As a result of accessing the http URL
from a https page, you need to define an Exception in the browser security settings.
For Chrome, select Settings, then Privacy and security , then Insecure content,
and then under Allow, add the following site *.oraclecloud.com.

주:
You must be in your local network where the agent is running to drill when you
are running in asynchronous mode.

Using Prepackaged On-premises Adapters
Direct connectivity from the Oracle Enterprise Performance Management Cloud to onpremises data sources is available using prepackaged on-premises adapters. These
adapters enable you to import data from:
•

EBS GL Balances

•

Peoplesoft GL Balances

주:
For detailed information on the preseeded EBS GL Balances query, see E-Business
Suite General Ledger GL Preseeded Query Reference.
For detailed information on the prseeded Peoplesoft GL Balances query, see
Peoplesoft General Ledger Preseeded Query Reference.

To load data using a prepackaged on-premises adapter:
1.

From the Data Integration home page, and then Actions, select Applications.

2.

On the Applications page, click

3.

From the Create Application page, and then Category, select Data Source.

.

The application name for the prepackaged adapter populates the Application Name.
4.

From Type, select either EBS GL Balance or Peoplesoft GL Balance.
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5.

In Prefix, specify a prefix to make the application name unique.
The prefix is concatenated with the file name to form a unique application name.
For example, if you want to name an application with the same name as an
existing one, you can assign your initials as the prefix.

6.

Click OK and then click Save.

7.

On the Application page, click

8.

On the Application Details page, click the Options tab.

9.

In Delimiter, select the type of delimiter used in the file.

.

Available delimiter symbols:
•

Comma (,)

•

Exclamation (!)

•

Semicolon (;)

•

Colon (:)

•

Vertical bar (|)

10. In Credential Store, specify the type of credential store used by the EPM

Integration Agent.
Available types of credential stores:
•

Cloud

•

File

For the Cloud credential store type, you store the user name/password/connect
string in the application.
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For the File credential store type, create a file in the on-premises environment to store
the JDBC URL, user name, and password. The file name must be named appname.cred
and stored in the config directory.
The file must contain the following lines:
driver=oracle.jdbc.driver.OracleDriver
jdbcurl=jdbc:oracle:thin:@host:port/service
username=apps
password=w+Sz+WjKpL8[

주:
The password used for both credential store types, must be encrypted.
When the type is a "Cloud" store, type the password in the user interface in the
usual way. The system encrypts and stores the password.
When the type is a "File" store, you must encrypt the password using the
encryptpassword utility and store the password in the file. For more information
about encrypting your password, see Encrypting the EPM Cloud User
Password.
11. Peoplesoft only: In JDBC Driver, select the type of JDBC driver to use when connecting

to the Database Management System (DBMS).
Available types of JDBC drivers include the following:
•

Microsoft SQL Server

•

Oracle

A JDBC driver is software that enables Java application to communicate with a database.
The JDBC driver communicates the connection information to the database and sends
the protocol used for transferring the query and result between the client and the
database.
12. In JDBC URL, specify the JDBC driver URL connection string.

The JDBC Driver URL connection string enables you to connect to a relational database
using Java.
For an Oracle Thin JDBC driver, the JDBC driver URL includes:
jdbc:oracle:thin:@host:port:sid
jdbc:oracle:thin:@host:port/service
For SQL Server, the JDBC driver URL includes:
jdbc:sqlserver://server:port;DatabaseName=dbname
13. In Username, specify the on-premises database user name.
14. In Password, specify the on-premises database password.
15. In Fetch Size, specify the number of rows fetched (that the driver processes) with each

database round trip for a query.
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16. Click Save.

E-Business Suite General Ledger GL Preseeded Query Reference
You can use a preseeded query to import General Ledger balances from Oracle EBusiness Suite sources and then create and register an application that can be loaded
to Oracle Enterprise Performance Management Cloud target applications using the
EPM Integration Agent.

Note:
The ledger and period are required parameters for using the E-Business
Suite preseed query.

The following shows the prebuilt E-Business Suite query that comes with the EPM
Integration agent. Note you can use this query as a starting point to build a custom
query.
SELECT
gcc.SEGMENT1
gcc.SEGMENT2
gcc.SEGMENT3
gcc.SEGMENT4
gcc.SEGMENT5
gcc.SEGMENT6
gcc.SEGMENT7
gcc.SEGMENT8
gcc.SEGMENT9
gcc.SEGMENT10
gcc.SEGMENT11
gcc.SEGMENT12
gcc.SEGMENT13
gcc.SEGMENT14
gcc.SEGMENT15
gcc.SEGMENT16
gcc.SEGMENT17
gcc.SEGMENT18
gcc.SEGMENT19
gcc.SEGMENT20
gcc.SEGMENT21
gcc.SEGMENT22
gcc.SEGMENT23
gcc.SEGMENT24
gcc.SEGMENT25
gcc.SEGMENT26

as
as
as
as
as
as
as
as
as
as
as
as
as
as
as
as
as
as
as
as
as
as
as
as
as
as

"Segment1",
"Segment2",
"Segment3",
"Segment4",
"Segment5",
"Segment6",
"Segment7",
"Segment8",
"Segment9",
"Segment10",
"Segment11",
"Segment12",
"Segment13",
"Segment14",
"Segment15",
"Segment16",
"Segment17",
"Segment18",
"Segment19",
"Segment20",
"Segment21",
"Segment22",
"Segment23",
"Segment24",
"Segment25",
"Segment26",
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gcc.SEGMENT27
as "Segment27",
gcc.SEGMENT28
as "Segment28",
gcc.SEGMENT29
as "Segment29",
gcc.SEGMENT30
as "Segment30",
gb.BEGIN_BALANCE_DR
as "Beg Balance DR",
gb.BEGIN_BALANCE_CR
as "Beg Balance CR",
gb.PERIOD_NET_DR
as "Period Net DR",
gb.PERIOD_NET_CR
as "Period Net CR",
(gb.BEGIN_BALANCE_DR - gb.BEGIN_BALANCE_CR) + (gb.PERIOD_NET_DRgb.PERIOD_NET_CR) as "YTD Balance",
(gb.PERIOD_NET_DR-gb.PERIOD_NET_CR) as "Periodic Balance",
CASE
WHEN ACCOUNT_TYPE IN (''A'',''L'',''O'') THEN ((gb.BEGIN_BALANCE_DRgb.BEGIN_BALANCE_CR) + (gb.PERIOD_NET_DR-gb.PERIOD_NET_CR))
WHEN ACCOUNT_TYPE IN (''R'', ''E'') THEN (gb.PERIOD_NET_DRgb.PERIOD_NET_CR)
ELSE (gb.PERIOD_NET_DR-gb.PERIOD_NET_CR)
END as "Balance by Acct Type",
gb.BEGIN_BALANCE_DR_BEQ as "Func Eq Beg Bal DR",
gb.BEGIN_BALANCE_CR_BEQ as "Func Eq Beg Bal CR",
gb.PERIOD_NET_DR_BEQ
as "Func Eq Period Net DR",
gb.PERIOD_NET_CR_BEQ
as "Func Eq Period Net CR",
(gb.BEGIN_BALANCE_DR_BEQ - gb.BEGIN_BALANCE_CR_BEQ) + (gb.PERIOD_NET_DR_BEQgb.PERIOD_NET_CR_BEQ) as "Func Eq YTD Balance ",
(gb.PERIOD_NET_DR_BEQ-gb.PERIOD_NET_CR_BEQ) as "Func Eq Periodic Balance",
CASE
WHEN ACCOUNT_TYPE IN (''A'',''L'',''Q'') THEN ((gb.BEGIN_BALANCE_DRgb.BEGIN_BALANCE_CR) + (gb.PERIOD_NET_DR-gb.PERIOD_NET_CR))
WHEN ACCOUNT_TYPE IN (''R'', ''E'') THEN (gb.PERIOD_NET_DRgb.PERIOD_NET_CR)
ELSE (gb.PERIOD_NET_DR-gb.PERIOD_NET_CR)
END as "Func Eq Balance by Acct Type",
gld.LEDGER_ID
as "Ledger ID",
gld.NAME
as "Ledger Name",
gb.PERIOD_YEAR
as "Period Year",
gb.PERIOD_NAME
as "Period Name",
gb.PERIOD_NUM
as "Perion Number",
gcc.ACCOUNT_TYPE
as "Acoount Type",
gb.CODE_COMBINATION_ID as "Code Combination ID",
gb.CURRENCY_CODE
as "Currecy Code",
gb.ACTUAL_FLAG
as "Balance Type",
gb.BUDGET_VERSION_ID
as "Budget Version ID",
gb.ENCUMBRANCE_TYPE_ID as "Encumbrance Type ID",
gb.TRANSLATED_FLAG
as "Translated",
gb.PERIOD_TYPE
as "Period Type",
gcc.ENABLED_FLAG
as "Enabled",
gcc.SUMMARY_FLAG
as "Summary Account"
FROM GL_BALANCES gb
,GL_CODE_COMBINATIONS gcc
,GL_LEDGERS gld
WHERE (1=1)
AND gcc.CODE_COMBINATION_ID = gb.CODE_COMBINATION_ID
AND gb.ACTUAL_FLAG = ''A''
AND gb.TEMPLATE_ID IS NULL
AND gld.LEDGER_ID = gb.LEDGER_ID
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AND gld.NAME
= ~LEDGER~
AND gb.PERIOD_NAME = ~PERIOD~

Peoplesoft General Ledger Preseeded Query Reference
You can use a preseeded query to import General Ledger balances from Peoplesoft
sources and then create and register an application that can be loaded to a Oracle
Enterprise Performance Management Cloud target applications using the EPM
Integration Agent.
The following shows the prebuilt Peoplesoft query that comes with the EPM Integration
agent:

SELECT
PL.BUSINESS_UNIT
as "Business Unit",
PL.LEDGER
as "Ledger",
PL.ACCOUNT
as "Account",
PL.ALTACCT
as "Alt Account",
PL.DEPTID
as "Department",
PL.OPERATING_UNIT
as "Operating Unit",
PL.PRODUCT
as "Product",
PL.FUND_CODE
as "Fund Code",
PL.CLASS_FLD
as "Class",
PL.PROGRAM_CODE
as "Program",
PL.BUDGET_REF
as "Budget Reference",
PL.AFFILIATE
as "Affiliate",
PL.AFFILIATE_INTRA1
as "Affiliate Intra1",
PL.AFFILIATE_INTRA2
as "Affiliate Intra2",
PL.CHARTFIELD1
as "Chartfield1",
PL.CHARTFIELD2
as "Chartfield2",
PL.CHARTFIELD3
as "Chartfield3",
PL.PROJECT_ID
as "Project",
PL.BOOK_CODE
as "Book Code",
PL.GL_ADJUST_TYPE
as "GL Adjust Type",
PGA.STATISTICS_ACCOUNT
as "Stat Account",
PGA.ACCOUNT_TYPE
as "Account Type",
PGA.DESCR
as "Account Description",
PL.CURRENCY_CD
as "Currency",
PL.STATISTICS_CODE
as "Stat Code",
PL.FISCAL_YEAR
as "Fiscal Year",
PL.ACCOUNTING_PERIOD
as "Accounting Period",
PL.POSTED_TOTAL_AMT
as "Posted Total Amount",
PL.POSTED_BASE_AMT
as "Posted Base Amount",
PL.POSTED_TRAN_AMT
as "Posted Tran Amount",
PL.BASE_CURRENCY
as "Base Currency",
PL.PROCESS_INSTANCE
as "Process Instance"
FROM PS_LEDGER
PL,
PS_GL_ACCOUNT_TBL
PGA
WHERE ( 1=1 )
AND ( PL.BUSINESS_UNIT = ~BU~
AND PL.LEDGER = ~LEDGER~
AND PL.FISCAL_YEAR = ~YEAR~
AND PL.ACCOUNTING_PERIOD = ~PERIOD~
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AND ( PGA.SETID = ( SELECT SETID
FROM
PS_SET_CNTRL_REC
WHERE SETCNTRLVALUE
= ~BU~
AND
RECNAME
= ''GL_ACCOUNT_TBL'' )
AND PGA.EFFDT = ( SELECT MAX(B.EFFDT)
FROM PS_GL_ACCOUNT_TBL B
WHERE PGA.SETID = B.SETID AND PGA.ACCOUNT = B.ACCOUNT )
)
AND ( PL.ACCOUNT=PGA.ACCOUNT )
)

Importing Data From A File in the EPM Integration Agent Inbox
You can import data from a file located in a local EPM Integration Agent inbox folder and then
have the agent upload and process the file.

Note:
This feature enables you to use a file in an EPM Integration Agent inbox without
having to use EPM Automate command to import the file first.
To stage a file to an EPM Integration Agent inbox:
1.

Create an inbox folder under the <EPMAgentData> application folder to which to copy a
file.

2.

In agent startup parameters file, specify the location of the inbox in the
EPM_AGENT_INBOX parameter field.
a.

Go to the <EPMAgentDevData\config> directory.

b.

Double click the agentparams.ini file to open it using a text editor such as Notepad.

c.

In the EPM_AGENT_INBOX parameter, specify the full directory of the EPM
Integration Agent inbox and save the file.
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3.

On the Data Integration home page, click
integration, and then select Options.

to the right of the file-based

4.

Select the Options tab.

5.

In Directory, enter #agentinbox and click Save.
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6.

Stage the file to the inbox that you created in step 1.

Using an Agent File Adapter
An Agent File adapter enables you to load very large files from an on-premises file data
source to the Oracle Enterprise Performance Management Cloud. It extends the direct load
method where the EPM Cloud database is bypassed for staging and processing, eliminating
any performance bottlenecks and improving the performance and scalability of the load
process. The agent file adapter does not include any connection or query parameters. The
only required parameter is the name of the file. A delimited file with a header record is
required for the load.
To use the direct load method with an agent file adapter:
1.

Create the on-premises file adapter.
a.

From the Data Integration home page, and then Actions, select Applications.

b.

On the Applications page, click

c.

From Category, select Data Source.

d.

From Type, select On Premise File.

(Add icon).
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e.

From File, specify the source data file to use as the template.
Click

to search for a file from the File Browser page.

When selecting a file, note the following:

f.

•

The source data file must be a delimited data file.

•

Data files used must contain a one-line header, which describes the
delimited columns.

•

Both numeric and non-numeric data can be loaded.

Optional: In Prefix, specify a prefix to make the application name unique.
The prefix is concatenated with the file name to form a unique application
name. For example, if you want to name an application with the same name
as an existing one, you can assign your initials as the prefix.

g.
2.

Click OK.

Create the integration job between the on-premises data source and EPM
Cloud:
a.

From the Data Integration home page, click

(Add icon).

b.

On the Create Integration page, and then in Name and Description, enter a
name and description for the integration job.

c.

In Location, enter a new location name, or pick an existing location to specify
where to load data.

d.

Tap the Direct Load slider on.
When you associate an integration job with the direct load method and then
save the job, you cannot reverse the direct load association. However; the
integration job can be deleted.
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3.

e.

Click

(Select a Source).

f.

From the Select a Source page, click
application.

g.

Click

h.

From the Select a Target page, select the target EPM Cloud application.

i.

Click Save and Continue.

next to the on-premises file data source

(Select a Target).

Map the dimensions between the on-premises file data source and the EPM Cloud
application:
a.

On the Mapping Dimensions page, from Type, select the type of data load method.
Available options:

b.

•

Delimited - Numeric data: supports numeric data types only.

•

Delimited - All data types: supports the following data types to Planning
–

numbers

–

text

–

Smartlists

–

Data

In the mappings grid, map the source columns in the on-premises data source
application to the dimensions in the EPM Cloud application by completing the
following:
i.

In Select Source Dimension, select the name of the source dimension to map
to the EPM Cloud dimension.

ii.

Optional: Add a target expression for each of the EPM Cloud dimensions.
For information on using target expressions, see Using Target Expressions.
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Note:
You cannot use a SQL target expression type with the direct load
method.
Source expression types are not available with the direct load
method.

c.
4.

Click Save and Continue.

Run the Integration:
a.

From the Data Integration home page, select the integration job associated
with the direct load and then click

b.

.

From the Run Integration page, and then from Mode drop-down, select the
export mode for the integration.
Available options:
•

Merge—By default, all data load is processed in the Merge mode. If data
exists in the application, the system overwrites the existing data with the
new data from the load file. If data does not exist, the new data will be
created.

•

Replace—Clears data for the Year, Period, Scenario, Version, and Entity
dimensions that you are loading, and then loads the data from the source
or file.

Note:
In Replace mode, before the first record for a specific Scenario/
Year/Period/Entity/Mapped Data Source is encountered, the
entire combination of data for that Scenario, Year, Period, Entity,
and Mapped Data Source is cleared, whether entered manually
or previously loaded. When you have a year of data in the
Planning application, but are only loading a single month, this
option clears the entire year before performing the load.
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•

Accumulate—Accumulate the data in the application with the data in the load file.
For each unique point of view in the data file, the value from the load file is added
to the value in the application.

•

Subtract—Subtracts the value in the source or file from the value in the target
application. For example, when you have 300 in the target, and 100 in the
source, then the result is 200.

Note:
No import options are available for the direct data load method.
c.

From the Period drop-down, select the single period from the source file from which
to load data.
If you map a period dimension and specify a target expression for period on the Map
Dimension page for the integration, then the Period drop-down is not available for
selection because then the period is derived from the mapping.

d.

Click Run.

Performing a Quick Mode Load using the EPM Integration Agent
Use the Quick Mode method to load data from your on-premises data sources to Oracle
Enterprise Performance Management Cloud using the EPM Integration Agent. When you
integrate the on-premise data source with the EPM Cloud target using the EPM Integration
Agent, the system executes a SQL query on the source data in the on-premise relational
database, offloads processing, extracts and transforms the data at the source level, and then
loads the data loaded directly to a data export on-premises database file. In this way, the
EPM Cloud database is bypassed for staging and processing, eliminating any performance
bottlenecks and improving the performance and scalability of the load process.

Note:
For information using Quick Mode method to load data "as is", see Quick Mode to
Export Data.

Note:
The Quick Mode method is only available for Planning and Planning modules.

Considerations:
Consider the following points associated with a Quick Mode method using the EPM
Integration Agent:
1.

When you create and save a Quick Mode load integration job, you cannot later change it
to a standard integration job. However, you can delete the data load integration job.
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2.

When mapping dimensions, target expressions types are supported. Target
expressions enable you to transform the source value read from the source to
target dimension values to be loaded to the target application.
Target expressions that can be used for the Period dimension include substring(),
split(), map() toPeriod() and toYear().
With the exception of the SQL target expression type, all remaining target
expressions are supported.

3.

When mapping dimensions, source expression types are not supported.

4.

Mapping members is not supported.

5.

If you select Level 0 data extract method, the system creates a "DM BR Data
Export " business rule to perform the data extract.

6.

You can specify a single period during execution in which case all the data is
loaded to the single period. The other option is to derive the period dimension
based on the source system period name using toPeriod and toYear target
expressions.

7.

When running the Quick Mode load, only the Replace export mode is supported.
No import modes are available.

8.

You cannot execute the Quick Mode load integration using EPM Automate.

Quick Mode Process Description
This section describes how to use the Quick Mode method to extract data from an onpremises data source and then load the data directly to an on-premises database file
using the EPM Integration Agent. The EPM Integration Agent executes a query
against an on-premises relational database and then loads the data to a data export
file.
To use the quick mode method:
1.

Create the SQL Query:
a.

From the Data Integration home page, click Action, and then select Query.

b.

On the Query screen, click Add (

c.

From the Create Query screen, and then in Query Name, specify the SQL
query name.

).

The query name is used on the Options tab in Application Details to identify
the data extract query when registering the SQL data source for the
integration.
d.

Create the query definition and save the SQL query.
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For more information, see Creating an SQL Query .
2.

Create the on-premises database file:
a.

Create a file that contains one header row from the on-premises database.
The header row must exactly match the dimension name in the target dimension. You
can use an alias for a column name in the SQL query to the dimension name.

3.

b.

Save the file as a CSV format file with a header row.

c.

Load the file using the file browser when registering the on-premises database
application.

Register the on-premises database file application:
a.

From the Data Integration home page, and then Actions, select Applications.

b.

On the Applications page, click

c.

From Create Application, then Category, select Data Export.

d.

From Type, select Data Export to On Premises Database.

e.

From File, select the file that you created in step 2.
Click

f.

.

to browse for the file on the File Browser page.

Optional: In Prefix, specify a prefix to make the application name unique.
The prefix is concatenated with the file name to form a unique application name. For
example, if you want to name an application with the same name as an existing one,
you can assign your initials as the prefix.
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g.

4.

Click OK.

Define the application details for the on-premises database file application:
a.

On the Application page, select the on-premises database application and
then from the Actions menu, select Application Details tab.

b.

Select the Options tab.

c.

In Data Extract Query, specify the name of the SQL query to run against the
file.

d.

In Delimiter, select the type of delimiter used in the file:
•

Comma (,)

•

Exclamation (!)

•

Semicolon (;)
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e.

•

Colon (:)

•

Vertical bar (|)

In Credential Store, specify the type of credential store used by the EPM Integration
Agent.
Available types of credential stores include the following:
•

Cloud

•

File

For the Cloud credential store type, store the username/password/connect string in
the application.
For the File credential store type, create a file in the on-premises environment to
store the JDBC URL, user name, and password. The file name must be named
appname.cred and stored in the config directory.
The file must contain the following lines:
driver=oracle.jdbc.driver.OracleDriver
jdbcurl=jdbc:oracle:thin:@host:port/service
username=apps
password=w+Sz+WjKpL8[

Note:
The password used for both credential store types must be encrypted.
When the type is a "Cloud" store, type the password in the user interface in
the usual way. The system encrypts and stores the password.
When the type is a "File" store, you must encrypt the password using the
encryptpassword utility and store the password in the file. For more
information about encrypting your password, see Encrypting the EPM
Cloud User Password.
f.

In JDBC URL, specify the JDBC driver URL connection string.
The JDBC Driver URL connection string enables you to connect to a relational
database using Java.
For an Oracle Thin JDBC driver, the JDBC driver URL includes the following:
jdbc:oracle:thin:@host:port:sid
jdbc:oracle:thin:@host:port/service
For a MS SQL Server, the JDBC driver URL includes:
jdbc:sqlserver://server:port;DatabaseName=dbname

g.

In Username, specify the on-premises database user name.

h.

In Password, specify the on-premises database password.

i.

In Fetch Size, specify the number of rows fetched (that the driver processes) with
each database round trip for a query.

j.

Click Save.
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5.

Create the integration job between the on-premises data source and Oracle
Enterprise Performance Management Cloud:
a.

From the Data Integration home page, click

(Add icon).

b.

On the Create Integration page, and then in Name and Description, enter a
name and description for the integration job.

c.

In Location, enter a new location name, or pick an existing location to specify
where to load data.

d.

Tap the Quick Mode slider on.
When you associate an integration job with the Quick Mode method and then
save the job, you cannot reverse the direct load association. However; the
integration job can be deleted.

6.

e.

Click

(Select a Source).

f.

From the Select a Source drop-down (
database data source application.

), select the on-premises

g.

From the Select a Target drop-down (
export file application.

), select the on-premises data

h.

Click Save and Continue.

Map the dimensions between the on-premises database data source and the
on-premises database file application:
a.

On the Mapping Dimensions page, from Type, select the type of data load
method.
Available options:

b.

•

Delimited - Numeric data: supports numeric data types only.

•

Delimited - All data types supports the following data types to Planning:
–

numbers

–

text

–

Smartlists

–

Data

In the mappings grid, map the source columns in the on-premises data source
application to the dimensions in the EPM Cloud application by completing the
following:
i.

In Select Source Dimension, select the name of the source dimension to
map to the dimension.

ii.

Optional: Add a target expression for each of the EPM Cloud dimensions.
For information on using target expressions, see Using Target
Expressions.
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Note:
You cannot use a SQL target expression type with the Quick Mode
method.
Source expression types are not available with the Quick Mode
method.
c.

Click Save and Continue.

7.

From the Data Integration home page, click
then select Options

to the right of the direct integration, and

8.

Click the Options tab.

9.

In Category, specify an explicit source filter for Scenario dimension.
The Category is a required component of POV for processing so a category must be
specified when defining the integration. The category is not used to determine the
scenario for Quick Mode processing.

10. In Data Extract Option, select the method for extracting data:

Available options:
•

All Data—Extracts stored values and dynamically calculated values for both the
Dense and Spare dimensions.
The All Data data extract option uses the MDX Query Export method to extract data.

•

Stored and Dynamic Calculated Data—Extracts for stored members and dynamic
calculated members for the Dense dimension only and not Spare dimensions. The
Stored and Dynamic Calculated Data option uses the DATAEXPORT command
method to extract data.

•

Stored Data Only—Extracts stored data only. Dynamically calculated values are
excluded in this type of extract. The Stored Data Only option uses the DATAEXPORT
command method to extract data.

•

Level 0 Data—Extracts entire members at the bottom of dimension (raw data stored
in a database) anatad enables you to apply filters and select columns to include in
the output file. This extract option also enables you to export non-numeric data. The
Level 0 Data option uses the MAXL Export method to extract data. This method can
be used only by the Service Administrator. The application is read only when the
extract step is executing.
If you select the Quick Mode method, the following target options are not available:
–

Export Attribute Columns

–

Accumulate Data

–

Sort Data

–

Pivot Dimension
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11. Click Save.
12. Run the Integration:
a.

From the Data Integration home page, select the integration job associated
with the Quick Mode load and then click

.

b.

From the Run Integration page, the default value for the Mode is Replace.

c.

If no period was selection on the Options page, then from the Period dropdown, select the single period from the source file from which to load data.
If you map a period dimension and specify a target expression for period on
the Map Dimension page for the integration, then the Period drop-down is not
available for selection because the period is derived from the mapping.

d.

If filters have been defined for the integration, click the Filters tab and make
any changes as desired.

e.

Click Run.
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The following example shows the result of the data export filtered by entity and period.
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Defining Periods Used with the Quick Mode Method
When defining periods used with the Quick Mode method, you can either select a
single period at run time or you can map a period column in the data source and the
Oracle Enterprise Performance Management Cloud period is derived from this column.
For more information, see:
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•

Selecting a Single Period for the Quick Mode Method

•

Selecting a Period Derived from the Source Column for the Quick Mode Method

Selecting a Single Period for the Quick Mode Method
When determining which period to use for the Quick Mode method, select a single period to
which to load data. In this case, you simply select the period on the Run Integration page as
shown below.

Note:
If you map a period dimension and specify a target expression for period on the
Map Dimension page for the integration, then the Period drop-down is not available
for selection because then the period is derived from the mapping.

Selecting a Period Derived from the Source Column for the Quick Mode Method
If the source data includes a period column in the data source, the Oracle Enterprise
Performance Management Cloud period can be derived from this column.
The source data can include period in various formats like below, such as:
•

Jan-20

•

January-20
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•

01-20

•

01/31/20

•

01-Jan-20

You can also use target expressions to derive the target Year and Period values, or
derive the Year and Period using a date field and associated format. For information
on using target expressions, see Using Target Expressions.
To derive the target Year and Period values, use the following target expressions.
•

substring()—Extract and return characters from a string based on a character
position (starting position) and substring length (number of characters to extract).
For more information, see Substring.

•

split()—Split the source value based on a delimiter, and return the n value after
splitting the value. This expression type is useful for splitting segment values from
strings.
For more information, see Split.

To derive the Year and Period using a date field and associated format, use these
target expressions.
•

toPeriod()—Derive Period dimension member based on the source system
period name using the syntax: toPeriod(field, "<DATE FORMAT>", Mon)

•

toYear()—Derive Year dimension member based on the source system period
name using the syntax: toYear(field, "<DATE FORMAT>", "FY+YY")
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The <DATEFORMAT> is in the Simple Java Date format. For more information about the Simple
Java Data format, see https://docs.oracle.com/javase/8/docs/api/java/text/
SimpleDateFormat.html.
Map is another target expression that enables you to accept an input field or field with an
expression like substr, split, and series of key value pairs for mapping using the syntax:
map(substr(field,1,2),P1:Jan|P2:Feb|P3:Mar|….)

Note:
The map target expression can be used for any expression.

Writing Back With the EPM Integration Agent
The EPM Integration Agent supports write-back by enabling you to move data from your
Oracle Enterprise Performance Management Cloud applications to your on-premises
database. To use this feature, you register a data export application to export data to the onpremises database.
•

Simple method—you register the application and specify the table name and include all
the columns from the table in the application. The system generates the INSERT
statements automatically and loads the data.
To use this method, create a CSV file with the list of columns to export. The names of the
column must exactly match the column name in the table. The name of the file must be
the name of the application.

•

Advanced method—you specify an INSERT statement in the query definition page. The
INSERT statement contains the table and column for values and the dimension name of
the application. Using this method, you can provide a user-friendly dimension name and
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also use SQL functions like TO_DATE, TO_NUMBER and other functions to
perform data type conversions and other string operations.
To use this method, create a CSV file with the list of columns to export. The list of
columns must exactly match the column name you use in the INSERT statement.
The name of the file must be name of the application.
Additionally, the agent can execute two event scripts during the write-back execution:
BefExport and AftExport. Using a BefExport event, you can perform any action
before inserting data to the table or you can override the default insert processing.
Using an AftExport event, you can do any post processing cleanup after inserting
data to the table.
The write-back feature is supported for agents running in both SYNC and ASYNC
modes.

Process Description for EPM Integration Agent Write-Back
To write back to an on-premises database using the EPM Integration Agent:
1.

Download the EPMAgent ZIP.
If this is your first installation of the EPM Integration, see Installing and Configuring
the EPM Integration Agent.
If you have an existing installation of the EPM Integration Agent, download and
unzip the EPMAgent.ZIP. You do not need to update the ini file or certificate.

2.

Optional: You can execute two event scripts during the write-back execution
including the BefExport and AftExport.
Using a BefExport event, you can perform any action before inserting data to the
table or you can override the default insert processing. Using an AftExport event,
you can perform any post processing cleanup after inserting data to the table.

3.

Register the data export to an on-premises application.
For more information, see Registering the Data Export to On-Premises
Application.

4.

Go to Application Details Dimensions tab for the data export application and
verify that the column names in the header record must exactly match the column
name or column alias in the table to which you are loading data.
Names are case-sensitive.
For more information, see Setting the Application Detail Dimensions for the WriteBack.

5.

Designate the "Amount" column in the Target Dimension Class and clear the Data
Column Name column.

6.

Go to the Application Details Options tab for the data export to on-premises
application and specify how you want to handle loading data. You can specify the
table name and have the system generate the INSERT statement automatically.
You can also write an INSERT query in the query definition page and use the
statement as the method for loading data.
You also need to specify any credentials, JDBC connection information, and user
name and password for the on-premises database.
For more information, see Defining Application Details for A Data Export
Application.
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7.

8.

Integrate the Oracle Enterprise Performance Management Cloud application with the
data export file by completing the following tasks.
Task

Description

More Information

General

Add or edit an integration for Defining a Data Integration
file-based and direct
integration sources.

Map Dimensions

Map the columns in the data
source to dimensions in the
target application.

Map Members

Map dimensions to identify
Mapping Members
how source field values
translate to target dimension
members.

Options

Define options for importing
and exporting data. Also,
define any source filters.

Mapping Dimensions

Setting Data Integration
Options

Run the integration.
For information on running an integration, see Running an Integration.
When the integration is executed, the EPM Integration Agent initiates the export process
in the EPM Cloud. The agent downloads the export data. Based on the selected method,
the agent also constructs the appropriate INSERT statement and loads the data to the
target table.
You can review the exported data by downloading the output file from the Process
Details. The database column names for the write-back are specified as the column
headers in the generated file as shown below.

You can view the details of running the write-back by opening the log file for the job from
Process Details as shown below:
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Registering the Data Export to On-Premises Application
Register the data export to on-oremises application to specify the file associated with
the columns to which to export data.
To register a data export application
1.

Create a CSV file with the list of columns to be exported.
The name of the CSV file must be name of the application. The name of the
columns must be name of the columns in the table if you are using the simple
method. For an INSERT query, the name of the columns can be any name but
must match the names in the INSERT statement.

2.

From the Data Integration home page, and then Actions, select Applications.

3.

On the Applications page, click

4.

From Category, select Data Export.

5.

From Type, select Data Export to On Premise.

6.

From File Name, select the name of the file from step 1.
You can click

7.

(Add icon).

to navigate and select the file from the File Browser page.

Optional: In Prefix, specify a prefix to make the application name unique.
The prefix is concatenated with the file name to form a unique application name.
For example, if you want to name an application with the same name as an
existing one, you can assign your initials as the prefix.

8.

Click OK.
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Setting the Application Detail Dimensions for the Write-Back
As part of the process for writing back to the on-premise database, you need to verify that the
column names in the header record match exactly.
You must also designate the "Amount" dimension with the Target Dimension Class "Amount"
and clear any value in the Data Column Name column.
To designate the Amount column in the application detail:
1.

From the Application page, click
to the right of the data export to on-premise
application, and then select Application Details.

2.

From the Application Details page, click the Dimensions tab.

3.

From the Dimension Name column, select the Amount dimension.

4.

Change the classification to Amount and remove the data column name.

5.

Click Save.

Defining Application Details for A Data Export Application
Use Application Details to specify how EPM Integration Agents handles the write-back of
data. In addition, you also need to specify credential and JDBC connection information to the
on-premise database.
To define application details for an data export to on-premise application:
1.

to the right of the data export to on-premise
From the Application page, click
application, and then select Application Details.
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2.

From the Application Details page, click the Options tab.

3.

In Table Name, specify the table name to which to load the data.
The name of the dimensions in the data export to on-premise application must
match the names of the columns in the table. The system generates the INSERT
statement to load the data automatically and inserts text for all fields.
If you specify a table name in this field, do not specify an INSERT statement in the
Insert Query field.

4.

In Insert Query, specify the name of the SQL query associated with the custom
INSERT statement created on the Query Definition page.
INSERT query must contain the table and columns for values and the dimension
name of the application. Using this method, you can provide a user-friendly
dimension name and also use SQL functions like TO_DATE, TO_NUMBER and
other functions to perform data type conversions and other string operations. For
more information, see Writing Back With a Custom INSERT Query.
If you specify an INSERT query, do not specify a table name in the Table Name
field.

5.

In Credential Store, specify the type of credential store used by the EPM
Integration Agent.
Available types of credential stores include the following:
•

Cloud

•

File

For the Cloud credential store type, store the username/password/connect string
in the application.
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For the File credential store type, create a file in the on-premises environment to store
the JDBC URL, user name, and password. The file name must be named appname.cred
and stored in the config directory.
The file must contain the following lines:
driver=oracle.jdbc.driver.OracleDriver
jdbcurl=jdbc:oracle:thin:@slc04aye.us.oracle.com:1523:fzer1213
username=apps
password=w+Sz+WjKpL8[

주:
The password used for both credential store types must be encrypted.
When the type is a "Cloud" store, type the password in the user interface in the
usual way. The system encrypts and stores the password.
When the type is a "File" store, you must encrypt the password using the
encryptpassword utility and store the password in the file. For more information
about encrypting your password, see Encrypting the EPM Cloud User
Password.
6.

In JDBC Driver, select the type of JDBC driver to use when connecting to the Database
Management System (DBMS).
Available types of JDBC drivers include the following:
•

Microsoft SQL Server

•

Oracle

7.

In Username, specify the on-premises database user name.

8.

In Password, specify the on-premises database password.

9.

Click Save.

Writing Back With a Custom INSERT Query
When writing back data using the EPM Integration Agent, you can write a custom INSERT
query and use this query statement as the method when loading data. This feature enables
you to provide user-friendly dimension names and also use SQL functions like TO_DATE,
TO_NUMBER and other functions to perform data type conversions and other string
operations.
To specify an INSERT query to use when writing back to an on-premise database:
1.

From the Data Integration home page, click Action, and then Query.

2.

On the Query screen, click Add (

3.

From the Create Query screen, and then in Query Name, specify the INSERT Query
name.

).

The query name is used in the INSERT Query field on the Application Details Options
tab. For more information, see Defining Application Details for A Data Export Application.
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4.

In Query String, specify the INSERT statement used to write back the data based
on the header row in the file.
Write an INSERT statement with the table name and column name.
In VALUES, provide the dimension name from the application enclosed in ~~. The
system replaces these with actual values from the exported data file.
In this example, "ACCT", "COMP", "PROD", "PRDDATE", "BAL_AMT" are in the
WBTESTDT table. "Account," " Company," "Product," "AsofDate," and "Balance
Amount" are names of dimensions in the application.

5.

Click Save.

EPM Integration Agent Write-Back Event Scripts
The EPM Integration Agent executes two events during the write-back executions:
BefExport and AftExport. Use these events to execute custom code, by-pass the
standard processing, and generate a custom data set, which is included in the data file
made available to the on-premise database.
Custom API Parameters passed for the BefExport and AftExport events.
Name

Description

JOBID

Job Id of the write-back execution

JOBTYPE

Type of the job "WRITEBACK"

EXPORT_DATA_FILE

Name of the export data file in the full path

Using a BefExport Event
When writing back using the EPM Integration Agent, use the BefExport event to
perform any action before inserting data to the table or you can override the default
insert processing.
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The following script example shows how to call an external API that executes before the
write-back.
The BefExport event in this example:
•

prints the contents of the agentContextParams map

•

fetches and prints the table name into which the data is inserted.

•

fetches and prints the insert query

•

prints an info message to the agent process log. This entry is logged to the process log in
EPM_APP_DATA_HOME\logs and epmagent.log.

For information about EPM Integration Agent Context functions, see EPM Integration Agent
Context Functions.
Note that this script is provided only as an example, and it is not warranted against defects,
and users may not file a service request with Oracle support in regard to any questions or
issues related to the script.
import sys
import java
'''
Before export custom script. This script will be called before the writeback
begins execution.
'''
#print Begin: BefExport.py
#print 'Event Type is: ' + event
'''
Print the contents of the agentContextParams map which is an unmodifiable
map.
'''
#print 'JOBTYPE: ' + agentContext["JOBTYPE"]
#print 'EPM_APP_DATA_HOME: ' + agentContext["EPM_APP_DATA_HOME"]
#print 'WRITEBACK_DATA_FILE: ' + agentContext["WRITEBACK_DATA_FILE"]
#print 'JOBID: ' + str(agentContext["JOBID"])
#print 'INTEGRATION: ' + agentContext["INTEGRATION"]
#print 'LOCATION: ' + agentContext["LOCATION"]
#print 'SOURCE_APPLICATION: ' + agentContext["SOURCE_APPLICATION"]
#print 'TARGET_APPLICATION: ' + agentContext["TARGET_APPLICATION"]

'''
getTable() Method to fetch the table name into which the data will be
inserted. This is
passed from cloud to the agent during the writeback execution call.
'''
#print "Printing Table Name: " + agentAPI.getTable()
'''
getInsertQuery() Method to fetch the insert query. This is the query which is
passed from cloud to the agent during the writeback execution call.
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'''
#print "Printing Query: " + agentAPI.getInsertQuery()
'''
Log an info message to the agent process log. This entry will be
logged only to the process log in EPM_APP_DATA_HOME\logs
folder and not to epmagent.log. The log entry will be created at INFO
log level.
'''
#agentAPI.logInfo("SAMPLE: INFO log message from script")
'''
Log an severe message to the agent process log. This entry will be
logged into the process log in EPM_APP_DATA_HOME\logs
folder and also into epmagent.log. The log entry will be created at
SEVERE log level.
'''
#agentAPI.logError("SAMPLE: SEVERE log message from script")
'''
Uncomment to skip the export data execution. The writeback execution
can be skipped only during the
BEFORE_EXPORT event. This will skip the execution of the insert
statements. The cloud process will be marked as failed in the Export
data step.
'''
#agentAPI.skipAction('true')
'''
Return false in case of error, which will throw an exception in the
agent.
'''
#print "End: BefExport.py"

Using a AftExport Event
When writing back using the EPM Integration Agent, use the AftExport to do any post
processing cleanup after inserting data to the table.
The following script example shows how to call an external API that executes after the
write-back.
The AftExport event in this example:
•

prints the contents of the agentContextParams map

•

prints an info message to the agent process log. This entry is logged to the
process log in EPM_APP_DATA_HOME\logs.
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•

prints any severe error message to the agent process log. This entry is logged to the
process log in EPM_APP_DATA_HOME\logs.

For information about EPM Integration Agent Context functions, see EPM Integration Agent
Context Functions.
Note that this script is provided only as an example, and it is not warranted against defects,
and users may not file a service request with Oracle support in regard to any questions or
issues related to the script.
import sys
'''
After export custom script. This script will be called after the writeback
finishes execution.
'''
#print "Begin: AftExport.py"
#print 'Event Type is: ' + event
'''
Print the contents of the agentContextParams map which is an unmodifiable
map.
'''
#print 'JOBTYPE: ' + agentContext["JOBTYPE"]
#print 'EPM_APP_DATA_HOME: ' + agentContext["EPM_APP_DATA_HOME"]
#print 'WRITEBACK_DATA_FILE: ' + agentContext["WRITEBACK_DATA_FILE"]
#print 'JOBID: ' + str(agentContext["JOBID"])
#print 'INTEGRATION: ' + agentContext["INTEGRATION"]
#print 'LOCATION: ' + agentContext["LOCATION"]
#print 'SOURCE_APPLICATION: ' + agentContext["SOURCE_APPLICATION"]
#print 'TARGET_APPLICATION: ' + agentContext["TARGET_APPLICATION"]

'''
Log an info message to the agent process log. This entry will be logged only
to the process log in EPM_APP_DATA_HOME\logs
folder and not to epmagent.log. The log entry will be created at INFO log
level.
'''
#agentAPI.logInfo("SAMPLE: INFO log message from script")
'''
Log an severe message to the agent process log. This entry will be logged
into the process log in EPM_APP_DATA_HOME\logs
folder and also into epmagent.log. The log entry will be created at SEVERE
log level.
'''
#agentAPI.logError("SAMPLE: SEVERE log message from script")
'''
Return false in case of error, which will throw an exception in the agent.
'''
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returnValue = 'true'
#print "End: AftExport.py"

Understanding Agent Clusters
You can use clusters to distribute integration jobs.
The following are examples of some of the business scenarios where you may want to
define multiple clusters:
•

The source systems are geographically distributed. In order to avoid network
latency, you may want to deploy one or more agents in each data center location.

•

Different business units in your organization want to secure and manage their jobs
independently.

•

Your organization uses different types of source systems. For example, EBusiness Suite (EBS) and Peoplesoft are located in different data centers. The
security and data volume may be different and you want to manage the data
extraction process independently.

•

The data load frequency for various sources are different. You may have a data
warehouse staging system used as a source for reporting and drill-down. Data
may be loaded daily in an interactive mode and you want to support drill down.
Another ERP system may be used as a source for the month-end consolidation
process only and all data loads are batch processed. You can define a different
cluster for each of these data sources.

You can allocate the integration to the different clusters by defining cluster
assignments. You can assign integrations to the appropriate cluster by entity type:
•

Integration (data rule)

•

Location

•

Target application

When an integration job is initiated, the system checks where a job has been
assigned, determines the cluster, and assigns the job to that cluster. The order of
precedence for executing a job is determined by the entity type. Integration takes
precedence over location, which takes precedence over a target application.
Within each cluster you can have multiple agents to provide further load balancing and
high availability. You associate an agent to a cluster in the agent configuration INI file.
When you start the EPM Integration Agent, it automatically associates the agent with a
cluster and executes the jobs assigned to the cluster. The procedure for load
balancing within a cluster depends whether the execution mode is synchronous or
asynchronous.
In synchronous mode, the system uses a round robin process to assign the jobs to the
agents that belong to a cluster. For more information, see Configuring Synchronous
Mode.
In asynchronous mode, you set up the agent to start at different times to achieve high
availability. For example, you can set the interval as 10 minutes and start another
agent 5 minutes after the hour, and then another agent 10 minutes after the hour. In
effect, you have an agent checking every 5 minutes.
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주:
When a selected entity (location, application, or integration) is reassigned to
another cluster, the previous cluster assignment is deleted and replaced with the
new assignment automatically.
Extracting an integration job does not affect the import and validation status of the
job. It is possible to have a successful extract, but a failed import and validation as
shown below:

Adding a Cluster
To add a cluster:
).

1.

From the Home page, click Application (

2.

Click Data Exchange (

3.

Optionally, you can launch Data Integration by clicking Navigator (
).
Application, selecting Data Exchange (

4.

From the Data Integration home page, click Actions, and then select Agent.

5.

From the Agent Cluster page, click Add.

6.

On the Create Agent Cluster page, specify the cluster name in the Cluster Name field.

), and then select the Data Integration tab.
), and then from

Only alphanumeric characters can be used in the name. Do not use special characters,
such as sign (@) or ampersand (&). The name cannot be modified once the cluster has
been created.
7.

In Cluster Mode, select the integration flow.
Available modes include the following:

8.

•

Synchronous

•

Asynchronous

In Description, specify any additional information about the cluster.
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9.

Click Save.

Assigning Integration Jobs
Assignments let you prioritize when integration jobs are extracted in the cluster by the
agent running the extraction. You assign entities (location, application, or integration)
to associate them with a selected cluster and to set up their order of extraction.
To assign an integration job:
1.

From the Data Integration home page, click Actions, and then select Agent.

2.

From the Agent Cluster page, select the name of the cluster to which to add an
integration job.

3.

Click the Agents tab, and select the name of the agent from the cluster to use with
the assignment.

Note the following:
•

Name—The Name of agent assigned to the cluster.

•

Physical URL—represents the IP address and port to which the Web URL
redirects the request through the reverse proxy.

•

Web URL—represents the web address to which the Oracle Enterprise
Performance Management Cloud sends requests.
The Web URL field can be modified.

•

Last Ping—Date and time the system last checked when the host was
available.
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4.

Click the Assignments tab, and then from the Type drop-down, select the type of entity.
Valid entity types include the following:
•

Application

•

Integration

•

Location

5.

From the Entity drop-down, select the entity.

6.

Optional: Click the Add/Delete button (
existing assignment.

) to add a new assignment or delete an

EPM Integration Agent Scripting
The EPM Integration Agent provides extensions to the standard functionality which allows the
user to connect to any data source through the use of Java, or Jython/Groovy scripting, or to
conditionally change the defined query based on business requirements. The standard SQL
processing with the EPM Integration Agent produces a data set that is uploaded to the Oracle
Enterprise Performance Management Cloud, and with scripting, you can by-pass the
standard processing, and generate a custom data set, which is uploaded to the EPM Cloud
as part of the EPM Integration Agent processing.

Events
The steps performed by the EPM Integration Agent are as follows:
1.

Process SQL defined by the EPM Integration Agent data source specified in the Oracle
Enterprise Performance Management Cloud.

2.

Prepare and transmit the SQL result set to the EPM Cloud from the defined data source.

These steps are referred to as the "Extract" and "Upload" steps. Scripting in the EPM
Integration Agent supports four events related to these two process steps where you can
define custom scripts. The events are as follows:
Event

Script Name

Description

Before Extract

BefExtract.py

Script executed before the
agent extract processing. If
you want to perform any
processing prior to the SQL
processing, that code should
be included in this script.

BefExtract.groovy

After Extract

AftExtract.py
AftExtract.groovy

Script executed after the agent
extract processing. After the
extract a file is prepared,
which includes the job id with
the dat suffix in the agent/

MyData/data local folder
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Event

Script Name

Description

Before Upload

BefUpload.py

Script executed before the
data file is uploaded to the
EPM Cloud. The file uploaded
to the EPM Cloud is the
<jobID>.dat file from the
agent/MyData/data folder.

BefUpload.groovy

After Upload

AftUpload.py
AftUpload.groovy

Script executed after the data
file is uploaded to the EPM
Cloud.

주:
For information on the EPM Integration Agent BefExport and AftExport
events used during write-back executions, see EPM Integration Agent WriteBack Event Scripts.
Sample scripts are available in the agent/Sample/jython and agent/Sample/groovy
folders on the local machine where the agent was installed. The system runs an
instance of a script if it is placed in the agent/MyData/scripts folder. For example, if
you want to only execute theBefExtract script, only save this script to the agent/
MyData/scripts folder.
You may also choose to create your own implementation of the Java class that
implements the four custom methods described above. An example is provided in the
Agent/Sample folder for reference, but consider the following if this approach is
selected:
•

If you choose to implement your integration logic directly in Java, then you are not
required to save any scripts to the agent/MyData/scripts folder. The Java
implementation always executes the four events, and if a script file is not present
for any of those events, it just processes the Java logic define by the customer/
partner.

•

You can create a Java class file CustomEvent.java, which should implement the
interface EPMAgentInterface (for example, public class CustomEvent
implements EPMAgentInterface{), present in the agent-interface.jar.

•

The CustomEvent.class can be packaged inside the agent-interface.jar as
oracle.epm.aif.agent.agentinterface.CustomEvent.class. If you choose to
package it in a separate jar other than agent-interface.jar, then this jar must be
included in the CUSTOM_CLASS_PATH agent startup parameter.

•

If your choose to use a different class name from
oracle.epm.aif.agent.agentinterface.CustomEvent.class, then you must set
the startup parameter CUSTOM_INTERFACE_CLASS_NAME with the fully qualified java
class name.

•

Note that the agent-interface.jar is updated each time development provides a
fix or a new version during the periodic EPM Cloud release cycle. The custom
event class may be used for development and testing purposes, but for production
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deployment, it is recommended you maintain a separate jar so that customizations are
not overwritten.

EPM Integration Agent API Methods
The EPM Integration Agent provides a number of methods that may be used in scripts to
perform actions such as the specification of text in the log file, updates to bind variables and
queries, and actions that instruct the EPM Integration Agent to skip the SQL processing step
for the case where a special query is used, or a non-SQL data source is used.
The EPM Integration Agent API methods are as follows:
API Method

Description

Example

logInfo()

Log an info message to the
agentAPI.logInfo("SAMPLE:
agent process log. This entry is INFO log message from
logged to the process log in the script")

EPM_APP_DATA_HOME\logs

folder, the job log in the Oracle
Enterprise Performance
Management Cloud, but not to
the local epmagent.log. The log
entry is created at the INFO
log level.

logError()

agentAPI.logError("SAMPLE:
Log an error message to the
agent process log. This entry is SEVER log message from
logged to the process log in
script")

EPM_APP_DATA_HOME\logs

folder, the job log in the EPM
Cloud, and also into
epmagent.log. The log entry is
created at the SEVER log level.

setBindVariables()

Use the setBindVariables()
method to update the extract
query's bind variables. This is
applicable only in the
befExtract script.

newBindVar =
dict({'PERIOD':'Feb-05',
'LEDGER':'Vision
Operations (USA)'})
jmap =

The bind variables must be
java.util.HashMap()
passed as a java map entry for
for key in
each variable with variable
newBindVar.keys():
NAME as key and VALUE.

jmap[key] =
newBindVar[key]
agentAPI.setBindVariables(jmap)
getBindVariables()

Use the getBindVariables()
method to fetch the bind
variables for the extract query.
Each bind variable is stored in
a map, which uses the keys
NAME and VALUE to define the
bind variable.

bindVariables =
agentAPI.getBindVariables()
for entry in

bindVariables.entrySet():
print entry.key,
entry.value
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API Method

updateQuery()

Description

Example

Use the

agentAPI.updateQuery("SELECT
* FROM TDATASEG")

updateQuery()method to
update the extract query. This
is only applicable in the
befExtract script.

getQuery()

Use the getQuery() method to print "Printing Query: "
fetch the query that is passed + agentAPI.getQuery()
from EPM Cloud to the EPM
Integration Agent during the
extract execution call.

skipAction()

Use the skipAction() method agentAPI.skipAction('true')
to skip the extract data step,
when a custom extract routine
is used by the EPM Integration
Agent.
Note that the extract execution
can be skipped only during the
befExtract script.
If you want to provide a data
file to upload to the EPM Cloud
rather than executing the
saved query, a file with the
name <process ID>.dat must
be saved to the MyData/data
folder in time to be uploaded
to the EPM Cloud. This means
that the file must be saved to
this folder in the befExtract,
aftExtract, or befUpload
scripts.

EPM Integration Agent Context Functions
EPM Integration Agent API, context functions are available that provide important
contextual information for script writers.
The contextual functions are as follows:
Function

Description

agentContext["JOBTYPE"]

Provides the job type being executed by the
agent. At this time, the JOBTYPE processes
are " EXTRACT " and "INTEGRATION."

agentContext["EPM_APP_DATA_HOME"]

Provides the data home specified in the INI
file used when starting the EPM Integration
Agent.

agentContext["DELIMITER"]

Provides the file delimiter specified as part
of the data source entry from the Oracle
Enterprise Performance Management
Cloud.
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Function

Description

agentContext["DATAFILENAME"]

Provides the path and name of the file that
is uploaded to the EPM Cloud. Use this
function instead of building file names
manually.

agentContext["JOBID"]

Provides the job ID from the integration
submitted in the EPM Cloud.

agentContext["INTEGRATION"]

Provides the name of the INTEGRATION
being executed.

agentContext["WRITEBACK_DATA_FILE"]

Provides the path and name of the writeback data export file that is that is
downloaded from the EPM Cloud. Use this
function instead of building file names
manually.

agentContext["LOCATION"]

Provides the location from the integration
submitted in the EPM Cloud.

agentContext["SOURCE_APPLICATION"]

Provides the source application from the
integration submitted in the EPM Cloud.

agentContext["TARGET_APPLICATION"]

Provides the target application from the
integration submitted in the EPM Cloud.

EPM Integration Agent Script Example
The following script example shows how to call an external API that provides exchange rates,
and then prepares the data for upload in a format that can be processed by way of an
integration defined in the Data Exchange section of the Oracle Enterprise Performance
Management Cloud. The setup steps in the EPM Cloud use an agent instance as the data
source for an integration with an EPM Application as a target. Note that this script is provided
only as an example, and it is not warranted against defects, and users may not file a service
request with Oracle support in regards to any questions or issues related to the script.
''' This jython script calls an external API to get exchange rates, and then
generates a file which is picked up by the EPM Integration Agent '''
import json
import urllib2
''' Turn off SQL processing by AGENT '''
agentAPI.skipAction('true')
''' Set Proxy for HTTP call. Needed when connected via VPN '''
proxy = urllib2.ProxyHandler({'http': 'www-proxy.example.com:80' 'https':
'www-proxy.example.com:80'})
opener = urllib2.build_opener(proxy) urllib2.install_opener(opener)
''' Set up URL for rates download. Please see the URL for additional
information in regards to options. '''
currency = 'USD'
ratesurl = 'https://api.exchangeratesapi.io/latest?base=' + currency
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fxrates = urllib2.urlopen(ratesurl)
text = json.loads(fxrates.read())
allrates = text['rates']
agentAPI.logInfo("Jython Script - RateExtract: URL - " + str(ratesurl))
''' Generate file for loading into the EPM Cloud '''
outfilename = agentContext["DATAFILENAME"]
outfile = open(outfilename, "w")
''' Generate header row '''
outfile.write("Account,Currency,Entity,From
Currency,Scenario,View,Rate" + chr(10))
''' Generate a row for each rate '''
for toCur,toRate in allrates.iteritems():
mystr = "Ending Rate" + "," + str(toCur) + "," + "FCCS_Global
Assumptions" + "," + "FROM_" + str(currency) + "," + "Actual" + "," +
"FCCS_Periodic" + "," + str(toRate) + chr(10)
outfile.write(mystr)
outfile.close()
agentAPI.logInfo("Jython Script - RateExtract: Output File Name - " +
str(outfilename))

Integrating Oracle Autonomous Database Data Using the
EPM Integration Agent
You can integrate data directly to and from the Oracle Autonomous Database and the
Oracle Enterprise Performance Management Cloud using the EPM Integration Agent.
This type of integration enables you to extract source data from staging or other
applications running on the Oracle Autonomous Database. You can also export data
from the EPM Cloud to selected reporting data warehouses on the Oracle
Autonomous Database.
The Oracle Autonomous Database is a comprehensive cloud experience with fully
automated data warehousing and transaction processing workloads optimized on highend Oracle hardware systems. The Oracle Autonomous Database provides an easyto-use, fully autonomous database that scales elastically and delivers fast query
performance.
As a service, the Oracle Autonomous Database does not require database
administration. You do not need to configure or manage any hardware or install any
software. The Oracle Autonomous Database handles provisioning the database,
backing up the database, patching and upgrading the database, and growing or
shrinking the database. For more information about the Oracle Autonomous Database,
see FAQs For Autonomous Database.
When loading or writing back data to and from the Oracle Autonomous Database, the
EPM Integration Agent is used to establish the connectivity between the Oracle
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Autonomous Database and the EPM Cloud. Customers can either install the agent on a local
network (similar to the way customers currently use the agent to extract data from onpremises data sources) or install the agent in a Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI) Compute
instance and then configure the database connectivity. The Compute instance provides the
processing power and memory capacity for the virtual servers they host. This approach
provides customers with scalability and flexibility for their solutions.

The EPM Cloud and Oracle Autonomous Cloud integration also enables customers to drill
down on data and to perform direct loads.

Process Description for Connecting to the Oracle Autonomous Database
The EPM Integration Agent provides an out of the box solution that enables customers to
perform two way integrations between the Oracle Enterprise Performance Management
Cloud and the Oracle Autonomous Database.
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At a high level, here are the steps for integrating data between the EPM Cloud and the
Oracle Autonomous Database:
1.

Connect to the Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Autonomous Database.

2.

Install the EPM Integration Agent on the server for the local network or Oracle
Cloud Infrastructure Compute instance.

3.

Download the wallet from the Oracle Cloud Infrastructure.

4.

Copy the wallet to the agent server and then unzip it.

5.

Configure Oracle Autonomous Database data source application and/or configure
Data Export application.

6.

Set up the integration.

7.

Run the integration.

Connecting to the Oracle Cloud Infrastructure
The following steps assume that you are connecting to an autonomous database
instance that has been created. For more information about creating an autonomous
database instance, see Getting Started and Provisioning Autonomous Transaction
Processing.
To connect to an Oracle Autonomous Database:
1.

Sign in from https://cloud.oracle.com.

2.

In Cloud Account Name, enter your cloud account name and click Next.

3.

On the Oracle Cloud Account Sign In page, enter your user name in User Name
and password in Password and then click Sign In.
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4.

On the Getting Started page, click Navigator (
level navigation choices.

) in the upper left to show the top-

5.

Click Home page, and then under Featured, click Autonomous Database.
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The Autonomous Data page opens showing the list of databases in your current
region and compartment.
6.

On the Autonomous Database page, under Display Name, select the
autonomous database to which to connect.

7.

Click DB Connection.

8.

On the Data Connections page, specify the client credentials and connection
information to connect to your database by selecting the wallet type.
A wallet is a password-protected container that stores authentication and signing
credentials, including private keys, certificates, and trusted certificates, all of which
are used by SSL for strong authentication.
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Available wallet types:
•

Instance Wallet: Wallet for a single database only; this provides a database-specific
wallet.

•

Regional Wallet: Wallet for all Autonomous Databases for a given tenant and region
(this includes all service instances that a cloud account owns).

Note:
Oracle recommends you provide a database-specific wallet using Instance
Wallet, to end users and for application use whenever possible. Regional
wallets should only be used for administrative purposes that require potential
access to all Autonomous Databases within a region.
9.

Click Download Wallet.

10. In the Download Wallet dialog, enter a wallet password in the Password field and

confirm the password in the Confirm Password field.
You are prompted to provide a password to encrypt the keys inside the wallet. The
password must be at least 8 characters long and must include at least 1 letter and either
1 numeric character or 1 special character. This password protects the downloaded
Client Credentials wallet.
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11. Click Download to save the client security credentials zip file.

By default the filename is: Wallet_ databasename .zip. You can save this file as
any filename and to any local folder.
12. Click Close.

Note:
To connect to the Oracle Autonomous Database using SQL Developer,
see Connect SQL Developer to Autonomous Transaction Processing.

Configuring the EPM Integration Agent to Connect to the Oracle
Autonomous Database
This section describes how to configure the EPM Integration Agent in order to connect
to the Oracle Autonomous Database. It describes configuration steps for:
•

Configuring the EPM Integration Agent on a Local Network

•

Configuring the EPM Integration Agent on a Compute Instance

Configuring the EPM Integration Agent on a Local Network
When loading or writing back data from and to the Oracle Autonomous Database, you
install the agent on a local computer within your organization's network.
To configure the EPM Integration Agent in a local network:
1.

In Data Integration, download the latest EPMAgent ZIP.
a.

Click Data Exchange (

), and then select the Data Integration tab.

Optionally, you can launch Data Integration by clicking Navigator (
then from Application, selecting Data Exchange (
).

), and
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b.

From the Data Integration home page, click Actions, and then select Download
Agent.

c.

From the File Manager page, extract the EPMAgent ZIP to your destination folder.
The destination folder is AGENT_HOME.

2.

Navigate to folder where you downloaded the wallet when you created the connection to
the Oracle Autonomous Database.
By default the filename of the zip is: Wallet_databasename.zip.
For information on creating the wallet, see Connecting to the Oracle Cloud Infrastructure.

3.

Copy the wallet to a configuration directory such as <EPMAgentDevData\config> or
create a wallet directory under EPM_APP_DATA_HOME.

4.

Select the wallet and unzip it.

5.

Add a proxy entry in the service description by opening the tnsnames.ora file in a text
editor and replacing the proxy entry as shown in the example below:
myadb_high = (description= (retry_count=20)(retry_delay=3)
(address=(https_proxy=myproxy.sample.com)(https_proxy_port=80)
The tnsnames.ora file is a configuration file that contains network service names mapped
to connect descriptors for the local naming method, or net service names mapped to
listener protocol addresses. This proxy information is required because you are running
the agent within the network.

6.

Save the tnsnames.ora file.
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Deploying the EPM Integration Agent in a Cloud Infrastructure (OCI) Compute
Instance
When loading or writing back data to and from the Oracle Autonomous Database, you
can put the EPM Integration Agent in an Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI) Compute
instance.
The Oracle Cloud Infrastructure provides Compute instances so that you can provision
and manage compute hosts. You can create instances as needed to meet your
compute and application requirements such as providing the processing power and
memory capacity for the virtual servers they host. After you create an instance, you
can access it securely from your computer, restart it, attach and detach volumes, and
terminate it when you're done with it. Any changes made to the instance's local drives
are lost when you terminate it.
Deploying the EPM Agent on an Oracle Cloud Infastructure Compute instance
provides the following advantages:
•

Simple installation

•

No special network configuration is required such as a firewall or opening a port in
an on-premises environment.

•

All data traffic is in the Cloud and there is no data transfer to the on-premises
environment.

When a Compute instance is used, the agent establishes connectivity between the
Oracle Enterprise Performance Management Cloud and the Oracle Autonomous
Database. This approach provides customers with scalability and flexibility for their
solution. You still need to create the integration definitions including the Oracle
Autonomous Database adapter, SQL query, and mapping within Data Integration.

Creating a Compute Instance
You create an Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Compute instance to which you install the
EPM Integration Agent and then load and write back data to the Oracle Autonomous
Database. In addition, you get local access to the other tools, utilities and other
resources on the host system. This implementation uses the Secure Shell (SSH) client
software to establish a secure connection and log in as an opc user.
Before you begin creating the Compute instance, you need the following:
•

An Oracle Cloud user account that has access rights to manage Compute
instances in the given compartment, to use the given VCN and subnet, and to view
information about the dedicated database you will be connecting to.

•

The name of the compartment, VCN and subnet to use when creating the Oracle
Cloud Compute instance. Your autonomous database administrator or tenancy
administrator should be able to provide you this information.

To create to a Compute instance:
1.

Sign in from https://cloud.oracle.com.

2.

In Cloud Account Name, enter your cloud account name and click Next.

3.

Enter your user name in User Name and password in Password and then click
Sign In.
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4.

On the Oracle Cloud Infrastructure page, click the Navigation menu in the upper left to
show top level navigation choices.

5.

Click Compute and then under Compute, click Instances.

6.

On the Instances page, click Create Instance.

7.

On the Create Compute Instance page, go to the Add SSH Keys pane, and then click
Generate a key pair for me.
SSH is a cryptographic network protocol that uses two keys, a public key and a private
key, to provide secure communication between two computers. SSH uses port 22 by
default.
Private key stays with the user (and only there), while the public key is sent to the server
typically with the ssh-copy-id utility. The server stores the public key (and "marks" it as
authorized). The server will now allow access to anyone who can prove they have the
corresponding private key. Private key stays with the user (and only there), while the
public key is sent to the server.

8.

Select the options to Save Private Key and Save Public Key and save both keys to a
directory where you can reference them later.

9.

Click Create.

10. On the Instances page, click the name of the instance to display the instance detail.
11. From Instance Access, under Public IP Address, copy and save the IP address.

You are required to specify the public IP address when connecting to the remote host.
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Connecting to the Compute Instance Using Putty
You can connect to a running instance by using a Secure Shell (SSH) or Remote
Desktop connection. Most UNIX-style systems include an SSH client by default.
Windows 10 and Windows Server 2019 systems should include the OpenSSH client,
which you need if you created your instance using the SSH keys generated by Oracle
Cloud Infrastructure. For other Windows versions, you can connect to the command
line using a free SSH client called PuTTY available from http://www.putty.org..
Before you begin, you'll need the following information to connect to the instance:
•

The public IP address of the instance. You can get the address from the Instance
Details page in the Console. Open the navigation menu and click Compute. Under
Compute, click Instances. Then, select your instance. Alternatively, you can use
the Core Services API ListVnicAttachments and GetVnic operations.

•

The default username for the instance. If you used a platform image for Linux,
CentOS, or Windows to launch the instance, the username is opc. If you used an
Ubuntu platform image to launch the instance, the username is ubuntu.

•

For Linux instances: The full path to the private key portion of the SSH key pair
that you used when you launched the instance. For more information about key
pairs, see Managing Key Pairs on Linux Instances.

•

For Windows instances: If you're connecting to the instance for the first time, you
will need the initial password for the instance. You can get the password from the
Instance Details page in the Console.

To connect to the Compute instance:
1.

Launch PuTTY.

2.

On the Basic page, in Host Name, enter the public IP address that you copied
and saved when creating the Compute instance.

3.

In Port number, leave the default value 22.
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4.

Under Connection, then Data, and then Auto-login user name, enter opc.
The opc user can perform operations that require root access to the compute node, such
as backing up or patching; this user can use the sudo command to gain root access to
the compute instance.
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5.

Under Connection, then Proxy, and then Proxy Type, select HTTP.

6.

In Proxy hostname, enter the customer proxy server address.

7.

In Port number, leave the port number as 80.
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8.

Under Connection, expand +SSH, and then select Auth.

9.

From Private key file for authentication, enter the private key that you received when
creating the Compute instance.
You can also click

and navigate to the private key that you saved.
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10. Click Open to launch the Compute instance.

In the following example, the agent has already been installed to the Compute
instance and has been started.
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Connecting to the Compute Instance Using WSCP
You can connect to a running instance by using a Secure Shell (SSH) or Remote Desktop
connection. Most UNIX-style systems include an SSH client by default. Windows 10 and
Windows Server 2019 systems should include the OpenSSH client, which you need if you
created your instance using the SSH keys generated by Oracle Cloud Infrastructure. For
other Windows versions, you can connect to the command line using a free SSH client called
PuTTY available from http://www.putty.org..
Before you begin, you'll need the following information to connect to the instance:
•

The public IP address of the instance. You can get the address from the Instance Details
page in the Console. Open the navigation menu and click Compute. Under Compute,
click Instances. Then, select your instance. Alternatively, you can use the Core Services
API ListVnicAttachments and GetVnic operations.

•

The default username for the instance. If you used a platform image for Linux, CentOS,
or Windows to launch the instance, the username is opc. If you used an Ubuntu platform
image to launch the instance, the username is ubuntu.

•

For Linux instances: The full path to the private key portion of the SSH key pair that you
used when you launched the instance. For more information about key pairs, see
Managing Key Pairs on Linux Instances.

•

For Windows instances: If you're connecting to the instance for the first time, you will
need the initial password for the instance. You can get the password from the Instance
Details page in the Console.

To connect to the Compute instance:
1.

Launch WinSCP.

2.

On the WinSCP page, select Session and then New Session.

3.

On the Login page, and then Host Name, enter the Public IP Address that you copied
and saved.

4.

In Port number, leave the default value 22.

5.

In User name, enter opc.
The opc user can perform operations that require root access to the compute node, such
as backing up or patching; this user can use the sudo command to gain root access to
the compute instance.
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6.

From the Advanced drop-down, select Advanced.

7.

On the Advanced Site Settings page, select Connection and then Proxy.

8.

From Proxy Type drop-down, select HTTP.

9.

In User name, enter the customer proxy server.

10. In Port number, leave the port number as 80.
11. Click SSH, then Key exchange, and then Authentication.
12. From Private key file, click

and navigate to the private key that you saved.

13. Click OK.
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14. On the Login page, click Login.

Messages are shown authenticating the opc login information.

Configuring the EPM Integration Agent on a Compute Instance
After you have created an Oracle Cloud Compute instance, you need to connect to it, and
then transfer and install the EPM Integration Agent and other related components.
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Note:
This implementation uses the Secure Shell (SSH) client software to establish
a secure connection and log in as a opc user.
Before you begin creating compute instance system, you need the following:
•

An Oracle Cloud user account that has access rights to manage Compute
instances in the given compartment, to use the given VCN and subnet, and to view
information about the dedicated database you will be connecting to.

•

The name of the compartment, VCN and subnet to use when creating the Oracle
Cloud Compute instance. Your autonomous database administrator or tenancy
administrator should be able to provide you this information.

•

For installing and configuring the EPM Integration Agent on the Compute instance,
you will need the following files:

•

–

EPMAgent.zip

–

Wallet

–

SSL certificate for use with the Oracle Enterprise Performance Management
Cloud

WinSCP for transferring files. WinSCP is a free download vailable at: https://
winscp.net/eng/index.php

To configure the EPM Integration Agent on a Compute instance:
1.

Connect to the Compute instance with the host name, user name, password or
SSH key.
For more information about connecting to the Compute Instance, see Connecting
to the Compute Instance Using Putty or Connecting to the Compute Instance
Using WSCP.
Additional connection information is available at Connecting to an Instance.

2.

Install Oracle Java on Oracle Linux running in your OCI compute shape by using
RPMs available from the OCI yum service.
For instructions on installing Oracle Java, see How to Install Oracle Java in Oracle
Cloud Infrastructure.

3.

Log into WinSCP with the host name, user name, and password, and then click
Login.
WinSCP opens in a directory structure similar to Windows File Explorer.

4.

Transfer the following files by dragging and dropping them from your source
directory to a directory on the Compute instance:
•

EPMAgent.zip.
The latest EMPAgent.zip is available for download from your local network
from Data Integration. For more information, see Downloading the EPMAgent
ZIP.

•

Wallet—The wallet files store the client credentials from the Autonomous
Database Service Console.
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For more information about the wallet, see Connecting to the Oracle Cloud
Infrastructure.
•

SSL certificate—Certificate used with the EPM Cloud.
The certificate is required to enable an encrypted connection between the EPM
Cloud and the EPM Integration Agent.
Optionally, you can also use the scp command line utility to securely copy files and
directories between your local system to a remote system. The SCP command syntax
uses the following format: scp [OPTION][user@]SRC_HOST:]file1
[user@]DEST_HOST:]file2
Here are sample scp commands that you might use when transferring the EPM
Integration Agent components required for this configuration on Linux and Mac.
scp -i /Users/Oracle/Documents/oci/ssh-key-private.key epmagent.jar
opc@<OCI INSTANCE PUBLIC IP ADDRESS>:/home/opc/epmagent.jar
scp -i /Users/Oracle/Documents/oci/compute/ssh-key- private.key epm.cer
opc@<OCI INSTANCE PUBLIC IP ADDRESS>:/home/opc/epm.cer
scp -i /Users/Oracle/Documents/oci/compute/ssh-key- private.key Walletepm.zip opc@<OCI INSTANCE PUBLIC IP ADDRESS>:/home/opc/Wallet-epm.zip

5.

Extract the EPMAgent.zip in your destination folder.
Typically, the destination folder is <AGENT_HOME> .

6.

Copy the wallet to a configuration directory or create a wallet directory at
<EPMAgentDevData\config> or <EPM_APP_DATA_HOME> and then unzip it.

7.

Copy the certificate to the <EPM_AGENT_HOME/cert> directory.

8.

Start the agent on the Compute instance.
For more information, see Starting the EPM Integration Agent.

Loading Data from the Oracle Autonomous Database to the EPM Cloud
You can extract data from the Oracle Autonomous Database by executing a relational
database SQL query against a database in the Oracle Autonomous Database and then load
the data or metadata to the Oracle Enterprise Performance Management Cloud using the
EPM Integration Agent in your local network.
The EPM Integration agent is defined as a data source for an integration, and when executed
provides data that is subsequently mapped and loaded to the selected target application.
As a prerequisite to loading data you must be connected to the Oracle Autonomous
Database. In addition, you must have already downloaded the Oracle Wallet. The wallet
provides an simple and easy method to manage database credentials across multiple
domains.
To load data from the Oracle Autonomous Database to the EPM Cloud:
1.

In Data Integration, create the query definition and save the SQL query.
To do this, see Creating an SQL Query.
If you already have an SQL query registered in Data Integration, skip this step.

2.

Create a file that contains one header row from the source data.
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The header row must exactly match the dimension name in the target dimension.
You can use an alias for a column name in the SQL query to the dimension name.

3.

Save the file as a CSV format file with a header row.
Upload the file using the file browser when registering the application.

4.

Register the Oracle Autonomous data source application:
a.

From the Data Integration home page, and then Actions, select
Applications.

b.

On the Applications page, click

c.

From Create Application, then Category, select Data Source.

d.

From Type, select Oracle Autonomous Database.

e.

From File, select the file that you created in step 8.
Click

f.

.

to browse for the file on the File Browser page.

In Prefix, specify a prefix to make the application name unique.
The prefix is concatenated with the file name to form a unique application
name. For example, if you want to name an application with the same name
as an existing one, assign your initials as the prefix.

g.

Click OK and then click Save.
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5.

Click OK and then click Save.

6.

next to Oracle Autonomous data source application
On the Application page, click
and then select Application Details.

7.

On the Application Details page, click the Options tab.

8.

In Data Extract Query, specify the name of the SQL query to run against the file.

9.

In Delimiter, select the type of delimiter used in the file.
Available delimiter symbols include the following:
•

Comma (,)

•

Exclamation (!)

•

Semicolon (;)

•

Colon (:)

•

Vertical bar (|)

10. In Credential Store, specify the type of credential store used by the EPM Integration

Agent.
Available types of credential stores include the following:
•

Cloud

•

File

For the Cloud credential store type, store the username/password/connect string in the
application.
For a File credential store type, create a file that stores the JDBC URL, user name and
password for the Oracle Autonomous Database connection. The URL format must
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include the JDBC URL, path to wallet folder, user name, and password. The file
name must be named appname.cred and stored in the config directory.
The file must contain the following lines:
jdbcurl=jdbc:oracle:thin:@<tns_name>?
TNS_ADMIN=<path_to_wallet_folder>
An example of an entry in the .cred file might look like this:
jdbcurl=jdbc:oracle:thin:@epmdevdb0_low?TNS_ADMIN=C:\ATP
Connection\epmdevdb0_wallet
username=apps
password=w+Sz+WjKpL8[

Note:
The password used for both credential store types must be encrypted.
When the type is a "Cloud" store, type the password in the user interface
in the usual way. The system encrypts and stores the password.
When the type is a "File" store, you must encrypt the password using the
encryptpassword utility and store the password in the file. For more
information about encrypting your password, see Encrypting the EPM
Cloud User Password.
11. In Username, specify the user name that you used to connect to the Oracle

Autonomous Database.
If you connect to the Oracle Autonomous Database using SQL Developer, specify
the SQL Developer username and password.
12. In Password, specify the password that you used to connect to the Oracle

Autonomous Database.
13. In Service Name, specify the service name.

You can find the service name by opening the tnsnames.ora file and selecting a
service name associated with the connection. A service name is an alias mapped
to a database network address contained in a connect descriptor.
You are required to select a service name when you connect to the database. The
service names for Autonomous Data Warehouse connections are in the format:
•

databasename_high

•

databasename_medium

•

databasename_low

These services map to the LOW, MEDIUM, and HIGH consumer groups.
For example, if you create an Autonomous Database with a Data Warehouse
workload type and specify the database name as DB2020, your service names are:
•

db2020_high

•

db2020_medium
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•

db2020_low

If you connect using the db2020_low service, the connection uses the LOW consumer
group.
The basic characteristics of these consumer groups are:
•

HIGH: Highest resources, lowest concurrency. Queries run in parallel.

•

MEDIUM: Less resources, higher concurrency. Queries run in parallel.
You can modify the MEDIUM service concurrency limit. See Change MEDIUM
Service Concurrency Limit for more information.

•

LOW: Least resources, highest concurrency. Queries run serially.

14. In Fetch Size, specify the number of rows fetched (that the driver processes) with each

database round trip for a query.
15. In Wallet Location, specify the location of the directory where your wallet has been

downloaded to and unzipped in the EPM Integration Agent server.

16. Click Save.
17. Finish integrating the Oracle Autonomous Database data source with the EPM Cloud by

completing the following:
Task

Description

More Information

General

Add or edit an integration for Defining a Data Integration
file-based and direct
integration sources.

Map Dimensions

Map the columns in the data
source to dimensions in the
target application.

Map Members

Map dimensions to identify
Mapping Members
how source field values
translate to target dimension
members.

Options

Define options for importing
and exporting data. Also,
define any source filters.

Mapping Dimensions

Setting Data Integration
Options
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Task

Description

More Information

Run the Integration

When the integration is
executed, the EPM
Integration Agent initiates
the export process in the
EPM Cloud. The agent
downloads the export data.
Based on the selected
method, the agent also
constructs the appropriate
INSERT statement and loads
the data to the target table.

For more information, see
Running an Integration

You can review the exported
data by downloading the
output file from the Process
Details. The database column
names for the write-back are
specified as the column
headers in the generated file
as shown below.

Writing Back Data from the EPM Cloud to the Oracle Autonomous
Database
The EPM Integration Agent supports write-back by enabling you to move data from
your Oracle Enterprise Performance Management Cloud applications to the Oracle
Autonomous Database on a local network. To use this feature, register a data export
application to export data to a selected reporting data warehouse in the Oracle
Autonomous Database.
Additionally, the agent can execute two event scripts during the write-back execution:
BefExport and AftExport. Using a BefExport event, you can perform any action
before inserting data to the table or you can override the default insert processing.
Using an AftExport event, you can do any post processing cleanup after inserting
data to the table.
The write-back feature is supported for agents running in both SYNC and ASYNC
modes.
To write back data to the Oracle Autonomous Database:
1.

In Data Integration, create a file that contains one header row from the source data
that you want to write back.
The header row must exactly match the dimension name in the target dimension.
You can use an alias for a column name in the SQL query to the dimension name.
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2.

Save the file as a CSV format file with a header row.
Upload the file using the file browser when registering the application.

3.

Register a data export application with the type Data Export to Oracle Autonomous
Database.
a.

From the Data Integration home page, and then Actions, select Applications.

b.

On the Applications page, click

c.

From Create Application, then Category, select Data Export.

d.

From Type, select Data Export to Oracle Autonomous Database.

e.

From File, select the file that you created in step 2.
Click

f.

.

to browse for the file on the File Browser page.

In Prefix, specify a prefix to make the application name unique.
The prefix is concatenated with the file name to form a unique application name. For
example, if you want to name an application with the same name as an existing one,
you can assign your initials as the prefix.
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g.

Click OK and then click Save.

4.

On the Application page, click
next to the Data Export to Oracle
Autonomous Database source application and then select Application Details.

5.

Go to Application Details Dimensions tab for the Data Export to Oracle
Autonomous Database source application and verify that the column names in the
header record match exactly the column name or column alias in the table to
which you are loading data.
Names are case-sensitive.
For more information, see Setting the Application Detail Dimensions for the WriteBack.

6.

On the Application Details page, click the Options tab.

7.

In Batch Size, specify the number of rows read at a time from the file to memory.
This parameter is mainly used for performance. When data is loaded, this setting
determines how many records are stored in the cache. For example, when 1000 is
specified; 1,000 records are stored in cache. Similarly, when 5000 is specified,
5,000 records are stored in cache and commit.
Determine this setting by Server Memory and adjust as needed.

8.

In Table Name, specify the table name to which to load the data.
The name of the dimensions in the data export to on-premise application must
match the names of the columns in the table. The system generates the INSERT
statement to load the data automatically and inserts text for all fields.
If you specify a table name in this field, do not specify an INSERT statement in the
Insert Query field.

9.

In Insert Query, specify the name of the SQL query associated with the custom
INSERT statement created on the Query Definition page.
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INSERT query must contain the table and columns for values and the dimension name of
the application. Using this method, you can provide a user-friendly dimension name and
also use SQL functions like TO_DATE, TO_NUMBER and other functions to perform data
type conversions and other string operations. For more information, see Writing Back
With a Custom INSERT Query.
If you specify an INSERT query, do not specify a table name in the Table Name field.
10. In Credential Store, specify the type of credential store used by the EPM Integration

Agent.
Available types of credential stores include the following:
•

Cloud

•

File

For the Cloud credential store type, store the username/password/connect string in the
application.
For a File credential store type, create a file that stores the JDBC URL, user name and
password for the Oracle Autonomous Database connection. The URL format must
include the JDBC URL, path to wallet folder, user name,and password. The file name
must be named appname.cred and stored in the config directory.
The file must contain the following lines:
jdbcurl=jdbc:oracle:thin:@<tns_name>?TNS_ADMIN=<path_to_wallet_folder>
An example of an entry in the .cred file might look like this:
jdbcurl=jdbc:oracle:thin:@epmdevdb0_low?TNS_ADMIN=C:\ATP
Connection\epmdevdb0_wallet
username=apps
password=w+Sz+WjKpL8[

주:
The password used for both credential store types must be encrypted.
When the type is a "Cloud" store, type the password in the user interface in the
usual way. The system encrypts and stores the password.
When the type is a "File" store, you must encrypt the password using the
encryptpassword utility and store the password in the file. For more information
about encrypting your password, see Encrypting the EPM Cloud User
Password.
11. In Workflow Mode, specify the method for how data is loaded.

By default, the data load process in Data Management is designed with a well-defined
process flow that provides a full audit of the data load process and the ability to drill down
and view data in Workbench. However, a full data flow may contribute to lengthy
processing times due to archiving of data for audit purposes. Workflow mode options
provide scalable solutions when processing large volumes of data, or when an audit is
not required, and performance is a key requirement.
The three workflow mode options are:
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•

Full

•

Full (no archive)

•

Simple

The Full option is the default flow for loading data. Data is loaded in the standard
way between the staging tables, data can be viewed in Workbench, and drill down
is supported.
The Full (no archive) option loads data in the same manner as the full mode, but
data is deleted from the staging tables at the end of the data load process. Data
can be viewed in the Workbench only after the import step. No drill down is
available with the full (no archive) mode. This method is useful when you want to
review and validate the data during load process but auditing or drill down is not a
requirement.
This method does not provide performance improvement but limits space usage
since data is not persisted for future reference.
The Simple option limits data movement between the staging tables. No drill down
is available, and the data cannot be viewed in the Workbench. This method
provides performance improvement and is useful when you do not require auditing
or drill down.
The Simple option limits data movement between the staging tables. No drill down
is available, and the data cannot be viewed in the Workbench. This method
provides performance improvement and is useful when you do not require auditing
or drill down.
12. In Username, specify the user name that you used to connect to the Oracle

Autonomous Database.
If you connect to the Oracle Autonomous Database using SQL Developer, specify
the SQL Developer username and password.
13. In Password, specify the password that you used to connect to the Oracle

Autonomous Database.
14. In Service Name, specify the service name.

You can find the service name by opening the tnsnames.ora file and selecting a
service name associated with the connection. A service name is an alias mapped
to a database network address contained in a connect descriptor.
You are required to select a service name when you connect to the database. The
service names for Autonomous Data Warehouse connections are in the format:
•

databasename_high

•

databasename_medium

•

databasename_low

These services map to the LOW, MEDIUM, and HIGH consumer groups.
For example, if you create an Autonomous Database with a Data Warehouse
workload type and specify the database name as DB2020, your service names are:
•

db2020_high

•

db2020_medium

•

db2020_low
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If you connect using the db2020_low service, the connection uses the LOW consumer
group.
The basic characteristics of these consumer groups are:
•

HIGH: Highest resources, lowest concurrency. Queries run in parallel.

•

MEDIUM: Less resources, higher concurrency. Queries run in parallel.
You can modify the MEDIUM service concurrency limit. See Change MEDIUM
Service Concurrency Limit for more information.

•

LOW: Least resources, highest concurrency. Queries run serially.

15. In Wallet Location, specify the location of the directory where your wallet has been

downloaded to and unzipped in the EPM Integration Agent server.
16. In Accumulate Data, enter yes to summarize Account data before export and group the

results by one or more columns.
Enter no not to summarize the Account data before export and not group the results by
one or more column.

17. Click Save.
18. Integrate the EPM Cloud application with the data export to Oracle Autonomous

Database application by completing the following tasks.
Task

Description

More Information

General

Add or edit an integration for Defining a Data Integration
file-based and direct
integration sources.

Map Dimensions

Map the columns in the data
source to dimensions in the
target application.

Map Members

Map dimensions to identify
Mapping Members
how source field values
translate to target dimension
members.

Options

Define options for importing
and exporting data. Also,
define any source filters.

Mapping Dimensions

Setting Data Integration
Options
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Task

Description

More Information

Run the Integration

When the integration is
executed, the EPM
Integration Agent initiates
the export process in the
EPM Cloud. The agent
downloads the export data.
Based on the selected
method, the agent also
constructs the appropriate
INSERT statement and loads
the data to the target table.

Run the Integration

You can review the exported
data by downloading the
output file from the Process
Details. The database column
names for the write-back are
specified as the column
headers in the generated file
as shown below.
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